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E. A. SPEISER 



PREFACE 

In our recovery of the past there is probably no parallel to the rapid emerg
ence of the H urrians as a vital factor in the history of a large portion of the 
Ancient Near East. Their political relations with Egypt have been known, 
it is true, for some time. But the profound cultural influence of the Rurrians 
upon the Assyrians, the Hebrews, and the Hittites has come in only recently 
for due recognition. With the growing understanding of the significance of 
the people there has come about also an increased interest in their language. 
This book owes its origin to that interest. 

To the linguist Hurrian has an independent appeal which need have no 
relation to historical and cultural considerations. The language has no genetic 
connection with the major linguistic families or branches of that area, such as 
Hamito-Semitic, Sumerian, and Hittite. In type and structure Hurrian pre
sents intricate problems of classification and analysis. It thus holds out the 
promise of possible contributions to the study of language in general. 

The wisdom of an attempt at a comprehensive study of Hurrian at this 
time is not beyond questioning. The material at OUT disposal is scanty and 
fragmentary. Unpublished texts are known to exist and their eventual appear
ance is bound to have a bearing on conclusions limited to the accessible sources. 
Nevertheless, we have today a body of data regarding the phonology, mor
phology, and syntax of Hurrian which seem to justify a, tentative correlation. 

In venturing such a correlation I have had the important advantage of 
results achieved by previous workers in this field, notably Messerschmidt, 
Thureau-Dangin, Friedrich, and Goetze. If most of what the present work 
contains is still very definitely " stuff for transforming," the fault is certainly 
not theirs. It is rather due to my effort to hazard an analysis of the entire 
material. This has entailed a discussion of a large number of forms not previ
ously isolated or interpreted, and a statement of the syntax of Hurrian which 
is at variance with the position held by my colleagues. In these circumstances 
it is probable that in evaluating the individual details I may have expressed 
myself all too often with more confidence than the evidence at hand might 
warrant. I feel more hopeful about the relative validity of the general outline 
of the language here offered because its structure permits frequent independent 
checks of the results obtained. Thus the analysis of the morphologic elements 
of the noun or the verb has to agree with various collateral features of the 
syntax. The more numerous such agreements are, the greater is the pre
sumption of the approximate correctness of the solution proposed. 

xiii 



xiv PREFACE 

The method of presentation is not wholly in accordance with the require
ments of the subject matter. A strictly descriptive account of Hurrian is 
precluded for the time being by the necessity of determining first the great 
majority of the facts. For this reason many details han had to be cited out 
of their logical place, not without some speculation and argument. Further
more, it has seemed advisable not to add to existing difficulties by departing 
radIcally from traditional terminology, prejudicial as this may be to a lan
guage like Hurrian. I hale made an exception, however, in the matter of 
arrangement since the traditional mode of grammatical treatment could not 
possibly serve the needs of Rurrian. 

The scope of the book as originally announced called for a brief account of 
the grammar followed by a chrestomathy and a complete glossary. But the 
grammar alone has proved to require more space than had .:first been con
templated for all three parts. A suitably annotated chrestomathy would at 
least have doubled the present size. Since the two omitted parts are practically 
ready for publication, haying been prepared before the crrammatical analysis b • 
was undertaken, they may appear as a separate volume at some future date. 

The preparation of this volume was facilitated by much generous assistance. 
To my wife I am indebted for transcribing and .:filing the glossary and indices 
of elements used in the progress of the work. Professor Zellig S. Harris was 
able to read part of the manuscript and to contribute valuable suggestions. 
For the help which I was fortunate to receive from Professor Albrecht Goetze 
it is difficult to make adequate acknowledgment. He found time to study all 
of the text and to give me the benefit of his judgment concerning virtually 
every section of this book. lowe to him many corrections and improvements. 
Above all, howenr, I am grateful to him for the quality and stimulus of his 
opposition in matters on which we do not see eye to eye; quite possibly, I may 
come to regret my own stand in more instances than one. 

Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to the American Schools of Oriental 
Research for publishing the book and for the patience and consideration of 
their officers during the delay which attended its completion. 

Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 
September 19, 1941 

E. A. SPEISER 
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Other titles 'are cited in full. Cross-references are enclosed in square brackets. 
Phonetic transcription and supplemented passages are also indicated by square 
brackets. Roman numerals which are not preceded by an abbreviated reference 
indicate respective volumes of KUB. 

In literal translations from Hurrian bound morphemes are marked by means of 
hyphens. Elsewhere the English rendering does not follow the exact order of the 
Hurrian bound forms. 

METHOD OF NORMALIZED TRANSCRIPTION 

In analyzing the complex linguistic Iorms of H urrian it is often necessary 
to break up the given word into its component morphologic elements. How
ever, such a division has little in common with the sequence of signs which 
the syllabary had to employ in order to represent that word. E. g., the spelling 
ge-pa-a-nu-u-sa-aS-se-na contains the morphologic elements keb-an-oi-a-se-na. 
The underlying distinctions of voice and vowel-quality are conveyed by the 
Byllabary in a consistent manner although the method employed for the pur· 
pose differs from that of the late Akkadian texts on which the direct trans· 
literations are based. To ignore the distinctions thus reflected would be to 
obscure the known facts of the language. But our knowledge of the sounds 
of H urrian is as yet far from sufficient to permit adequate normalization in 
all instances. For this reason the great majority of citations will be given in 
direct transliteration, while transcription will be reserved for morphologic 
analysis. To avoid confusion between transliterated and normalized forms 
plus-signs will be used for purposes of analysis whenever the elements involved 
might otherwise be mistaken for actual syllabic readings. 

It should be pointed out at this time that the normalized forms are not 
meant as a phonemic transcription. The discussion of the sounds of Hurrian 
in Chapter II will contain the evidence lor setting up such pairs as s : i, 
p : b, Ie : g, t : d, f : v, and u : o. But the symbol S, e. g., implies only 
a sound that differed from z with regard to voice and was distinct also from 
s in some unknown way; the pair f : v indicates labial spirants, voiceless 
and voiced respectively, without implying any further phonetic qualification. 

The incomplete nature of the evidence at hand will be reflected by the 
following limitations: 

Syllabic s is retained where there is no way of deciding between 8 and z; e. g., sue 
for su-e. 

Single intervocalic � of the syllabic texts is not transcribed as g because the available 
evidence is as yet not wholly free from ambiguity; hence syllabic lJalba1;e alongside 
alphabetic lJ.lbg. 

The consonant in the genitive and dative suffixes is written -w- because that is the 
regular writing in Mitanni; e. g., a.§ti + we. In the other syllabic sources the writing 
of that consonant varies between wand b, which would seem to suggest [v]. But the 
orthography of �Iitanni has to be our standard for the time being and consistency 
demands that we follow it also in this instance. 

When the syllabic texts use single b or p after a vowel, the transcription is b unless 
we have independent evidence in favor of v. 
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Before the ambiguous spirant-form � stops are arbitrarily represented as voiceless. 
But in a sequence of vowel + stop + stop the first stop is marked as voiced, the second 
as voiceless; cf. Rs Ibig and perhaps Mad ki-ib-ti-en. This conventional procedure does 
not imply a definitive phonetic interpretation. 

Double writing of stops in the syllabic sources is represented in transcription by the
corresponding double voiceless stops although we cannot be sure that the sounds in 
question were invariably long or doubled ; e. g., ittummi. 

Since there is no clear evidence for etymological long vowels in Rurrian the tran
scription *-fin for written -a-an would be misleading. I have used -an instead, as an 
arbitrary marker of full spelling and not as an indication of a particular form of stress. 

The normalized forms, subject to the foregoing restrictions, will be employed 
when necessary after the required evidence has been furnishd in Chapter II, 
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the adopted method is strictly 
schematic and applicable only to a limited number of instances, It has the 
advantage of presenting a better picture of the variety of the sounds of Rurrian 
than could be obtained from direct transliterations alone. Without some such 
method grammatical analysis would be seriously impeded. At all events, the 
reader need never have any difficulty in visualizing the underlying orthography: 
normalized .s represents double intervocalic s of the syllabic texts; elsewhere
this transcription has to have the independent support of the alphabetic 
material; a stands for the sign U attested in Mitanni; and the like. 

In direct transliteration, which will be the rule rather than the exception, 
the system followed is that of Thureau-Dangin's Le Syllabaire Accadien and 
Les Homophones Sumeriens. I write, however, ya instead of ia and I give 
preference to the commonest sign-values, namely, those without diacritics and 
subnumerals. Thus, e. g., I write pa instead of ba, iu instead of dfi, even where
the evidence calls for a voiced consonant. This is done in order to present the 
true state of the orthographic evidence. An exception to this procedure is the 
use of pi and pe initially and after consonants, mainly because these forms 
have come into common use in recent transliterations of Hurrian, apart from 
being phonetically preferable. Where the system of Thureau-Dangin offers a 
choice of free variants (without calling for diacritics or subnumerals) the 
variant closest to the required form has been used. The sign IE appears thus 
in several of its permissible variants in !!!!:!..-ri, ai-ia-ip-pa, pa-si-ib ; ID is found 
in as-te-ni-waa-ni-j!, .i.t-ta-in-na-a-an, u-ni-e-et-ta; and GI of the main sylla
bary is consistently transliterated ail ge. The sign T/DIN is transliterated ten without differentiating t from d. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. The name Rurrian is applied today to that ancient langua�e which 
modern scholars first called "Mitannian" and later came to �eslgnate as 
"Subarean." These changes in terminology ha-ve marked succeSSIve stages of 
progress in the study of the subject. 

2. Among the cuneiform tablets from Tell el-Amama, brought to light in 
1887, the one which was the largest in the group happened also to be co�
posed in an unknown language.' Only the introductory paragraph, whICh 
takes up seT"en out of nearly 500 lines, was wrItten III AkkadIan. From that 
introduction it was learned that the document was a letter addressed to 
Amenophis III by Tushratta, king of Mitanni. It was logical, therefore, at 
the time to assume that the rest of the letter was in the principal language of 
the Kingdom of Mitanni; the use of the term" ThIitannian" was the natural 
consequence of that assumption. 

This name was employed by all the early students of the subject, including P. Jensen 
(cf his articles in ZA 5 [1890] 166 ff., 6 [1891] 34ff., and 14 [1899] 173 ff.); L. Messer-

h
' 

'dt Mitanni-Studien (MVAG 4 [1899] No. 4 )  ; F. Bark, Die Mitannisprache pIVAG sc ml , 
I t th rna terial in the 14 [1909] Kos. 1/2. Current usage restricts the term, as a ru e, � e 

. . 
non· Akkadian letter of Tushratta. This is done in order to maintam a spec�al dIalectal 

osition for the language of that letter (e. g., by Bark, who would separate It from Ras �hamra Hmrian and from the lingui,tic sub,tratum at Nuzi) ; more commonly
: 

however, 
" Mitanni " refers (when used in a linguistic sense ) to the orthography and '\ocabulary 
of the Tushratta letter, without further dialectal connotation. In the present monograph 
the abbreviation Mit. will be employed in the latter sense. 

3. Related linguistic material was discovered subsequently in the form of 
glosses included in other Amarna letters and in the for

.
m of proper names 

preserved in the same correspondence.2 F�r more extenSIve, howe�er, 
.
wa� to 

pro\'"e a flow of pertinent onomastic materIal from another source 
.
. t.hIS tIme 

not from S'"Tia and Palestine, but from :Mesopotamia, where the maIn language 
was abund�ntly established as Akkadian. A. ungnad, who was the first to 
subject the material in question to careful study (followmg earher attempts 
by Clay, Bork, and Gustavs), showed reason for connectmg the bearers of 

1 Two other cuneiform documents from Amarna prowd to be in a language whic� was 
nkn t the time of their discovery, but different from that of the tablet mentIOned :bove�w;';:ey are the w-called A"aw� lette"" now known to be Hittite; cf. E. Stur�. 

vant, HG 29, and B. Hrozn$"', Journal Asiatique 1931. 307 fr., and for the text see . 
Gotze, Verstreute Boghazkoi-Texte ( 1930) 1-2. 

, . . 2 For " Mitanni " glosses see the early statement by MesserschmIdt, op. CIt. 119 ff. 
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2 I!fTRODUCTIO� TO H"GRRIAN 

those names with the land Subartu. He recognized also the relation between the onomastic elements which he had analyzed and the language of the �litanni letter. Since" !litannian" could be applied properly only to certain Syrian sources, Ungnad proceeded to set up "Subarean" as a common designation which was free from the limitations of ")fitannian." In this he was followed later by a majority of scholars. His objections to the earlier usage were to be borne out by discoveries yet to come. 
Ungnad first established his position on the basis of proper names from Dilbat, cf. BA. 6 (1909) Xo, 5; he followed up his argument in Kulturfragen 1 (Breslau, 1923); his most exhaustive treatment has been presented recently in his comprehensive work Subartu (1936). 

4. The problem took a new turn with the study of the cuneiform records from Boghazkoi. In 1915 Hrozny called attention to the fact that among the passages in languages other than Hittite which had been included in the Hittite texts a number were introduced by the adverb lJurlili.3 It was determined subsequently that (1) this adverb was based on a nominal form liurla- which (2) could be used appellatively as a substitute for mit(t)anni; (3) the corresponding form in Akkadian texts is Gurri which is equated independently with mitanni; Tushratta applies to his land the terms lJurrolJe and lJurwolJ,e, which are adjectives in -( 0) lie based on the stem l;urr- or !Jurw-, while in his Akkadian introduction he calls himself "king of the land Mitanni." 4 It follows that there is a close correspondence between Hittite l;url-, Akkadian iJurr-, and Tushralta's liurr/w- on the one hand, and mitanni on the other. Added to this is the linguistic correspondence between the Boghazkoi passages marked as lJurlili and the language of the .Mitanni letter.s Since" �litannian" is inadequate as a designation for the whole of the linguistic material in question, the choice lies between" Subarean " and the name which is reflected in Hittite !Judili. 

A full discussion of the problems arising from the Hittite uses of lJ,urla- and lJ,urlili is given by F. Sommer in Die Ahbiyavi't-Urkunden (1932) 42ft., 385ft. Sommer sees in lJurla- (whose -Z- as against the -w- of the native lJuru- is manifestly a Hittite development) an appellative which became specialized as an ethnic designation. The geographical connotation is incidental: "Burla-Iand" is not the same thing as "the land aurIa." It is significant that Tushratta's b-urujlJurr_ does not Occur without the 
aCf. �IDOG 56 (1915) 40ft.; see also E. Forrer, ZDMG 1922. 224ft. !l For lJurw- and lJurr- cf. �Iit. I II, 14, 19; II 68, 72; III 6, 1I3; IV 127; for the Akk. phrase see �lit. I 3. 
5 Emphasized by Ungnad himself in ZA 1923. 133 if. The awkwardness of «Subaraer" as against " Burriter," Where Anatolian material is concerned, is admitted by Ungnad in Kulturfragen 1. 8. n. 1. 
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adJ'ectival endina - (o) lJ.e; 1. e., Burr (w) ian" (" land" omini). n�t I" the l�nd :S:urri." o 
d t oint to a geo(rraphIca meanmg. It follows that the native stem, too, oes no P Ll 

The Boghazkoi material helped to show that Jlitanni had only a limited 
po�tical application and neyer sened as a comprehensiye ethIlle or �mgulshc 
desirnation Similar restrictions apply, however, to Subariu and Its ;:;u�

t
CTl�n 

e ui�alents.� This name started out as a geographical ter� for terr� OYles q 
th f Akkad In course of time it came to serve as a baSIS for ethmc and �::n l�ng�istic 

'
uses, but these were not always consistent.' 1IOre�yer'

h 
th:; 

are knO\;n to us only through speakers of Akkadia�. � �n the ot er an , 
"RuITian" represents a name which Tushratta, 'wTltmg I�. 

t�e langua?"e of 
his country applied to the people of that country. The HIttItes used It for 
the same p�ople as well as for its language, which they record as far �way as 
Central ��natoIia. The Ras Shamra texts ha,e �reserv�d th: �ame bas�c name 
in r rraritic hry,9 in addition to furnishing pertment l�ngUlstlC m�terIa� b

.
ot� . "II b' n" d alphabetic form Other witnesses of thIS term are the blbhea In s, a IC a . 

_ h E - t' landeth�icon "Rorite" (Rebrew {t.ori, Greek Xoppaw<;) and t e g},P Ian 
H 10 In view of this abundant testimony from a number of mdepend�nt name '-';h u e of H Rurrian" can no longer be open to dispute, not only wIth sources e s 

b tl th st of the related regard to the respective Boghazkoi documents u a so e re 
and widely scattered sources. 

. . . " R i "was resented by E. Chi era and E. �.\. SpeIser III The argument m favor of urr p 
. . ibid 3 (1931) 289. Kew AASOR 6 (1926) 751f.; d, also Hrozny. AOr, 1 (19
�
9) ��SOR ;3 (1933) 13ff, The material made possible a fuller statement on my par III . . adilv J use of "Subarea�," especially for 1in�Ui

���2 
p
�:r

o
��:

, 
:l:�n�:�:ti����l

l
�;�a:��enk�lile; Friedrich, who shll favored the term III . : G t'k (1939) 11 Ungnad's 7 f.), gave it up in his Kleine Beitrage zur churnhschen ramma I . 

6 Cf. ungnad, Subartu 24 ff. . . . descri tion" man from Su {= Sub.. Subartu mav refer to ASSYrIa (op. CIt. 61), the. p 
d lo,,"es marked artu) may take' in proper names that a:e.not Hurnan (ibid. 106); an g �� 

as Subarean include Akka�ian �-ords 
t�1!;:�n

9��J�ari in the alphabetic texts from Ras 8 The alleged representatIOn 0 an e 
_ � ') ( _ Snia X pI . 62) 12, 23, 30 Shamra (cf. Br. 570) remains to ��

H
prov:d. 

"

R�ty

X 

';Hi�it;" and al.§y "Alashian" . 
-b It r the ethnica Ury urnan, (.V ,  

h' h 
CItes 8 r a e  . .  . t ['J. it is a Rurrian sound W" IC C . ) But the sibilant III questlOll IS no s , . ( = ypnan '. . . Xow this sound is expressed invariably in the s�'llablC co�fi.gura�esv 

WIth semlt� lo��]� [; 938 ] 192). The [s] of Subartu militates, th:refo�e, wrItmg a,,; 8, not 8 (cf. - . rna'\' be rio-ht in comparmg sbr aO'ainst this identification of Sbr. C. G. Y. Brandenst
1
cm

d � (B; 570 n 1) But the ": -h' h curs in a Hittite context as a an name . • . '  WIth Sabarra, -n: IC oc . � O '  t l' 8 [1939] 84 n. 2) is "Very doubtful. further equation Sabarra, = Subart (cf. abo nen a Ia 
9 See the above note. 
10 Cf. AASOR 13 (1933) 27 if. 
11 See also Die 'Velt als Geschichte 3 (Stuttgart, 1937) 60. 
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::�;

O
�f

O
::::;;:� .

in his bO�k by the same title ( 1936), has resulted in a valuable 
terminology. 

' but the '\\ork does not alter the general position on the question of 
Since the Sumerian equivalents of Subartu include subir and b 26 f. ) ,  there is a remote possibility that th S . lJ,u ur ( Ungnad, Subartu 

term which is contained in Tushratta' 
h ese ;:menan

, 
names are reflexes of the native 

merian synonyms stands for [w]Y� Bu� t�:-�;e�!��:ld�� that the labial of both Su
ship really existed At b t S b 

g prove that such a relation-. - es , u artu would be the result of an ld b . f for�ign source, traceable ultimately, through *suwr and *lJ,uwr 
°
t t

�rrow��� rom a 
It IS not a constructive speculation. 

• .J 0 e na H e  lJ,urw-. 

6. An attempt to establish the etymology of Uurri was made b 13 connect the name with Akk. !Jurru H hoI " B 
� Hrozny: He would 

that the Hurrians had borrowed an Akk
e

·d' 
ut a

d
Pa

f
rt fro� the �nherent Improbability a Ian wor or theIr natIOnal d ' t· thO etymology is refuted by the fact that th b . t 

eSIgna lOn, IS 
combination.14, Uno-nad r . tJ H

e as.IC s em was !Jurw-, a patently un· Akkadian 
that the nam 

0 ecogmzes .l� urnan character of this stem. His suggestion 
however, the S�ig��;st

h::;p:.�an�I�r;���allY somethi�g like H alliance, union " 15 lacks, 
based on an appellative of u�nown mea:�n�an surmIse at present is that the name was 

Th� earlier readings of the two cuneiform s'igns with which lJurr' . 'tt . Uarrt and Murri res t' . I h 1- IS wn en, VIZ., as 
Were made possible �e\�:e l:ct 

��:
t
t��:y 

fi
���y .a historical. interest. These readings 

Akkadian syllabary not only lIUR but also H
�gn has as Its common values in the 

two latter readinas were due to et . . and MT}R. The forms based on the 
with th A 

C , "  ymologlzmg tendencies which sought to equate lJAR-ri e ryans and MU R·n wIth Amurru The valu HUR '  ������es
4
e
2
nt in

]
s
)
ta

b
nc

t
e .by the prevailing �sage in th: Ritti:: �;:la

o
b
n�;y 

m
(:�� �:��!�e 

v v  • n. u IS supported also b H b  h '  X 
_ , 

sylIabic reading of the E . r U 1; Y e . . Ort � �ppatos; note also Albright's 
Orthography ( 1934 ) 54

g g
T

O
h
UP

E r
a

t
s, u-ru, The VocalIzatIOn of the Egyptian Syllabic . e gyp Ian name pJ-Ur " th S . 

"
. . Pa (i, u )  'turu ( a )  in the Amarna texts F' 11 th

) ' e yrIan, IS transcnbed 
Hurrian gen. lJu-ur-ra-ueKI, which ;ccu::a

inY'the 
\::a�e-name lJu-ur-ra, esp. with the 

prow pertinent in this connection. 
Ian texts (RES 1937. 102 ) ,  may 

d r T�e Runian material published so far varies considerably as to content< a e, an provenIence. It consists of the following groups : 
"') 

7a. Connected texts, which include (1 )  The Mitanni letter. This document, datuw from ca. 1400 B C t k o • • , a es 
12 Cf. A. Goetze, JAOS 57 ( 1937)- 108. 13 AOr. 3 ( 1931 )  287. 14 Curiously enouah th ' . . 0 '  e same derIVatIOn used to be maintained for the bib!" ] H .t VIZ., from Heb. "!Jor " hole," a co nate of A T ' ,  

ICa on es, 
Akkadians alike amused th 

g
] . h kk. lJurru. It IS pOSSIble that Hebrews and emse ves WIt such pun th On Semitic grounds alone the " s on e name of another people. 

fact that " troglodytes " go n
S:t 

C���I��!��:: ,;r� �U!�d o
,
ut ,;8

f 
seriou� etymo�o?ies by the 

special stems. ' u ca\es, or whICh SemItIC employs 
15 Subartu 131. 
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up four lengthy columns, which total nearly 500 lines averaging more than 
twenty cuneiform signs. For the most part the letter is well preserved. It 
constitutes our principal source for the study of Rurrian in spite of the great 
amount of new material which has come to light since 1881, the year when 
the letter was discovered. This is due to the continuous nature of its subject 
matter and the presence of other letters from Tushratta to Amenophis III, 
which deal with similar topics but are recorded in Akkadian.16 

The latest publication of the text is given in a copy by O. Schroeder, Yorderasiatische 
Schriftdenkmiiler XII ( 1915)  �o. 200. The latest ayailable transliteration is that of 
Friedrich, Kleinasiatische Sprachdenkmaler ( 1932) 9_32 17; it is based on an independent 
study of the original text. 

(.2 )  The material from Boghazkoi. This group consists of Rurrian passages 
scattered among the Hittite texts ; longer Hurrian documents with brief pas
sages in Hittite ; and a few purely Hurrian texts.18 The date is the same as 
that of the Boghazkoi archives in general, i. e., the Amarna period approxi
mately, with some margin both ways ; the majority is probably close to the 
time of the Mitanni letter. Only part of the extant material has been published 
so far. The contents are chiefly of a religious nature, with rituals predomi
nating; there are also epic and historic-mythological passages. The published 
material takes up well over a thousand lines. A number of passages of con
siderable length are well preserved, but many others are in fragments, often 
with a single word, or only part of one, to a line. :Moreover, ',"",-jth one 
exception/9 the number of signs to a line averages less than in the ).fit.anni 
letter. The result is that the total amount of Hurrian material from Boghazkoi 
is below that of the single letter of Tushratta. Nor does our understanding of 
the Boghazkoi material compare with our present knowledge of the letter. The 

1(1 EA 17·23, 25. Other letters from Tushratta to the Egyptian court are: ibid. Xo. 26 
(to the widow of Amenophis III ) ;  Kos. 27-29 ( to Amenophis IV ) .  

1.7 Abbr. Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. I ha,e not been able to obtain a copy of Bork's latest 
study of the letter, which was announced for the year 1939. [See now J. Friedrich's 
adverse criticism of Bork's Der :Mitanibrief une seine Sprache in "\YZKM 46. 195-204.] 
His earlier transliteration and translation of the document, included in Mitanni
sprache ( 1909 ) ,  can no longer be accepted. The recent translation by S. A. B. Mercer, 
The Tell EI-Amarna Tablets ( 1939) No. 24, is a wasted effort. 

1.8 Examples of Hurrian texts with brief passages in Hittite: KUB XXVII 38 ( ritual 
followed by a historic-mythological passage [col. iv] ) ;  42 ( ritual for the king and 
queen ) ;  XXIX 8 ii 29 if. ( ritual for the " washing of the mouth " ) ; straight Hurrian 
texts: VIII 61 ( = KBo. VI 33 [fragment of tbe Gilgamesh epic; cf. also V1II 60 rev.] ) ; 
XXVII 46 (" Teshub and the River " ) ; XXXI 3 (mentions Sargon of Akkad ) ;  and 
many other fragments. 

1.9 XXVII 42. 
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discontinuous contexts of the religious documents coupled with their specialized vocabulary present serious obstacles to a satisfactory interpretation. It is probable that the language of rituals, myths, and epics was more archaic than the �ver�'-day speech which the practical Tushratta employed.20 But each new publIcatIon promises further gains. 
Hurrian passages occur in all the principal pUblications of Hittite texts . the two series KEo. = Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi ( 1921-3) and KUB = Keilschrif�urkunden aus Boghazk6i ( 1921 fr. L the latest being vol. XXXI ( 1939 ) ·  and the sinO'Ie volumes HT = Hittite Texts (London, 1920) and VBoT = Yersteute B:gJlazkoi-Text: (}':Iarburg, 1:30 ) .  The bulk of the material is presented in KGB XXVII ( 1934 ) ; note especially �os. I, 38,

.
42,�and 4�: KUB XXIX ( 1938) gives a long Hurrian passage, excellently presened, In � o  .

. 
8 (11 2?-3 1 ;  34-52; iii 4-54; 59-6 1 ;  iv 1-35 ) .  Occasional duplicates, complete or partIal, furlllsh valuable assistance; cf., e. g., XXVII I iii 34 if.: 6 i 3 if.' �3. ii : 24 i\-; 23 iii: 24 i ;  42 rev. 12-13: XXIX S iii 30-33; XXVII ibid. 17-19: XXIX IbId. 34-38; XXVII ibid. 21-23: XXIX ibid. 39-43; and others. 

(3) The texts from Mari. The very extensive cuneiform archives from this ancient center on the Middle Euphrates have been found to include short Hurrian texts which date from the perioel of Hammurabi. This material antedates, thererore, all the other connected records in Hurrian by four to fiye centuries and provides a starting point for a historical approach to the language. Of the six releyant documents published so far four are in Hurrian alone, while tw� contain Akkadian material on the obverse, plainly independent fro
.
m

. 
the 

.
R urnan context on the reverse. The texts are poetic in form and rehg��us III content. The s�'stem of writing differs from the ]\,fitanni�Bog_ hazkOl sylla?ary. Pr?gress III the interpretation of these difficult religious poems promises to brrng out other instructive differences. 

These texts hate been published and analyzed by F. Thureau-Dangin, Tablettes burrites provenant de �lari, RA 36 ( 1939) 1-28. 

(4) The alphabetic material from Ras Shamra. Still another group of relIgIOus t�xts co�es from Ras Shamra (ancient l'garit), in the northern part of the SYrIan coast. The date (shortly after 1500 B. C.") compares with that o� th� lIltanlll-B�ghazkoi material. But the script is consonantal, not syllabic, dIffermg only shghtly from the cuneiform alphabet employed for the local dmlect of Semitic." The principal text in the group (RS X 4) contains 62 

20 Cf. Friedrich, Der gegenwartige Stand unseres Wissens von der churritische 
Sprache, Ex Oriente Lux 6 ( 1939) 93. 

n 

:: For the date se: Z. Harris, The Smithsonian Report for 1937 ( publ. 1938) 491. 
In the form of

.
z (jUgar. 8) and 8 < <Ugar. 1, but often resembling Ugar. ' [44] ) . 

The R�s Sharum sIgns 'a, 'ije, 'u may have been used in the Hurrian texts for the 
respectIve vowels alone. 
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lines divided into 17 paragraphs each of which presents an inyocation to a 
deity or deities. For the most part this text is well preserved. The remaining 
Hurrian passages are short and mostly fragmentary. One of them 23 gives a 
list of deities. Lack of vocalic representation makes the Hurrian material 
from Ras Shamra particularly difficult to interpret. 

.A yaluable study of R§ X 4 ( = Syria 10 [1929J pI. 64 [ta.blet 4] ) was contributed 
by v. Brandenstein, ZD).IG 91 ( 1937) 555 if. ( = Br. ) .  The only serious objection to his 
treatment results from Brandenstein's interpretation of the symbol 9 as a special form 
of 8 [58]. For a photograph of R§ X 4 see the publication by Th. H. Gaster, in the 
M. Gaster Anniversary Volume 154 fr. Bork's indiyidualistic view of the same material, 
to which he has devoted a monograph with an impressive title (Das Ukirutische, Die 
unbekannte Spracbe yon Ras Schamra, Die Grundlagen der Entzifferung [Leipzig, 1938] ) 
is of little use. For other Hurrian material from Ras Shamra cf. Friedrich, Analecta 
Orientalia 12 ( 1935) 128ff., and add now Syria 20 ( 1939) 127 ( = Rs XX A, B ) .  

7b. The Sumero-Hurrian vocabulary. Ras Shamra has yielded also a 
vocabulary in syllabic cuneiform (of the same date as the alphabetic texts) 
in the form of the second tablet of the Sumero-Akkadian series known as 
::§.:AR . r  a :  lJubullu; but the Sumerian entries are translated here into Rurdan 
instead of Akkadian. Most of the 135 lines of this bilingual text are well 
preserved. Thus rar, however, the vocabulary has been of less assistance than 
one would expect. Its words and phrases are derived from legal and economic 
usage which otherwise figures little in the ext.ant Hurrian mat.erial. The 
Sumerian is often faulty so that the accuracy of the corresponding H urrian 
cannot be taken for granted. Dialectal peculiarities seem to be present." It 
is likely, moreover, that Rurrian words ,voulel appear more variable as abstract 
lexical items than in the concrete framework of a sentence [230]. 

The yocabulary was published and fully analyzed by Thureau-Dangin in Syria 1 2  
( 1931 )  225-66. For additional remarks by B. Landsberger cf. AfO 12 ( 1938) 136. 

7c. Proper names. This is a particularly extensive source of Hurrian 
linguistic elements even though they are restricted in variety by the con
ditions of onomastic usage. They span a longer period and cover a larger 
area than do the extant connected texts and they help to establish the pene
tration of Hurrian into territories which were 

'
dominated by other languages. 

Kames of demonstrably Hurrian origin occur shortly after the middle of the 
third millennium in a region northeast of Akkad." At the turn of that 
millennium they are on the increase in Babylonia and at the beginning of the 

23 Syria 12 ( 1931 )  3S9 if. and .aOr. 4 ( 1933) l I S f. ( abbr. Hr. ) .  
24 Cf. Friedrich, Ex Oriente Lux 6 .  92. 
21i Cf. Ungnad, Subartu 141 f. Still earlier is the name Puttim-adal ( not Putti-madal, 

as analyzed by Ungnad, ibid. 144) borne by a contemporary of Naram·Sin; but it has 
come down in a late copy (RA 16 [1919] 161 if.) .  
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next
,
they appear in considerable numbers as far north as Chagar Bazar in the Hahur Valley; In the succeedmg centuries Hurrian names are attested abundantly in widely separated areas. The largest group by far, embracing thousands ?f ?ccurr

.
ence�, comes from the Arrapb-a area (modern Kirkuk), east of the Tigns, pTlm�nly from the site of ancient �UZi.26 ]:fany others are scattered o:"er a wIde area, from Southern !Iesopotamia to Cappadocia, Syria, and Palestm€. A few are recorded in the Boghazkoi texts. Some are as late as the end of the second millennium.27 All of these Occurrences are attested in the cuneiform syllabic writing. In addition, there are Hurrian names in the alphabetic texts from Ras Shamm, a few probable examples in the Old Testament, and one or two possible instances in Egypt. 

This extensive o�omastic material has contributed to our knowledge- of the vocabulary of Hurnan. The meaning of many individual elements has been established. From a grammatical standpoint, however, the names still present unusual difficulties [241]. 
An exhaustive study of the Nuzi names and their component elements has been pre

pared b� P. ].�. Purves and will appear soon in the Oriental Institute Publications. For 
recent dIscussIOns on the subject cf. L. Oppenheim, AfO 12 ( 1937) 29 :ff. ;  Purves, JAOS 
58 ( l 938)  

.
462 if. and AJSL 57 (1940) 162 ff. (orthography) .  The names from Chagar 

Bazar (WhICh date from the Hammurabi period) are included in a study by C. J. Gadd, 
Iraq 7 (

.
1940). 35 if. The Palestinian material from Taanach was presented by A. 

Gusta:-s m ZeIt. d.  deut. Pal. Ver. 57 ( 1927) I ff. and ibid. 58 ( 1928) 169 ff. :Meso. 
potamlan sources

. 
are cited in Gng�ad, Subartu 138 if. and G. R. Meyer, AfO 12 (1939) 

36? :ff. ;
. 

Capp
.
adocla: Ungnad, 0p. CIt. 150f.;  L. Oppenheim, RHA 33 ( 1938) 7 tf. ;  other 

brIef dISCUSSIOns are scattered in numerous recent publications. 

7d. Other material. Rere may be listed (1) the few so-called glosses from 
the Amarna letters.28 (2 )  Numerous H urrian terms from N uzi which Occur 
as independent words or in periphrastic expressions formed with the aid of 
Akk. epesu �' do." To the same category of quasi-loanwords 29 belong many 
of the techmcal terms found in the Akkadian lists of presents from Tushratta 
to the Egyptian court ; " also a number of terms in the long Qatna tablet. 

26 For the form of this place·name d. [62]. 
l!7In the annals of Tiglathpileser I (ca. 1100 ) ,  cf. Ungnad, op. cit. 162 (note already ? J. Gadd, RA 23 [1926] 77) . In outlying mountain districts Rurrian names survive 

mto the first millennium; one can hardly separate the :.'-.Iedian Deioces (ca. 715 ) ,  cuneif. 
Dayaukku, from Xuzi Tay { a ) uki; cf. G. G. Cameron, History of Early Iran ( 1936) 153. l!8 l\Iesserscbmidt, ),Iitanni-Studien 119 if.; Friedrich, BChG 22, 31  f. Goetze has 
den:onstrated, howeYer, that not all the alleged glosses are accompanied by Akkadian 
eqUIvalents; cf. RRA 35 ( 1939) 103 if. 29 They are not loanwords proper because they Occur in texts which are traceable to 
speakers of the language in question. 

30 EA 22, 25. For the Qatna tablet (380 lines) cf. Virolleaud, Syria 1 1  ( 1930) 311 if. 
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(3) True Rurrian loanwords have frequently been noted or suspected in 
Rittite inscriptions and they may turn up in U garitic. Some are demonstrable 
in good Akkadian. (4) Lastly, non-Akkadian constructions in the �uzi texts 
which betray the influence of Rurrian syntax. 

( 2 )  For the Hurrian material from Kuzi cf. C. R. Gordon, BaS OR 64 ( 1936) 23 :ff. 
and Orientalia 7 ( 1938) 51 if. ; add also Goetze, Lang. 16 ( 1940) 168 if. ( 3 )  For the 
Hurrian (and not ultimately Akkadian) origin of ambassi keldi see Friedrich, AfO 1 0  
( 1935) 294 and v .  Brandenstein, Ai O  1 3  ( 1939) 5 8 ;  for iwaru cf. Speiser, JAOS 55 
( 1935) 436 n. 17. On tiSan " very " in Hittite see [131]. The common Akk. papab-u 

•• cella, sacred precinct, etc." appears to have a Hurrian etymology [62] : of Hurrian 
origin seems to be also the agrarian term silub-li (gen.) which occurs in the Assyrian 
Laws B ii 8. (4 )  For Hurrianized syntax in Nuzi Akkadian see Speiser, AASOR 1 6  
( 1 936) 136 :II. and Leo Oppenheim, AfO 1 1  ( 1936) 5 6  if.; the latter study ascribes these 

foreign constructions to Elamite influence, but Oppenheim has since recognized the 
linguistic substratum at Nuzi as Hurrianj cf. now RRA 26 ( 1937) 58ft'.; ibid. 33 
( 1938) � fr. 

8. The foregoing suryey of the Rurrian material presupposes that all these 
disparate sources, spread over a wide area much of which was dominated by 
speakers of other and unrelated languages, and extending over many centuries, 
were linguistically homogeneous. This assumption will be substantiated in 
the succeeding chapters by examples from the entire field. In the meantime 
it is necessary to state that all the students concerned did not admit at once 
the essential unity of this material as it was gradually coming to light. The 
skepticism which they expressed had its basis in the comparative paucity of 
the material as a whole, the variety of subject matter, and the manifest 
differences in scripts and systems of writing. Recent progress in the study 
of Rurrian has served to overcome these obstacles. The problem reduces itself 
now chiefly to dialectal peculiarities. They are the inevitable corollary of the 

length of period and size of area affected, coupled with the remoteness of the 
respective Rurrian groups from their original centers and from one another. 

A cautious attitude with regard the Ras Shamra vocabulary [7b] was voiced by 
Friedrich, Kleinasiatische Sprachdenkmaler ( 1932) 149. For a more recent view on the 
question of Rurrian dialects cf. Speiser, AASOR 16 ( 1936) 141 f. in line with earlier 
opinions expressed by Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12 ( 1931 ) 264 if., and others. Bork's 
dissenting interpretation, Das Ukirutische ( 1938) 38 if., called forth a thorough refu
tation by Friedrich, BChG (1939) 45 if., who in withdrawing his previous objections 
gives the most complete statement on the subject yet published. 

9. The question of the relation of Runian to other languages is as old as 
the initial studies of the Mitanni letter. It was clear, howeyer, to scholars 

like Messerschmidt that substantial results by the combinatory method from 
within must precede any serious attempt at outside comparisons. F"or such 
results the Mitanni letter alone did not suffice. Bork's venturesome eifort, 
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Mitannisprache (1909) 68 if th f d d f ·  . • OJ was ere ore Dome to allure ; It operated 
wIth too many unknown quantities. l\ ow that the situation has altered 
appreciably a tentative statement is not out of order. 

Of the ancient languages of the l\ ear East, Elamite was the first to be 
c�mpared ,:ith �urrian. Today it is necessary to deny the existence of a 
dIrect �elatI�nshlp between .th� two. As for Hattie, the language of Central 
Anatoha whICh

. 
preceded �lthte, too little is kno1vn as yet for any purposes. 

At all
, 
events, ItS

. 
predomInantly prefixing charact-er/1 as compared with the 

e�clusrvely suffixmg structure of Rurrian, points to important underlYing 
dIfferences. 

v 

Conditions are much mOTe encou
,
raging with regard to u rartian, the pre

�nd�;Euro�ean language of ArmenIa. Correspondences in morphology, syn
tax, and 'Vocab�lary bespeak a close connection with Hurrian. Since the extant 
records of Rurnan and Urartian respectiyely differ considerably in aae con
tents, and systems of writing: the grammatical differences which ha�e

' 
been 

noted so f�r are not inconsistent with the above assumption. 
COnclUSIye comparisons with modern Caucasic, in so far as these languages 

may be reg�rded as uniform in type:ss are ruled out on chronological grounds 
and by t?� lllchoate status of Caucasic linguistics. Die " Suffixiibertragung," 
or repetItIOn of the suffixes of the head with the dependent noun, a charac
tensile feature of Rurrian, is present also in Caucasic.s4 )Ioreover, I expect 
to de�onstrate. that the �oncept of the verb in Rurrian was passi"val, just as in 
IT r�ril�n and ill CaucaslC. Such correspondences suggest an ultimate simi
larIty m the . type of the

. 
languages concerned. But a direct relationship 

between Hurna� and any smgl: group of Caucasic cannot be upheld at present, 
any more than It can be establIshed between Rurrian and Elamite. 

The connections between Hurrian and urartian are summed up bv Friedr' h '  h 9 
of h' BChG I 

• lC m e . 
� IS. ; s€: no�v a s� O�ientali� 9 ( 1940 ) 21 1 .1f. For a sketch of the grammar of 

Lrarhan see .
Fnednch, Emfuhrung ms Urartaische (1IVAeG 37. 3 [1933] ) .  

The CaucaslC :haracter of " !fitanni " was maintained by Bork (op. cit.) on insufficient 
and met�odologlcally inadmis�ible grounds. It can be seen today, however, that he was 
on the TIght track. He erred III making his claims too sweeping and in basing them in 
part on unprovable correspondences between individual formatives. 
� For the concept of the Hurrian verb see Speiser, Studies in Hurrian Grammar, JAOS 
D9 ( 1939) 289fT. The dissenting opinion of Goetze is presented in Lang. 16 ( 1940) 
125 fT. The argument is reviewed in [246]. 

81 Kot entirely so, as is often asserted; cf. Friedrich, AfO II ( l936) 78. 
32 In the passival orientation of the verb; for the situation in Urartian cf F . d . h 

E· f··h . T'" • rle rIc , 
III u rung ms ....., rartaische §§ 50, 82. :: Cf: A. �

�
irr, Einfiihrung �n das Studium der kaukasischen Sprachen ( I928 ) .  

IbId. 3DD; cf. also Ex OrIente Lux 6. 95. For its operation in Hurrian see [238]. 

II. ORTHOGRAPHIES AND PRONUNCIATION 

10. The unusually \fide distribution of Rurrian linguistic elements led to 

the recording of this material in a corresponding variety of forms. Today 

we are confronted with Rurrian Eources preserved in such basically distinct 

systems of writing as the alphabetic script of Ras Shamra and the cuneiform 

syllabic script. ',hat is more, the syllabic material is not uniform in itself 

as regards orthography. Unlike the case of the Hittite documents, e. g., we 

ha,e to contend in the R urrian texts with the individual characteristics of 

the 11ari syllabary and the K uzi, Amarna, and Boghazkoi syllabaries, not to 

mention sources of minor importance. �-1.n attempt at a reconstruction of the 

sounds of R urrian must proceed, therefore, from the combined eyidence of 

all these separate systems. It is a laborious task, but the situation has its 

ad"vantages in the independent nature of the respective sources. In fact, 

recent progress in the study of Rurrian phonetics, and consequently also 

R urrian phonology and morphology, is due in large measure to the hetero

geneous character of the gi\en orthographies. 
Before the phonetic results are stated a few facts about the systems of 

writing concerned will have to be examined. We begin with the syllabaries. 

11. A common feature of all H urrian syllabic texts is their relati>e a,oidance 

of ideograms, except in some proper names, and their sparing use of deter

minatives. E,en the determinative for " god " may be omitted; it is lacking 

notably in the )Iari material. This custom introduces a sharp distinction 

bct\fecn the Rurrian texts, including those from Boghazkoi, and the Hittite 

documents. The modern student is deprived thereby of a valuable aid to the 

understanding of the context, which proved so important in the early stages 

of Hittite studies. 
For the cuneiform syllabary and its subdivisions see Thureau-Dangin, Le Syllabaire 

Accadien ( 1926 ) .  The system here employed for transliterating syllabic values is that 
proposed ibid. and in its companion work, Les Homophones Sumeriens ( 1929) ; accents 
and subnumerals are employed only to separate given homophones. 

For the Hittite system of writing cf. Sturte,ant, HG 34-86. 

12. The Hurrian texts from }Iii.ri show the same orthography as the local 

Akkadian documents. The sign BE has the value us. Stop·signs are differ

entiated according to voice, just. as in Old Babylonian. A minor departure 

is the writing of the sign U with four horizontal wedges alone, without the 

crossing "\erticals ; the normal form appears, however, in Mari 6. 7, 2·0. 

11 
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12a. With the Akkadianizing system of the Mari documents should be 
grouped the scattered systems employed for Hunian proper names in (1)  
Babyloma up to and mcludmg the Hammurabi period ; (2 )  Chagar Bazar, in 
the Hammurabl penod; (3 )  early l\Juzi, in a small number of texts which 
represent the first generation of the local Hurrian settlers (ca. 1500 ) .  Here 
belongs also (4) the vocabulary from Ras Shamra [ib] All th . .  . . �' . ese groups 
agree In dl�eTenhatmg between voiced and voiceless stops and in employing 
the ,owel SIgn U to the exclusion of U [28]. On the other hand we h 

" 
t 

bd" "d �I' " d ( ) 
, ave 0 

su IVI
. 
e .1- an �n 4 as against the first three groups in the matter of 

expressl�g 
.
HuTnan Z [45J . 'Vhereas the former subdivision favors for this 

purpose s-slgns, the latter prefers z-signs, at least in inteITocalic position. 
For the names from Babylonia and the first-generation names from Nuzi se ow �. M. P�rves, AJSL 57 (1940) 162 if. Hurrian names from Chagar Bazar are in:l:red 

1ll the lIst compiled by C. J. Gadd, Iraq 7 ( 1 940) 35 if. �he use of u to the exclusion of U is reflected, as Goetze reminds me, in Old Bab . 
loman, where there are very few exceptions to this rule. 

y 

For the �.rari forms cf. Thureau·Danain RA 36 ( 1939) 2- Th t bl t b 
. . e , 0. e a e s are num ered 

accordmg to the order of theIr presentation, ibid. 2-21. 

13. The remaining lar�er subdivisions of the main Rurrian syllabary may 
be rega�de� roughly as a smgle system which comprises the rest of the material 
f�om N UZI, Amarna, and Boghazkoi. This is not to mInImize the existing 
dIfferences am0:r:-g these three important groups. For our present purposes, 
ho,:ever, these dIfferences are less significant than the manifest correspondences 
whICh set apart the syste� as a whole not only from the orthography of �Iari 
but also from that of classJCal Old Babylonian. The common features include 
(1 )  vutual absence of special signs for the emphatics,' the sign QA being 
merely a homophone of lea; (2) rearrangement of the values attached to the 
SIgnS for la�ials and sibila.nts ; 2 and, most important of ail, (3 )  indiscriminate 
use of the SIg�S for stops ill respect to voice. To be sure, such correspondences 
m�y. be due In part to common underlying linguistic conditions. But the �an t:xts show that this is not a necessary corollary, and independent con
SIderatIons suggest another reason for the orthographic connections just noted. 

1 The later sig� �� (Berkooz ! 1 )  certainly has the old .alue ze in genuinely Hurrian 
elements from �UZl : cf. -ze-nt (= normal sen-nil AASOR 16 9" 21 'rOt I 
SC/ZUM: . , a. . l� I . emp oys 
>; III the obscure word u-u-ZU).I-ki (II 73-4 III 5-6) whO h B k ).rt . 
sprache 20 n. 1 )  reads u-u-rik-ki. 

" IC or , � I anm-

2 Labials : use of p in the value of w [52] ; medial b/w for ·m-, and connrsely ( Goetze 
Lang. 14 134-5 ) ,  note esp. dDab-ki-in-na_ KUB XXVII 42 rev. 13 for dDamkina. Sibi� 
lants : c�mmon use of double 8 for Hurrian § [44J ; Use of 8 for Hittite 8 and interchang 
of 8/Z wIth one type of 8 in Kuzi ( cf. JAOS 58 [1938] 189-92 ) .

' e 
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The reasons advanced by Thureau-Dangin ( SA. IV-V) for setting up his " syllabaire 
accado-hittite " apply also to the material from Xuzi, which was unknown at the time. 
For the Xuzi syllabary see 1\L Berkooz, The Nuzi Dialect of Akkadian: Orthography and 
Phonology, Language Dissertations 23 (UI37 ) 9 iI. and Goetze, Lang. 14 ( 1938) 134-7 ; 
and now especially P. M. Purves, loco cit.3 

14. Paleographic arguments lead to the conclusion that the "Akkado
Hittite " syllabary goes back to a form which antedates the Old Babylonian 
script." On orthographic-phonetic grounds the date of the prototype required 
must be pushed back to the Old Akkadian period. For it was then that signs 
with an initial s-value were used for the Akkadian descendant of the Semitic 
interdental spirant [t], but not the sibilants [s] and [8] ; the same correlation 
is paralleled later in the case of Hurrian s [44].' The s-signs, which represent 
Semitic Samekh [s] in Old Babylonian, are used in Old Akkadian for [8] 
and [8] ; the same use is demonstrable in the Akkadian material from N uzi, 
Amama, and Boghazkoi.' Finally, the Old Akkadian syllabary fails to 
differentiate with consistency between voiced and voiceless stops/ and lacks 
special signs for the emphatics. In short, the main characteristics of the 
Hurrian syllabary can be traced back to Old Akkadian times. They are not 
found in Old Babylonian, where the inherited system had been modified to 
suit the requirements of records in a Semitic language. 

15. Since there are no concei.able grounds for postulating any Hittites in Lower 

Mesopotamia back in the third millennium, the Hittites must have learned their cunei

form script from some intermediate group.s We have seen that Hurrian names occur 

in the neighborhood of Akkad near the middle of the third millennium [7c]. Further

more, the Hittite syllabary shows many significant correspondences with the Hurrian 

syllabary, not only from Boghazkoi-which is natural-but from Amarna and, to a 

a Punes has shown in this article that the earlier Kuzi scribes followed Akkadian 

principles of orthography (probably under the influence of an Akkadian school) ,  whereas 

the later scribes, who constitute an o.erwhelming majority, employ an essentially un

Semitic system. The rest of the �uzi material agrees substantially with the Amarna

Boghazkoi system. 
' Cf. E. Forrer, BoTU 1 .  3 ;  Goetze, ZA 40 (1931 ) 72 f.; B. Landsberger and H. G. 

Giiterbock, AfO 12 ( 1937) 55 iI. 
(; Cf. Goetze, Lang. 14 ( 1938) 137, and Speiser, JAOS 58 ( 1938) 188-93. 

e Ibid. 
'i Cf. Thureau-Dangin, SA V. 

8 It is an established fact that the Hittites did not get the cuneiform system from 

their nearest Akkadian neighbors, viz., the writers of the so-called Cappadocian docu

ments, as might ha,e been expected; cf. Sturte,ant, HG 34-6 ; Gotze, Kleinasien ( 1933) 

63. The abo.e evidence of Hurrian mediation supplies now a positive answer to the 

question. It is in full accord also with the known cultural facts; cf. Gotze, Hethiter, 

Churriter und Assyrer (1936) .  
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lesser degree, from Xuzi as well. Finally, it is now very probable that the Hittites 
horrowed from the Hurrians the method of distinguishing in writing between voiced 
and voiceless stops [79). It follows that the Hittite syllabary is an adaptation of the 
Hurrian system of writing. 

16. The Hurrian and Mari syllabaries share the Use of the sign PI for w 
followed by a yowel. When the next syllable begins with a consonant the 
vowel after w is often ambiguous ; it is marked in such cases in the present 
transliteration by the symbol g ;  e. g., wd-ri-e- (e-) fa jlit. III 13, 15 ; IV 39 
" will know, see " (3  p. sg. ) .  The texts from Boghazkoi avoid this ambiguity 
by using the ligatures WA + A, WE + E, etc. The determining vowel is 
represented usually as a subscript sign ; e. g., t'i-wii-na " words, things " 
KUB VIII 61 ob,. 8. Signs which represent a yowel followed by b (IB, UB) 
frequently indicate a syllable-closing w ;  e. g., IIrn-rna-a.s-ku-un IB-r-i e-wee-er-ne 
(14) [KURJ Lu-ul-Iu-e-ne-we, " King Immashku, the king of the Lullu [-land 1 
KUB XXVII 38 iv 13-4, where IB-ri is meant clearly for ew-ri, as is shown 
by the following eu'erne and the X uzi cognate erwi. 

By the side of Wu we find also the ligatures (marked as such by the smaller and sub
script writing of the determining ::ign) '1£Uu and even wUbu ; cf dKu-li-it-ta-wuu -na 
XXVII 37. 13, [w]ur;-ut-ti-Ia-a-e ibid. 38 iv 21, and lJ,u-wubu-ur-ra---alJ,-lJi-na KBo. II 21. 3. 

For the special implications with regard to the Hurrian vowel system which result 
from the use of u and GU in the 11itanni letter see below [29]. 

17. From the standpoint of textual criticism the Mitanni letter is by far 
our most reliable source. This is due in part to the circumstance that large 
portions of this lengt.hy document are in an excellent state of presen-ation. 
Even more significant, however, is the fact that so large a portion of our total 
connected material [7aJ is from the hand of a single scribe. When it is borne 
in mind that the Rurrian passages from Boghazkoi-which at this writing 
do not equal the amount of material contained in the Mitanni letter [7a (2) J
are spread over many separate texts and betray the hand of more than one 
scribe, the textual value of the Tushratta letter assumes much added im
portance. Special emphasis must be placed, therefore, on the eyidence from 
this source. 

18. The suney of the a,ailable orthographies of Hurrian is concluded with 
a brief reference to the alphabetic material from Ras Shamra [7a (4) J .  The 
system as a whole corresponds closely to that employed for the Ugaritic texts. 
Vowels are indicated only in connection with the three Aleph-signs ('a, 'ij e, 'u) .  
The Hurrian passages use a special form of the consonant-sign s- t o  represent 
a Hurrian sibilant or affricate which will be transcribed here as Z.9 The yoice-

g See Z. S. Harris, JAOS 55 ( 1935) 95 if. 
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less counterpart of this sound [44 J is introduced in the form of U garitic ! 
(also transcribed by some as ii and 0) '" ; in this study it will be rende:ed by 

.
s. 

The ambiQ1lous Ugaritic sign x, which is employed for both g and z, has .m 

Hurrian ;nly the ,alue Ii [58 J .  Finally, the Hurrian alphabetic texts WTIte 

the name of the goddess Sa ( w) u.ska with the symbols swsk and su:sk H ;  the 

latter writing shows the use of ( ' )u for w, i. e., the 'u-sign is employed here as 

the second element in what seems to be the diphthong [aw J .  

For the script of Ras Shamra cf. Friedrich, RaB Shamra (Der Alte Orient 3 3  . . 
1/2 

[1933 ] ) 1 8 :1i. and J. A. Montgomery and Z. S. Harris, The Ras Shamra )IythologlCai 
Texts ( 1935) 13-16. 

19 The combined e,idence of the orthographies noted above will now be 

cons�lted with a view to determining the speech-sounds of Rurrian so far as is 

possible at present. The difficulties inhere�t in 
.
the

. 
uneven nature of the 

available material and the variety of systems ill whICh It has come down to us 

are increased by yet another factor . None of the orthogra�hies before us had 

been intended originally for the use of Rurrian. The syllabIC systems represent 

in each instance a second adjustment of the original Sumerian method of 

writiner followiner earlier modifications which had been made for the purposes 

of the 
c:�kkadian e dialects involved. The Ras Shamra alphabet, on the other 

hand, had been devised for the use of Canaanite. What we have now, therefore, 

is a record of R urrian sounds expressed through Semitic, or Semitized, s)'1llbols. 

Since the isolated position of HUITian precludes for the present any external 

assistance from related quarters, our phonetic conclusions have to be of a 

general nature. 
VOWELS 

20 First we ha,e to note that the syllabic texts employ pleonastic vowels 

for s
'
eyeral purposes. For instance, th�re is a tende?cy i� w?r�s. beginni�� 

with a vowel to prefix the vowel-sign to a syllabic SIgn mth InItIal vowel. 

This is obvious in the name UR'C A-alc-ka-te-ne-Wa " of Akkad " XXXI 3 rev. 8, 

and in such forms as a-am-mu-li( -e8) XXVII 42 ob,. 14, rev. 14, 16 by the 

side of am-mu-u-u-sa Mit. I 95. More common is the pleonastic writing of i 

10 Cf. Speiser, JAOS 58 ( 1938) 175. I now write s in place of e because ( I )  8 do.es not 

imply a specific phonetic interpretation while ( 2 )  it marks suitably the .olceless 

counterpart of Z. _ 11 For the Ras Shamra occurrences of this name see Br. 570 and add Rs XX B 8. The 

syllabic forms include, by the side of d,sa-u-s-kas :11it. I 76 and dS�-u8-ka-�-�i) :i\n�. I:I 
98 such writinD'S as dISTAR-bu-us-ga XX-VII I ii 44 and dBa-wuu-us-ga-an IbId. 29 IV 10. 

F;r Xuzi Samu�8ka in proper names cf. [73 ] .  
12 For similar conditions in Hittite cf. Sturtevant, HG 46. 
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or � in connection with syllable signs involving i/e. The Mitanni letter, e. g., 
whICh uses LI, NI, RI, IT, etc. ambiguously (to be read either with i or e),  
see�s. to mdleate the proper reading in a given instance-especially in medial 
posItIOn-by means of an additional vowel sign; cf. ti-i-ha-NI -i-ten-na-a-an 
III 27, alongside ti-i-lJa-ni-ten III 24; u-NI-e-IT-ta III 21 (the same writing 
of the suffix -etta [182] also in III 22 29 ' IV 59 60 109) , d' I . " " • .Liccor lng y, 
th� unvarymg orthograph! pa-ai-si-i-IT- in the very common paSitlJe H envoy " 
l11t . .. 1 53, 59, etc. may sImply guard against a reading *pas�t[}e. The Bog�azko

.
l te�ts, o� 

,
:he other hand, prefer such guiding vowels initially. A case ill pomt IS ewn lord, king ";  d. e-IB-ri (XXVII 43. 21, 46 i 13 ff. XXXI 

3 rev. 7, 8, etc.) as against IB-ri- Mit. (I 85, III 48, etc. ) .  
' 

�1. Another type of ino�ga�ic vowel appears in the writing of consonant-groups for 
WhICh there could be only lImIted means of expression in a syllabary with an .Akkadian 
background.13 The pair dKu·u-su-ufl, (XXVII 38 ii 1 1 )  and dKu-u-sa-afl, ( ibid. 1 6 )  
show

.
s that the name of this moon-god should be normalized a s  * Kusfl,. Similarly, such 

spelhngs as e-wee-er-ne (XXVII 38 iv 1 0 ff . ) ,  e-bi-ir-ni ( ibid. 14),  and e-we-er-ni ( Mit. 
IV 127-8 ) , co�trasted with e-bar-ni (Br. 571 n. I )  and the simple stem ewri [20] point to an underlymg *ewrne " lordly." In proper names we get variant forms like Ta-hab
( AJSL �7

. 
[
.
194�J 175 �. 6 0 ) ,  T!}-fJib-, !.t-fJib-, and gt-fl,ab- ( Nuzi passim), which may re

flec� an IllltIaI tlJ.- (WIth -lJ.- representmg apparently the -voiced spirant g [58] ) .14 It is 
logIcal therefore to suspect Hurrian of other similar consonant combinations and also 
of other types of inorganic and indistinct vowels, but we have little positiv� evidence 
to go beyond surmises. 

22. The question of vowel-quantity is a difficult one. We have seen [20] 
that double

. 
wnhng ?f vowels need not indicate vowel-length, contrary to the 

lat:r usage In A�kadIan. The same conclusion is indicated by variant spellings 
whlCh mark a gIven vowel either by double or single writing. An interesting 
example is furnished by the word for " pure." The vowel of the first syllable 
occurs as follows : ( 1 )  double e, in se-e-aa-la XXVII 23 ii 5, iii 1 ;  also (in 
other forms of th,S word) XXVII 24 i 5, 46 i 22, iv 22, 24-5, XXIX 8 ii 48-9, 
IV 23, 31 ; (2 )  smgle e, in se-aa-a-la XXVII 25. 15 ; se-h","l","a XXIX 8 iv 8 '  
also XXVII 23 ii 1 0 ;  46 i 15 ff., 28, iv 8, 10  XXIX 8 iii 53 iv 9 25 : 
� 3)  i in 

.
si-lJa-","la XXIX 8 iv 27 and si-/Ja-la-a:n XXVII 23 iii ,; ; (4)

' 
a i� sa-lJa-l","su Rs Voc. II 31, also 32." It is siguificant that se-e-ka-la iie-ka-a-la s�-lJa-la-a� and si-!Ja-a-la are all found in precisely the same 

�
cont;xt, �o that 

dIfferences of stress cannot be held responsible for: these particular variants. 

13 Cf. Sturtevant, HG 47. 
H The variant forms w�ich are indicated by the second group of letters (lJab, lJ.ib; 

also �� b )  ar: not gra�hlC, however, but morphologic [171].  For the possib
-
ility 

-
of 

other Illorgamc vowels III Hurrian cf. Friedrich, BChG 18 n. 3. 
1.5 For the meaning of this stem cf. Goetze, RHA 35 ( 1939) 106 n. 15. 
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We are thus forced to assume that the double e was in this case one of several 

efforts to indicate the quality of the vowel in question and that the writing 

had nothing to do with quantity. 
The word eni " god " is written regularly with double (or triple) e in Bog

hazkoi and in the Mitanni letter (d. lIitanni-Studien 125), except in 1I1it. 

I 105. On the other hand, the 1Iilri texts write this word with single e, d. 
1. 32 ; 2. 12, 16;  6. 10 ff., 15, 19 f., 21. Since double writing of vowels is found 

in other Hurrian words from Mari/6 we ha,e reason to doubt whether the e 

of eni was long (especially when -nn- follows, cf. e-e-en-na-su-uli }Iit. I -78, 

I I  52, IV 1 1 7 ;  d. the analogous sequence in an-za-a-an-nu- [56] ) .  It is 

significant, however, that the initial e of the very common word e-ti " sake, 

behalf " appears in the Mitanni letter invariably in single writing (Mitanni

Studien 125 ) .  As against this, Boghazkoi furnishes one occurrence with 

e (VIII 61 obv. 6 ) ,  the rest with i :  i-ti XXIX 8 iv 11, 25 ; i-ti-ib XXVII 23 

iii 7, 9, XXIX 8 ii 29, 31, 35, iii 34; i-ti-pa XXIX 8 ii 36, iv 12, 18 ; i-te-pa 

ibid. ii 41 ; i-ti-ta XXVII 24 iv 2, 42 rev. 14, 16 ; XXIX 8 iii 29, iv 3 ;  here 

may belong also 1Hlri i-te-ni 1 .  9 and i-te-n;'e 1. 6. It would appear that we 

have one quality of the vowel in 1I1it. e-e- : Mari-Bogh. e, and another in Mit. e :  

Mari-Bogh. i. There is thus reason for doubt that other double writings of 

vowels in the Mitanni letter: need have special reference to quantity_ 

That the !Iitanni letter observed some method in the writing of double 

vowels is shown by the following curious correlation. The pronominal elements 

-tilla- " we "  and -lIa- " they " are found with single 1 whenever the -a of the 

attached connective " and," which normally is written -a-an, appears single.l1 

We get accordingly either -tiZ-la-a-an or -fi-la-an ; cf. the five occurrences in 

lIit. I 76-7 of which two are with double I and a while three show reduction 

of both the consonant and the vowel ; for other occurrences of -ti-Za-an cf. 

II 11, III 16, 108. Analogously, we read u.r-lJal-la-a-an pal-ta-a-la-an " they 

(are) true and authentic " IV 23', (29) ." The same rule is reflected in mao"," 

16 Mostly, however, with a known or probable semi-vowel. In 1. 17 sa-u-m-a-an is 

almost certainly a form of Sa (w)  uska, cf. ibid. p. 10;  the name is introduced by the 

epithet al-Ia-a-e-en H the lady " ( 1 .  1 6 ) ,  where the double a may represent ay ( stem 

allay ) ; i-wa-a-ru ( 3  rev. 20) is meant apparently to indicate the a after w; the u in 

a-ga-it-um (2. 4 )  and su-u-wa-r[i] (2.  13)  seems to mark w-diphthongs, and the i in 

si-i-u.:a-ni (5.  21 ) goes back to y, as is shown by other occurrences of sey ( a )  " river " 

( cf. Br. 563 n. 2 ) ;  cf. also the single writing of the -vowel in si-ua-na-su-us pB_ri 5. 9 ) .  

Distinctive double vowels are confined to the final syllables of al-Ia-a-e.en and sa-ii-us
a-a-n (above, and tu-wa-la-an-e-en (hUri 1. 31, 33, 37 ) .  

11 Noted by Friedrich, BChG 27 ; but note kar-kllt-tiS-ti-la-a-an Mit. IV 120, ya-ti

-Za-a-an II 74. 
1.8 An exception to this rule is ag-ge-Ia-a-an �it. IV 70, provided that we have here 

the same enclitic elements. 

4 
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-an-na-a-an I 84 : ma-a-na-an I 92 (in identical context). Even the suffix -8, 
which requires double writing in intervocalic position [44], is subject to 
reduction under the above conditions ; contrast se-e-ni-iw-wu-m-sa-a-an (II 12, 
103, III 1, 13, 24, 49, IV 56, 59, 109) with se-e-ni-iw-w3-sa-an (IV 14 [ 1], 57) 
and se-e-na-wa-sa-an (I 84) .  This interdependence between consonant and 
vowel writing obviously cannot be without special significance ; we do not know 
as yet, however, what tha� is; cf. [88]. 

Lastly, it is to be noted that vowels may be written triple. As examples of 
such writing (note also e-e-en-na-su-uS, above) we have a number of pedect
forms of the third person singular in -u-u-sa, preceded by a third -u- which 
is written with the last consonant of the root ; e. g., gu-lu-u-u-sa v''' say " 
Mit. I 83, u-nu-u-u-sa y "  come " Mit. I 86, alongside ta-a-(a) -nu-u-sa 
y" do, make " Mit. I 85, III 106, a-ku-u-sa y "  direct, grant " Mit. I 87, 
etc. ; also su-u-u.-ta "to me " J\.Iit. III 113, IV 24; su-u-u-wa "of me " J\.Iit. 
III 115 ; e-ti-i-i-ta " for (his) sake " Mit. I 82, III 53. It is important for 
an evaluation of such triple writings that all of the above types are paralleled 
in the Mitanni letter with double vowel only." Internal evidence dis
courages the assumption that quantity was involved. The perfect-element 
-oz/uS-, which shows a repeated u in the third person, may be written 
with single u in the first person; cf. sa-a-ru-sa-a-u V "  request " Mit. III 
91, ta-a-nUrsa-a-u Mit. I 58, 70, IV 32. There is here no suggestion of 
etymological length. At best, we may suspect secondary length in the third 
person, which would have to be ascribed in that case to accentual conditions. 
In e-ti-i-i-ta original length is unlikely on account of Bogh. i-ti-ta (see above)." 
As for the pronominal forms of su-, it is significant that double writing is also 
attested ; cf. su-u-ta Mit. I 50 and SUrUrW9 Mit. III 99.21 Moreover, in the 
Mitanni letter u and u reflect qualitative distinctions [31], so that the triple 
writing may simply be a means of emphasizing in each case a particular vocalic 
quality without any regard to quantity. 

To sum up, there is no clear evidence that Hurrian possessed original long 
vowels. If such vowels did exist the syllabary failed to mark them in an 
unambiguous way. It is probable, however, that secondary length was indicated 
by triple writing, and perhaps also by some of the double forms.22 

n Cf_ Mitanni-Studien index ad loc_ 
20 �Iesserschmidt 103 sees in the double ( and triple) i of instances like e-ti-i-i-ta an 

infixed possessive pronoun of the third person singular. Friedrich, BChG 80, signifies 
his acceptance of this view by translating e-ni-i-wa at-ta-i-i-w3 " seines Gottes, seines 
Vaters " (Mit. I 105 f_ ) _  The length indicated by the repeated writing of the vowel 
would result from contraction of the final vowel of the stem with *-i " his " [146]_ 

Ill. Little can be said at present about 8u-u-we-e XXIX 8 Hi 5 and su-u-wa-a-e ibid. 14. 
22 A possible connection between stress-accent and double writing may be indicated by 

J\ 
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It follows that a sequence like a-a-i-i-e-e Mit. IV 50 need have nothing to do with 
*aie, or *ayye 23 and probably indicates a simple aye. But the curious succession of 
three double vowels serves to emphasize the existing problem as to the real purpose of 
such combinations. The assumption of a strong stress accent cannot account by itself 
for pleonastic vowels in contiguous syllables_ Considerations of quality are not likely 
to affect the writing of a_ One other possible reason of pleonastic writing has yet to be 
suggested : to mark the full grade of a given vowel as against reduced grade or even 
writing of silent vowels to express consonant groups. The latter possibility ha� to be 
kept in mind when in a sequence of two open syllables the vowel of the first IS con
sistently written double ; e. go, ti-i-b,a-nuji- lIit. III 8, 20, 22, 24, 27, IV 49 may mark 
tib,- as opposed to te-b,u-u-u-.8a Mit. II 100 ( prob. with initial *tb,- [jtg], cf_ [21]. 
Similarly, the invariable writing of .sena " brother " in the Mitanni letter as se-e-naji. 
may have been a means of expressing a full-grade e, especially in the longer forms of 
this very common word; cf. also Friedrich, BChG 18 f. n_ 3.it' 

23. For the expression of individual vowels the syllabary inherited sigus 
for aJ e) iJ and u (separate or in combination with consonant values ) .  �he 
Ras Shamra alphabet was capable of indicating a, ije}5 and u in associatIon 
with the glottal stop ('). Since there is no evidence for assuming such a 
stop in H urrian 26 the above Aleph-symbols are transliterated as plain vowels. 
It is worth noting that the Hurrian alphabetic texts use a and u initially, 
except for the single instance of suJk [18] ; i occurs also medially." 

a 
24. For initial a we have now a number of instances both in the alphabetic 

and the syllabic texts. Cf., e. g., 

aln " the Lady " 28 RS X 4. 51 - al-la-a-e-en Mari 1. 16 ; al-la-i Mit. I 63;  
AASOR 16 49. 30 (and in Nuzi proper names).  

awr- " field " RS X 4. 4, 30 - a-wJ-ri RS V oc. IV 25 ; XXVII I iii 46 (also 

dDab-ki-in-na XXVII 42 rev_ 13 for the normal dDam-ki-na. There is certainly no other 

reaSOn for the double n. 

23 A clear case of ijy is a-ta-i-ta " to (his) father " Mad 5_ 5 ;  the form has to be 

analyzed as atay-ta on account of tjd in the suffix, cf_ [83, 52] ; note also at-ta-ya-na-pa 

Br. 560 and atynpd Rs X 4. 4_ 
2i In the Xuzi names this word appears normally as se-en-ni (prob. not the stem form, 

cf. [86a] ) ,  less often as se-ni; cf., e_ g_, AASOR 16 159 ( under Pulfi-se { n ) ni ) .  

25 The value e i s  asslUed for the Hurrian texts by Rs in " god ( s )  = eni, enna; cf. 

Br. 559 f. 
26 The name dTe-es-su-ub-'a-ri (VS 'VII 72. 10 ) ,  in the tablets from Dilbat dating from 

the Hammurabi period, is not evidence of Hurrian " d_ [78]. 

2 7  Br. 574_ The new material in Rs XX does not alter this statement. 
28 For the meaning of this noun see Br_ 571 n_ I ;  for other examples of initial a cf. 

ibid_ 
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a number of instances with the particle one assimilated [66], e. g., a-wa
-ar-ri-we, XXVlI 1 ii 12) ; prob. also a-wi-i-ru Nuzi 101. 3.'" 

Medial and final a :  la-a- (a-) nUru-sa V "  give " Mit. I 85, III 106;  sa-a-ru-u-sa 
V "  request " 1I1it. III 1 ;  ka-li-ya V "  speak " VIII 61 rev. 7. 

For the question of the quality of Hurrian a there may be a clue in the 
following parallel forms of three important stems : ( 1 )  -me-/-ma- " he," cf. 
i-nu ( -u) -me-e-ni-i-in 1I1it. I 13, II 123, 125, etc. : i-nu-u-ma-a-ni-i-in Mit. IV 
108 ; in-na-me-e-ni-i-in Mit. III 21 : in-na-ma-arni-i-in Mit. II 6, 14, 16, etc.;  
(2)  -lla-/-lle- " they," e.  g., i-i-al-la-a-ni-i-in Mit. I 96, 104, etc. : i-i-al-li-e-ni
-i-in nEt. I 98, II 19, etc. ; (3) the relative particle ya-/ye-, cf. the examples 
just cited and ya-me-e-ni-i-in [ [-in]]  Mit. III 91 : i-i-e-me-e-ni-i-in Mit. II 62. 
These forms occur frequently in parallel contexts and may be ultimately 
orthographic.so It is certain that there can be no ot-her reason for the inter
change of a and e in the ,ariant writings of identical proper names irom N uzi, 
such as E-kam-a-su : E-kam-me-su, .flu-bi-ta : .flUrbi-Ie, and the like." It 
appears therefore that Rurrian a .. or at least one kind of a under certain con
ditions, inclined toward [e].32 

e and i 

25. It was indicated above [20, 22] that variant writings involving e and i 
do not imply that these vowels were not distinguished in pronunciation. On 
the contrary, the care with which the Mitanni letter differentiates between 
full-grade e and i (usually by means of double writing) establishes their 
individual character. Thus eni " god " definitely begins with e� as is shown 
by the double writing in Mit., the consistent use of e and not i in the entire 
syllabary (a possible exception is the derivative i-ni-pa-a-i XXIX 8 iii 39 : 
e-ne-[pa-]a-i XXVII 42 rev. 21), and the significant e-ne which is glossed 
in an Akk. entry (CT XXV 18 ii 11) with ilu " god." Alphabetic in [23 n. 
25] shows only that the sign (')i was used also for ( " )e. Cases like Mit. e-li 
" behalf " (with one e) as against Bogh. i-Ii [22] may imply that certain t'ypes 
of Rurrian e constituted a very close sound. Even then, however, that sound was 

29 Cf. C. H. Gordon, Orientalia 7 ( 1938) 21. 
30 Cf. Friedrich, BChG 24; but the sign IA may have 'the value ye as in Hittite j cf. 

Sturtevant, HG 54 ; see, however, 254. 
31 Cf. ],f. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23 ( 1937) 26 f. See also below, n. 51 .  
3ll  The interchange of  a and u in Nuzi ( Berkooz, op. cit. 28;  cf. also Nuzi dKu-mu-ur-wa 

AASOR 16 48. 1, 49. 1 and Bogh. dKumarbi) and in the R§ Voc. (cf. Thureau-Dangin, 
Syria 12 [1931] 262) may reflect an a-vowel which, unlike Mit., neither of these systems 
had a means of expressing; cf. [31].  

[Cf. also v.  Brandenstein, ZA 46. 88 and ibid. notes 1-2.] 
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different from IIurrian i. We need only contrast the verbal termination -e-ta 
( 3  p. sg. of the future tense) with -i-Ia (directive case with i-stems) to appre
ciate that difi'erence. On orthographic grounds alone the verbal form wa-ri-e-Ia 
V "  know " Mit. III 13, 16, IV 39 has to be kept apart from the nominal form 
wa-ri-i-ta 1I1it. I 91, III 94, and syntactic considerations bear out this 
analysis." It may be stated as a general rule that writing with i does not 
preclude the reading e whereas even an occasional use of e eliminates the 
reading i." Thus the common dNi-na- (al-) Ia- XXVII 1 ii 46 f., etc. (for 
occurrences in Hittite texts d. GOtze, Kleinasien 123) has to be read with e 
on account of dNe-na-at-Ia- XXV 42 v 2, in spite of dNi-i-na-al-la XXVII 16 
iii 11. 

This orthographic ambiguity is due in part to the fact that the syllabary inherited 
from Akkadian a number of signs (e. g., RI, LI) which could be read either with i or e. 
Even where unambiguous substitutes were available, as in the case of ne for m, Hurrian 
prefers the more common but polyphonous sign; cf. e. g., the normal writing of the 
particle one with �I ( ti-iS-ni " the heart " R� Voc. II 27 ) or NI-e ( ti-we-e-ni-e-w<J " of 
the word " Mit. I 110, and passim) as against the rare one (e. g., e-we e -crone XXVII 
38 iv 1 0 ff . ) .  But in instances like idiledi it is the quality of the initial vowel and not 
the orthography that must be held responsible for the variants. 

26. After k and g the Hurrian syllabary could indicate an e-vowel by means of the 
sign GI with the values ge or ke. In other 'Words, GI may be ambiguous as to the voiced 
or voiceless character of the consonant, but the vowel in question is e and not i. This 
usage was pointed out for the Mitanni letter by Bark O.Iitannisprache 1 7 )  and for the 

Nuzi material by Berkooz ( Lang. Dissert. 23. 10 f.;  cf. also P. M. Purves, AJSL 57 
[1940] 171 ) .  For examples from Bogh. cf. ge-e-lu- VII 30 7, 1 3 ;  ge-e-Cb-Si XXVII 42 rev. 
22; ge-e-waa XXVII 38 i I I  and LUGAL-ge-waa-a XXXI rev. 10. 

27. It follows that indisputable examples with i are not easy to establish 
unless the orthography comes to our aid with frequent use of the double 
writing. Even then we have to discount initial occurrences as instances of y_ 
or yi-. Medially, i is well represented in the common element -ni-i-in (perh. 
" indeed " 35) !1it. I 74 f., etc. ; d. also u-u-mi-i-ni " land " Mit. I 90, II 69 
etc., and for the Bogh. occurrences see XXVII p. III." The rare final double i 
is exemplified in pa-li-i Mit. II 56, pa-a-l]i-i, XXVII 44. 4. 

33 Verbs in -e-ta require a subject in the s-case [195] which is not necessary, of course, 
with w.J-ri-i-ta. 

U For the same orthographic principle in Hittite d. Sturtevant, HG 51. That Hurrian 
e was a close sound is suggested by the eli interchange in the onomastic material ;  cf. 
Purves, AJSL 57. 181  n. 96. 

85 Cf. JAOS 59 ( 1939) 303. 
3a The form u-me�in-ni-bi-na XXVII I ii 29 (with eli) cannot be used as an argument 

against the reading with i in view of the invariable double i in the Mitanni letter (over 
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Since Rurrian e, or at least some forms of it, inclined toward [i), the question about 
the quality of Hurrian i is in order. Frequent interchange of i and u may throw some 
light on this point. Examples of this variation are given by Thureau-Dangin ( Syria 12 
[1931] 262-fr. RS Voc.) ,  Goetze, Lang. 14 ( 1938) 139 n. 45, and Berkooz (op. cit. 
34f.-Xuzi names ) ;  ci. also P. M. Purves, loco cit. 175 n. 60. It is true that cases like 
ti-bu-sa (RS Voc. 1 21 ) and tu-bu-e ( ibid. II 23 ) ,  both from a root meaning " strong," 
may indicate no more than a Shwa in the first syllable; but I-rf-ya alongside [-T1!:-ya 
( Berkooz, op. cit. 35)  cannot be dismissed on similar grounds. Berkooz draws, therefore, 
the conclusion that an underlying sound [ti] may have to be assumed in such cases 
(ibid. 3 5 ) .  This assumption seems to be supported by the very interesting juxta

position of nu-i-waa-al.la XXVII 42 rev. 12 and nu-u-ya-al XXIX 8 iii 30, in parallel 
contexts. The orthographic variants -uiwa- : -uuya· favor a sequence [-ii-a], or the 
like. If this supposition is correct, it is probable that Hurrian i in general was close 
to the sound [til. Note also especially the changes listed in [61] and for ijunu- cf. 
[127]. For the present, however, these deductions cOIlBtitute no more than a working 
hypothesis.3s 

u and 0 
28. In addition to a number of syllabic signs containing u Hurrian took 

over from the Akkadian syllabary the vowel-signs U and U, both of which 
had the value u. There is no example with U in the extant Milri texts, the 
proper names from Chagar Bazar,39 and the vocabulary from Ras Shamra40 ; 
in the Nuzi names the sign is exceedingly rare." It follows that none of these 

40 examples) .  All that the Bogh. writing shows is that the sign ME had also the 
value mi, or that before Ann· i changed to e. For a clear indication of e we should 
require a form *u-me-e-. 

n The question as to the precise nature of the vowel in eli-stems does not admit as 
yet of a clear-cut answer. \Vith ti-we II word," e. g., we get in Mit. ti-we-e-e I 80, 
ti-we-e-ni-en IV 33, ti-we-e-ma-a-an IV 1, ti-we-e-e-na I 73, 99, etc. ; but ti-wi-i-wa-an II 
84; d. also ti-wii-na VIII 61 obv. 8. Before the suffix -ta we get i, e.g., e-ti-i-i-ta Mit_ 
1 82, 99, etc.; the same holds of ·wa : e-ti-i-wa Mit III 55; cf. also i-ti-po,: i-te-pa [22]. 
It is a question therefore whether some cases take -6 while others take Ai, and whether 
this distribution is due to morphologic or phonetic causes. Some of the above examples 
of repeated. -i- are due, however, to a special suffix, cf. [69], [104 n. 19], and [146J. 
See also [104]. 

3S Another case in point is dNa-ra-am-zu-un XXVII 38 iii 18 for Akk. Narftm-Sin. 
The variant is easily explained on the assumption that the Rurrians pronounced foreign 
[i] as [ti], which they would write either u or i. 

at Iraq 7 ( 1940) 35 fr. To judge from the copies at the end of the article, Gadd tran
scribes u as u, which does not invalidate the above statement. 

4,0 In other words, the syllabaries which differentiate between voiced and voiceless stops 
also employ u to the exclusion of U ;  cf. [12a]. 

,1. Cf. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 12. The Nuzi texts use also the sign tJ ( ibid. 12 f.) 
in a small number of special cases, e. g., lJa-ni-u, Ki-ik-ki-u, Ta-a-a-u-ki. Berkooz regards 
these writings as evidence for a glottal stop in Hurrian. This interpretation is unduly 
specific. There are no grounds for positing an etymOlogical [']. �Ioreover, other 
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groups differentiated in writing between u and o. The Boghazkiii documents 
employ both U and U; as a rule, the former sign is used initially, the latter 
medially, while no preference for either sign is apparent in final position.42 
This distribution does not suggest a difference in the pronunciation of the two 
signs, and occasional variant writings bear this out; note u-mi-ni- : u-mi-ni
"land" (cf. v. Brandenstein, XXVII p. III) and si-i-u-um-mi-ni XXVII 23 
ii 5, 8 :  si-u-um-mi-ni ibid. 7; see also [30 n. 47]. 

Attention should be called also to the form of the complementary u·sign in ligatures 
with wu. By the side of the usual wUu we get u in dKu-li-it-ta-wuu-na XXVII 37. 13 
and [w]uU'-ut-ti-la-a-e .xxVII 38 iv 21 [16J ; for the reading of the latter see [166 
n. 152]. 

[The interchange of U and u in Bogh. is apparently responsible for v. BrandeIlBhdn's 
mistaken assertion ( cf. ZA 46.84 n. 2 )  that these writings were non-distinctive 
throughout ; see below [44]. 

29. The situation is different, however, in the Mitanni letter. Here too 
both signs are used and, owing to the prevalence of double writing, both occur 
frequently_ Yet there are no variant writings in forms which constitute e�act 
duplicates!' On the other hand, in a number of stems and grammatIcal 
elements we find consistent employment either of U or U with not a single 
exception. Moreover, the syllabic sign KU invariably takes U as a comple
mentary vowel, never U, wheras GU can be augmented only by U ;  ObVIOusly, 
therefore, KU and GU differed not so much in the value of the initial consonant 
as in that of the following vowel, thus behaving analogously to KI : GI [26] .  
For this reason Bark concluded as far back as  1909 that U and U represented 
two distinct vocalic values and that the latter was in all likelihood 0." Today 
we are in a position to corroborate Bork's view and give it additional support. 

writings of the last-cited name ( Ta-a-a-u-ki; cf. AASOR 1 6 163 and see abaTe f7c n. 27] ) 
point to a reading Tayuglki. �uzi tJ may indicate the glide between an u-vowel and a 
preceding vowel, the nature of this glide depending on the quality of the first vowel. 
Cf. also nu-i-wa -al-la XXV'll 42 rev. 1 2 :  nu-u-ya-al XXIX 8 iii 30 [27] ; b,i- (i-) ya-ru
un-na XXV 45.

a
6, XXVII 1 4  iii 4 :  lye-pa-ru-un-na. XXVII 16 iii 12 [32], and note 

alphabetic swsk: susk [18]. 
4lf Both signs occur at the end of the form a-sa-a-i-te-du-u-u VIII 61 obv. 7. �e dis· 

tribution and interchange of the u-signs in Boghazkoi Rurrian are paralleled III the 
Hittite texts ; cf. Sturtevant HG 52:tr. 

43 Bork (Mitannisprache 14 f.) cites two exceptions to this rule. One is u-u-lu-u-o,o,

a-ti-la-an Mit. III 16 alongside u-u-lu-u-b,e-wa-a-ti-la-an I I  1 1 ;  the tablet gives, however, 

u in both instances.
' 

The other is §u�uk-ku-,,!-ut-ti II 68, COl1.traste� with sug-gu'1!;

ud-du-u-lJa II 70 III 108. Here the variants are ciU!d correctly, but the latter form 

contains an added adverbial element · ( 0 )  lJ.a which might well account for the vocalic 

change involved. 
u Ibid. 14-9. 
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30. A few representative examples will first be in order. For initial u we 

may adduce once more u-u-mi-i-ni " land " which occurs (with double u) over 
40 times (including plural forIDs) ; d., e. g., Mit. III 6, 7. Another good 
example is u-u-li " other," pI. u-u-uZ-Za (12 sure instances) II 7'9, 82, etc. 
Medial u is abundantly evidenced in the perfect-element -oz- (over 20 cases 
with repeated u) ; cf. a-ru-u-u-sa y" give " r: 46, pa-as-su-u-u-sa y "  send �' 
II 108, ta-�nu-u-sa.-a-aS-8e-na V U  do " I 100, 105, etc. Final u is implied in 
the -ku of forms like u-ru-uk-ku y "  be present ( ?) " "  II 99, 101, III 46, 
123 ; d. [29] 

For initial u d. the common u- ( u-) n- " go "  "" I 86, II 14, etc. Medial u is 

represented in i-nu-u- " as " I 74 f., etc. ; furthermore, before the suffix -88-
(e. g., II 25, 91, III 95 f., IV 38), and the pronominal enclitics -tiar and -lla
when these enclitics are added to a nominal form in -iwwu(s) " IDeus " ;  e. g., 

se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-u-l-la.-a--an I 107, 113, etc. For final 'Ii, we have numerous 

examples in the ending of the 1. p. sg. of transitive verbs ; e. g., pa-la--a-u 
y " ask " (pres.) III 91, 9 3 ;  karte-e-ta-u y " tell " (fut.) III 99; ta-a-nu

-sa-a-u y "  do " (pret.) I 58, IV 32. 
In none of these groups do we find variant forms with the; other u-vowel. 

The same stem may appear with 'Ii, or u; but only one or the other may be used 
with a ghren suffix ; e. g., the oblique stem of the pronoun " I," viz., su-, 
appears with -u- in su-u- (u-)ta " to me " I 50, III 113, IV 24 (also su-u-u-ra 
" with m e "  II 93), but su-u- (u-)we " of me " III 99, 115." Here the choice 
of the vowel obviously depends on the following suffix." 

31. When we next inquire about the nature of the vowels which are written 
u and u respectively, the problem with regard to the former can be solved 
promptly by virtue of the fact that u is used at times for the semivowel w (cf. 
[35] )' whereas u is never so employed. It follows that

. 
u can be nothing other 

than a sound close to [u]. This will explain the exclusIve, or all but exclusIVe, 

" Of. JAOS 58 ( 1938) 30l. 
� 6  See Goetze, Lang. 15 ( 1939) 215 ff. 
n Cf. Speiser, JAOS 60 ( 1940) 264ff. If su-u-tCL VBoT 59 ii 12 and SU-U-U3 ibid. 14 

are also pertinent in this connection, we may have here additional proof that Bogh. 
and Mit. differed in the writing of uJo-vowels. �ote also a-ru-u-si-ik-ki (loc. cit. 1 3 )  
a s  against the invariable :Mit. u i n  the same formative � ruJ") .  . ,  48 The consistency with which gi.en consonants take eIther a precedlllg u or u, to the 
exclusion of the alternate writing, enables us in some instances to restore breaks in the 
text. Thus the current restoration se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-S[a-a-a]n Mit. I 9 (similarly II 83 f. ) J 
which is made bv Friedrich and his predecessors, is rendered suspect by the fact that 
we find otherwis; the sequences u-ss and u-s, but not the reverse. But u is permissible 
before 'T, and a careful study of the copy and the context will show that the supple
mentation -r[CL- " with " is not only possible textually but also preferable contextually. 
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use of u in Mari, Chagar Bazar, Kuzi, and the nas Shamra syllabary [28] ; 
for in syllabaries under Akkadian influence we expect a reflection of Akkadian 
usage, which recognized [u] but not any specific form of o. 

Less simple is a decision with regard to u. Since the Boghazkoi orth
ography points, by its interchange of u and u and by the employment of u for 
Mit. u, to a value for Mit. u that was close to [u], the obvious choice lies 
between [ii] and some form of o. The former may now be eliminated on the 
ground that this vowel suggests itself for the sound represented by i and i-i 
[27] . We are left therefore with 0 as the most likely alternative. 

In partial support of this assumption may be cited the interchange of a and 'U in 
Nuzi and in the vocabulary from Ras Shamra ( see above, note 3 2 ) .  Another bit of 
indirect evidence is furnished by the use of U for u and U for 0 in Nippur ; cf. most 
recently A. Poebel, Studies in Akkadian Grammar ( 1939) 117 n. 1 .  We would thus 
have here another link between the Hurrian syllabary and an old .Akkadian source; 
cf. [14]. 

If Mitanni Hurrian made extensive use of the o-sound, it is improbable that this sound 
was absent from the other Hurrian groups. 'Ve should have to assume strong foreign 
influence in order to account for so serious a modification of the inherited sound-pattern. 
It follows that Bogh. Hurrian cannot be charged with the lack of 0 solely on the ground 
that its orthography follO\ved the Hittite usage in interchanging the vowel signs u 
and u. The probability remains that the Hurrian dialect from Anatolia, and perhaps 
also other Hurrian dialects in outlying territories, had the same basic vowel-pattern as 
Mitanni Hurrian. The latter had developed, however, methods of reducing that pattern 
to writing which proved to be more effective than the methods elsewhere employed. 

SEMIVo\fELS AND DIPHTHONGS 
32. At the beginning of a syllable y followed by a could be expressed by 

the syllabic sign ya; e. g., ya- (a-) la-an " those which " Mit. II 73, 82, 92. 
The corresponding form i-i-al-laje- :\Iit. I 96, 98, 104, etc. shows that y- could 
be also written i-i-. Accordingly, i-i-e-ma-a-ni-i-in :Mit. II 101, IV 27 con
tains ye-. The juxtaposition of i-i-im-ma.-ma-an Mit. II 98 : i-i-um-mi-im� 
ma-ma-an ibid. 99 yields the values yi- and yu-. 

33. :Medial -i-i- and -i-, when accompanied by a dissimilar vowel, repre
sents a syllable-closing or ambisyllabic y. E. g., at-ta-i-i-wa J\Iit. I 87, 106, 
at-Ia-i-wu-uJ Mit. III 6 7 ;  a-ta-i-ta Mari 5. 5 ;  alphabetic atynp- ns X 4. 4, all 
from a ( t ) tay- " father." The Bogh. form at-ta-ya-na-pa (Br. 560 shows that 
[-ay] could be written -a-yar, with a silent a at the end. For y : w (wr. p) 
cf. wr. lJiyarunrm : Ijel!"runna [28 n. 41]. 

34. In the case of w the situation is complicated by the fact that signs 
containing w, b, and p may be used interchangeably. Thus we get dSa-uJ-ka_ 
Mit. I 76, III 98, dSa-wu,,-uJ-ga- XXVII 29 iv 15, ISTAR-bu-l1-s-ga XXVII 1 
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ii 44, alongside RS susk and swsk, cf. [18J ; here the semivowel is assured by 
the alphabetic variants, as it is also in awari " field " and ewri " lord " (for 
examples from Rs see Br. 571) .  Consistent writing with w in !Jawur
" earth " (MilTi 6. 16 ; XXVII 28 iv 7, 38 ii 10, 15, iv 30, etc.) also suggests 
a semivowel." But the nature of the labial in lJu-bUru-ur-ra KBo. II 21 2 :  
iJu-vlubu-ur-ra- ibid. 3, or in ni-bu-u-si- XXv'll 42 rev. 22 : ni-wu.-u-si- XXIX 
8 iii 42 is doubtful, and a labial spirant is virtually certain in p/wa!Jru " good " 
on account of the orthographic variation pa : Wi} 50;  the same may be said of 
p/wand- " right " ;  cf. pa-an-ti- XXVII 42 rev. 23, XXIX 8 iii 43 : Wandi
in proper names (e. g., AASOR 16 167) ." The same uncertainty attaches, 
of course, to forms written with syllabic signs which express a final labial, 
inasmuch as there is no distinction in such instances among -p� -b, and -We 

35. There was, however, another method to represent the semivowel [w J 
and apparently also the spirant [fJ. The nominal suffixes -we and -wa are 
expressed after [u J by means of the sign -u ; e. g., a-gu-u-e "of the other " Mit. 
IV 123 ; a-gu-u-a " to the other " Mit. I 81 ; an-du-u-e(-e)- " of that" Mit. 
II 63, 100, III 9. Since the same suffixes appear as [y J after -i, e. g., e-ti-i-e-e 
Mit. IV 19, 22, 25, 28, d. [33J, it follows that the above u also represents a 
semivowel, hence [w]. 

The value [fJ is possible in the numerous occurrences of.u after the digraph 
-iw-wa " mine," which represents a single syllable ending in a voiceless labial 
spirant [53]' Similarly, the suffix of transitives referring to an agent in 1 p. 
was in all probability [oaf] ; it is written -a-u [30, 195J. 

As for initial u followed by a dissimilar vowel, e. g., u-a-du-ra-an- Mit. I 65, 
II 15, III 68 f., either [wJ or [f] is possible. The latter phoneme is a distinct 
probability with written u-u (i. e., [fuJ ) .  Cf. initially the verb u-u-r- " hold 
fast, desire," which is distinct from the intransitive u-r- " take place, be 
present" ; "  medially, in forms like a-ru-u-sa.u-u-un Mit. III 2 (for -afun), 
cf. [195J. 

4.9 The Bogh. form �a- !-uT-ni-ya Br. 571 n. I may simply be an error due to an acci
dental omission of -wU-. If the form is correct, however, the omission would serve to 
establish the semivowel, since a spirant could scarcely be left out. The form �a-bur-ni-wi 
VII 58 ii II employs the sign BUR in the value WUT; see below, note 92. [For a fulle; 
list of occurrences see now ZA 46. 86 f.] 

60 For the meaning and occurrences of this common word see v. Brandenstein, 
Orientalia 8 ( 1939) 82ff. New examples are SALPa-ab--ri-se-M-ir-ni and SALPa-ab--ri
u-zu-wa from Chagar Bazar ( Iraq 7 [1940] 40 ) .  

61 Here belongs also the name Bi-en-te-si-na/Ba-an-di-si- (in-) ni ( E. Weidner, Bog
hazkoi-Studien 8 [1923] 126 n. 3 = Nuzi Wandi-zen-n-i; because of' this variation the 
form pend- (Mit. 1 103, II 5 ;  XXVII 46 obv. i 22) may also be adduced ; cf. Friedrich, 
RHA 35 ( 1939) 99 n. 19. Kote also Goetze, Kizzuratna ( 1940 ) 6 n. 23. 

" Cf. JAOS 59 ( 1939) 299 II. 
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LIQUIDS L"'fD NASALS 

36. The Hurrian liquids l and r and the nasals m and n pattern with the 
vowels, but against the other consonants and the semivowels, in that they 
cause an immediately following stop to become voiced. This is clear from 
instances in the alphabetic texts in which the absence of an intervening ,owel 
is established by syllabic equivalents. Cf., e. g., ard- " city " � arde ; !JIb � 
uRuHalba; 5Z in these examples the alphabetic writing is explicit with regard 
to the voiced character of the stops, while the syllabic orthography is ambiguous 
on that point but decisive as to lack of vowels. The same conditions are 
observed in those syllabic texts which recognize dichotomy of stops with regard 
to voice (documents of the Hammurabi period and before ; early Xuzi texts 54 ; 
the vocabulary from Ras Shamra [12a J )  ; e. g., si-in-di sa-la-ar-di Mari 5. 11  
nu-du-un-da 5 .  9 ;  K uzi Tur-ma-ar-di� A -ri-lu-um-di� and Pa-an-di-ya 5 5  ; 
zUrbal-gi RS Voc. II 33. To this extent at least we have to regard the Hurrian 
liquids and nasals as vocalic sonants. 

37. Interchange between I and n or r is attested frequently in proper 
names.56 Variant writings of the same name occur at times on the same 
tablet. This shows that the variation was orthographic and not phonologic; 
it must have been due to a close phonetic connection between the sounds 
involved-more so than was the case in Akkadian. The same conclusion has 
been drawn from the occurrence of t[eJ-Uru-la-e Mit. IV 130, alongside the 
common te-u-u-na-e " much " Mit. 49, 55, etc; but see [175 (3) J. 

It is possible, but by no means certain, that the Boghazkoi documents furnish 
similar indications of orthographic variation. Interchange between 11, and l is found, 
e. g., in ni-bu-u-si-in-na-a-in XXv"'1I 42 rev. 22 : ni-wuu -u-si-el-la-an-ti-in XXIX 8 iii 42; 
[b,u·u] -si-in-na-an-ti XXVII 42 rev. 19: b-u-u-si-el-la-an-ti-in XXIX 8 iii 38;  a-[ru-si-] 
in-na-a-in XXVII 42 rev. 1 3 :  a-ru-si-el-la-a-im XXIX 8 iii 34. For each -nn- in one text 
we have -U- in the other. A difference in number ( such as is found in su ( w )  annaman 
(sg.] : su ( w )  allaman [pI., cf. Friedrich, BChG 4 f.] ) seems to be precluded by the second 
pair of examples, both of which have the same subjects in the plural (ennana-su-uS etc. ) .  
Since the passages in question are otherwise parallel a difference in tense is scarcely 
likely; cf. [ 189-90] for further discussion of these elements. See also [11]. 

For dNu-pa-ti-ig = dLu-pa-ki-ta (XXVII 13 i 6) cf. Br. 566. 

38. In initial position both l and r are very rare in Hurrian. This is true 

68 For these equivalents see Br. 570 fr. and Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12 ( 1935) 
130. The above pattern was first observed by the latter, loc. cit. 

64 See P. M. Purves, AJSL 57 ( 1940) 174ft'. 
Hi Ibid. 180. Goetze's statement ( Orientalia 9 [1940] 223 ) that the 'Voicing of stops 

after n is not proved is now answered by the evidence from Mari and Kuzi. 
66 Cf. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 57 fr. 
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especially of r, which cannot be identified with certainty as an initial element 
in proper names. The fact that initial r is absent in Hittite 57 has been cited 
as an apparent parallel. 58 The correspondence is not complete, however, since 
we do find clear instances of initial RI in Boghazkoi. To be sure, this sim 
is used in the Rurrian syllabary for tjrkLl as well as ri and so the reading of this 
sign in RI-ta-an XII 44 ii 11 is rightly regarded as uncertain." But RI-ip-pa 
XXVII 46 iv 21 (unless it is incomplete ; cf. a-a-ri-ip-pa XXv"!I 42 rev. 17) 
seems to point to an initial ri- rather than daZ-. Nevertheless, it cannot be 
asserted as yet that the presence of r- may be taken for granted in words of 
unquestionably Hurrian origin. It is clear, of course, that rapsu " wide " RS 
Voc. iv 14 is a loanword from Akkadian. 

39. Consistent double writing of liquids and nasals indicates length. This 
is evident from the fact that the result of assimilation [66] is invariably 
written double. Elsewhere double and single writings may vary; cf. [22] and 
note in connection with -til ( l )a  " we "  the new example s[a]-a[t]-ti-la " we 
together ( ?)" 60 }Iari 6. 13.61 For similar variation in Boghazkoi note, e. g., 
a-za-mi-na XXVII 8 rev. 5 :  a-za-am-mi-na ibid. 4 and XXVII 4. 5 ;  [8a]-la
-a-ni XXVII 4. 8 :  sa-(cp-) la-an-ni XXVII 1 iii 7, 8 rev. 8. That these 
writings need not indicate necessarily etymological length is evident from 
'Dab-ki-in-na-a8 XXVII 42 rev. 13 as against dDam-ki-na-a' XXV 42 v 6, 
XXIX 8 iii 33. But Mari al-la-a-e-en (1. 16) and lJi-il-li-in (6. 1 0 f. ) ,  along
side the consistent double II in allay throughout the syllabary and the common 
and invariable IJill- in 1Iit. (but lJi-li-iiu Ril Voc. I 150) suggests long I in the 
middle of stems. 

SIBILANTS 

40. The combined Hurrian material yields clear evidence of four distinct 
sounds within the sibilant range ; there are transcribed here as s, z, s, and z 
respectively. A fifth member of this group, viz., $� seems to occur in the 
alphabetic texts from Ras Shamra; cf. ibid. X 7. 6 ;  XX A 13-15. But the 
first of these instances may be due to scribal error 62 and the remaining 

1i7 Cf. Sturtevant, HG 136. 1i8 See Berkooz, op. cit. 57 n. 113. 
1i9 Cf. Friedrich, KIeinasiatische Sprachdenkmaler 33 n. 9. The same is true of 

RI-mi-el-k[u?J VEoT 59 iii 8 ;  cf. Br. 576. 
60 Cf. Speiser, JAOS 59 ( 1939) 306 n. 52. 
61 Thureau·Dangin (RA 36 [1939] 23)  analyzes this form as sa-a·at-ti+ the pronoun 

-la of the third person pI. I would see in it the enclitic ·ti ( 1 )  la- of the first person pI., 
with haplologic loss of .ti-, in view of the fact that H they together " is expressed by 
sa-(at-)tq.a-al-la- (an) Mit. IV 62. Cf. [91] .  

a2 Cf. H. Bauer, OLZ 1934. 475 n. 2 ;  for the Rurrian sibilants in general cf. Speiser, 
JAOS 58 ( 1938) 175-93. 
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occurrences are found in a fragmentary passage on which we cannot base any 
conclusions whatever. Since unambiguous examples of $ are lacking in the 
available syllabic texts," we have to leave to the future to decide whether 
such a sound was indeed present in Rurrian. 

41. Only the alphabetic texts have individual symbols for the four H urrian 

sibilants established thus far. To represent these sounds, the syllabary had 

but three sets of signs at its disposal : those containing s� Z, and s ;  a fourth 

possible set, viz., the emphatics, had not come into use at the time of the 

formation of the Rurrian syllabary [14]. The need to render four separate 

sounds with only three sets of signs led to compromise-orthographies which 

differ with the individual sources. In Chagar Bazar z-signs were used for [z] 

as well as if. In the names from Babylonia and Nuzi z may be written either 

s or Z ;  the sound [z ] is rendered, of course, with z-signs, but s-signs IDay also 

be used for the same purpose [43]. In Mari, the Mitanni letter, the vocabulary 

from Ras Shamra, and the Boghazkoi texts '-signs are employed both for s 

and if, so that the z-set is freed for the exclusive representation of [z] 

These crossing orthographies may seem confusing at first glance, but they are not 
inconsistent within themselves. Each has to be evaluated according to its own pre· 
vailing usage and the results can then be checked against the independent evidence of 
other Hurrian systems of writing. 

For an earlier account of this subject see above, note 62 ; for the Kuzi system cf. also 
Goetze, Lang. 14 ( 1938) 136. 

s 
42. To judge from the available material, this sound was relatively rare 

in Rurrian. For alphabetic occurrences cf. psm RS X 4 53;  usgr RS XX A 3 ;  
for the uncertain sbl RS X 4. 8 cf. JAOS 58 (1938) 177. Mari furnishes a 
(verbal ? )  stem with s in i-si 5. 1, 5 and i-su-di-iS 5. 6 ;  note also ma-ru-sa 5. 15. 
In )lit. we get the fairly common verb pis- ({ rejoice," c£. I 7'9, II 55, etc. ; 
also the stem lJisulJ- ({ vex " III 76, 85, et.c. both with invariable s. 

We have no way at present to establish the underlying phonetic value. 
In the Nuzi texts s-signs are used as variant writings of Akk. s < Sern. [sis], 
but never for 8 < Sem. [t]." On the other hand, Sem. [s] is written in Nuzi 
with z_signs.65 It appears, therefore, that original Sern. [s] was pronounced 
in Kuzi as a voiced sibilant. or perhaps an affricate [ts], whereas the pro
nunciation of s-signs inclined towards [8] or [8] ; there is no evidence that 
a pure [s] was recognized by the N uzians. The same need not be true, of 
course, of H urrian sounds in Mari, lIitanni, or U garit. Nevertheless, it is 

63 See above [13 n. 1 ] .  
64. Cf. Speiser, JAOS 5 8  ( 1938) 187 ft". 65 Cf. Goetze, Lang. 14 ( 1938) 136. 
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probable that Rurrian s� as recorded in those centers, was different from 
Semitic [s]. 

There is nothing to show how Hurrian s was represented in Boghazkoi. It is logical, 

however, to assume that in such close contact with the Hittites both 8 and 8' would be 

expressed by means of s_signs,66 That Akkadian [s] was written z (as in the Nuzi 

texts) may be seen from dN a-ra-am-zu-un XXVII 38 iii 18 for Akk. N adm-Sin. 
There are no instances of double 8. 'Vhether any phonetic significance attaches to 

this fact cannot be decided at present in view of the scarcity of examples which show 
this sound even in single writing. 

z 

43. This sound is reflected in all the Hurrian sources. Where the writing 
is unambiguous there is, of course, no confusion with other sibilants. This 
is true of the following sources: (a) The alphabetic texts ; d. e. g., I1zl1z Rs 
X 4. 24. (b) The Mitanni letter ; e. g., zu-gan II 11, III 16, etc., se-e-ni-iw
-wu-u-uz-zi III 43. (c) Apparently, also the Boghazkoi documents, e. g., 
za-a-a-z-za--ri XXVII 38 ii 25 ; (d) lIIari, d. l1i-in-zu-ru-us 6. 7 (with parallels 
from Boghazkoi and Nuzi, d. RA 36 [1939] 22;  and (e) the vocabulary from 
Ras Shamra, e. g., zu-gi II 19. 

In N uzi we find a number of proper names in which z appears consistently; 
e. g., Zigi .. Zili-.. etc.61 Other names share a suffix which is characterized by 
-zz-, e. g., A-pa-az-zi-ya, Tup-lci-iz-M.68 The occupational term zi(l) lilc-ui}lu 
" witness " 69 likewise appears with z in all its occurrences. In all these in
stances the writing points obviously to the same kind of z which is reflected 
above under (a)-(e).  

But z could serve also as a variant writing for s, e.  g., in I-sjzi-ib-lJa-lu,1C1 
both forms having as their purpose to render Hurrian Ii [45]. The same 
method was employed in the texts from Chagar Bazar, as we shall see presently. 
Finally, N uzi z represented Semitic [s], and this has its counterpart in the 
writing of Hurrian -zz- as -88- in A-gi-is-si (BE XV 190 ii 31, an example 
from Nippur where the orthography is comparable to early Nuzi) n along
side Amarna A-ki-iz-zi (EA. p. 1557) .  It is clear, therefore, that in Nuzi and 
its analogues z-sigus cannot be regarded as reflexes of the sound z without 
sufficient statistical or comparative evidence. 

There is no proof that in the syllabic texts -zz- represented a phoneme dis-
ell For the situation in Hittite see Sturtevant, HG 70. 
67 Cf. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 61 f. 
68 See L. Oppenheim, WZKM 44 (1936) 206; cf. below [160]. 

6fI See C. H. Gordon, Orientalia 7 ( 1938) 60; Speiser, Lang. 14 ( 1938) 308; Goetze, 

Lang. 16 ( 1940) 170 1. 
7° Cf. JAOS 58 (1938) 190. U See Purves, AJSL 57 (1940) 172. 
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tinct from -Z-. Since we find iYa--a-z-zi-zi XXIX 8 30 and l1a-zi-iz-[z] i-ba-1 
XXVII 42 rev. 12 in parallel passages, it is reasonable to assume that WIth 
this particular sound double writing indicated length, and in this instance 
evidently secondary length. 

It should be noted that v. Brandensteill, AfO 13 ( 1939) 5Sfl'. derives lJ,a-az·zi-zi from 

Akk. lJ,S8. In that case one source of Rurrian z would have been Akk. Samekh. 

With regard to pronunciation, z was probably a sound which resembled 

Semitic [z], to judge from the use of the corresponding symbols
. 
�f the 

Akkadian and U garitic systems. If the only difference b�tween S:�lhc [z] 
and [s] was one of voice, then Hurrian z : s did not constItute a SImIlar paIr 

of opposites ; d. [42]. 
s 

44. This symbol is used here for a Hurrian sound which t�e alphabetic 

texts wrote with the sign for U garitic t (transcribed thus far as s or 8).  The 

syllabic texts write the same sound regularly :nth s-signs. The pres�mt 

symbol may be taken to indicate that the. undedymg �ound was mtermedlate 

between m and [8], an assumption WhICh will be Jush.fied later on [�6]. 

What is more it serves to associate the sound in questIon WIth Its VOICed 

counterpart Ii '  [45]. In direct transliteration of syllabic occurrences s will 
have to be retained, but s can be used conveniently both for the Ras Shamra 

material and for normalized transcription of the syllabic instances ; e. g., RS 

tsb � dTe-eS-su-ub (Tesub, properly Tesob) .  

The equation of alphabetic s with syllabic s is  established by a number of 

definite correspondences; e. g., 

Rs smg " Shimige " Br. 570 � dSi-mi- (i-) ge Mari 1. 36, 5. 10 ; Mit. � 77, 
86 f., etc. ; also Si-mi-gjka in proper names, e. g., AASOR 16 58. 40,. �2  
(Nuzi), and Iraq 7 (1940) 38  (from Chagar Bazar under SALIfa--ZHb
Si 72-mi-ga-) 

RS su( w ) sic " Shaushka " Br. 570, Rs XX B 8 � Sa--uS-kllr Mit. I 76, III 98 
(d. also [18 n. 11] and add Sa--u-US-Ilr Milri 1. 17) 

Rs tsb-s " Teshub " (in the agentive case [150] ) XX B 10, 11 � dTe-e-eS
-su-pa-aJ Mit. I 76, II 65, IV 118 ; this very common name is attested 
in Mari (Te-iiu-bllr 1. 34), Boghazkoi (e. g., dTe-es-su-ub- XXVII 38 ii 

72 Since this name is given in transliteration only it is impossible to determine at 
present whether si is merely a typographical error for ii. If si should prove to be 

correct (which appears doubtful ) ,  the orthography of Chagar Bazar will have to be 

listed as exceptional in this particular respect. 
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14,. �O, �tc.) an� is especially prominent in proper names. The same 
WTltIng IS found III Hittite contexts, e. g., E-I!al-Te-es-s[u-ub] XXVI 41 
rev. 11 ; cf. Goetze, Kizzuwatna 44. 

�h.e above e��mples illustrate the occurrences and syllabic correspondences 
of s l� all �)QsltlOns. They show also that intervocalic .s was written -88- in 
the )I,tanm letter and in the Boghazkoi texts (at least in the name Tesh b) 
where�s �fari use.d -8- for the same purpose. Further examination shows �hat 
the pnnclples WhICh �re �pparent in these examples apply to the entire syllabic 
m:tenal : (a) Hurnan s was expressed by s-signs throughout (and not by 
B1ons . contammg .z or 8) ; (b) IntervocalIc S was indicated by -88- in the 
Hu�nan syl;,"bary proper (Mitanni, Boghazkoi, later Nuzi) ; (c) the "Ak
kadlamzIllg syllabary [12a] used -s- in identical cases. 

(a) This point was established . bl" ill prevIOUS pu lCahons and requires no 
further demonstration.13 

(b) On this question the evidence is abundant and uniform. The suffix 
found In tsb

.
-s

. 
becomes inter"'\ocalic when followed by another grammatical 

e�ement :onsIshng of, or beginning with, a vowel. Of the frequent combina
ho.ns whICh thus r:s:ut we �eed cite only a few ; e. g., i-sa-ai-sa-a-an " I, by me ,,. 
1.IIt. I 69 ; we-e-es-sa-a-an " " thou by thee " Mit III 68 " . . • 

� 
, . , se-e-nt-tw-wu-us-

-sa-a-an "my brother" (in the agentive case) II 12 103 III 1 etc " It f 11 
th � � 

, , , .  0 ows 
- at -88-

. 
must r�flect Hurrian s in all the other instances for which direct 

alphabetic-syllabIC .correspondences are lacking. Indeed, double writing is 
found consIstently III a long list of words and grammatical elements. I shall 
mentIon only the abstract suffix -ssji; cf., e. g., ta-a-nu-sa�a-as-8e " done " !fit 
II 99 ; sa.r-ra-as-si- " pertaining to the ruler " XXVII 42 rev. 8 9 15 18 2 ·

: 

'
.

' � " f  
" , , 0 ,  

er-WlrUi-S- eudal service " N 28. 24, 33. 19, 89. 10, 221. 19. 

(c) In addition to Te-su-ba- note also Sa-u-us-a-an Mari 1. 17, obviously for 

7Z C�. JAOS 58 ( 1938) 189 ff. l'o.�o importance attaches to the writing with s in late 
ASSYrIan (cf.

� 
:hureau-�angin, Syria 12 ( 1931 ) 253 n. 2, since that is the normal 

tre�tment 
.
of s ln

, 
AS��'T�an. Th� 

�
rare exceptions of -ii-/-ii8- in Bogh. are exemplified by 

te-
.
su-!Ja-�.t XXIX 8 11 ,,0 : te-es-su·lJa-a-i ibid. iv 33 ) .  Cf. also the note at the end of 

thIS sectIOn. 
u I?- these examples the syntactical element -an has been left untranslated· for its 

functIon cf. [21 1 ] .  
' 

15 For three exceptiona� forms with -§-, which are due to special conditions, cf. [22]. �n proper names we get eIther Te-§ub or Te-e§-su-ub. In the former writing the syllable 
sub .may ha,.e th� value of *§ub, since we should expect otherwise a form Te.8u-ub� 
preCIsely as In MIddle Assyrian names which use the "_.tkkadianizing " orthoO"ra h . 
cf. Purves, AJSL 57 ( 1940) 178. 

b P y� 
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" Shaushka," and yet with single s although this sound is intervocalic in this 

particular form. 
It can be seen from the use of single s in Mari where Rurrian s was involved 

that the double writing in the main syllabary did not represent length ; for 
otherwise :Nlari too would have resorted to double writing ; d. [39] ' It follows, 
therefore, that -ss- in Te-es-su-ub- and the like marks a special phoneme and 
not a particular quantity. From other considerations it will become apparent 
that the phoneme in question 'Was "'\oiceless [46J, a counterpart of R urrian 2 .. 

which the main syllabary records as -s-. In other 'Words, double writing was 
used in certain definite instances to indicate lack of voice. 

I ha,e developed the principle in,olYed in this method in an article on Phonetic 

Method in Hurrian Orthography, Lang. 1 5  ( 1940) 319-40. The subject has an important 

bearing on the whole question of the sounds of Hurrian. The article gives a fuller 

discussion and a more represcntative list of examples than is possible in the present 

study. 
[In view of v. Brandenstein's recent assertion (ZA 46.84 n. 2 and 85 n. 3 )  that 

doubling of consonants is " in mOi3t instances without significance " it is necessary to 

state that ( 1 )  this is true within certain limitations [39] only of the liquids and 

nasals; ( 2 )  with the stops, s, w, and probably also lJ" double writing was qualitatively 

distinctive in the system of the main Hurrian syllabary ; ( 3 )  on this point )'Iit. is 

conclusive 'vhile Bogh. presents a small number of exceptions which are insufficient to 

uft"set the evidence of prevailing usage; ( 4 )  v. Branctenstein's statement fails to take 

into account the difference between the Akkadianizing and the main syllabary on the 

one hand, and the established consistency of the )'Iit. orthography on the other ; it also 

fails to recognize that sounds which were not distinguished as to voice were separated 

by the orthography of the main syllabary from those sounds where such a dichotomy 

is attested by the independent evidence of the alphabetic sources.] 

Ii 

45. Instead of the consonant-sign !i which the U garitic alphabet represents 

with three wedges, the Hunian alphabetic texts employ a modified form of 

that sign (with two wedges) ; it is transcribed here as ii." The normal syllabic 

equivalent is contained in s-signs. We have two external aids for distin4 

guishing between syllabic s :  alphabetic z on the one hand, and syllabic s :  

alphabetic s on the other : (a) In certain groups of the Akkandianizing syl

labary (cf. [12a]) slz exhibits variant writings with z-signs, alongside the 

usual orthography with s ;  one such variant is sufficient ordinarily to establish 

the presence of the sound ii." (b) The main Hurrian syllabary indicates Ii by 

mean .. of sjngle s in intervocalic position ; contrast [44]. Hereafter, the 

76 FoUO\\·ing Z. S. Harris, JAOS 55 ( 1935) 95ff. 

77 As postulated in JAOS 58 (1938) 190ft". The names from Chagar Bazar have since 

confirmed this rule. 

5 
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symbol z will be used for the alphabetic material and for normalized tran
scriptions of syllabic occurrences; s will be retained initially when a choice 
between s and z is impossible;  and, of course, in direct transliteration. 

For alphabetic-syllabic correspondences d., e. g., 

RS pzzplJ (name of a god) Br. 570 � dll/Pi-sa- (i-)sa-ap-M KBo. V 2 iii 4, 
XXV 46 iii 9, XXVII 42 obv. 31, etc. 

RS IJz-lz XX 4 1 ff. � lJa-a-su-li-e- ( e- ) es XXVII 42 rev. 21 f. ; XXVIII 
85. 1 ;  XXIX 8 iii 22 if.; for other occurrences of the stem lJa.z- " hear " 
cf., in addition to Mit. and Bogh., the proper names with Ha-si-ib-, e. g., 
AASOR 16 151 (very common in this writing in the later Xuzi texts) ; 
for the rarer Ha-ri-ib- cf. AJSL 57 (1940) 181 and (for Chagar Bazar) 
Iraq 7 (1940) 38. 

Rs ar-z- X 4 9 ff., XX B 7, 11, 15 � a-ru-(u-)sa/i- Mit. I 46, II 87, etc.; 
XXIX 8 iii 34. These forms consist of ar " gi,e " + -oz- (perf. element) .  

The orthography in group (b) enables us to recognize z in a large number 
of words and grammatical elements for which alphabetic correspondences are 
lacking. Since the perf. element -uS-IRS -z- is written consistently with 
single s in scores of instances, it is safe to assume an underlying z in all the 
other occurrences of single intervocalic s throughout the main Rurrian syl
labary. Thus the first s of the pI. agenii,e suffix (-na) -su-uS is -always written 
single in such examples as e-e-en-na-su-uS " by our gods " Mit. I 78, II 52, 
IV 117 ; d. also XXVII 42 re,. 9, 18, XXIX 8 iii 3 7 ;  ew-ri-e/in-na-su-uS 
" by our lords " Mit. III 48 ; XXIX 8 ii 37." Variant writings in (b) as 
against (a) provide occasionally an independent check. This is illustrated in 
connection with lJaz " hear " ;  another good example is dK u-u-su-ulJ XXVII 
38 ii 11, dKu-u-sa-alJ ibid. 16 (similarly in Nuzi names, d. L. Oppenheim, 
AfO 12 [1937] 33)" as against SAL H a-zi-ib-ku-zu-ulJ, K u-zu-ulJ-a-RI (d. 
Chagar Bazar, d. Iraq 7 [1940] 38 f.).  

In Mari and RS V oc. the orthography is ambiguous in that both -5- and -z
appear there as -ii- ; d. Te-su-ba-am (� Te5ubam) 11firi 1. 1 7 ;  pa-pa-na-su-uS 
" the mountains " si-we-na-su-uS " the rivers," (both in the agentive case with 
suffix -ZU-5) ibid. 5. 8-9 ; ti-bu-iia " strengthened " (with perf.-element) Rs 
Voc. I 21. 

TS The exceptional pa-a-pa-an-na-as-su-us XXVII 38 iii 2 seems to be due to dittography 
of the first horizontal stroke of SU, which would yield A s ;  the normal writing with 
single s is found ibid. ii 13, 19. 

79 Oppenheim's suggestion (ibid.) that KU8UlJ, may be merely a variant of dKa-as-su
-u/Ku-us-si, from which we get "Kassite," is ruled out by the double writing of the 
sibilant in the latter pair of forms . 
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46. The precise phonetic values of s and z are difficult to determine. Their 

syllabic equivalents (-ss- and -s- respectively) tell us only that these sounds 

were differentiated according to 'Voice. The U garitic homograph of s was t, a 

reflex of primitive Semitic [t] which was a voiceless interdental spirant. But 

Egyptian Ti-su-pi for " Teshub " (d. W. F. Albright, The Vocalization of th� 
Egyptian Syllabic Orthography [1934] 56) makes It unlIkely that Hurrlan s 
was an interdental spirant. �ow the use of s-signs in the syllabary to express 

s� combined with the fact that s-signs are used also for the exclusive indication 

of Akk. s < Sem. [t], would seem to suggest that there was little difference 

between 5 and [s]. But in that case we could not account at all for the 

presence of the s-symbol in RS Rurrian, since Ugaritic s would have furnIshed 

the necessary consonant sign. Under these circumstances it is best to regard 

5 as a sound
" 
patterned between [t] and [s], and z as the corresponding voiced 

sound. 
It is highly suggestive in this connection that Semitic [t] became [8] .in Can�anite 

just as in Akkadian. A phonetic explanation of this type of change reqUIres
. 
�n mter· 

mediate [s], for which there is no evidence whatever in contemporary SemIt.Ic. T�e 
alternati.-e would be to ascribe the Canaanite shift to Rurrian and the AkkadIan ShIft 
to Sumerian influence. If this hypothesis is right, Rurrian 8 may have been a factor 
in the Canaanite shift. 

STOPS 

47. The outstanding feature about the WIiting of stops in the main Rurrian 

syllabary [13] is' this : in intervocalic position single writing indicates voiced 

sounds (undoubled) while double writing marks voiceless stops (re
.
g�rdless of 

quantity) .  This system represents a radical difference from trachhonal Ak

kadian orthography. In Akkadian texts, e. g., at-ta " thou " cannot be confused 

with ad-da (the god) "Adad." On the other hand, in 1Iitanni, Boghazkoi, 

and all but the earliest K uzi texts either writing may represent correctly the 

Rurrian word for " father," 80 whereas a-da-/a-ia.- 81 gives us a different stem. 

The phonetic factor was bound up with the contrast between tt/dd and d/t, 

and not t : d or it : dd. 
n follows that (a)  Hurrian did not reflect in its prevailing orthography 

80 The principle followed by the Hurrian orthography is carried out rigid.ly in Mit. 
and only slightly less so in Bogh., ,yhere there �re s?me ra�e ex:eph�ns . . The 
instances of the above word for " father " are a case III pomt. MIt. "HItes lllvanably 
at-ta- (e. g., I 87, 106, etc. ) .  Bogh. has at-ta- ( X  27 iii 7 ;  XX 93 .-i 9, etc . )  and ad-da

XXVII 1 i 71 f.;  2 ii 4, etc. ) ; note, howenr, the exceptional ( e-en-na-aS) a-da-an-nu,u8 

XX 42 v 6. In the Kuzi texts we find at-ta-as-Si-lJ,u (256. 7 ;  641. 29) ; d. Goetze, 
Laner. 16 ( 1940) 168. 

st'This element is found in a-d/ta- ( a- )  ni, which is used in association with g/k/lJes!J/ki 

" throne " (cf. Br. 569 ) ,  e. g., XXV 44 ii 5; XXVII I ii 30 f., 70;.  6 i 3 1 ;  8 rev. 7. 
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the Akkadian (or rather Old Babylonian) distinction between voiced and voice
less stops, although (b) its own stops were differentiated, nevertheless, as to 
VOIce. These differences of orthography point to a considerable disparity 
between the underlying sound-patterns. Inasmuch as the relation between 
the voiced and voiceless stops of Hurrian was primarily phonologic, a fuller 
statement on the subject will be reserved for the next chapter. What matters 
at present is the fact that the H urrian syllabary does show under certain 
specific conditions the existence of more than one set of stops and that the 
mechanism employed for the purpose can be utilized today as phonetic evidence. 

Conclusive proof of the dichotomy of stops in H urrian is furnished by the 
alphabetic texts where the series b g d is used alongside p ie  t. Independent 
confirmation is provided by the Akkadianizing syllabary [12a J ; there stop-signs 
are written in accordance with normal Akkadian usage.82 

Our results concerning the stops rest thus on the same two distinctive and 
mutually complementary systems of orthography that have been utilized so far 
in the treatment of s and z :  the Hurrian, as embodied in the main syllabary; 
and the Semitic, as reflected in the alphabetic texts and the Akkadianizing 
syllabary." It will be pointed out below that the Hurrian system had its 
origin, in all probability, in the non-phonetic positional yariation of the stops 
[79J. But it was extended later to independent phonemes, notably sibilants, 
as we have just seen. There is also clear proof that the same method of writing 
was applied to labial spirants. It will be our task to differentiate in the 
following brief account between labial stops and the corresponding spirants, 
and to add a special section dealing with this latter group. 

Doubts about the earlier assumption that Hurrian knew but a single set of mutes 
'Were voiced by Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12 ( 1931 )  252. The evidence of the alphabetic 
texts was first discussed by Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12 ( 1935) 128-31 ; cf. also 
Br. 574 f. For the Kuzi orthography see Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 39 if., and Purves, 
AJSL 57 ( 1940) 172 ff. The characteristics of the Rurrian system are presented in my 
article in Lang. 16 ( 1940) 319-40. 

p : b 

48. Because of the presence of labial spirants in Hurrian [52J and the lack of 
an adequate mechanism, both in the alphabetic and the syllabic systems, to repre
sent these sounds, we have to rely largely on circumstantial evidence for reason
ably clear instances of labial stops. That syllabic signs containing plb could be 
used for the semivowel [w] is shown by the variant writings of the name 
Shaushka, viz., dj§a-us-7ca-, dj§a-wu,,-uS-ga-, and dP,sT AR-bu-uS-ga (d. [18 

S2 I. e., ,,,ith the sign TA; cf. a-tq--i-ta :\Iaxi 5. 5; for the alphabetic at cf. Br. 571. 
sa The Semitic character of this orthography is stressed by Purves, lac. cit. 162 if. 
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n. 11J ) ,  alongside RS sw (u)sle. We shall see later that elsewhere the inter
syllabic variation plb : 'I1J may reflect some such spirant as [v J ;  for it is 
difficult to interpret in any other way the correspondence of Ri'; kmrb by the 
side of Bogh. dKumarb/wi, Mari Ku-ma-ar-w'J and �uzi dKu-rnu-ur-w'J [50J. 
It follows that alphabetic b could be used for a voiced labial spirant. In 
addition, the Ras Shamra alphabet lacked a symbol for the voiceless labial 
spirant which is implied by the Mit. digraph -ww- [53J ; this sound was 
expressed presumably by alphabetic p. The problem then is to distingnish 
between the labial spirants and the corresponding stops;  it is the latter group 
that remains to be established. 

Presumptive evidence lor the presence of labial stops is provided by the 
Hurrian stop pattern [76J.  Since the other stops show in the alphabetic texts 
a definite positional relationship, we expect the same to be true of p : b. The 
latter symbols point to such a relationship by their distribution, so that some 
of them, at least, evidently stand for stops. Moreover, a number of common 
words occur in the syllabic sources with stop-signs only, without variant 
writings with W ;  some of these words have alphabetic equivalents, and here 
too only stop-signs are used. Our examples of labial stops will be restricted 
to such unvarying occurrences. 

49. (a) Initially the alphabetic texts use p ;  the syllabic writings are non
distinct.ive} except for pa : ba ; this distinction is ignored in the main syllabary 
but maintained in :Mari and its analognes [12a J .  E. g., Ri'; pb � pa-pa " moun
tain " (d. Br. 568) ; pg-d- Ri'; X 4. 3 �  ( ? ) pa-a-IJi .. (i-)ta Mit. I 61 ; XXIX 
8 iii 9, 12, 18, d. [58J. Other forms of palJi/e are written consistently with 
pa-, as above, and not wa- ; d. XXVII 1 ii 4, 44. 4, etc. Accordingly, the 
invariable pa- in the verb pas " send " and its derivative paJi{fye " envoy " 
(Mit. passim) may safely be taken to mark a voiceless labial stop, in contrast 
to palJru/a : walJru [52J, where the variant writings indicate a spirant. 

(b) �Iedially, Ri'; writes b, except for the conditions noted below, under (c)  
and (d) . We know from syllabic correspondences that the rule applied after 
vowels, liquids (and nasals) .  The syllabic equivalent of RS b appears regnlarly 
in single writing ; furthermore, in the Akkadianizing syllabary -ba is contrasted 
in such instances with pa-. E. g., RS tsb � Te-su-ba- 1HLri 1. 34 and d. [44] ; 
RiS libt � d!Jebat, and RS ndbg � dNubadig (cf. Br. 570) ; RS lJlb- � cRc!Jal
pa [58] . Consistent single writing of -pa- in interrocalic position, especially in 
�Iit., may be taken as proof of a voiced stop ; e. g., ge-pa-a-nuje- " send " j\Iit. 
II 16, 54, etc. 

(c) �Iedial p in RS corresponds to -pp- in the syllabary ; in other words, the 
stop was voiceless when doubled. E. g., Ri'; irip (X 4. 42) � d]riappi XXVII 
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1 ii 23 " ;  contrast RS aStb � dASlabi (Br. 570 ) .  Note also that Akk. -pp- is 
written identically in the loanword tup-pe " tablet " 11it. III 36, 38, etc. 

(d) But RS p may also represent a spirant, hence necessarily a voiceless 
one. This is indicated both in initial and medial position by syllabic 'WjPi-sa
(i-)sa-ap-�i [45] as compared with RS pzzplJ. The first p is shown to be a 
spirant by the interchange of w and p in the syllabic orthography. _�s for the 
medial labial in this instance, a stop would have been expressed in TIS by b, 
since a vowel precedes. Failure to conform to the pattern of positional varia
tion betrays thus a spirant and the alphabetic p proves it to be voiceless. 
Similar instances of spirant p may be found in the suffix-clusters of aty-nps 
and aty-npd (RS X 4. 3 f.) ; for the subject as a whole see [53] 

(e) More difficult to interpret is the second labial in pa-pa-na-su-u8 ::\Uri 5. 8. It is 
plain from the context that we have here a form of the word for " mountain," cf. RA 36 
( 1939) 19. Since the sign pa indicates a voiceless labial in the Mari system of writing, 

Thureau-Dangin ( ibid. ) would separate this form and its many parallels in Bogh. from 
Rs pb-. But this will not solve the problem, because the normal orthography in Bogh. 
is pa- (u- ) pa-, e. g., XII 44 ii 23 ; XXVII 38 i 6, 13, ii 13, 19, iii 2 ;  we know now that the 
single writing of the syllabary is equivalent to alphabetic -b ;  note also SALPu ( ?) -ba-lJ,i, 
Iraq 7. 40 (in the Akkadianizing orthography of Chagar Bazar ) .  On the other hand, 
the hUri writing with -pa- has its analogues in Bogh. pa-ap-pi-en-na XX 95 obv. 2, 5, 8 ;  
XXVII 48 iv 1 fr., where the double writing marks a voiceless labial. All of the occur
rences here cited favor " mountain," but they show also a variation in the second labial 
which v. Brandenstein (Br. 568) has failed to recognize. \Ve cannot tell at present 
whether the problem is essentially one of phonetics or whether we have before us 
etymological doublets. 

(f) The phonetic value of -b will be discussed later in connection with the 
other voiced stops, after the phonologic process involved in this positional 
,ariation has been clarified; d. [78]. 

lc :  g 

50. (a) Of this pair of sounds only k is represented initially in the alpha
betic texts. S5 In Mari, where the orthography was likewise distinctive, we 
get a number of instances with k- ( cf. 1. 4, 2. 20, 3. 2 f., etc. ) ,  none with go. 
In the other syllabic texts k-sigus predominate initially, except for Nuzi QA, 
which was merely a more comenient homophone for ka [13].  It was pointed 
out above that in the main syllabary GI and GU are distinctive only with 

84 I cannot follow v. Brandenstein in restoring ir[sb] in Rs X 4. 41 (cf. Br. 558 n. 49) 
since there is a clear instance of irsp- ibid. 42 (in both instances 8 is Br.'s transcription 
which corresponds to our z) . Traces in a broken part of a tablet can scarcely outweigh 
the testimony of an undamaged passage in an immediately following line. 

SI! For the one apparent exception in the material now available see below under (d ) . 
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regard to specific vocalic qualities, but do not imply a voiced consonant ; cf. 
[26] ,  [29].  There is thus ample evidence, direct and circumstantial, for k-, 
and no clear evidence for its voiced variant at the beginning of a word. 

A good illustration of the use of k- is furnished by RS kmrb � dKumarbi (cf. 
Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12 [1935] 130) ; dKu-ma-ar-wije KBo. V 2 ii 60 ; 
XXVII 38 iv. 21 ; Ku-mar-ar-wa Mari 5 . 4 ;  Kuzi dKu-mu-ur-v;a AASOR 16  
48. 1, 49. 1. Note also RS kld-, which is  perhaps the same word as  Bogh. keldi 
" forest " (Br. 561, 571 ) .  From }Iit. may be cited the common kad- " tell " 
I 96, II 50 etc., which is paralleled in VIII 61 obv. 10. 

(b) In medial and final positions, after vowels, liquids, and nasals, only g 
is found, provided that the consonant was not doubled. Common to all the 
Rurrian SQurces is the name of the sun god : RE; smg (Br. 570 ) ,  Bogh.-:)'Iit.
lHiri (d)Si-mi. (i-)ge (d. [44] and RA 36 [1940] 8 ) ; in proper names the 
usual form is Si-mi-q/ga (with -ga in the Akkadianizing orthography of 
Chaga! Bazar, Iraq 7 [1940] 38. An example of final g is RS nbdg � Bogh. 
dNubadig (Br. 570 ) .  Kate also the -g- in Mari a-ga-u-m (2. 4),  Kippur 
A-gara-, A-ga-ab-, A-gi-ya, etc. (Purves, AJSL 57 [1940] 172 ) ,  RS Voc. 
te-gi-se, e-gi-di, zu-bal-gi (II, 24, 26, 33) ,  i. e., in three distinct branches of 
the Akkadianizing syllabary. The main syllabary marks the voiced consonant 
in question by consistent single writing. We find it in all verbal forms with 
the element -u-ka- (a-)r-, e. g., Mit. II 58, 67, IV 130, etc. ; ma-ka-a-an-ni 
" present " Mit. II 15, 54, III 58 ; and the like. 

(c) On the analogy of the labials [49] and, as we shall see, the dentals 
[51], double writing of k or g should indicate a ,oiceless medial sound. That 
this is so is shown by the imariable double writing of the common verbal suffix 
-kk- ; d. e. g., u-ru-uk-lcu Mit. II 99, 101, III 46, 123 ; VII 56 i 24; a8-�u-si-
-ik-ku-un-ni (RRA 35 [1939] 105 n. 12)  ; lHiri -uk-ku RA 36 [1939] 21. 

(d) The single instance of initial g in the alphabetic texts is gs�-p RS 
X 4. 51, which has been correlated with Bogh. gjkj�d�jki " throne " (Br. 
569 ; d. also the Chagar Bazar names with -kdM, Iraq 7 [1940] 41) .  This 
comparison is rendered probable by the variations in orthography just noted. 
That the initial sound of the RS word was not one of the regular stops is 
indicated by the departure from the normal stop pattern. It appears thus 
that both the alphabetic and the syllabic forms in question contained a sound 
of a different type, perhaps a fricative. It so happens that the same variation 
of lcjgjlj confronts us in the Nuzi name KuSsi-/}arbe (AASOR 16  59 ff.), 
which was not of Rurrian origin. Friedrich has noted (AW 11 [1936] 78 
that similar conditions may be postulated for Rattic. It is possible, therefore, 
that the sound under discussion was not Rurrian at all but foreign and 
restricted to loanwords. 
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Convincing evidence of the kjb- interchange in Rurrian has not been adduced so far. 
That the instances cited by Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 43 f., fail to establish an inter
mediate or composite sound of which k/lP would be an approximate rendering, has been 
pointed out by Purves, AJSL 57 ( 1940) 173 ll. 5 1 ;  the examples consist in part of 
foreign names and are based also to a certain extent on miscopies which Berkooz had 
no means of checking. It is doubtful, therefore, whether B. Landsberger (AfO 12 [1938] 
136) ,vas right in suggesting that b-i-ba(  / ) -su Rs Voc. II 26 may be identical with 
ki-ba-su ibid. I 31. Still more questionable is the connection between lJ,a-wuu·Si-b (nl) 
XXVII 42 rev. 14 and ka·bu-u-si·ib ibid. 21 (cf. also 20 ) .  These forms may be identical, 
but woe cannot prove it as yet. Just so, k/b, may turn out perhaps to represent a genuine 
Hurrian sound. For the present, howe,er, more skepticism is called for than I haye 
shown in Lang. 16 (1940) 332 fr. 

t : d 

51. The e\'idence for these sounds is more abundant than in the case of the 
other stops ; partly because it includes grammatical elements which occur fre
quently and under dissimilar conditions ; and partly also because the syllabary 
is more precise in differentiating between t and d than it can be, e. g., in 
indicating labials.86 

(a) Initially t is the rule in the alphabetic texts and in the Akkadianizing 
syllabary.87 Alphabetic-syllabic correspondences show that in the Hurrian 
syllabary an initial dental is to be interpreted as voiceless, even though a given 
sign may contain d-. Note especially RE; tr-lJ- " male " (cf. Br. 567) = Bogh. 
tu-(u-)ru-ulJ-lJi- VII 56 ii 21, XXVII 3 rev. 17, alongside du-ru- (ulJ-)IJi
XXVII 1 ii 27 il'., 6 i 28, 14 iii 4. The same voiceless stop is found medially 
if the preceding sound was a consonant other than a liquid or a nasal ; d. RE; 
aJt-lJ- " female " (Br. ibid.) � aii-tu-u/}-lJi- XXV 45. 5 f., XXVII 16 iii 12, 
alongside as-du- (ulJ-) lji- XXVII i ii 71, 73, iii 4 f., etc. ; note also Mari aJ-ti
" 'Woman :, 4. 25, which establishes the t in the many other occurrences of this 
noun, e. g., Mit. III 1, 11 and passim ; 'VIII 61 obv. 4, 6, XXVII 38 i 15 f. ; 
and in the names Trom Nuzi. Cf. also �rari is-ti 1. 19 ; is-te 3. 26,88 ki-t�b-ti-en 
5. 20 8ll for other similar instances of medial t. 

(b) In other medial positions, i. e., after -vowels, liquids, and nasals, d takes 
the place of undoubled t. This is best illustrated by the directi,e suffix " to " :  
REi -d in a dozen instances (Br. 573 � Mari -da (5. 3, 4), Mit. -ta (e. g., 

S6 The only unambiguous signs containing labials in our syllabaries are pa and ba. 
But the sign BA is so rare that we may ascribe to PA the common values ba and pa 
(so Goetze) .  In the present group we have separate signs for all vowel combinations 

with the exception of DE. 
81 The exceptional ddmz Rs X 4. 17 is suspect; cf. Br. 562, 574. 
s8 Possibly the pronoun " I," d. Speiser, JAOS 60 ( 1940) 267. 
89 Thureau-Dangin's explanation of the voiceless t in this example (RA 36 [1939] 20) 

is unnecessary inasmuch as the sound is regular in this position. 
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su-u-u-ta " to me " III 13, IV 24; Jla-ni-e-ta " to }lane " I 53, II 19 ; etc.).  
But the same suffix becomes -t in RS lJdn-s-t lJdlr-s-t (Br. 5(4) " to the 
Hudena and Hudelurra " and in Mari a-ta-i-ta (5. 5) ,  where the form is in 
apposition to Ku-ma-ar-w9-ni-da- (ibid. 4) .  In proper names we find SALSi
-du-ri (e. g., in Chagar Bazar, d. Iraq 7 [1940] 41 ; this corresponds to the 
feminine designation Si-du-ri- XXVII 42 obv. 23 (note also YIII 61 obv. 4), 
si-tu-u-[ri] XXVII 38 iii 8. For -d- after liquids and nasals d. ::IIari 8a-la
-ar-di 5. 11 and nu-du-un-da 5. 9 .;  hence also ta-di-w'J an-da-an-ni (no di,ision 
after first n ! )  3. 2. 

(c) IIhen t is found medially after vowels, the Rurrian syllabary marks 
such occurrences by double writing. The parade example is RE; at- " father " 
(X 4. 3) ,  }Iitri a-ta- (5. 5) ,  but Mit. and Nuzi at-ta-, Bogh. at-fa or ad-da 
(d. [47 n. 80] ) ." Consequently, Mari 8a-Iu-un 1. 6 and lJa-tu-di-en 5. 19 
must contain voiceless stops, which the main syllabary would write double; 
note indeed .Mit. sa-a-at-ti II 67, 74 and sa-a-at-ti-la-an III 108 and d. Mari 
s[a]-a[t]-ti-la 6. 13, for which see [39 n. 61] .  In Mit. -1- and -tt- are very 
carefully kept apart. Contrast the ,erba� suffix -e-ta, which characterizes goal
action forms, with -e-et-ta in actor-action forms [182] ; the former is ob\'iously 
to be normalized as *-eda, the latter as *-el (l)a. Bogh. is equally consistent 
on the whole ; note, however, dNi-na-ta- XXVII I ii 46-!i', iii 34-5, alongside 
the normal dNi-na-at-ta- XXVII 1 ii 45, iii 36 ff., 6 i 3 if., 8 ob,.. 9 f., 16 iii 11, 
29 iv 16, and dN e-na-at-ta- XXV 42 v 2. 

(d) Abnormal behavior of -t is to be noted in the name of the goddess l.febal, 
RS lJbt (Br. 570 and XX B 14) , or lJpt (Br. ibid. ) .  In postvocalic position 
we expect -d instead of -to But. this name is irregular also in other respects. 
Apart from the variation blp noted abo>8, the directi,e case appears as IJbt-t 
in RS X 4. 56, but lJbl-d RS XX B 14. Moreover, in proper names we get 
-IJe-pa (SALTaduclJi-pa Mit. III 103, IV 67, 89 ; XXVII 23 iii 2 ff., 24 i 6 ;  
sALGe-1UrlJe-pa EA 17. 5 ;  the well-known king of Jerusalem ERU-lJile-btl EA 
280 ff. ; etc.) .  "",JI these irregularities make it probable that this name was not 
of H urrian origin.91 

LA.BIAL SPIRANTS 

52. lie have so far had reason to distinguish in Rurrian a (bi)labial semi
vowel [34 f.] and the stops p b [48 f.]. In imestigating the pertinent ortho-

90 The single writing of the stop in the �Iari example suggests that the sound was not 
double etymologically ; the double writing in the main syllabary need express no more 
than lack of voice. 

91 The dropping of the final -t seems to point to a Semitic origin ; we should require, 
however, more positive evidence to establish such an assumption. At all events, Hrozny's 
derivation of biblical Qau;wa (-t)  " Eve " from Hurrian Sebat (AOr 4 [1932] 121 f. ) 
cannot be right; the opposite process, however, is probable. 
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graphies we found also incidental indications of a third labial range, appar
ently spirant. The subject calls now for a separate presentation. The evidence 
at hand is indirect, since neither the alphabetic nor the syllabic writings had 
individual signs for three different types of labial. But the resulting com
promise-orthographies yary sufficiently among themselves to furnish suggestive 
correlations. 

It is safe to assume as a start that the use of w in RS presupposes a semi
vowel, especially since available syllabic equivalents also contain W'; e. g., 
awr = awari a field " [24J and iwr = ewri (Nuzi erwi) " lord." 92 But 
syllabic w alone is not automatic evidence for [w] because of frequent inter
syllabic variation between w and plb. Where alphabetic correspondences are 
lacking, therefore, we require a number of consistent writings with w� occurring 
in more than one source, before we can assume the presence of [w J .  For it 
so happens tbat Mit. w may be paralleled in Bogh. by p, as in wa/yr- : pa/yr- ; 
uniform testimony in a single source may thus be misleading unless it is 
confirmed elsewhere. 

It follows that the interchange of w and p/b points to a labial that was 
neither stop nor semivowel, hence obviously a spirant; cf. Mit. wa�.r- I 60, 81, 
II 102, IV 111, 113 : Bogh. pa!!r· XXVII 4.� ob ... 14, rev. 26 ; XXIX 8 ii 40, 
iii 54, iv 3 5 ;  d. also pa-lJi-ri-e Sum. d it g " good " RS Voc. II 22,93 and 
proper names with Pa/yri- [34], Nuzi lValrri- (e. g., AASOR 16 69. 3 ff.) ." 
Another example of this variation in initial position is want- : pant- " right," 
cf. [34]. Medially we tind the same kind of intercbange in RS kmrb � 
syllabic dKuma/urb/wi [50]. The last·cited instance shows that RS b could 
represent a spirant, in this case apparently [v]. But in w/palJr- the spirant 
must have been "\oiceless on account of the Chagar Bazar form Pa-a�.-ri- (d. 
[34 n. 50] ) ,  since in that ortbography pa was distinguished from ba. In other 
words, HUITian had a voiceless spirant, probably [f], by the side of [v]. 
Since RS wrote the voiced spirant by means of b, it follows that its voiceless 

92 The form e-bi-ir-ni occurs once in XXVII 38 iv 14 as against seven clear instances 
of e-wee-er-ne in the same column ; cf. also e-we-er-ni �Iit. IV! 127 f. The exceptional 
writing may be due to the frequent use of b for v, hence less accurately also for Wj 
the sign BAR in e-bar-ni (Br. 571 D. l ) j*ewrne evidently had the additional values 
VjWAR, on the analogy of IBjVjW, DABjW, and the like; cf. above, note 49. 

93 Cf. v. Brandenstein, Orientalia 8 ( 1939) 82 ff. and Speiser, JAOS 59 ( 1939) 296. 
94- With the same metathesis of r and the adjacent consonant as in erwi [92]. The 

city name Pa(}(lIrraze (for this and similar forms cf. JAOS 29 [1929] 272) occurs in 
this form in the �uzi documents, but its western origin is plain, as I have shown (ibid. ) .  
There is thus no local Nuzi variation pahr-: walJ,r. but only the orthographic and dia
lectal contrast between western parb-- and eastern warlJ,-. 

In this connection attention is called to the frequent interchange wjbjm in Nun, 
d. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 49 if. 
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oounterpart was written in the alphabetic texts as p [49]' For this conclusion 
there is substantial support in the Mit. orthography ; see [35]. 

53. The main syllabary writes ai-ta-iw-wu-uil " by my father " (Mit. III 
55, 58) and at-ta-i-wu-us " by thy father " Pht. III 67 ) .  The only difference 
between these two forms lies in their respective pronominal morphemes which 
appear, with the stem atta (i) , as -'lVW- and -w- respecti'\ely.95 In other words, 
the difference between the possessive suffixes is reduced here to the opposition 
of the writings -ww- :-W-. Now if we substitute for the agentive suffix - ( u) S, 

i. e., -( u) s the dati'Ve suffix -wa we get a-t-ta-iw-wa-u-a " to my father " 
(1m. III 68)  and ai-ta-i-ip-pa " to thy father " (�fit. III 52, 58) ; -ip-pa is 
the product of -iw/b (2 p.) + w/ba;  -iw-wa-u-a represents the same suffix 
contracted with the preceding -iW-W9- ( 1  p.) .  In the case of -ippa we have 
a doubled voiceless stop, cf. [83] . The analogous -iw-wa-u-a should contain, 
accordingly� a similar dis syllabic combination, except that the product of 
assimilation is conditioned in this mst.ance by the phoneme expressed as -W'/D-. 
Since there is no reason whatever to suppose that the orthographic cluster in 
-iw-U'iJ-u-a contains a triple labial, we may regard the digraph -iw-wa as 
representing a special single sound which the syllabary could not express in 
any other way ; -iw-u,'i}-U,- would then be the double form of the same sound. 

This argument from internal evidence is supported by a number of facts. 
( 1 )  We haH seen that u/[w] is independently attested, cf. [35] .  (2 )  The 
main syllabary frequently employed double writing to indicate single voiceless 
sounds ; this is true not only of phonetic yariants among the stops [47], but 
also of the independent phoneme s [44] . The use of -ww- for a voiceless 
labial spirant, and -11)- for its ,oiced counterpart, would thus conform to the 
prevailing orthographic pattern. (3 )  There is some evidence that -w- "as 
used for a voiced spirant. To the instances cited above [52J we may now 
add the gen. suffix, which Mit. writes consistentl� -we (cf. Mit.-Studie� 
97  f.) ,  while Bogh. uses -we/i and -bi; cf., e. g., d[,lST AR-we, (XXVII 1 �' 
16  ff.) ; dIST AR-wi,- ( X  27 iii 8, XXVII I ii 7, 63, iii 8, 6 i 10)  ; dliST ARga-b".. 

XXVII 1 iii 45, 6 i 14 ff.) ; and the like ; furthermore, the dati"e suffix -w/pa, 

e. g., KUR-ni-pa XII 44 ii 17, uRuiSa-bi-nu-wa-iJi-ni-wa" ibid. 18. The cor
responding form in RS should be -b � on the analogy of km�b 96 ; it seems 
actually to occur in �mr-b-n (Br. 568 ) .  (4) Tbe form -ww- IS equally con
sistent in the numerous occurrences of the pronominal suffix of the 1 p. sg. 

96 Strictly speaking, the suffix of the first person is wr. -iww-, that of the second person 
-w- [144f.]. But with a stem in -a (y}  the preceding vowel is '··i· in both instances. 

96 See above, [52]. If E. Forrer (Melanges Franz Cumont [1936] 702) is right, 
Kumarve is itself a genitive, the form signifying " (he) of Kumar." 
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cited above (cf. Mit.-Studien 100 ff.) ." (5)  In the Akkadianizing syllabary 
this -ww- should be written single if the sound in question was indeed voiceless. 
Fortunately. we find in Mari four instances of e-ni-wu-us (6. 10, 11, 18, 19) in 
a religious poem which consists apparently of invocations ; in such a context 
we expect " my god " rather than " thy god." Finally, (6 )  the RS equi,alent 
of -ww- should be -p-. It is probable that we have this sound in atyn ps 
(X 4. 3)  and atynpd (ibid. 4) ; the context is as yet too obscure for a definite 
interpretation, but " my parental (gods)" would suit the passage admirably, 
whereas no other adequate interpretation invoh-ing a suffix -p- can be proposed 
instead. That RS -p- must represent voiceless labial spirants in pzzplJ was 
indicated above, [49]. - -

To sum up, the combined evidence of the Rurrian sources points to two labial 
spirants, approximately [f] and [v]. They were independent phonemes. and 
not positional variants as is the case with the stops, because both are attested 
initially as well as medially. The alphabetic texts wrote p for [f] and b for 
[v]. In the main syllabary these sounds are distinguished by double and 
single writing respectively, i. e., -ww- for [f] and -w- for [v]. The Ak
kadianizing syllabary does not employ this particular method. But it helps 
to indicate initial [f] by its use of pal]r- for w/palJr- of the main syllabary ; 
while medial [f] is made "Cery likely as an undoubled sound in Milri e-ni-wu-us, 
in all probability " by my god." 98 

VELA.R SPlRAXTS 

54. The problem of Hurrian yelars is exceedingly involved owing to the 
nature of the orthographic evidence. We know that in the Rurrian syllabary 
signs containing lJ were used for more than one phoneme. This is demon
strated in the word lor " throne " [50], where the first consonant appears as 

97 The only exceptions which_ I haw noted out of more than 200 occurrences of this 
suffix are pa.-as-§i-i-it-'lfi-<iw-)wu-US Mit. I 83 and se-e-ni-iw-<wu-)us-sa-a-an ibid. III 74. 
They are obvious scribal errors. 

Another source of -ww- is found in the cluster resulting from the negating verbal infix 
-wa-+ the diphthong -a-u ,,,hich marks the first person of transitive verbs in a goal-action 
construction [84]. The product is -i-UW-W9 ; cf. ta-a.-nu-si-uW-W9 Mit. II 113, freely 
translated <, I did not do " ;  lJi-8u-u-lJu-si-uw-W9 Mit. IV 33 " I  did not annoy " ;  
ku-zu-u-si-uw-w9-la--an )o1it. IV 46 " I  did not detain them " ;  u-u-ri-uw-wu-un-na-a-an Mit. 
IV 56 " then I do not want him "; cf. [84]. 

98 ungnad and Bork read f indiscriminately in all instances of the w-sign (for refer
ences and general criticism cf. Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12 [1931] 253 ) .  It is clear now 
that this sign did express [f] ; but it represented also [v] and [w]. Each occurrence, 
or each particular form, has to be evaluated individually. No single statement ean 
possibly coyer the various uses of w in the syllabary, which reflect in part the wealth 
of lahial sounds in Rurfian. 

'[ 
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k/ g/IJ, and the last as IJ/k ; the result is the wholly ambiguous form k/ g/lJe81J/
lei ;  the doubtful sound in question was apparently a rare fricative. A different 
phoneme is reflected by the 7} of (d)KuSu�, alongside Ku.su 9 9 ;  here weak articu
lation is indicated by the amissible final IJ. It is possible that amissible I} in 
Rurrian words can be established also in intial position ; but the available 
evidence is not conclusive.100 For the present we need not dwell on the variant 
writings which involve G" For there are enough complications in connection 
with those forms which appear in the syllabary with invariable 1J· 

55. The "Ugaritic alphabet has a symbol for 7y, (a  voiceless laryngeal spirant) 
and another for IJ (voiceless velar spirant) .  Since REi Rurrian uses only the 
a-symbol, it is e"Cident that the corresponding sound was closer to [11] than 
to [1)]. The IJ-signs of the syllabary are the same that Akkadian used for its 
velar spirant. The Rurrian syllabary followed suit as is shown by alphabetic
syllabic correspondences; e. g., l]bt � d!f ebat ; uslJr � dU /IslJara ; /}Zr !Jilz = 
ba-.a-ra-i 7]a-a-su-lire-e8, and the like (cf. Br. 559, 570 f.) .  Thus far the 
situation is perfectly clear. It becomes obscured, however, when we proceed 
to investigate whether this agreement between the alphabetic and syllabic 
sources applies to all occurrences of IJ. Is syllabic IJ invariably rendered by 
REi Ii ?  

56. It should be pointed out first that the main syllabary is as a rule careful 
to obsene the distinction between single and double writing. Thus the 
adjectival suffix -lJile is written with single -IJ- in ethnic and geographic 
derivations; e. g., lJur-wujru-u-lJe " Rurrian " (8  times in }Iit. ; no example 
with -7]7]-) ; similarly !fattu/DlJi/e " Rittite," also Kizzuv:adnaiJi, UdaiJi, 
Illayalie, etc. (cf. Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12 [1935] 121 ff.) ; from 
the ="uzi texts may be cited NuzalJe, Nulal]i (� Lullubian) ,  Lubtuai (WZK}1 
44 [1936] 200 ''') .  Furthermore, the verbal formative -uli- appears likewise 

�flCf. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 44; L. Oppenheim, AfO 12 ( 1938) 3 3 ;  cf. also [45]. 
loo L. Oppenheim, 'YZKM 44 (1936) 187 f. and RHA 26 (937) 63 ; Speiser, JAOS 58 

( 1937) 200 f. ; Goetze, Orientalia 9 ( 1940 ) 228. Instances like JJi-ya-ri-el-li : Ya.-ri-er-li 
( Oppenheim, ibid.) and the Akk. gloss a-a.-ra--M (with initial iya- or ya-) " gold " =  
perh. Mit. lJiyaruli/}ela (Ungnad, Subartu 96 f. ) _, have been interpreted as evidence for 
a palatal spirant. At any rate, Bogh. i-e-ya-un-na " all " KBo. V 2 iii 15, alongside the 
usual b-eyarunna, cannot be cited in support of this aBsumption because, as Friedrich 
has demonstrated (RH...4.. 35 [1939] 9 3 ff. ) ,  its i is nothing else than a simple copyist's 
error for lJ,c. 

101 Oppenheim's restoration Nu-la-a (lJ,-lJi) N 232, 22 ( loc. dt.) is disproved by the 
traces of the third sign which indicate a[n] ; the name in question ,vas Nu-la-a[n-na], 
cf. Xuzi 56. 18, 313. 22, 530. 1 7  

Of special interest are the numerous instances of KURKu-us-su-ulJ,-ue and its Akk. 
ethnicon in -ay-, which haw been collected from published and unpublished Kuzi sources 
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with single -7:J- ; cf. an-za-a-an-llu-u-l.Ju- " beg " :liit. I 18, III 50, 51 1.02 ; 
7Ji-su-u-biju- H vex" .Mit. I 110, II 52, III 7'6, 85, 89, 95, IV 33 ; finally, single 
-0- is written consistently in a number of stems, e. g., ni-lJa-a-ri " dowry," 
ii-i-iJa-mju- " carry( 1) " (d. �fit.-Studien 128) ; pa-a-lJi- d. [58] 1Iit. I 60, 
61, II 90, IV 1 3 ;  VIII 61 obv. 5 ;  XXVII 1 ii 4 ;  44. 4 ;  XXIX 8 ii 36, iii 9, 12, 
18, 21, iv 11, 25. The uniformity of this evidence deserves special emphasis. 

57. For -lJbr we lack the cumulative e"'\idence of a common and established 
morpheme like the above -lJij e. � evertheless, a definite orthographic pattern 
is apparent with - (u) lJ.,-lJa, a composite adverbial form marked by -a, signify
ing H according to, in the manner of." The " case " involved will be termed 
" stative," cf. [156] .'" Cf. se-e-en-nu-ulJ-lJa }Iit. IV 121 and the two similar 
instances in Mit. II 10 ; note also ka-na-pu-u-uil-su-ulJ-lJa Mit. II 25 and 
u-ri-im-bu-u-uil-su-ulJ-ba- Mit. III 95, but contrast nu-/)u-ul-li-im-bu-u-uil
-su-lJ,a (ibid. 96) .104 In conjunction with stems or bases in -!y the double writ
ing is found in u-ru-ulJ-lJi-is-til-la-a-an Mit. IV 119 (fr. ur/)- " true, firm ") 
and an-za-a-an-nu-uil-/!a- Mit. IV 129 (fr. anzan-ob " beg " ) .  In the Akk. 
loanword lJi-ijya-ru-ub-lJCja- " gold " Mit. III 66 if. (this old derivation is 
accepted by Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12. 126),  -I}b- is ambiguous, since 
the -$ of the Akk. lJur8-$u has been assimilated to a Hurrian element. But in 
another Akk. loanword, viz., si- ( in-) ni-be-e-ru-ulj-lj-e " ivory " Mit. II 59, III 
97  (fr. senni-piri) ,  the final - (u)bbe  '05 must be a Rurrian adjectival suffix, 
hence difficult to separate from -liije [56] . 

This brings up the question of the suffix in two adjecth-es which are common 
in Bogh. For " male " we get i/du-(u-)ru-ulJ-lJi (-na) VII 56 ii 2 1 ;  XXVII 
1 ii 27 :ff., 32 ; 3 rev. 1 7 ;  6 i 2 8 ;  14 ii 7, iii 4 ;  25, 3 ;  but XXv-rrI 1 ii 34 writes 
du-ru-/)i-na (with -/)-) ; d. also tu-u-ru-ub-lJa-a-i XXVII 42 rev. 23 : du-ru
fya-a-e XII 44 ii 2·4. The corresponding form for " female " is as-tjdu-u-lJ
-1Ji(-na) XXV 45. 5 f. ;  XXVII 1 iii 4 ;  3. 13, 14( ! ) ; 6 i 28 ;  8 rev. 1 0 ;  16 iii 

by E. R. Lacheman, BAS OR 78 ( l940) 21 f. At first glance they seem to invalidate 
the above conclusion that geographic and ethnic terms take (single) -0,-. This par
ticular form, however, goes back to the eponymous deity Kussi, as is evident, among 
other considerations, from the name Kussi·lJarbe " ( the god) Kushshi is lord " AASOR 
16 59fI.;  for the cognate dKassu d. L. Oppenheim, AiO 12 ( 1937) 33. In other words, 
KU8sulJlJe is a secondary derivation with the sense of " one of the people of the god 
Kujashshi." As such it constitutes an illustration of the type discussed in the next 
section. 

)-02 For an-za-a--an-nu-ulj-lJa- see below [,'i7] .  
103 Ci. also eman-am-lJa " ten-fold " JEt. IV 3 2  ( Speiser, JAOS 59 (1939] 320 f. ) .  
1H Likewise conflicting is a-a-u:a-ad-dulJ-lja Mit. III 17 (cf. also IY 130) as against 

sug-gu--u-ud-du-u- ( u- )" f!a Mit. II 70, III IDS. 
105 For the change i)u before -lJije and -blJije see below [61 ] .  
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12 ' but as-du-hi-na XXVII 1 ii 71, 73. We see thus that the normal ortho

gr;phy is -lYlj-,� whereas single writing of the consonant is exceptional. If �he 

ratio were reversed we could equate the present suffix with the above -7],/,/ e 

without further thought. But the statistical e,idence points strongly to a 

normal double form in aJtu7}7,}i as against the single form in 1J urwo7,}e and 

the like. 

Further analysis of the occurrences in question may suggest a possib�e solution. ": e 
have seen [56] that single -u- is the rule with stems that have an ethmc or geographIc 
connotation. On the other hand, there are indications that aStuulJi and turulJlJi are not 
based on comparable primary bases_ 'Ye shall see that primary nominal stems in �ur�ian 
end in -a or -ay [103, 107]. Consequently, aStulJlJi may represent a �econ

.
dary adJ

.
ect�yal 

form, signified by the morpheme -aljije (see above, n. 101 ) ,  whIle dIrect adJec�IY�l 
derivation would be indicated by another morpheme, "'dz., -lJije. This hypotheSIS IS 
perhaps supported by pas-si-lJi " pertaining to sending, shipment " 10(1 (from paS 
" send " )  Mit. III 54, 57;  whereas i-i-si-ilJ-f0- Mit. II 59 would be a

. 
f�rm based on 

a qualitative term *iZi-, just as SinniperulJlje goes back to a descnptl:-e term for 
" ivory." These suppositions are all hypothetical beyond a reasonab�e margm of 

.
safety; 

they affect, furthermore, a point of morphology rather than ph?netIcs. But ul�lmately 
bound up with this question is the problem of Hurrian lJ ;  speCIfically, we are m doubt 
whether the Hurrian syllabary represented by means of lJ-signs one or two common 
sounds. 

We ha,e seen that the main syllabary employs double writing for distinctions 

of voice where such a dichotomy existed (stops ; s :  z ;  f :  v) , the sound thus 

marked beina ,oiceles, · elsewhere (liquids and nasals, perhaps also z) , double 

'�niting indi�ates quantity. Accordingly, -7,}7:J- may represent eit�er a voi
.
celess 

velar spirant [0], as opposed to its voiced counterpart ; or else, It m�y s�mply 

stand for a Ion a or double sound. A definite decision would be pOSSIble If the 

Akkadianizing �yllabar)" [12a], which employs double writing for quantitative 

purposes only, furnished a clear parallel to a form with -/)b-
_ 

in the mam 

syllabary. The occurrence of *sinniperulJe in l\.iari or the �S. Voc. wo�ld 

tell us that the -hh- in Mit. marked lack of voice without specliymg quantIty. 

Unfortunately, .;; miss so far such revealing variants. It is barely possible, 

however that -te-sa-hi " chief " RS Y oc. III 9 and its variant -[t] e-si-bi ibid. 

11 give �s a form which would call in the main syllabary for -7,}7,}-; inciden
.
tally, 

the other RS Voc. occurrences of -Ifi, viz., birinuIJi and pitibi (d. SyrIa 12 

[1931] 260) also contain single -b- ; there are in this text no examples of -Ifil-· 
58. Our doubts that syllabic If represents only one velar phoneme in Rurrian 

are increased considerably by the RS material. In the alphabetic texts occurs 
the sign which is sometimes transcribed by a non-committal x ;  in U garitic 

106 Cf. Speiser, loCo cit. 
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this sign is used for Semitic g 101 as well as �.108 I� Rs Hurrian Hrozny 
(AOr. 4 [1932] 128) would limit this sign to the value g, and this suggestion 
is cautiously favored by Friedrich (Analecta Orientalia 12 [1935] 126 f., 133 ) .  
O n  the other hand, v. Brandenstein regards the x of the Rurrian alphabetic 
texts as a mere graphic -variant of s (Br. 575 ) .  This interpretation is rendered 
extremely doubtful by the fact that in RS Rurrian texts s is generally written 
like Ugarilic < (one wedge) and is thus quite distinct from x (with two 
wedges) ;  moreover, in the recently published texts (RS XX [1339] ) x appears 
several times in a form that has little in common with s ;  Yirolleaud (ibid.) 
transcribes it consistently as g. 

Internal linguistic evidence :furnishes an even stronger argument against 
equating x with S. In RS X 4. 10 we find the phrase isb Mb-x which contains 
a reference to Teshub of Aleppo. It follows that the suffix here disguised as -x 
served to impart to the preceding noun, which corresponds to syllabic lJa.lba) 
the function of an adjective or a genitive ; these two alternatives are illustrated 
in a single passage by e-we,-er-ne [KUR] Lu-ul-lu-e-ne-we, " the lord of the 
Lullu land " XXVII 38 iv 13 f. (cf. [63a] ) and uRUDu-ug_ri-iS_Iji e-bi-ir-ni 
" the Tukrishite lord " (ibid.) .  In RS Rurrian the genitive is written -b 
[53] ; " Teshub of Aleppo " would be represented by *I]lb-b (n) tsb on the 
analogy of syllabic uRufjal-pa-waa-an 'Te8subub, for which see ZDlIfG 76 
(1922) 226. The adjectival form, on the other hand, is found in the syllabary 
as fjalba-I]i.'" If we take alphabetic x in the all but generally accepted ,alue 
of g (voiced velar spirant), the equation Ijlb-g � fjalba-iJi will satisfy per
fectly the phonetic requirements as well as the context ; the alleged *I]lb-s 
(Br. 556) does neither of these things and it cannot be defended syntactically. 

A suggestive paranel to the above RS phrase occurs ibid. 35 £., where we 
read in a similar context pZiipl] lbi-{j. The deity PishashaplJi [45] is associated 
with a district in the neighborhood of Syria (cf. Br. 563 n. 1 ) .  In Ibt-g we 
recoguize promptly syllabic Lu-ub-iu-I]i (in the Nuzi text published in Rarvard 
Semitic Series X 231 rev. 5 )  " the Lubdian (Ishtar) ," cf. JAOS 55 [1935] 
443. Note that the two passages under discussion are strictly parallel and that 
the RS orthography presupposes just such a sequence as Lub-iu-, because of 
the voiceless medial stop (t) ; a preceding vowel would have required a d 
instead. Finally, the city Lubtjdi may be located in the Middle Tigris area,'" 
which accords well with the provenience of PishashaplJi just cited. 

101 Cf. D. H. Baneth, OLZ 1932. 705; H. L. Ginsberg, OLZ 1933. 593 f. 108 See W. F. Albright, JPOS 14 (1934) 4 f. 
109 Cf. Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12. 127, and add the Kuzi name JJalbalJi; d. 

SALJJa-al-pa�lJ.,i S)IN ( = unpublished Kuzi texts, Semitic Museum, Harv,rard) 345; 
SAL.ual-pa-a�lJi S:'\IX 352. 

110 Cf. E. Weidner, Die Inschriften der altassyrischen Konige ( 1926) 58 n. 4; Albright, 
JAOS 45 ( 1925) 211 f. 
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Of the remaining occurrences of g� one lends itself to a pro\"isional identifi

cation. In pg-d-m (RS X 4. 3)  we may seek syllabic pal]i, perh. " direc

tion ( ? ) ." The directive case pa-a-Iji- (i-)ta occurs (apart from )1it. I 61)  in 

XXIX 8 iii 9, 12, 18, passages which have much in common with the paragraphs 

of our alphabetic taxt.m There is also a possibility that tg-znnk (RS X 4. 49) 

reproduces syllabic tel] [21], perh. " lead " or the like. By its position at the 

end of the paragraph the RS form parallels similar forms of the verbs ar and 

lJd, just as syllabic telJ corresponds in proper names to the verbs ar and lJud. 

Cf. also [190 n. 241.] 

59. The independent testimony of the RS material supports, therefore, the 

evidence of the syllabary based on the difference between -a- and -1jIj-. These 

two forms may now be equated with their respectiye alphabetic equivalents. 

Single & in intervocalic position corresponds to alphabetic g, as is shown by 

fjalbalji � �lbg and LubtulJi � Iblg. Accordingly, intenocalic -I]if-
. 

should 

a.ppear in REl as G', This equation may now be illustrated by a convlnclll� palr 

of instances. Alongside syllabic turul.JGi(na) " male " and aSiuljG1.(na) 
" female " we get alphabetic iran and astljn (RS X 4. 55 ff.) .'" We see 

incidentally that the double writing of the main syllabary has the same pur

pose in the case of the velars that has preYiously been noted with the stops, 

S z, and f v : it signifies lack of voice, while single writ.ing marks the respectrve 

voiced sound.lls The orthographic pattern which the syllabary discloses 

provr,:s thus to embrace all consonant� which :vere djffere�tj
.
ated acc

.
ordmg to 

voice on the evidence 01 the alphabetIc matenal. The ongm of th,S pattern 

will be taken up in the next chapter in connection with the phonology of 

Rurrian. 

111 For other occurrences of this stem d. [105]. 
112 CL Br. 567 L 
113 The foregoing statement about the Hurrian velars supersedes my remarks in JAOS 

58 (HI38) 197·201 and amplifies those in Lang. 16 ( 1940) 334 if.
. . 

In view of the less consistent observance of the dichotomy lJ : lJlJ III the syllabI: 
sources than we have noticed with the other sounds involved, I shall use g only for Rs 
and retain b- for all pertinent syllabic forms in normalized transcription. 

For an analogous situation in Hittite cf. Sturtevant, Lang. 16. 83. 

6 
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III. PHONOLOGY 

60. On the question of sound-change our sources are as yet less informative 
than they are with regard t.o other major problems of Hurrian linguistics. 
In the prerequisite field of phonetics we have barely begun to cope with the 
difficulties brought about by the ,arying orthographic traditions and the short
comings of the inherited systems of writing ;  it is plain, of course, that the 
alphabetic texts have virtually nothing to contribute on the subject of sounds 
change. We shall see, moreoyer, that in morphology-which is no less pertinent 
for purposes of phonologic investigation-only a general outline can be recon
structed for the time being, with much detail obscured or lost. Added to this 
is the scantiness of the material as a whole, which precludes a sufficiently 
representative number of gi'\en phonologic correlations. As a result, no 
attempt at a comprehensive treatment of Hurrian phonology has been made in 
the present account. The presentation is restricted to several typical forms of 
sound-change which the available evidence allows us to assume 'with a reason
able measure of probability. Many individual instances have been ignored on 
account of their ambiguous testimony. Fut.ure results are bound to produce 
a fuller statement. No doubt, they will cause also a redistribution o£ some of 
the examples used in the arrangement that follows. But even at this stage 
it is possible to discern certain marked tendencies in the phonologic pattern 
of Rurrian which, in turn, have a pronounced effect on the morphologic 
structure. 

61. The final ,owel of nominal stems in -i/e changes to -u/o- before the 
adjecti"ml suffixes -!Je and -lJ!Je ; e. g., aJti " woman " : aJtu,lJ,lJ,e " female," 
lJatti : !fattolJe " Hittite " ;  similarly, 1J.ur-rjwu-u-lJe " Rurrian " [56-8J. 
The imariable orthography with -U- in the latter example indicates the 
phoneme [0], cf. [31], which may be due, however, to the infiuence of the 
preceding sound; it is altogether uncertain before -lJlJe. 

Unaffected by the foregoing change are ( 1 )  particles in -e ; d. KUR {f ur
-ru-u-lJe-ni-e-lJ·e-u·J �Iit. I 14 (attributiye particle -ne 1) ; e-ew-ri-i.s-si-lJi
" pertaining to lordship " XXVII 42 rey. 5-6 fl., sar-ra-a.s-si-lJi.- " pertaining 
to kingship " ibid. 9, 15 ff. (abstract particle -sse [i. e., -se] ) ;  (2)  apparently 
also verbal stems, to judge from pa-as-si-lJi-iw-wa " my shipment(s) " )'Iit. 
III 54, 5 , ;  (3)  note, furthermore, the morphologically obscure izlylye-, piti!;i, 
and te§i/alyi' [51] 

1 In instances like se-e·ni·iw-wu.u-e-ni·e·en-nu-ulyaa ti-sa-a-an-nu-ulJ.-!Ja " according to 
my brother's heart " Mit. II 10 the particle involved is not -ne but -n·; cf. [156]. 

2 Not included in this group is at·ti·lJ,u N 321. 37. Friedrich, ZD)IG 91. 212 f. explains 
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It is  uncertain whether the above change is reflected in the verbal theme in 
-U!h alongside the unaugmented stem in -i;  e.  g., an-za-a-an-ni Mit. II 66 : 
an-za-a-an-nu-u-lJ- " ask for " )OIit. I 18, III 50, 51, etc. If this :formation 
should prove pertinent, the -U - of the last 'Verb would provide an instructive 
contrast to the -"0- of lJi-su-u-lJ- " vex " ;  for in that case the variation 0 :  U 
could be ,iewed definitely as non-phonemic see [176] . 

Instances of -i + lclc- : -u + 7clc-, etc. are clearly of morphologic origin ; cf. 
[119-20;  189] . 

Cf. Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12. 126 n. 3 and ZD�IG 91 ( 1937 ) 212; Speiser, 
JAOS 55 ( 1935) 443 n. 38. 

62. The final vowel of a-stems is not changed before -lye and -Iylye. This 
is apparent irom such adjectives based on geographic names in -a as Kizzu
wadna!;e, Illaya!;e [56], {falbaae [58], and the like. Analogous instances are 
furnished by KUR PabalJlJi " mountain land " and "'pabalJIJi, which is used 
in Nuzi to desiguate one of the points of the compass (cf. Br. 568 ; C. R. 
Gordon, RA 31 [1934] 102 f.) ; note also SALPa( ?)-ba-Iyi Iraq 7. 40. This 
term is synonymous with Akk. saddanu " eastern " (for occurrences ci. Gordon, 
lac. cit. 103 n. 3 ) ,  a derivative from sadu " mountain " and thus an exact 
parallel to Rurrian pap/bllr( IJ )  lye < pap/ba " mountain." The a-stem appears 
to be assured in this case by the pI. pabanna, cf. [49].' 

The regularity with which -a is maintained beiore -lJ,e� -lJlJe in known a
stems justifies us in postulating the same stem-ending in words whose primary 
form is otherwise unknown. Accordingly, forms like NulalJe " Lullubian " and 
NuzalJe " Nuzian ( ?) " [56] presuppose the primary stems *N/Lulla ' and 
*Nuza. 

the word as a hybrid Hurro-Akkadian formation meaning " thine " « Akk. atta 
" thou " + Hur. ·!Je ) . A review of the context will show, however, that the word is not 
a possessive, but must mean something like " adjoining," in which case Akkadian alone 
will yield a satisfactory explanation : aHelJ,u < ana telJi H to the neighborhood, nearby." 

3 Cf, Friedrich, BChG 4. Goetze kindly suggests in a personal communication that 
the pI. form paba·nna presupposes an extended stem papjb-an-, d. Pa-pa-an·lJ, . . . 
KBo II 9 iv 8 ;  KUB XXIII 103 rev. 21. This would explain the double n. of pabanna-. 
[See, however, v. Brandenstein, ZA 46 97; for other occurrences of pab· cf. ibid, 94-5,] 

It is not improbable that Akk. papalJ.u " cella, sacred precinct" is to be connected 
with the Rurrian word before us. The semantic development remains to be established 
in detail, but either " east " or " mountain " could have served as the starting point. 

4 For the interchange of n and l in this name cf. Speiser, Meospotamian Origills 
( 1930) 96 n. 35. Xote also the Akk, adjective nulUltum which B. Landsberger inter
prets as " barbarous " and derives from Lulli'dtum " Lullubian " (fem. ) ,  cf. �I....�OG 4 
( 1 929) 320; see also his article Habiru und Lulagbu, Kleinasiatische Forschungen 
( 1929) 321·34. 
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If the above deduction is valid, the resulting rule would give us the basic stem which 
underlies the adjective " Lullubian," and perhaps also that of the place-name which has 
COlle to be known as " Kuzi," For in both instances we should have stems in -a. \Vith 
regard to *}'-uza the situation is complicated, however, by other considerations. That 
the current habit of writing Nuzu (in place of the earlier Kuzi ) is open to dispute 
has been indicated in Lang. 14 ( 1938) 305 ff. Goetze's recent argument ( Lang. 1 6  
[1940] 1 7 1 )  t o  the effect that the gen. form Nu-zu-e (HSS IX 3 3 .  2 )  points t o  a nom. 
Nuzu is inconclusive, since we find stems in -i, -u, as well as possible a-stems, which 
form genitives in -ue (or rather -u-e, L eo, -we; cf. [,63a-64] ) _ Hence the gen. Ta-az-zu-e 
alongside the nom. Ta-az-zu ( Goetze, lac. cit. ) fails to prove that other genitives in 
-ue presuppose inevitably nominatives in -u. 

In favor of *Xuza there is the independent evidence of the spelling Nu-u-za which is 
found in an Elamite reference to the city under discussion.!; This would correspond to 
the form which underlies the adjective in -�e, as attested in Su-za-a-e N 482. 21 and 
Nu-za-a-M K 625. 22. It is not absolutely certain however, that the *Nuza of Nuza�e 
is identical with our city-name Nuzi. For in certain unpublished texts reference is 
made to HtaT' Nu-zu-lJe " the Nuzian Ishtar " ( cf. E. R. Lacheman, Xuzi II 529 ) .  Do 

we have to differentiate between two place-names, Nuziju and *Nuza, or were both 
forms variants of the same name? 

Little importance can be attached, as yet, to the evidence of proper names like 
Ar-Nuzu, Ithib-Nuzu, and the like. The behavior of the individual elements in onomastic 
compounds still constitutes one of the most obscure phases of Hurrian linguistics_ 
I need cite only that the well-established dSimige ( the Rurrian sun-god ) becomes 
-si-mi-g/ka (e. g., N 266. 24, AASOR 16 63_21, etc_; note also Qazib-S !imiga Iraq 7.  
38) ; the common a§ti " woman " changes its stem-ending in AStu (n) -naya � 431.  6 ff., 
or Asta-meri N 197_ 1. The nature of these changes is bound up with the syntax of 
such compounds. It affords no automatic indication as to the nature of the respective 
stem-endings in uncompounded forms ; cf. [241]. 

63. The -a of nominal stems is lost before the particle -ne�' e. g., tiza 
" heart " [103] : ti-iii-ni Rs Voc. II 2 7 ;  paba " mountain " [62] : pa-ab-ni VIII 
61  rev. 11, and apparently also :Mari 1. 13, 2·. 5. Loss of the same vowel is 
to be assumed. in addition. before the particle -n-(+ ulJIJa) , as is evident from 
se-e-en-nu-ulJ-lj·a " in a brotherly manner " Mit. IV 121 < *zena + n + ulJlja.6 

For the loss of this stem-ending before the possessive suffix of the 1 p. see 
[144]. 

63a. Analogous loss of -a is apparent in the gen. KUR Lu-lu-u-e N 466. 8 
and KUR Nu-ul-lu-e (d. E. R. Lacheman, EASOR 78 [1940] 23) ; perhaps 
also in the gen. uRuNu_zu_e (e. g., HSS IX 33. 2 ) ; for the stems *LINuila 
and *Nuza see above [62] . The normalized gen. forms would appear, then, 
as * Lulwe and • N uzwe. In partial support of this interpretation may be 

I> Corp. Inser. Elaill. 54 II 95. 
6 This form cannot contain -ne- since its -e would not be changed to -11-, cf. [61 � 

and n. 1, above. Without an inter-.cning particle we should expect "'zenalJ,lJe [62]. 
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adduced the treatment of the stem-endings in the gen. forms of the pronouns 
andi and agu [64]. 

Another instance of the gen. Lut (l) ue is to be seen in the phrase e-wee-er-ne [KUR] 
Lu-ul-Iu-e-ne-wee XXVII 38 iv 13-4, which is paralleled by the immediately following 
URUDu-ug-ri-i8-�i e-bi-ir-ni " the Tukrishite lord." For the correspondence of genitive 
and adjective constructions cf. [137].  The double genitive in the above instance is 
due to the fact that KUR " land " is in Rurrian part of the phrase_ The whole phrase 
may be analyzed, therefore, as follows : *ewri " king " + ne (attributiye particle, cf. 
[137] ) + we " of " + KOO (i.  e., omini) " land " + ue " of " + ne + *Lulla, i. e., " king 
of (the) land of ( the) Lullu." 

64. The pronouns andi " this," *am/u " that," a-gu " the other," 7 form 
genitives in -u-e and datives in -u-a; e. g., an-du-.z,,-e- Mit. II 63, 100, III 9 and 
an-du-u-a- Mit. III 89 ; , a-nu-u-a- Mit. I 110 (d. the pI. form a-ni-e-na- Mit. 
IV 20) ; a-gu-u-e Mit. IV 123 and a-gu-u-a Mit. I 81. The consistent writing 
with -u- is noteworthy in that it may reflect [w]. cf. [35].' A special pro
nominal genitive suffix is precluded by the forms su-u-(u- ) we " of me " and 
we-e-we " of thee " [109], which contain -u'e� the genitive element found with 
all the other nominal forms. The relation of -u-e to -we must, therefore, be a 
phonetic one. Now the stem-ending of agu is [u], as is made clear by the use 
of GU (not KIT). cf. [29] ; the suffixes -u-e and -u-a reflect here the product 
of assimiliation of the labial in question to a preceding [u]. Since the same 
result confronts us with andi� we have to assume that (1 )  the stem-ending -i 
changed to [u] in this instance, or (2)  the -i was lost and the resulting post
consonantal labial was expressed as -u-. 

Friedrich, to whom we owe a thorough study of andi ( RRA 35 [1939] 98-102 ) ,  holds 
that the genitive may be either andue or andua (ibid. 101 ) .  But the inclusion of andua, 
is surely erroneous. While it is true that an-du-u-a-at-ta-a[ -an] Mit_ II 54 is in the 
geniti

"
ye, its -a is due to a phonetic change e > a [65]. But an-du-u-a-na-an Mit. III 

89 does not show the requisite conditions for this change. The case involved cannot 
be determined from the context, but the analogy of a-gu-u-a e-ti-i-i-ta Mit. I 81-2, lit. 

'7 This pronoun is not an opposite of andi, but of akku " the former, the first of two." 
In other words, agu means " other " in an individualizing sense ; the generalizing con
notation is found in oli " any other," cf_ [ 1 10].  

S But not anduattan :.\Iit. II 54, for which see below_ 
D A different relation i :  u seems to be reflected in a-a-wa-ru-e-ni-e-ra Mit. III 101, 

from awari " field, land," coordinated with e-e-se-ni-e-ra ( ibid. 100 ) _  [But v_ Branden
stein, ZA 46_ 85 n_ I has corrected the reading to lJa-a-wa-ru-un-ni-e-ra " with (the) 
earth."] Incidentally, the phrase " with hea.ven and earth " (as a reference to infinity) 
recurs in an Akkadian translation (itti same u er�eti ) in another letter of Tushratta 
(EA 29. 59) ; cf. Speiser, JAOS 59 (1939 ) 296 n. 28 ; Goetze, Lang. 16. 139 n_ 49. Cf. 
e-si lJa-bur-ni XXVII 6 i 1 3 ;  see v. Brandenstein, RA 36 ( 1939) 24 n. 3. 

\ 
I 
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" to the other for his sake," i. e., " for the sake of the other " argues for a dative; 
a clear instance of a dative ,,,ith edida is found, e. g., in at·ta·i·ip·pa e·ti·i-i·ta Mit. III 
52·3 " for the sake of my father." 

65. Final e of nominal stems and case-endings may appear as -a- berore the 
associative pronouns -ita " I "  and -llaj e " they " ;  cf. ti-w [ a-] a-al-la-a-an ibid. 
1 6 :  tiwe " word," and d. [214 n. 301] ; an-du-u-a-at-ta-a [-an] }Iit. II 54 : 
andue " or this " ;  ur-ljal (lJa-al) -la-a-a-n )fit. IV 23, 29 : url:Je '( true ";  also, all 
occurrences of yaUaje " they, those," [218J from the relatire particle whose 
stem appears as yeo, alongside ya- [130]. It is clear from these examples that 
we have here a phonologic process unrelated to the interchange aje [24] 
which affects the quality of the vowel in question regardless of position. For 
the apparently exceptional IJfa-ni-e-el-la-a-rlcn Mit. IV 2 7  cf. [75]. 

Not affected by this process are verbal stems in ·i ;  e. g., lJi·il-lu·si·i-it·ta·a·an Mit. 
II 26, pi-sa-an·du·Si·i-it-ta-a-an },Iit. IV 9. The yowel may have been left unchanged 
because it was morphologically distinctive ; furthermore, it may have differed in quality 
from the stem-vowels of the noun of the eli·class [104]. The repeated writing of -i
in the verbal forms just cited can scarcely be without significance.lo 

A problem is posed by e-e-ni-il-la-a·an " god + they " + an Mit. IV 65 as opposed to 
tiwallan ( above ) .ll Since both these phrase·words are parallel syntactically, we expect 
-allan in both instances. A difference in the respective stem·yowels cannot be involved 
here inasmuch as -e is demonstrable in both nouns [104] ; cf. ti-we-e·e Mit. I 80; e-ne 
[25J and e-ne- [pa-Ja-i XXVII 42 rev. 21. For a possible explanation cf. [218 n. 321]. 

Finally, no change e > a is involved in forms like §e-e-ni-iw·wu-u-an U Mit. II 104, 
and §u·u·wa-an ti·wi-iw-tca-an ibid. 105. Instead, we have here the loss of the ·e of 
the gen. suff. before the particle -an (with single a ) .  

66. Aiter liquids or n followed by a vowel which marks the end of a stem 
or a grammatical element, we have syncope of the vowel in question and total 
progressive assimilation of the following consonant, under these conditions : 

(a) With -eli before the plural particle -na; e. g., eni " god " :  enna " gods " 
< *emj e-na; omini " land " :  ominna. ; ali " other " :  olla; d H udellurra (BS 
IJdlr) � d1IAlj:l!\ where the collective determinative of the ideogram points 
to --rana. For this rule and the above examples cf. Friedrich. BChG 5-6. 

(b) \lith -a before the same particle ; d. sawala " year " RiS Voc. I 13 : 
sawalla- Mit. I 7 9 ;  d. Speiser, JAOS 59 [1939] 296 n. 29. 

(c) With -eli before the singular particle -ne ; e. g., nilfarre-we < *nilJari 

1.0 Cf. [187 n. 232]. This ·i- should not be confused with the secondary vowel in 
a-nam-mi-it-ta-ma"un ( :  anam) }'Iit. III 64, and the like, for which see ['87]. 

11 I cannot accept Goetze's analysis of these two forms, JAOS 60 ( 1940) 222 f.; cf. 
[218 n. 321 1 .  

12 Friedrich's supplementation of the next word into f[i-wJi[-i-Jt[an] (Kleinas. 
Sprachdenkm. 19) has no syntactic basis; I propose t[i-w1i[·i·y]a-[anJ, cf. [207 n. 280]. 
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+ ne + we " of the dowry " Mit. III 41 (established by the attribute 
a-ru-u-sa-uS-se-ni-e-we) ;  nilJarre-dan 1Iit. II 61 (attr. ta-lame-ne-dan; d. 
Speiser, loco cit. 307 n. 56) ; KUR .i.1hzirre-we KUR ominne-we " of the land 
of Egypt " Mit. I 62 (contrast !Jurtcol}e-ne-we KL"R omirvne-we }Iit. II 72) ; 
Sidurri-wa aste-ni-wa VIII 61 ob,·. 5. 

(d)  \lith -i before the ,erbal suffixes -(i) l-ewa : tadugarrewa < -tadugari
(i) l-ewa " show affection " Jfit. III 65 (in apposition to urlJubtozi-lewa ibid. 
64) ; d. Speiser, lac. cit., and see [192] . 

(e)  In verbs ending in -I before the suffix -ilije " :  kul-li < *7cul + ilije, 
freely " I would say " JEt. II 12, III 49, IV 1 ;  d. Friedrich, BChH 37. 

That m is not invol,ed in the process just described is shown by the 
following examples : talame-ne-dan :Uit. II 61 ; a-la-da-rni-ni-we RiS Voc. II 
14 ; al-du-a-mi-ni-is VII 56 ii 8 ;  for the failure of -m to assimilate to an 
adjacent n cf. [73]. 

An unsyncopated form seems to occur in iL·ra·an-ti-lJi-ni-na XXIX 8 ii  51. But in a 
parallel passage, ibid. iy 34, 'Ye get nu ( !) ·ra·an·ti-lJi-in-na, which suggests that the 
sign-group -lJi·ni-na is a scribal error; in this script I� appears as X + �I, so that 
the error lies simply in the omission of X, virtually haplographic after -M-. 

67. Stem-ending 14 -i may be lost in compounds before a following con
sonant or contracted with a following vowel ; cf. the PN Kibi-te (S)i!ub as 
against Kib-te(s)sub (Purves, AJSL 57, 164 n. 4) ; Ki-b7VgurjKib(i) -ugur, 
Ki-par-ra-ap-lJijKib (i) -arrapIJi (see Oppenheim, AfO 12 [1937] 3'3 ) .  Note, 
however, Ki-pa-ur-lJe N 78. 38, where -a may represent another stem-ending 
which is not contracted. 

67a. The -i- of the nrbal suffix -ib, which is used primarily in proper 
names [177] ,  may be syncopated ;  e. g., fJu-ud-ba-bu for fJudib-abu; Ar-bu
-urn-bi for Arib-umbi (d. Purves, lac. cit. nn. 47, 66 ) .  Note also Ar-saduya for 
Arib-saduya and Artirmjwe, possibly for Arib-tl:rmjwe ;  these two examples 
would presuppose assimilation of -b to the following consonant (Purves, ibid. 
n. 99) ,  in which case verbal forms like *ar- could be eliminated from serious 
consideration. 

68. The diphthong a-i jnterchanges with ae and i ;  e. g., lJa-a-sa-ra-a--i XXIX 
8 iii 39 : l:J,a-sa-ra-a-e ibid. 21 : lJa-a-sa--ri ibid. 23 (all in parallel passages) ; 
d. also ta-ku-la-a-ei, -li-e-d, -Ii-iS (Goetze, RHA 35 [1939] 106 n. 18) . The 

13 Here the vowel belongs, however, not to the stem but to the suffix [196]. 
14 This term is employed here for yowels which characterize given stems but may be 

morphologic rather than radical; cf. [102]. 
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same type of contraction seems evident in the change of Jla-i-ta-ni (in the 
seal of Saushshatar, HSS IX 1) to the familiar illitanni." 

A different treatment is apparent in the two ay-stems, viz., attay " father " 
and allay " lady," 16 originally perhaps " mother (goddess) .17 In these nouns 
the diphthong is reduced to a in such forms as attan ( n )ibjwina " those of the 
father " XXVII 1 i 71-2, 6 i 26, 8 obv. 16-7, 14 ii 5, 42 rev. 9 ;  attaJi/!u 
" pertaining to fatherhood," i. e., to the father's estate [4 7J ; allani " lady " + 
attr. particle. 

69. The gen. suffix -we becomes -ye in the nominalized prepositions a-a-i
(i-) e-e Mit. III 28, 29, IV 50 and e-ti-i-e-e Mit. I 91, IV 19, 22, 25, 28. A 
careful analysis of these occurrences will show that the forms consist of the 
radical element (*ai-, perh. " face, front," edi U regard, sake ") + pron. suffix 
of 3 p. sg. ( -ijya- [146] + gen. sufI. (here [y] e ) .  That the last element is the 
gen. suff. is established by such correlated phrases as (a)  se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e 
" brother-my-of " + ne (attr. particle) a-a-i-e-e Mit. III 28, 2 9 ;  (b) 'lIr'llrmi-i
-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e e-ti-i-e-e ibid. IV 19, 28. The significance of -i- may be 
determined :from a comparison of the above examples with su-u-we-ni-e 
e-ti-iw-wu-u-e-e �fjt. IV 22 " (what they will say) of me, of my regard," i. e., 
" with regard to me " (analogously ibid. 18 ) .  Hence (b )  i s  clearly " of my 
land, of its regard," with regard to my land, and (a)  " of my brother, his 
front ( 1)," before ( 1) my brother." This analysis is supported by the pro
portional analogy : 

-iu:-w'J " mine " : -iw-wa-aS " ours " 
-x " his " : -i-a-aS " theirs " 

cf. [143], where the forms are listed in normalized transcription. Here x 
yields manifestly -y- or -i- ; cf. also [22 n. 20] . 

Our gen. form, then, is the product of -ijy(a)- + we > -yeo Whether the 
same process took place in normal nominal constructions such as " god-his-o:f " is  

1 5  For the reading Ma-i-ta-ni (with -ta-, not -te- ) cf. Albright, B.ASOR 77.29 n .  37 j 
Lacheman, ibid. 78. 22. 

16 Cf. Br. 571 n. 1. 
n Since allay shares its stem-ending -ay only with attay " father," on present evidence, 

the possibility should not be overlooked that the word came to mean " Lady, Queen," 
by way of " :.\Iother ( Goddess ) -" From the passages cite� in 

.
Br. loco cit. i� is c1:ar 

that another ,yord for " queen " was available, namely, ast"" WhICh appears paIred wIth 
zarri " king," although its usual sense is " woman." Similarly, the plural form astena 
is associated with zarrena in XXVII 38 i 1 if., 14-6; for the meaning of the passage 
cf. H. G. Giiterbock, ZA 44 ( 1938) 82 f . ;  Goetze, Tunnawi 74 f. 

18 It is significant that phrases of this type are contructed with the aid of the attribu
tive particle (-ne) placed after the " dependent " noun; cf. [137].  

; 
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not altogether certain; d., however, se-lJe-el-li-wefrna-sa wu.u-dU-U8 Si-i-e-na-sa 
KBo V 2 ii 26-7. 

For w :  y note also [27] . 

70. Weak articulation of -r- is illustrated by the following examples : 
!!ii ! -ya-un-na " all" (pI.) KBo V 2 iii 15, alongside the usual lJeyarunna (d. 
Friedrich, RHA 35 [1939] 94, 96) ; ge-e-a-si XXVII 42 rev. 22 : ki-e-ra-si 
XXIX 8 iii 40 (cf. Goetze, RHA 35. 106 n. 19) " ;  ta-[a-]du-ka-a-iS )1it. IV 
113 (if not a scribal error) : ta-a-du-ka-a-ri-iS )1it. I 19, II 93, IV 121 " affec
tionately " ;  the onomastic element ge-wa-ar : ge- (e-) wa ( cf. Oppenheim, AlO 
12 [1937] 36) .20 

For the absence of clear instances of initial r in Hurrian, just as in Hittite, cf. ['38] ; 
for weakly articulated r in Hittite, particularly in final position, see G6tze-Pedersen, 
.Mursilis SprachHihmung ( 1934) 30 f., and Goetze, The Hittite Ritual of Tunnawi 
( 1938) 67. 

71. A different problem is posed by instances of amissible n before k and t ;  
e. g., ta-a--ki-ma-a-an Mit. IV 58 : ta-a-an-ki-ma-a·-an ibid. 60 and ta-a-an-ki 
ibid. 78 ; Goetze (RHA 35. 106 n. 18) has rightly connected these occurrences 
with Bogh. ta-ku-laje-es ; cf. [189, 193 ] .  Before t we get pa-ta-ni XXVII 1 iii 
41 : pa-an-ta-ni ibid. ii 4, 6 i 1 0 ;  furthermore dTf-ya-bije-en-ti : dTi-ya-pjwa-ti 
( cf. Goetze, Orientalia 9 [1940] 224) ; finally, IDPu-ra-an-ti- < Akk. Puratiu 
" Euphrates " and is-pa-an-ii :< All. iSpafu " quiver " (for the last two in
stances d. v. Brandenstein, XXVII p. IV). These examples indicate either 
a secondary inorganic -n- or an amissible sound_21 But in view of the difference 
in pattern between All. f and the corresponding Hurrian sound there may be 
no connection between the nasals in is-pa-a.n-fi and fa-a-an-ki respectively. 

72. Phonetic interchange between m and n is at best a very remote possi
bility in a-ru-si-el-la-a-im XXIX 8 iii 34 : a-[ru-si-] in-na-a-in XXVII 42 rev. 

19 Note also Chagar Bazar -ki-a-zi Iraq 7. 40 n. 3 and :Mari ki-ya-zi-ni 5. 19_ If this 
stem is connected with ki-ra-i " long " RS Voc. IV 21 (so Goetze, loco cit. ) ,  another 
occurrence of it would be ge-ra-aS-se-na - " lasting, long " )  with the nominalizing -se 
[164] Mit. I 79;  cf. Speiser, JAOS 59. 296 n. 29. 

20 CL also Sadu-gewar K 484. 18. 28 : sadu-gewa N 403_ 2, 20; RSS IX 31. 14. Note 
also L u g  a I ( = Zarru) -ge-waa!-a XXXI 3 rev. ( 6 ) ,  10 and [IL u] g a l-ge·e-wee (gen.) 
XXVII 38 iv 23, the Hurrian equivalent of sarru-kenu " Sargon " (of Agade l . Since 
the second element of the compound could scarcely represent the Hurrian pronunciation 
of Akk. kenu " just," it appears that we have here the Hurrian equivalent of the Akk. 
adjec�ive (the first element being identical in both languages ) .  That this geu:a- is not 
te- ne confused with kib- [67] may be seen from the name Ki-ib-ge-wa-ar X 2;');). II.  

n Cf. Goetze's statement ( Orientalia 9.  224) that n " is rather indistinct in Hurrian " ;  
but the evidence i s  ambiguous. 
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13 and an-ti-na-mu-uS-sa�a.m VII 58 ii 9 :  sar-rUr1nu-u.s-sa--an ibid. 10. In 
both instances, however, a better case can be made out for respective indepen
dent morphemes; for the element -nn- cf. [190], and for -m see [212a] . The 
same applies to the element -m in the l\Iihi texts [75, 212] as compared with 
the connecth-e -a( -a. ) _an.22 

73. The phoneme m fails to assimilate to n under conditions that lead to 
the assimilation of the other sounds with which m is known to pattern ; d. 
[66] and contrast [36]. Analogous treatment is demonstrated in an-nu-u
-un-ma-a-an KBo V 2 ii 23 and u-ru-mu-um-ni-bi XII 44 ii 11. 

The interchange of m and w in proper names, e. g., ��-ga·ma·di-il N 552. 1 7  for the 
common Agawadil (HSS V passim) and Ar-samuska ( N  76. 25, 412. 8 )  alongside 
A r·§atcuska ( N  242. 20, 267. 26)  ,23 is of orthographic and not phonologic origin; cf. 
also [18 n. I l J .  A problem is raised by the writing .<1r-ru-pa N 419. 31  f. for Ar-TU
-um-pa X 461. 9, 18, HSS V 27., II, etc. Assimilation would probably have resulted in 
a form with -PP' ; moreover, the writing of the name "G"mb/wu (Br. 565f. and Goetze, 
Orientalia 9. 225 n. 3 )  speaks against it,h 

In the loanword zi-lu-um-pa- " date " Rs Voc. II 12  we have an instance of dissimi
lation, but the precise nature of the process is ambiguous. If the word was borrowed 
from the A.kkadian ( suluppu ) ,  the change was -pp- > -mp-; but if it was a direct loan 
from the Sumerian ( s u l u m m a) ,  we have an instance of -mm- > -mp-. 

74. The phoneme if changes to s before suffixed i in what is obviously a 
process of partial assimilation. The evidence is as follows : RS lJdn-s-t /!dlr
-s-[t] (Hr. obv. 9 )  end in the directive suffix (which is -da after vowels; note 
the -d in the remaining occurrences in the same alphabetic text ) .  The pre� 
ceding sibilant is employed to pluralize case-endings [142] ; cf. the frequent 
- (ruJ,-) su-uS, alongside the corresponding sg. -uS ; 25 the originally voiced char
acter of the -s- is established by the single writing [44] .  The same plural 
element appears in RS as ii, d. trlJ-n-z-r . . .  astlJ-n-z-r (RS X 4. 50-1) " with 
the male ones . . .  with the female ones." The above -:5-t represents thus an 
original *-ii-t (the pI. comitative suffix) ; for the plural form of the names of 
the gods lj:udenna-lj:udelurra d. Br. 563. 

The resultant pI. directive ·Mta. : 
paralleled in Urarlian -aSte : -di. 

sg. -da. (postvocalic) in Hurrian is strikingly 
Cf. [[tu-J ti-i-a.-di dUal-di-e·di dIM-di dUTU-di 

22 The interchange of m and n in the Kuzi name M/Nusabu ( cf. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 
23. 54 ) reflects, of course, an inner·Akkadian process. 

l!a Cf. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 50. The interchange may reflect, however, the late 
Old Babylonian change of intervocalic m to w ( so Goetze ) .  

2{ Berkooz, loco cit. 51, erroneously takes Arrupa as the original form and Arrumpa. 
as an instance of of dissimilation of -pp- to -mp-. 

25 For - (na- ) sus (1. e., - (na-)zus) cf. Friedrich, BChG 1 0 ff. 
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DIXGIR::\IES..as-te [a.a-] Si-a-al-me DINGIRMEs " I  called to lIaldi, Tesheba, Shhvini, 
the gods; the gods lisi€ned to me " (G. Tseretheli, The Urartean )Ionuments in the 
Georgian Museum Tbilisi [1939] 18. 10 ff.; for similar contexts cf. Friedrich, Einfiihrung 
ins Urart. 55; Goetze, RHA 24 [19'36] 280 f.; for the meaning of Urart. a.MU- [= Hur. 
b.-az-] cf. Goetze, ibid. ; for " Shiwilli " see Friedrich, Orientalia 10 [1940] 2 1 1  ff. ) .  

I t  is obvious that the several singulars in -eli are coordinated with the plural -aste 
( Friedrich, op. cit. 57 ) .  Accidental correspondence with the respective Hurrian forms 
is precluded by the completeness of the parallel : sg. ( postvocalic ) -d-; pI. element 
-s- : -so; pI. directive element _to; cf. [153]. It would be difficult to adduce a more 
convincing single instance of linguistic interrelation. 

75. The phoneme $, which occurs in the agenth�e suffix _us (alter conso� 
nants) or -s (after ,owels) is lost before (assimilated to) the pronominal 
elements -tta " I," -til ( l )a  " we," and -llaje " they." E. g., se-e-ni--iw-wu-u
-ut-ta- (�Iit. II 50, III 71, IV 41) ; dA-ma-a-nu-u-ti-la- (�it. I 76, d. also 
77) ; se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-ul-la- (Mit. I 107, 113, III 61, IV 19, 39, 40, 51, 110 ) .  
In all these occurrences the noun i s  in the agentive (logical subject) : " brother
my-by-I, Amon-by-we, brother-my-they." The agentive element -$ has mani
festly been absorbed by the following consonant : *iienifus-ta, etc. 

This assimilation of -$ is confirmed by independent morphologic-phonologic 
evidence. The name " Mane," in the agentive case, followed by the 3 p. pI. 
pronoun " they," appears as INa-ni-e-el-la- (11it. IV 26) for *Nanes-la-. We 
have seen [65] that stem-ending -6 changes to -a- before the same pronominal 
element, e. g., ii-w[a ] -al-In- Mit. IV 16. The -e- of JIane-l/a- is due, then, 
to the influence of the suffixed -5 (d. IJIa-ni-eil-sa-a-an Mit. IV 27),  even 
though the protecting suffix has been assimilated." 

The above rule enables us to recognize assimilated oS in some less trans
parent instances. Thus in dGal-ga-mi-ilu-ul (VIII 61 ob,. 8) the agentive 
case, which is required by the context, is pro,ed by the vowel -u- (-ul/*uiil)." 
The connecting vowel between a consonant and -1(la) would otherwise have 
been -i-, cf. [85]' 

It is possible, although by no means certain, that assimilation of the agentive -8 
took place also before m. Thus 1Hiri i-sa-am-ma ( 1. 30, 2. 14, 15 ) may contain perhaps 
the agentive form of the independent pronoun " I "  iza-s + ma-.lJS Similarly, the final 

m of Pab,ippini-m ( ibid. 1. 32) ,  Tesuba-m ( 1. 3 4 ) ,  Simigene-m ( 1. 36 ) ,  U su-m ( 2. 18 )  J 
and Kibli-m (2. 20) may have absorbed a preceding -so The meaning of this -m/ma. is 

26 Friedrich ( BChG 23)  recognizes the possibility of assimilation under the conditions 
stated abo.e. His alternative that the agentive may have been avoided for syntactic 
reasons is disproved, however, by the retention of the -u- in zenifu-tta and zenitu·lla 
as well as in GalgamiiZ-ul. 

27 The significance of -l in this instance was first seen by Friedrich, BChG 29. 
" Cf. JAOS 60 ( 1940) 267. 
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open to question. We may have here the subject pronoun of the 3 p. sg. ( meja ) ,29 
or perhaps better the particle -ma " also, and " ;  cf. [212]. But our knowledge of the 
Mari texts is as yet insufficient to justify a less tentative statement on this point. 

76. The positional variation of the Rurrian stops, which was described in 
another connection in [47-51], represents the assimilatory influence of certain 
continuants upon the sounds in question. We ha,e seen that stops become 
voiced when preceded by a vowel, liquid, or nasal.30 It might seem offhand 
that what is involved in this process is merely the voicing of normally voiceless 
phonemes under the influence of any immediately preceding voiced sound. 
But the change in question is far more complex. For it is an important 
feature of this process that, on present evidence at least, a doubled stop is not 
voiced under otherwise identical conditions. The whole problem calls for a 
further examination. 

77. It should be noted first that voiced stops are found also after other 
medial stops : e. g., tsb-d (RS X 4. 56) and nbdg-d (Hr. obv. 3 ) ,  although 
there is no intervening vowel in either instance, the stems in quest.ion being 
Tesub and }lubadig respectively,S! Now the agentive of Tesub is formed 
with -as instead of the usual -us [75] ; cf. xxvn 1 ii 66, 42 re,. 15, 46 i 
13 ff. ;  Mit. I 76, II 65, IV 118;  note, furthermore, Te-su-ba-am XIitri 1. 35." 
It is noteworthy, moreover, that the Akkadianizing orthography furnishes the 
name dTe-es-sub-'a-dal (VS VII 72. 10) .  Since the syllabary does not provide 
other examples of an initial glottal stop in Rurrian,33 it is possible that the 
present writing with > may have been due to the preceding sound. The 
behavior of the ,oiced stops tends to support this possibility. For the use of -as 

211 As suggested by Thureau-Dangin, RA 36 p. 8. In that case the process in question 
would be restricted to a single grammatical category, that of suffixed subjective pro· 
nouns. The meaning of i-sa-am-ma would on this assumption be (, by-me-he." 

30 Not just medially, as is sometimes stated. Mari ki-ib-ti-en (5 .  20 ) ,  e. g., as con
trasted with lJ,a-tu-di-en (5. 1 9 ) ,  presents a voiceless dental after wr. p (the latter 
sound apparently a spirant ) ;  cf. also [74]. 

31 The forms lJ,bt-t Rs X 4, 56 and lJbt-d Rs XX B 14 are in themselves inconsistent. 
Moreover, the stem-ending ·t does not pattern with the Hurrian stops, d. [51 ( d ) ] .  

32 For the exceptional dTesub ( = U) Ub-bu-us H T  93 ii 9, 1 0  cf. RA 3 6  p .  7 n .  3 .  On 
the analogy of Tesub-as as we expect -a- as a connecting vowel after stem-ending 9 and d 
as well. However, there is as yet no conclusive evidence bearing on this point. Instances 
like d-Ue-pa-du-us XXVII 42 rev. 1 1, or dOe-bat-us XXIX 8 iii 47, prove nothing either 
way because of the character of the final stop in this name ( see the preceding note ) .  
The curious lapsus dLu-pa-ki-ta XXYII 1 3  i 6 (for dNubadig-a, cf. Br. 566) cannot be 
used as a safe illustration for any purpose. 

33 For the use of the sign in Nuzi to represent syllable-ending -lJ cf. Berkooz, Lang. 
Dissert. 23. 41 f. 
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in place of -us, after Tesub, is  not inconsistent with the assumption that the 
-a- was induced by a constituent of the "Voiced stops which was homorganic 
with this ,owe!. This would imply that the ,oiced stops were composite sounds. 
Such a hypothesis is fa'Vored, in turn, by the circumstance that Rurrian does 
not appear to have tolerated doubled ,oiced stops, substituting in their stead 
the corresponding voiceless phonemes ; cf. Br. 574 and a-ta-i-ta Mari 5. 5 ;  
note also [82] .  It is logical, therefore, to postulate that the voiced stops were 
double sounds to begin with ; Tesub->adal would represent in such a case an 
actual *Tesub'-adal. 

78. There remains the question as to the nature of the assumed component sound 
inherent in the voiced steps, Theoretically, the choice lies between aspirates (e, g., bh) 
and glottalized stops (e, g., b' ) .  Our material is far too scanty for a confident state· 
ment, but it seems to favor the latter alternative. For the '-element would best account 
not only for the voicing of a following stop but also for the a-quality of a following 
connecting vowel. 

In the light of the cumulative evidence just adduced we may set up the following 
tentative scheme: 

[po k- t·] > [·b' .g' ·t'] ; but [*·b'b'- .g'g'. ·d'd'·] > [.pp. ·kk· ·tt·1 

It may not be too hazardous to go now one step further. 'Ve know that the Hurrian 
stops patterned differently from the corresponding sounds of Akkadian. But a purely 
phonetic difference was involved also, in that the main syllabary expressed Hurrian t, 
e. g" by means of signs used since Hammurabi for Akkadian t or d. In other words, 
Rurrian t may be regarded as approximately intermediate between Akkadian t and d. 
If so, the Rurrian stops are-in reality voiceless mediae, 1. e., [p- t- t:-]. 

For a preliminary discussion of the relations here presented
" 
cf. my article in Lang. 

16 ( 1940) 319·40, 

79. The situation just discussed helps to explain the method followed by 
the main syllabary whereby double writing was employed to mark lack of 
voice. Since doubling of medial stops resulted automatically in loss of voice, 
double writing could be extended conveniently to indicate voicelessness with 
other sounds wherever the inherited syllabary lacked the means to signify this 
distinction. It is no longer surprising, therefore, to find -88- used for s or 
-ww- for a phoneme that was apparently [f] .  In such cases the principal 
consideration was. the distinction of voice and not of quantity. 

The present results haye a bearing on the use of double writing to mark lack of voice 
in Hittite (cf. Sturtevant, HG 74 ft ) .  Since the influence of the Hurrian syllabary on 
the Hittite is attested independently [15], and since the employment of double writing 
to denote voicelessness can be explained on inner-Rurrian grounds, we are justified in 
concluding that Hittite orthography was indebted to the Hurrians for its method of 
representing inherited voiceless sounds. 

Finally, there is a noteworthy parallel between the process of spirantization in 
Canaanite and Aramaic and the positional relation of the Rurrian stops. The analogy 
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is strengthened by the circumstance that the non-phonemic alternants of the above 
Semitic languages rewrt to their initial values when doubled, as in Hurrian. But the 
problem of what this correspondence implies cannot be pursued here.S4 

80. The treatment of the verbal formative -blm, which is very common in 
first elements of onomastic compounds, presents a difficult problem. The 
suffix is not written uniformly in the syllabic sources and cannot be identified 
as yet in the alphabetic material. We know from the Akkadianizing syllabary 
that the consonant in question was voiced ; d. Ta-di-ba-bu �  Tad + i +  b 
+ abu (PBS II part II 84. 7 ) ; similarly A-gi-ba-bu (SlIN 3082) .  That it 
was a spirant is shown by the graphic interchange with m ;  d. Zi-li-pa-dal 
(HSS IX 113. 2 ) : Pu-ut-ti-ma-da-al (RA 16. 161 rev. 13) .  

This formative is  assimilated regressively, as  a rule, to  nasals and k, but 
maintained before t ;  e. g., Hazik-kemar (AASOR 16 34. 46, 42. 40) ,  Hazin
-namar (ibid. 66. 37) ; but HMib-tilla (ibid. 24. 17, 42. 39. etc. ) .  The 
opposite treatment, howe-ver, is also attested; e. g., SAL.f!aiib-ka-nzu (N 429. 5) ,  
sALEllJib-nuzu ( N  505. 5 ) ; as  against Ari-tirmlwe for ' Arib-tirmlwe." 

A possible explanation of this erratic behavior may lie in the fact that we 
are dealing here with compounds, where the laws of sound-combination do not 
seem to have been as rigid -as those which governed

" 
internal sound-change. In 

some instances the lack of regularity may be only superficial, being due to 
the shortcomings of the system of writing. Thus Ta�ib-zenni, Agib-zenni, 
and the like would, with the -b assimilated, have yielded *TalJ,iz-zeni and 
* Agiz-zenni (inasmuch as written senni contains z-; cf. Pa-i-ze-ni AASOR 16 
95. 21 and RS tgzn Syria 15. 244 I. 9 ) .  In that case, however, there was no 
convenient way < of indicating *-zz- since -8S- would have expressed the voice
less *-ss-. It is indeed probable that such considerations were responsible for 
the frequent omission of -b 36 without a consequent double writing of the 
following consonant; d. [81]. The one thing that is certain about the whole 
matter is this : when total assimilation took place, it was regressive, unlike 
the process with the liquids and nasals [66]. 

81. When the phoneme ii, which is found as plural element with possessin 
suffixes and case-endings [142], was followed by the gen. suff. -we or the dat. 
suff. -wn, the labial was lost ; e. g., si-ni-a-se- ( na-a-am-mct-ma-an )  _Mit. III 
40 " (those) of their two," i. e., of the two of them ; (pa-ab-ni) d i n g i rru " -si 
(� enna + iii) VIII 61 rev. 11  " (mountain) of the gods " ;  is-ta-ni-iw-wa-sa 
lfit. 1. 81, etc. " to us mutually." These forms have to be analyzed as *8in 

84 See provisionally my remarks in RASOR 74. 5 ll. 10. 
S5 See Purves, AJSL 57. 182 ll. 99. 
36 For which cf. ibid. 176 ll. 66. 
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+ ya + z + we, *enna + ii + we, and 'iStan + if + az + wa respectively." 
What is less clear is whether the w had been elided, or totally assimilated to 
the preceding ii-sound without any trace of that process in the orthography. 
There is some evidence in favor of the latter alternative. 

82. "C nder analogous conditions the labial is not lost after another labial ; 
instead, doubling takes place, preceded by assimilation when the labials were 
not identical. Thus " to thv father " is at-ta-i-ip-pa Mit. III 52, 58 ; d. [53]. 
Here we find the combinati�n of -blw (pass. sufi'. of 2 p.) + wa resulting in 
-ppa. Similarly, " of thy father " is attai-ppe- :>Iit. III 69 ; " of thy brother " 
is zena-ppe Mit. I 89. Now -bjw is a spirant, as may be seen from a com
parison of se-e-na-pa-an Mit. I 91 H thy brother " + a-n with pa-aS-si-i-it-lJi
-lEU-Wi )Iit. I 72 "by thy envoy." The combination of two spirants (evidently 
voiced) yields the written form -pp-, a doubled sound (evidently voiceless 
stop) .  The important fact is that the end-product is a doubled sound. The 
same result, following assimilation, is obtained when stem-ending -b combines 
with w- ; d. dTe-e-eS-su-u-up-pe Mit. II 72;  dTe-es-su-up-pi XXV 44 v 6. 
XXVII 38 ii 14, 20, etc. ; with other suffixes added we get d1]"uP-pi-na XXV 44 
v 8. XXVII 14 ii 4 ;  dUuP-pi-na-aS XXVII 46 iv 2 ;  d"CuP_pi-na-sa XXVII 42 
abv. 36. In all these occurrences the -b of Tesu!ob + w- yield -pp-. That the 
labial of the case-ending was not lost is shown by its occasional retention in 
the form dt;"ub_wii-na VII 58 iii 12; XXVII I i 7'2, 74, 1('5 as against dL-;"up-pi-na 
(abon) . 

This assimilation of w- is not restricted to instances with a preceding labial. 

We find it again " in dHe-bat-te/i XXVII I ii 55, 38 iii 8 and dHe-bat-te-na

XXV 45. 7, XXIX 8 ii 30, alongside the unassimilated forms [dHe]-bat-wi, 

XXVII 4. 5, and with a following -na in XXV 44 ii 2, 4, XXVII 4. 4, S, obv. 

16, rev. 1, 4, 5, 7. It fo11O'\\"s that the sound was assimilated to more than one 

kind of preceding consonant, for all the occasional graphic inconsistency in 

expressing the process. 'We are justified, therefore, in regarding -zeji and 

-za [81] as the product of -z + w + vowel, with the consonant written single 

only because the double writing might be mistaken for -s ; d. [SO]' 

83. The sequence of ,oiced + voiceless labial spirant results in a doubled 
voiceless spirant. The combination occurs when the possessive pron. suff. of 
the 1 p. sg. is followed by the gen. sufi'. -we or the dat. sufi'. -wa; e. g., se-e-ni
-iw-wa-u-e (lIIit. I 61, II 57. III 21, etc.) " of my father " ;  at-ta-iw-wa-u-a 

37 The discovery of the function of this �z� before case-endings is due to Goetze, whose 
article on the subject, scheduled for pUblication in RHA, I ha,e kindly been allowed 
to see and use. [See now RHA 39 ( 1940 ) 193-204]. 

38 So Goetze, cf. the preceding note. 
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[53] " to my father," e-e-ni-iw-wa-u-a (�lit. III 98) " to my god." The Mit. 
orthography has evolved here a method of avoiding confusion with the stops 
by using the digraph -wn·- for a voiceless labial spirant and adding -u- ta 
mark the doubling before a dissimilar vowel. 

84. A different morphologic combination confronts us in the suffix cluster which appears as -i-uw-wa and signifies the 1 p. sg. of negated transitive verbs, e. g., ta-a-nu-si-uw-wa, freely " I did not do " ;  cf. [53 n. 97] and [195]. The component elements are : -i- (the stem-vowel with transitive verbs) + *-u'a(negating element) + suffix referring to the first person. 
The nature of the personal suffix in this instance is of special interest. Apart from the present cluster, the first person is indicated by -a..u in verbs and -iwwg in nouns (poss. sutf. ) .  Since ia-a-nu-si-uw-wa and its analogues are plainly verbal forms, to judge from their syntax which corresponds to that of the un-negated forms, the final -wwa has to be compared with -a-u; and yet, the phonetic, or-at least-orthographic correspondence is with _ (i) wwa. It thus becomes evident that -a-u and -iww'J are related morphemes which differ phonologically : *-at : *-ef. It would follow that the transitive verb employed possessive suffixes : ta-a-na-u eMit. II 92), i. e., *tan-af " done by/of me " :  se-e-ni-iw-w'J eMit. I 18, 49, etc. ) ,  i. e., *zen-ef " my brother." .K ote especially e-ni-wUrus [53] " by my god," where the single -w- of the Akkadianizing syllabary of }fari confirms the conclusion that JHit. -ww- represents a single yoiceless spirant. This comparison finds support in the analogous relation of the possessive -ilya " his " [146] to the verbal agent-suffix of 3 p. present -ya [195] ; it is not weakened by the juxtaposition -v [145] : -ulo [195] in the corresponding suffixes of 2 p. 

The cluster -i-UUJ-W9 resolves itself, then, into -i + *wa + *af. The endproduct is *-iut, in which the vowel of *-u·a- appears to have been lost through syncope with the labial assuming vocalic function, perhaps under accentual influence. 

85. "'Then a suffix with an initial consonant is joined to a form ending in 
-n, a secondary vowel will separate the two consonants. That vowel is 

(a) -a- before the particle -man; the preceding -n is written double ; e. g., 
tizann + a + man Mit. II 95, III 50;  edi + dann + a + man Mit. III 46, 83 ;  
JIane + nn + a + man Mit. II 57, 86, 91, 95, IV 54, 57. Note, however, 
anntvn-man KBo V 2 ii 23 (ef. an-nu-u-un ibid.), which may indicate that 
the above rule was not followed in Bogh. 

(b) -i- before the pronominal elements -tta- " I," -lla- " they," and 
apparently also the particle -dan; the preceding -n is not doubled. Cf. 
tisan + i + ita + n �Iit. III 87, wurd + en + i + tia + n ibid. 77 ; edi + dan 
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+ i + lla + man Mit. III 47, lJazaz + illain + i + lla + n
. 

Mit. IV 2:1; 
su-bi-a-mas-ti-e-ni-dan Mit. III 88 (i. e., subifImast + en + t + dan) .

. t ' th "  t "  Another type of secondary vowel seems to confron us III e c.onnec lye 
_ 

. 
-u- which is found between a form-ending consonant and the agenhve sufi. _$, 
cf. [75], and for the pI. -(na-)iu-uS see [74]. 

86. Secondary doubling of -n before a suffixed vowel is attested as follows : 
(a) Before a, when this vowel 

. _ (1)  constitutes a suffix, e. g., ti-sa-a-an-n
.
a }lit. III 14, IV 34 « ,  t,za 

" heart " + n + a [156] ) ; su-u-we-nt-e-en-na MIt. III 23 « suwe 
" of me " + ne + n + a) ; 

(2)  begins a suffix, e. g., all occurrences of the particle -an [211]
. when its a is written double : 39 cf. ma-a-an-na-a-an Mlt. I 84 , 

]fa-ni-en-na-a-an :Mit. I 114, II 7, 111, IV 52 ; ti-si-iw-we-en-na
-a-an }lit. III 75, 85, 89 « tili! " my heart " -n + an) ; si-ri-en-
-na-a-an };lit. III 34 « siren " let [it] accord " -an) .  But when 
the vowel is written single, the preceding n is likewise undoubled.; d. ma-a-na-an Mit. I 9 3 ;  Ma-ni-e-na-an Mit. II 13, IV 35 ; ta-rt
-i-te-na-an Mit. III 30, pe-te-el!-ti-e-naran ibid. 34 ; see [88] ; 

(3 )  is of secondary origin; d. [85 (a) ] .  
. (b) Before u, e. g., se-e-ni-iw-u-e-ni-e-en-nu-ulJ-lJa ti-iia-a-an-nu-u�-lJa 1fIt. 

II 10 (both words end in -n + ul!l!a) ; ti-iii-iw-wu-u-un-nu-ul!-l!a 1fIt. 
III 86. 

(c)  Before i no doubling occurs ; d. [85 (b) J .  

86a. O f  a different type, because it involves the initial consonant o f  suffixed 
particles, is the frequent doubling of n in -ne and �nct after -u o

.
r 

�
-
.
a

.
: d .

. 
lJ�e�a

runna " everv " (pl.) [114] ; si-un-na XXVII 47 I 10, 48 v 19 . St-,-e-nt IbId. 
46 i 25, XXIX 8 ii 45, si-i-e-na XXVII 46 iv 8, 18, KB� II

_ .21. 13 [;;. now 
ZA 46. 95 f.J ; similarly, with -ne, in -kkonne, e. g., asl:Joztkk�nne sac�l
ficer ( ? ) "  Goetze, RRA 35. 105 n. 1 2 ;  eo' note also KUR Masrlanne-n MIt. 
I 10 IV 128 -we ibid. II 71. 

After -e the n is normally undoubled [137]. There occu�, �o:"ever, occa
sional doublets of the type e-ki-erv-ni-in XXVII 46 i 20 : e-kt-m:" IbId .

. 
IV 1 ;  

. . . ., ·b·d I· 21 ew-[ri-en-]ni 40 �Iit. II 71, 72 : e-W'-tr-n, 1fIt. IV e-ew-rt-tn-nt-t$ 1 1 . , 

" F  . d 
. 

h BChG 18 would extend this rule to other consonants, including the ne riC " 
h' h h 't 

. 
due to ortha stops. But the double writing of '88- in IGiliya.s8iin, w IC e CI es, IS • 

ra hic and not phonologic considerations ; cf. [44]. 
. .  

g 3fa Goetze informs me that his reference was not intended as a translatIon; for thIS 
he would suggest " abOYe·mentioned " which may well be r�ght. 

4,0 For the supplementation cf. Speiser, J.AOS 60. 266 n. ;). 
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127, 129, e-we,-er-ne XXVII 38 iv 10 ff. In some instances of this type (e. g., 
ewrenne : ewerne) the double n appears in the noun as predicate whereas the 
single form is associated with the noun as attribute. Analogous doubling 0:£ 
radical n is found in the onomastic elements -enni� -zenni as against eni; zen a 
The doubling may thus be syntactic, but the usage seems to lack regularity. 

No manifest principle underlies the alternation in ad-da-ni-bi-en XXVII 
2 ii 4 and add/itaniwina XXV 44 v 9, XXVII I i 71, 72 as against add/ttan
nib/wina- XXVII 6 i 26, 8 obv. 16, 17, 14 ii 5, 42 rev. 9 (all from aitay 
" father ") . 

87. The treatment of -m is obscured by morphologic uncertainties. We know, 
however, that the particle anam " thus " [131] Mit. II 96, IV 10, 13 doubles 
its -m before a vowel ; d. a-nam-ma-a-an )Iit. III 51, a-na.m-mil-Za-a-an ibid. 
II 56, IV 126, a-nam-mi-it-ia-ma-an ibid. III 62, 64. Similarly, the verbal 
nouns in -um double their -m before vowels ; ci., e. g., se-e-aa-lu-um XXIX 8 ii 
48 : se-lJa-lu-um-ma-a-al-la XXVII 46 i 22 (but single -m- ibid. 24) ; note 
also id-du-um-mi �lit. I 93, wa-alJ-ru-um-me [ia-a-d]u-l,a-a-ru-um-me ibid. 
IV 111-2, and ci. the Hurro-,,-Ukadian construction with -umma. epesu.41 

88. The single writing of the vowel in the particle -an when a preceding 
l or n is written single, and the converse interdependence of double consonant 
and vowel, have been noted in [22] and [86 (2) ] .  The regular observance of 
this interdependence indicates, however, some binding phonologic law. Its 
precise nature is uncertain, but it is probable that accentual conditions were 
here the determining factors. 

The same law applies also to the phonemes s and z when followed by -an. 
On the one hand, we have se-e-ni-iw-wa-sa-an Mit. IV 14, 57 and 8e-e-na-wa
-sa-an ibid. I 84, instead of -88- for the agentive suffix used intervocalically.42 
On the other hand, we get U-Urmi-i-ni-iw-wa-aS-sa-a-an :Mit. III 109 " to our 
lands," and i-i-ri-i-in-iu.!-wa-as-8a-a [-an] ibid. 123 " our aid," 43 instead of 
the expected -.8- which ordinarily marks the plural of possessive pronouns.44 
It appears thus that the phonologic principle involved, whereby the quantity 
of the vowel in -an induced a corresponding treatment of the preceding con-

U See Gordon, Orientalia 7. 51 if. and add Speiser, JAOS 59. 321 n. 86. 
<4:2 The example from Mit. IV 14 is not clear syntactically, although the agentive is 

probable in this case ; it is certain in the two remaining instances. 
48 Cf. JAOS 59. 305 and n. 49. The two instances just cited caused me to regard the 

sibilant in -itc-wa-as as voiceless ; cf. Lang. 16 ( 1940) 323 f. But the evidence of 
i§·ta-ni-iw-wa-sa Mit. I 81, II 65, 67, etc. shows this pluralizing element to be voiced 
in this combination just as it is elsewhere. 

44 The first example is in the dative, the other in the nominative. 
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so�a�t, outwei�hed the orthographic principle of marking ,oice by single 
wntmg and VOIcelessness by double writing [/9J.  

8�. When a cO
,
nsonant (especially -11- or -T-) which rollows a contiguous medIal co�sonant IS doubled, the resulting cluster is broken up by an anapt.yctic vowel whIch corresponds to the nearest preceding vowel. E. g. hab/ . '  " th " VI � . . _ .  

, � wurnt ear I v8 11 11, XXv II 6 1 13, 42 obv. 34 (d. also ibid. 6. XXIX 8 ii 
48) : bawurunni ", ��ari 6. 14;  XXVII 28 iv 7, 38 ii 10, 15, iv 30, 4.2 obv. 19, 
46 1 19, 22, 28 ; pt-w-ra (-ma-a) XXVII 38 i 10 : pi-iE-ir-ri ibid. 14 « 'piSr 
+ -ne) ; doubtless also lYIi-zi-ir-ri Mit. I 62, 85, 105 " Egypt " « * Mizri-ne) as compared wIth JJIasrianm �lit. I 10, II 69, 71, etc. ; d. also [l08]. 

90. When a suffix consisting of consonant + a occurred at the end of a 
word,

. 
the vowel was subject to loss. Evidence for this process is available 

especIally fro� �ogh., where the comparative scarcity of -an 46 provided the 
necessary condItIon for apocopate forms. The evidence is clearest in the case 
of -lla : d. Ga.lgamiz +ul [75] ; nu-u-ya-al XXIX 8 iii 30 : nu-i-waa-al-la 
XXVII 42 rev. 12 (in parallel passages) ;  ma-a-at-ta-al XXVII 38 iii 14 15  
(in association with plural forms) ,  and the like. From Mari we get ;uch 
forms as u-wa-al 1. 1, u-su-ul 1. 2, sa-a-wu-ul 3. 16, mu-ur-ri-il ibid. 18 but 
these texts are not sufficiently clear as yet for definite identification of the 
forms in question. 

The. directive suffix -ta is treated analogously in as-te-ni-waa-ni-id followed by e-it-da VIII 61 obv. 6 ;  here the usual combination of edi + da " with 
regard to " with the dative ( -ni-wa) is repeated, but an appositional directive suffix (this time -d, joined with the aid of the attr. part. -ne) is added to the de�endent noun in accordance with the Hurrian principle of suffix-dupli
catIon ; 47 add perhaps also u-su-um-mi-ni-id VBoT 69 ii 8. 

Doubtful instances of apocopate -ra [154] are se-e-li-is-ti-bur zi-ri-bur 
VEoT 69 iii 4. 

For -m as a probable apocopated form of -rna cf. [75] and [212]. 

91. Haplologic loss of syllables is evidenced by isolated OCCUTrences. Thus �:��a-mu-u-lJi xxvn 1 ii 70 obviously represents Samu<7;a>lJi, just as 
Sa-mu-u-1J'/'-na IbId. 71 stands for Samu<l],aYljina.48 Another good ilIus-

45 For the double n cf. ['86a]. [See now the full list inclUding unpublished occur
rences in Brandenstein's account in ZA 46. 86 if.] 

46 Cf. Friedrich, BChG 21 f. 
• U The so-called " Suffixiibertragung," cf. [132, 238]. ,""nether ar-pa-as-du-ud XXVII lY 12 (preceded by the " prepositional " term iCuu-ri-i-ta) is another instance of apoco
pated -da is difficult to determine at present. 

48' Xoted by Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12. 124 ll. 3. 
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tration d I sT AR'.-bi-na-su-us d 1'1 a-bar-bi-na-su-ui XXIX 8 ii 34 " (by the 
riYers) of Shaushka (and) of 1\abarbi," where the gen. suff. -b/we is lost 
after an identical syllable which ends the name of the god. An instance of 
haplology is also sa-a-at-ti-la-an Mit. III 108, and possibly s[a]-a[t]-ti-la 
Mari 6. 13 " we together ( ?) " for ' saiti-dila ( -n ) ,  cf. [39 n. 6 1 ] .  

92. Metathesis o f  liquids o r  n and an adjacent consonant is attested fre
quently in proper names ; e. g., EllJib- : ElJlib-, NirlJi- : NilJri-, lVar�i- : lV a!ir;, 
-sanda: -sadna, d. Berkooz, Lang. Dissert. 23. 63-4. Note also PalJri- [52] 
for another writing of the above lVa!!ri-. But the parade example of meta
thesis is ewri " lord," which common-Rurrian form is opposed only by Nuzi 
erwi.49 Here the choice of this or that phonologic alternant has become 
characteristic of a dialectal division which separates Eastern Hurrian from 
other groups which are predominantly western. 

92a. Possible evidence of accentual conditions has so far been mentioned 
in connection with the secondary doubling of consonants [86a, 88]. It remains 
to be pointed out that the treatment of -iL- in two common suffixed particles 
may also be viewed as potential evidence, necessarily circumstantial and by no 
means conclusive, of underlying stress conditions. The particles in question 
are -an and -man. Their vowel is written in lIit. sometimes single and other 
times double, the alternation corresponding at times to significant changes 
of meaning [210 ff.]. The inherent probability that the double writing was 
due to stress, in all likelihood secondary with these " enclitics," will hence
forward be indicated in normalized transcription by ..!.. :-man for -ma-a-an and 
-an for -a-an. 

For the consistent -Zan with particles, as against normal -Him in other 
contexts cf. [128] . 

411Cf. Speiser, Mesopotamian Origins 145 n. 90 ; JA.OS 55 (1935) 438. For a pro
posed Cappadocian parallel cf. Er-we- (Oppenheim, RHA. 33 [1938] 19 ) ; but ewri seems 
also attested in Cappadocia by Im-ri (ibid. 1 8 ) .  

1 
j , 

IV. MORPHOLOGIC ELEMENTS 

93. The available R urrian material contains for the most part external 
means for separating the individual words. In the syllabic texts this is made 
possible by adequate spacing ; a notable example of that is the }Iitanni letter. 
In the alphabetic documents special word-dividers are found, as a rule ; cf., 
e. g., RS X 4.' . 

94. Linguistic analysis contributes the necessarY internal criteria for dis
tingnishing between the underlying stems and the g,.ammatical elements that 
may be used with them. These elements are placed invariably after the stem, 
often in lengthy 2 chains which are characterized by a fixed order of com
position. Cf., e. g., a-ru-u-sa-us-se-ni-e-we lUt. III 41, where grammatical 
analysis establishes the following constituents : the verbal stem ar " give " 
+ the perfect-participle DE + suffix referring to 1 p. sg. a-v' (*af) + nominal
izing particle se (WT. -sse-) + attributive particle ne + genitive suffix we. 
Similarly, alphabetic arzln RS XX B 11 consists of the same verbal stem fol
lowed by three suffixes which are indicated here by the consonants -z-, -l-, 
and _n.B Since the writing marks the above forms as single words, and since 
the suffixed elements involved are never written alone, we are justified in 
concluding that these elements were not spoken alone ; accordingly, they con
stitute bound forms. It ,follows that H uITian possesses a definite system of 
morphology.4 

95. Practical considerations militate, however, against analyzing the facts 
of HUITian grammar under the traditional divisions of Morphology and 
S.yntax. Among the many suffixes which a single Hurrian word may accu
mulate some are derivational and would come under morphology, while others 
prove to be relational and indicative of syntactic connections. Furthermore, 
RurriaI1 employs several groups of " enclitic " elements which clearly belong 
to the field of syntax. Consequently, the same word would have to be discussed 
more than once under both heads. Perhaps the strongest argument against 
this form 01 divided treatment is the one inherent in our present knowledge 

1 Contrast RS X 7, where lack of dividers adds greatly to the difficulty of inter
preting the text. 

2 In as-lw-si-ku-un-ni-ni-bi-na-as-ta XII 44 ii 6 " to those of the sacrificer ( ? )  " as many 
as ten suffixes can be distinguished, modifying the underlying aslJu : -OZ + i + kk + 0 
+ nne + ne + we + na + *z + tao 

S Cf. a-ru-si-el-la-a-im XXVII 8 iii 34 and a- [ru-Si-]in-na-a-iro XXVII 42 rev. 13. 
' Cf. L. Bloomfield, Language ( 1933) 183. 
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of the subject. OUT efforts at a strictly descriptive presentation are complicated 
at every turn by the need to ,interpret the material before it can be analyzed 
grammatically. It is often a question of interpretation whether this or that 
element is properly of morphologic or syntactic character. For instance, if the 
n-form of the noun is a case-ending, it should not be ignored under mor
phology ; but if it is merely a predicative particle, it is wholly a problem for 
syntax. Until this and many like questions are settled beyond any doubt, spe
cific listings in the one division as against the other are apt to be prejudicial. 

96. In view of these circumstances the arrangement here followed is based 
on the mechanical principle of distinguishing individual morphemes from 
complex units. The morphemes include free roots and bound forms, both 
classes having been combined for the purposes ,of this discussion under Mor
phologic Elements. The complex units, whether they constitute a full phrasal 
word or a sentence, will be surveyed in the next section under the head of 
Construction. It should be stressed that both these main sections involve 
questions of morphology as well as syntax. In order to narrow down the 
semantic range of a number of morphemes hitherto undetermined it will be 
necessary to examine their respective functions. On the other hand, the order 
of the individual bound forms within the complex nominal or verbal unit, 
surveyed in the section on construction, is technically a matter of morphology. 
The advantage of the present arrangement, which is dictated by the nature of 
the language and our knowledge of it to date, lies in the fact that we are not 
concerned with the problem as to which process is morphologic and which is 
syntactic. What is far more practical, for the time being at least, is that a 
separate listing of the morphologic elements should help us to understand the 
means whereby the individual constituents are combined into larger units. 
The following groupings are intended as a convenient inventory of such basic 
constituents analytically arranged. 

97. The. morphologic elements of Rurrian consist, then, of free roots and 
bound forms, in this case suffixes. For purposes of grammatical organization 
both types have to be classified into respective parts of speech. Thus far we 
have been using the conventional, terms that are current in Indo-European 
and Semitic grammars, and have been referring accordingly to nouns, pro
nouns, verbs, adverbs, and the like. This terminology has been followed as a 
means of easy reference. It will be retained for the sake of convenience, but 
subject to the limitations imposed by the internal evidence of Rurrian. 
This evidence is provided by the distinctive suffixes (as opposed to the non
distinctive root-complements [174 ff.] ) with which primary roots and complex 
stems may combine into full words. 

I 

I 
I 
t 
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98. Among the suffixes of Rurrian three ,groups prove distinctive in that 
each characterizes a separate class of words : 

( 1 )  Suffixes indicative of possessive and case relations. 
(2 )  Suffixes which differentiate the supporting root or stem for tense, 

mood, agent or person, and the like [178] . 
(3)  " Associative " suffixes which are non-morphologic but require the 

support ,of some radical element in the sentence,5 the choice of the specific 
root depending on the requirements of word-order. These associatives may 
be conjoined, accordingly, with words of groups ( 1 )  and (2 ) ,  but no other 
accompaniment is possible in group (3') . 

It will be seen that from a formal stllndpoint ( 1 )  represents nouns, 
( 2 )  ,erbs, and (3)  particles. As parts of speech these categories are further 
individualized by their functions in the ,sentence. The formal criterion just 
cited has, however, independent validity in furnishing external indications as 
to the part of speech involved.' 

99. These formal differences in the treatment of noun, verb, and particle 
do not imply a correspondingly sharp semantic differentiation between the 
three categories. There exist simple means of turning a noun into a verb and 
a verb into a noun; e"vidently, therefore, the underlying root-meanings were 
not always sharply demarcated. Of., e. g., arozaf-se-ne-we [94] ; here the finite 
verbal form arowf (� ar + o' + af) " given-past-by-me " has been turned 
into a nominal attribute by means of the nominalizing element -:5e, and is 
provided, consequently, with the nominal suffixes -ne-we; examples of this 
type are numerous. We shall see that the so-called i-form of the verb is 
properly nominal (participial) thanks to the function of the -i [170] ; this 
form is capable of employing characteristic nominal suffixes, e. g., kabozi-ne-b 
XXVII 42 rev. 20, kabozi-b ibid. 2·1. Conversely, the noun turubi " danger " 
Mit. III 111 ' appears with a verbal suffix in du-ru-bi-i-in-nu-uk-ku 11it. I li. 
Even particles, or words which on the analogy of related terms may be 
regarded as particles, can be made into nouns or verbs ; d., e. g., kuru " again " 
Mit. III 15, 39, etc. ; gu-ru-u-u·e " of the return ? "  [214] 11it. IV 42; 
gu-ru-u-u-[ sa] " returned-by-him( ?) "  �Iit. I 45. It follows that the Rurrian 

f> Cf. Sapir, Language ( 1921) 74 n. 10. In Hurrian '"e find this type of suffix chiefly 
among conjunctions and personal pronouns in the subject case; cf., e. g., lJ,illozi-tta- ( a ) n  
Mit. II  26  " and (-an) I (-tta-) communicated," where -tta- and ·an are associatilles. 
I use this term (suggested by my colleague Z. S. Harris) in preference to the current 
" enclitics " because we have no means of knowing that all such elements were atonic ; 
moreover, " enclitic " would be applicable with equal right to other bound forms as well. 

6 For a detailed classification of the suffixes see [132 fl.]. 
'T For the meaning and other occurrences cf. Speiser, JAOS 59.313 f. 
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root was not at all times inherently nOUll, verb, or particle ; but each of these 
categories was typified by its ability or inability to take on given grammatical 
markers, depending on the required function as part of speech which it was 
to fill in the sentence. 

100. The Hurrian noun assumes a number of functions which other lan
guages distribute frequently among separate parts of speech : substantive, 
adjective, pronoun, numeral, adverb, and even preposition. All of these lin
guistic forms, including nominalized prepositions, prove to constitute a uniform 
category in Rurrian, to judge from the fact that they employ identical suffixes 
to express attributive relations. 'Ve have thus, e. g., the same case-endings for 
adjecti"\e and noun in K[UR] 111i-zi-i.r-ri-e-u'e KUR u-u-mi-i-in-ni-e-we :llit. 
I 62 " of the Egyptian land " (gen. sg. -we) and u-u-u1-Za-a-sa KUR u-u-mi
-i-in-na-a-s<L �lit. III 73 " to all the lands " ( dat. pI. -Ea < *-z-wa) ; the dat. 
sg. suff. of the substantive (-U'(1.) occurs also with pronoun and preposition in 
U'e-B-1E(1. e-ti-i-U'a ibid. 55 a concerning thee," lit. " to thee, to (the) concern." 
Similarly possessive and case-suffixes of the substanti"\e are found in is-ta-ni
-iU'-wa-sa

' 
H we mutually," e. g., ibid. 108 (1  pI. pass. -ifaz + lac. -a, lit. " in 

our mutualness "),  or " to us mutually," e. g., Mit. I 81 (same pass. suff. 
+ dat. - ( w) al ; si-ni-a-se- Mit. III 40 " of their two " (3 pI. poss. -yaz + gen. 
-[wJ e).  In subsequent description the conventional terms cited above will be 
retained to identifv the various sub-classes of the Hurnan noun as VIewed 
from our standpoint. For the understanding of Hunian, however, it is impo�
tant to note that such subdivisions are not indicated by any morphologlC 
feature apparent to us ; g there is no proof that they existed in the conscious
ness of the speaker. ...i�J.l. that we can assert is that Hurrian recognizes only 
nouns as opposed to verb� and particles. 

101. The following grouping will distinguish, accordingly, between free 
roots and bound forms. The free roots will be discussed under three classes : 
nouns, verbs, and particles. For practical reasons the nouns will be subdivided 
into substantives ( including adjectives ) ,  pronouns, and numerals. These Su?
divisions will simplify the survey of the material, even though they have III 
Hurrian a syntactic rather than a morphologic standing. But it should be 
emphasized that the differences between

. 
the pro?osed s�b-classes cann?t a

.
lways 

be drawn sharply ; it is difficult to decIde at hmeS-SInce formal crItena are 
lacking-whether a given nominal root should be cited under this or that 
heading. 

S The so-called adjectives in -lJ,e are merely derivative nouns formed with the aid of a 
special derh-ational suffix; their grammatical treatment differs in no way from that of 
nouns. 

, 
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The large group which comprises the bound forms will likewise be divided 
into classes that have reierence to function but not necessarily to form. 

A. FREE ROOTS 

102. The vowels which characterize nominal roots and verbal roots and 
bases pose the question as to whether they are independent morphemes or an 
integral part of the root. When present in the noun, they precede any dis
tinctive suffix; e. g., zarr-a-silJe- " pertaining to kingship " XXVII 42· rev. 
15 ft. ; with verbs we get forms like utlJ-a-b, IJaz-i-b, and y,r-u-kko.' That 
some of these vowels may be morphophonemic is indicated by the fact that 
in verbs -1"... and -u- are used with " transitives while -a- is employed with 
intransitives.":10 We know that analogous uses were possible with the noun ; 
thus -i interchanges with -a in such forms as url.Je " true " (cf. ur-lJe-e-en 
Mit. II 106) : uriJa (ibid. ) ,  or zarri " king " ( XXVIl 3·S iv 11, 29)  : zarra 
(ibid. 19, 2 1 ) .  

Now the morphologic character of the -(1. in urlJa is clear : the vowel marks 
a case-ending, cf. [156J. What is less plain is the interpretation of the final 
vowel in urlJe;  and similarly, in 2ena " brother," ene " god," or kuru " again." 
For the present it is not advisable, however, to ,enture a definitive solution 
of the problem; the question is left open as to whether we should regard all 
such ,owels as morphophonemic or consider some of them as radical. 

But the following classification will be simplified if we list the nominal 
roots with their respecti"re characteristic vowels, wherever possible. For 
methodological reasons these vowels will be indicated in normalized tran
script.ion by suspended letters : 1:1 e. g., urlY:� zenil, kuru. Forms "hkh ha,e 
such vowels will be called stems and their vocalic ending will be spoken of as 
the stem-ending.12 Where the stem-vowel is zero we may speak of consonant
stems. 

.As regards verbal roots, practical considerations are against a similar nor
malized listing. Instead, we shall be able to subsume the available forms under 
two main functional classes, the transiti,es and the intransiti,es, depending 
in part on the choice of given vowels, although these cannot be regarded as 
radical ; cf. [117J. 

' Cf. JAOS 59. 297 fl. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Following v, Brandenstein (Br. 5'11 n. 1 ) ; he has not set forth, ho·wever, his own 

reasons for this practice. 
111 See already [61 ff.] and [67 n. 14]. 
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1. NOUNS 

a. Substantives 

103. Stems in -a." Cf. el" " sister " (1Iit. III 37) ; sal" " daughter " 
( Mit. I 47) ; zen" " brother " (se-e-na-a-an Mit. II 79 ; se-e-na-pa-an Mit. 
I 91) ; saw"l" " year " (sa-wg-la-we Rs Voe. I 13 and sa-wa-al-la-sa Mit. I 
79) ; " tiz" " heart " (ti-sa-,,-ma-a-an Mit. IV 32 and ti-sa-a-dan }lit. III 92) ; 
paba " mountain " [62 n. 3J ; also self' " river, water, etc." (Br. 563 n. 2 ) .  
Here seems to belong n-i-ra-da :Uari 5 .  3, of unknown meaning, with the direc
tive suffix -da; perhaps also wu.-ga-a-da VIII 61 rev. 9. A number of geo
graphic names in -a are established by the form in -liMe [62] .  

It may be  significant that the nouns of this group are confined to  primary 
concepts, such as kinship terms, certain geographic names, and words like 
" heart " and " mountain," They do not betray any connection with verbal 
concepts and they fail to include words which are adjectival in meaning.�5 

104. Stems in -e/i." This group comprises the great majority of nominal 
stems. E. g., ard' " city " ( XXVII 39 rev. 2 ) ; aSt' " woman" (Mit. III 1 ;  
for the -e cf. as-te-ni-waa-ni-id VIII 61 obv. 6 ) ; awar' "field " (d. a-wa-ri-we 
RS Voe. IV 25, and for -wa- note the forms of the type a-wa-ar-ri-we, XXVII 
1 ii 12) ; en' " god " [22] ; ez' " heaven " 11 (XXVII 6 1 1 3 ;  for the -e cf., 
e. g., e-e-se-ni Mit. IV 125) ; ewr' " lord " [92] ; tiw' " word, thing " (Mit. I 
80) ; omin' "land" (ibid. 90) .  For adjectival concepts cf. pal' " false ( ?) " 18 

(pa-,,- [li-] ma-a-an Mit. II 106) ; tur' " low " RS Voe. IV 5) ; ur!!' " true " 
(in proper names ; d. also ur-!!e-e-en Mit. II 106 ) .  

This stem-vowel is found also with certain pronouns [109 ff.], and the 
numeral tumn' " four " (Mit. II 59) .  

It should be pointed out that only -e  can be ascertained for this group. The 

lS In the following examples only one reference is given as a rule, especially when a 
given word or form is well known. Where the stem-form itself occurs, the actual 
spelling has not been appended. The citations in parentheses give the form or forms 
which establish the stem-vowel in other instances, or which indicate the quality of a 
medial vowel after to (e. g., ia-wa-al-la-ia: Sa-tc'9-la-we ) .  

U Cf. JAOS 59. 296 n. 29. 
15 Forms like selJ.ala " pure," bizma (for the -z- cf. biZim- Mit. II 115) ,  etc. do not 

belong to the nominal class proper. They are intransitive verbal nouns in ·a, cf. [169]. 
].6 Although it is not unlikely that the stem-vowel of this group was uniform in 

quality, orthographic limitations require that both -e and -i be considered for the time 
being. In normalized transcription -e has been employed when supported by at least 
one spelling ; elsewhere -i has been used. 

11 For the meaning cf. Br. 571 n. 1.  18 Cf. Friedrich, BChG 40. 
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forms in -i, without variant writings with -e, are ambiguous in that the 
orthography does not preclude e-quality where such signs as LI, NI, and RI 
are involved [25] . It is not absolutely certain, therefore, that Hurrian pos
sessed simple nominal stems in -i;  cf. [105 ] .  In derivative stems, however, 
based on verbal roots, -i is established beyond dispute ; d. [187 n. 232]. 

105. To this group belong also several known nominalized prepositions 
[128]' These include ai- and edi/e- [69] .  On their analogy, which extends 
to syntax and the choice of specific suffixes, we may add abi- (e. g., a-a-bi-ta 
XXIX 8 iv 26, 30) ; !!uri- <!!u-u-ri-ta XXIX 8 iii 38 ; !!u-u-ri-ya-sa XXVII 
42 rev. 19) ; pa.!!i- (e. g., XXVII 1 ii 4, 44. 4, 9, XXIX 8 iv 11, 25 ;  pa-a-!!i-ta 
ibid. iii 9, 12, 18 ; pa-a-!!i-i-ta Mit. I 6 1 ;  pa-a-!!i-ib XXIX 8 iii 21 ; pa-a-/!i-pa 
ibid. ii 3·6 ; pa-a-!!i-i-w9 �fit. I 60 ; d. also pgd-m RS X 4. 3) ; pazi- (e. g., 
XXIX 8 iv 24; pa-a-si-ta XXVII 42 rev. 17 ;  pa-a-si-pa XXIX 8 iv 18) ; 
wuri- (e. g., wu.-ri-i-ta XXVII 29 iv 12 and w9-ri-i-ta Mit. I 91, III 88 ! ;  
wu-ri-i.w-w9 ibid. II 94; wu-ri-a-sa ibid. III 73) . The origin of some of these 
terms is not clear ; thus ai- and edi- can be used as conjunctions [128], and 
wuri- (and perhaps pazi-) 19 may be based on the verbal concept " know." 
But their treatment as nouns in the instances just cited is demonstrated by 
the suffixes. There remains the question as to the stem-vowel. The use of -i
in this connection is inconclusive, since this vowel may represent the pronomi
nal element " his, its " [69]. However, the writing i-te-pa [22] shows an -e in 
this particular stem and the substantive pa-!!e Mit. IV 13 indicates the same 
�tem-vowel for the derivative prepositional term. The probability that the 
remaining forms had the same stem-vowel is thus enhanced. 

106. Stems in -u. Clear substantival stems in -u are rare. From the RS 
Voc. we get aJfJu " high " (IV 5), uliU'�trU " extent " (ibid. 24), and utlJuru 
" side " (ibid. 16) .  It is uncertain, howe,er, whether the last two are simple 
stems ; their -r- may be a derivational element. A nominalized form based on 
an u-stem is apparently gu-ru-u-we (gen. ( ?)  Mit. IV 42). With the plural 
particle -na u-stems yield -unna (e. g., a-la-nu-un-na XXV 42 v 2, 4, 10 ; 
zi-ya-ru-un.-na ibid. 13) in accordance with [86] . 

For other u-stems (in pronouns) see [110] ; that this vowel is characteristic 
of the independent particles may be seen from [127]. 

107. Diphthong stems. The only clear instances of such stems are aUay 
" father " and allay " lady " ;  cf. [68]. 

],9 Note the verb war- in wa-ri-e-ta Mit. III 13, w'J-ri-e-e-ta ibid. III 15, IV 39, etc. 
(cf. [214 n. 309] ) .  For paz- cf. Nuzi pa-su-nu = Akk. mudiU " expert," cf. Gordon, 
Orientalia 7. 56 f. 
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108. Consonant stems. Their number does not appear to have been large. 
Apart from proper names (e. g., [77] ) ,  we may note as examples lJnwur
" earth " (Thureau-Dangm, RA 36. 2,3 f.) and muz- " exalted," or the like 
(ibid. 22 f. ) .  Before certain suffixes these stems develop often anaptyctic 
-vowels which correspond to the nearest preceding vowel [89] ; cf. also zu-u.r-ki 
XXIX 8 ii 41, iv 13 : zu-ru-un-ki ibid. ii 42 and zu-ru-uii-ki ibid. 44. 

b. Pronouns 

'/ 109. Personal pronouns. Independent personal forms of the first and second 
persons have been established thus far for the singular only. For the first 
person Hurrian employs three stems : 

izar- (e. g., i-sa-as Mit. III 57 ) in the agentive ; "  
iSle- ( [  i]s-ie-e-en Mit. II 71) in the subject-case ; 21 

su- (e. g., su-u-we Mit. III 99 " of me ")  in oblique cases. It is possible 
that iza- and iSte- contain the same root, but for the present it is advisable 
to list the two separately. 

The second person singular is represented by the single stem we-; 22 d. 
we-e-eS-sa-a-an �lit. III 68 (agentive) ,  we-e-we ibid. 58 (genitive) ,  and 
we-e-wa ibid. 55 (dative) ." 

Corresponding plural forms are as yet unknown. A remote possibility for 
the personal pronoun of the third person is listed in [111]. For the associative 
personal pronouns d. [213 ff.] .  

The identification of su- and we- goes back to Messerschmidt, Mitanni
Studien 11 f. and 27. 

110. Deictic pronouns. The clearest instance of such a pronoun is an-di 
(e. g., an-ti ThIit. I 51, etc.) " this." :24 Its evident correlate is anni " that "-; 
d. an-ni XXIX 8 iii 5 9 ;  Mit. II 73, 75, III 121, IV 58 ; an-ni-i-in �lit. III 
104; the meaning is apparent from the context in each instance and is con
firmed by the two occurrences of an-nu-dan (1Iit. III 108, 124), which are 

so Recognized by Friedrich, Analecta Orientalia 12. 133 f. 
2l. Cf. Speiser, JAOS 60. 265 fI. 
SII The employment of a single stem for " thou " as against more than one stem for 

" I "  is paralleled in other languages ; cf. Friedrich, op. cit. 134, and L. H. Gray, 
Foundations of Language ( 1939) 173. 

S3 Friedrich, op. cit. 132, finds but one case-form in the written we-e·wS! of )'Iit. III 
55 and 58 (gen. ) .  But we-e·wS! e·ti-i-wS! (ibid. 55) proves to be an appositive con
struction in the dative signifying " for thee, for the concern," i. e., " concerning thee " ;  
cf. at-ta-i-ip-pa (53)  e·ti-i·ta ( ibid. 52 f.) " for thy father, to his concern," i. e., 
" concerning thy father " ;  d. [235]. 

114 A comprehensive treatment of this pronoun is given by Friedrich, RHA. 35 ( 1939) 
98 if. 
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followed by the anaphoric suene-da.n, the whole phrase meaning " because of 
all this," or " it is because of all this, that . . .  " [222] .25 

Perhaps related to ann', if not actually identical with it, is the pronoun 
which occurs in the forms a-nu-u-a-ma-a-an :Mit. I 110 (dat.) and a-nu-u-ia
-ni-il-la . .  ibid. II 69  (directive) ;  neither passage is clear enough, however, 
for a definite analysis ; note, moreover, the single -n- in both these occur
rences.26 The corresponding plural is surely to be sought in a-ni-e-na-a-am
-ma-ma-an Mit. IV 20 " those in particular (-mmaman) ," preceded by ii-we 
" ,,"ord(s)." Analogous to andi in use is an-su-u-a- liit. II 69, if we may 
judge from a single instance . .27 

A pair of correlates paralleling andi : anni is agU : ak (k) u ;  cf. a-gu-u-a 
Mit. I 81 (dat.) and a-gu-u-. ibid. IV 123 (gen.) " the other of two " ;  
ag-gu-uJ ibid. I 8 1  ane! ag-gu-uii-sa-a-an ibid. IV 123 (ag.), ag-gu-dan ibid. 
II 61 ( tan-form) " the one of two." Except for the last-cited instance, these 
pronouns are employed in juxtaposition ; and a-g-gu-dan is used in a passage 
where certain objects (tablets) are enumerated, so that here two " the otber 
of two quantities " is a possible interpretation. 

For a different term for " other " d. [114]. For the pronominal uses of 
ma-, man (n)- see [125]' 

111. A pronominal function seems to inhere in the stem nuwe, for which 
we ha,e the following occurrences : (a)  nu-bi-in XXVII 38 iv 29 ; (b) nu-be-e
-ni-na-an Mit. I 93 ; the corresponding plural forms are evidently (c)  nu-i-
-waa-al-la XXVII 42 rev. 12 and (d) nu--u-ya-al XXIX 8 iii 30, the 
morphologic identity of the two forms being attested by the parallelism of 
the passages in question; d. [27] . Although the context is not altngether 
clear in any of the above four instances, careful analysis favors the assump
tion that an anaphoric pronoun is involved. The passages have otherwise 
nothing in common, the antecedent nouns being respectively (a)  " Hittite 
lord," (b) " Keliya " or " present," and (c, d) " wisdom " (construed as a 
plural form) ; but if we take nuwe to mean " he, it," or " they " (when fol
lowed by -al[la] ) ,  the difficulty disappears. To be sure, this identification is 
ouly provisional. If new material should happen to confirm it, nuwe may yet 
proye to constitute the personal pronoun of the third person. 

112. Relative pronouns. We have no evidence for independent relative 

25 For the change of the stem vowel ·i > u cf. [64]. 116 The use of -u- is in accordance with [64]. The stem-vowel was probably -e; cf. 
anena-- �lit. IV 20. Another instance of this pronoun is perhaps a-ni-il-l[a-a-aln Mit. 
I 112, 

117 Both terms are employed with pis- " rejoice." Xote, however, the -n- of an-su-u-a
as against an-du-u-a- Mit. III 89_ 
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pronouns in Hurrian. To form relative clauses Rurrian uses the particle 
ya/e- [130] " in combination with -me/a- [217] to represent the singular 
(cf. Friedrich, BChG 25) ,  while the same stem in conjunction with -lia/e
[218] indicates the plural (Friedrich, ibid. 29 f. ) .  It may be pointed out in 
passing that these composite pronominal elements are anticipatory and apposi
tive (Friedrich, loco cit. ) ; note [130J ; e. g., i-i-al-la-a-ni-i-n . . •  at-ta-iu,'
-wu-us . • .  ii-we-e-naMES ta.-a-nu-1l-sa·-a-aJ-se-na Mit. III 55 f. " what-they-
-indeed ( ?) . . .  -grandfather-my-by . . .  things done-past-by-him," i. e., " the 
things which my grandfather did." 

113. Reciprocal relation. This relation is expressed by the stem iStani- ; 
it was recognized as far back as Messerschmidt, d. Mitanni-Studien 37. \Ve 
do not know, however, whether the stem is simple or composite. 'Vhat is clear 
is that it functions like a nominal stem in taking on possessive suffixes and 
case-endings ; cf. [100] . 

114. Indefinites. The generalizing term for " other " is ali (u-u-li Mit. 
II 79, u-u-li-ma-a-an ibid. IV 55, u-u-li-e-en ibid. 53) ; contrast ak (k)", 
which is individualizing " the other of two " [110].  

For (( eyery" Hurdan uses the plural form ljeyarunna (e. g., lJi-ya-ru-un-na 
XXVII 14 iii 4 ) ,  as has recently been demonstrated by Friedrich, RHA 35 
(1939) 93 ff. The stem-vowel induces secondary doubling of the consonant 
in -na in accordance with [86a]. 

114a. " All " is expressed by means of the stem sue. Since the meaning of 
this stem has not been recognized so far, and since its uses are varied, a fuller 
discussion than has been the case with the other stems of this group is in order. 

The word is properly a substantive, as may be seen from the instances in 
which it figures as the subject ; cf. su-e-e-en an-ti " this s." Mit. I 57 ;  su-e 
an-ti ibid. 69, III 4 ;  an-Ii su-e ibid. 3. 

1tlore frequently this stem appears as an attribute of some pronominal or 
adjectival element. In such instances it assumes the form sue + ne. The 
added element is the attributive particle [136 ff.]. It is noteworthy that sue-ne 
invariably follows the word which it modifies and its concord is only with that 
word, not with the head-noun of the sentence : IJIa-ni-e-el-la-ma-an (7'2) 
pa-aS-si-i-ii-lJi-wu-us wg-ru-u-sa-a-aZ-Ia-a-an (73)  ma-a-na su-e-ni ti-we-e-e-na 
ia-a-nu-sa-a-uJ-se-na Mit. I 71 :fl., freely,29 " By Mane, thy envoy, they are 

�8 This particle is listed in the present connection in order to make the survey of the 
pronominal elements of Hurrian more comprehensive. 

29 A strictly literal translation would have to take into account the particles -man 
and -a-an and the repeated pronominal enclitic -Ila.-. 
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known, m. s., the things done by me," i. e., " thy envoy j}iane knows the things 
which I have done - m. s " ; the untranslated phrase ma-a-na· su-e-ni (with 
singular -ne) is independent syntactically from the plural tiwe-na which is 
anticipated by the repeated -lla- and resumed by the final suffix of the 
descriptive -verbal noun. Other occurrences of ma·-a-na su-e-ni are )'Iit. I 
68 f. ( ?) ,  69, II 55 f., III 5, 6 ;  note also an-du-ii-e-e su-e-ni-e-e ibid. III 9 ;  
suk-k{m.-ni-ma-a-an su-e-ni III 114, 118 ; an-nu-dan su-e-ni-e-dan III 108 
(similarly 124) ; ti-i-lJa-nu-u-lu-ma-a-as-se-ni su-e-ni III 8. 

The meaning of su' is bound up with that of the stem which underlies the 
extended forms su-u-Ikn-na-mlk-an (sg.) and !!1.vu-al-la-ma-an (pI.) . For the 
latter Messerschmidt suggested " those " ( Mitanni-Sprache 2 1 ) .  Friedrich 
leaves the pair untranslated, but recognizes that the respecti'\e suffixes signify 
number (BChG 4) . The invariable use of -ii- in these two forms is not neces
sarily an argument against connecting this stem with sue; d. [64] for a 
similar treatment of the vowel of certain pronominal stems befOTe given 
suffixes. It follows that the ultimate criterion must be ihe context. If the 
same basic meaning should be found to suit not only the numerous occurrences 
of su-ii-a-, but also those of su-e and su-e-ni, the etymological problem might 
then be considered as settled. 

For the understanding of the present pair of forms it is important to point 
out that both are used after the nouns which they modify and with which they 
agree in number; in other words, their syntax is the same as that of the estab
lished pronominal attributes. The examples (all from Mit.) ,  in reasonably 
clear contexts, arc as follows : 

su-u-an-na-ma-an: -
KUR u-u-mi-i-ni-,:w-W9 s. I 68, II 17 
KUR u-1l-mi-i-ni s. III 24 
ni-ba-a-ri-in (28) . . .  pe-te-es-ti-ten s. III 27 f. 

su-u-al-la-ma-an: -
at-ta-a.-ar-ti-·i-u;e-na.-ma.-a-an s. I 88 
ti-we-e-naMES S.MEs I 108 ; similarly II 80 
du-be-na-a-ma-a-an s. II 19 f., 29 
i-i-al-li-e-ni[-i-in] (21) tup-pa-ku-u-u.s-l!e-naMES s. II 20 f. 
ya-a-la-an . . .  [u-u-u] l-la (83) KUR u-u-mi-i-in-na s. II 82 f. 
u-u-ul-la-a-an (88) KUR u-u-mi-i-in-na s. II 87 f., III 25, &2 
u-u-ul-la KUR u-u-mi-i-in-na s. II 82 f., 89 
KUR u-u-mi-i-in-na[-m]a-an (94) s. II 93 f. 
wi-i-ra-te-e-na-a-an pa-as-Si-i-it-lJe-na11ES .s. III 2·6 
wi-i-ra-te-e-na s. paraii-si-i-it-lJe-na-a-an s. III 3-1 
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i-i-al-li-e-ni-i-in ti-we-e_naMEs s. IV 30 
i-i-al-la-!k-niri-in KUR U-1l-mi-i-in-naMES (125) S. IV 124f. 

It will be seen from these instances that the noun most frequently found 
with s. is omini " land " ;  80 next come tiwe " word, thing " ;  paJitlje " envoy " ;  
(and its companion-term wirade) , and dube " tablet ( ?) " ;  atiardi " father
gift " ;  nilJari " dowry," and the unknown term tuppagoslje are each mentioned 
once. Note also that ominna is five times described b y  alia " other (pl.)." 

The Akkadian letters of Tushratta supply instructi,e parallel phrases. Here 
the term gabbu " totality, all " is employed frequently with a resumptive 
possessive suffix followed by the identifying particle -mao Its appositive 
occurrences are as follows : 

maiiUi/u gabba/iJiJUi-ma " the countries, all of them " EA 23. 14 f., 29. 
134, 135 

amaie/u gabbasina-ma " the words (things), all of them " EA 28. 42, 29. 
7, 169 

Lf'Irniire sipriya gabbiSunilma U my messengers, all of them " E:A 27. 23 f. 
[ • • .  ] gabbiJunu-ma 20. 49 may be translated " [tablets]," all of them " 
on account of the following kankiltu " sealed." 

In other words, the use of the Akkadian term (with U countries,32 words, 
messengers, [tablets ?] " parallels exactly the use of su(w)allaman, not only as 
regards the accompanying nouns but also with reference to word-order and, 
apparently, also the force of the respective suffixes.sa 

The meaning " all " thus gained suits also sue, As a substantive, with a·ndi 
" this," it yields the sense " this totality, all this." When used attributively, 
as sue + ne, the word helps to form adverbs of degree. With ma-a-na [125] 
preceding we get something like U wholly, altogether," and after a negation 
" at all." After the relative element yaje- the force of ma-a-na su-e-ni appears 
to be that of an indefinite element. S4 Cf. ya-a-an . • . m. S. �Iit. III 5, 6 
" what . . . altogether," U whatever " ;  note the parallel passage (with the 
pronoun in the plural) Mit. II 73, f. in which m. S. is omitted, as such adverbs 

30 An additional occurrence cannot be sought in Friedrich's reading ( KUR u-u-mi-i
-in-na-sa) 8u-[u-J a-ni-a-sa-a-am-ma-ma-an �nt. II 96 ( Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. 1 9 ) ,  since 
a more probable reading is su-zu!-a-ni--; see now Friedrich, Orientalia 9 ( 1940) 359. 

31 Or perhaps " [presents]." 
32 It may be observed in passing that oUa ( n )  KGR ominna BU ( w )  aUaman yields 

excellent sense : " all the other countries." 
33 Akk. -ma would correspond to Hurrian -man ( short -a- ) ,  which would then have 

the force of an emphasizing particle, in some of its uses; cf. [212a]. 
H It can be shown [220] that -mmaman is not such an element. 
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of degree can easily be.  Finally, ti-si-iw-wa-an ma-a [-na] (56) su-e-ni Mit. 
II 55 f. may be translated " (and about this I should rejoice very, yery much) 
in my heart, wholly." 35 

115. Other pronominal stems, or stems that may ha,e been employed pro
nominally, cannot be established on present evidence with a sufficient degree 
of probability. Some forms, however, are suggestive. This is true especially 
of the stem aU:e•36 It combines with a possessive suffix and a case-ending in 
a-we,-Y!k-sa VIII 60 obv. 9 " to/in their . . .  " (3 p. pI. pass. + dat. or lac. 
sufi.), but the context is too fragmentary in this instance for a guess about 
the meaning of the stem. Nevertheless, the suffixes prove its nominal character 
(in the broad sense of the term). For a possible clue we have to turn to two 

extended bases : awenne/a- (with the same vocalic alternation as in ya/e-, 
-ma/e-, and -lla/e- [254] ) ,  cf. a-we-en-na-m!k-an Mit. II 78," a-u'e-en-na-a-
-ni-i-in ibid. IV 24, a-we-en-ni-e-ni-i-in ibid. 1 7 ;  and awe:Se-� cf. a-we-eS-si-il-
-la-ma-an ibid. II 92·, a-we-es-se-e-ni-in ibid. III 3 ;  note also awes- in proper 
names, e. g., SALA-wiris-kirpa AASOR 16 31. 7, 10 and SALA-wi-iJ-na-a-a ibid. 
45. 2. The context in the respective )Iit. passages is indecisive, but " anyone " 
yields good sense for awenn-eja- in Mit. IV 17, 24.3.8 The extension in -:see) 
may impart to the stem an adverbial connotation, the result being perhaps 
" when, where ? "  Such an interpretation would be favored by the proper-name 
compounds with initial awes-, a likely parallel to Akkadian names with altju
" where ? " 39 

35 Goetze, Lang. 16 ( 1940) 137 n. 45 equates Hurrian tizifan mana suene Mit. II 
55 f. with Akk. attuya libbi EA 19. 6,5. Since he translates mana 8uene " our O"wn," it 
is evident that he takes 8Ue as a form of the personal pronoun for " I." But this 
interpretation fails to apply to other occurrences of m. s., notably, Mit. III 5, 6, where 
" my own " can scarcely fit both " the Rurrian land " and " the Egyptian land " in a 
direct statement by Tushratta. In view of the foregoing discussion sue can have 
nothing in common with 8U- [l09], but is an independent stern for " all." 

There are as yet no demonstrable instances of sue in the Bogh. material. We do find 
8u-u-i XXVII 1 ii 13, 14; 8u-u-ni ibid, 46 i 15 and 8u-u-ni ibid. 6 I 20 ; furthermore, 
su-u-ni-ya ibid. 46 i 23, 24, 25, 29; Bu-u-ni-ia ibid. 34 i 15 ;  and 8u-ne-ip-pa ibid. 46 iv 19. 
But the passages involved are either too fragmentary or too obscure for the identifica
tion of the words just cited, which may indeed represent more than one root. 

36 Attention may be called in this connection to the stem nuwe- [Ill] ; nawe PHt. IV 
15, na-wa-a-an ibid. 7 )  is as yet obscure. 

37 It is possible, of course, that this particular form contains a secondary -a-; cf. 

[85 ( a )  ] .  But awenne-ni-n is clearly original and, consequently, the -a- o f  awenna--nin 
cannot be phonologic ; note, moreover, the double writing of this vowel ( }'Iit. IV 24 ) .  

38 In JAOS 59. 316 n. 77 I translated awenne/a- provisionally as " anyone," while 
suggesting an adverbial connotation in the case of awese-. These interpretations are 
still plausible although by no means certain. 

311 Cf. J. J. Stamm, Die Akkadische Namengebung, MVAeG 44 (1939) 285. 

8 
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c. Numerals 

116. The following nominal stems are known to represent Hurrian 
numerals :  40 

sin " two," Messerschmidt, J\fitanni-Sprache 66. The stem-form is fur
nished by ii-in Mit. II 59 ; si-ni lIit. I 49 is " twice," not " two," to judge 
from the context. hence apparently with the ending -ae > i [68]." For 
derived forms with sirlr d. Speiser, AASOR 16 p. 133 f. ;  Friedrich, BChG 34. 

kig, perhaps " three," Speiser, op. cit. 133 ; d. Friedrich, op. cit. 35 n. 1-
[Add now H. Lewy, Orientalia 10. 204f.] 
tumni " four," Speiser, op. cit. 132 ; d. du-um-ni Mit. II 59 ; du-um-ni-en 

ibid. I 45. My interpretation of Xuzi narkabtu tumrUitu as " four-wheeled 
chariot " (op. cit. 135) is now confirmed by the Akk. analogue narkabtu 
Tubuitu, d. Lacheman, Nuzi I 538. 

Sinda (and sitta) " seven," Potratz, Das Pferd in der Friihzeit (1938) 208, 
and Friedrich, Orientalia 9 (1940) 354; ibid. n. 4. [Add now v. Brandenstein, 
ZA 46. 94 n. 1.] 

nizi, probably " nine," Potratz, loc. cit., and Goetze, Lang. 15 (1939) 25". 

eman " ten." Speiser, JAOS 59. 320 ff. ; cf. Goetze, Lang. 16 (1940) 168. 

kizi, apparently one of the other digits, Oppenheim, AfO 12 (1937) 29 n. 2. 

nubi " ten thousand," Lacheman, AASOR 16 127. [Add H. Lewy, Orientalia 

10. 222]' 
Lastly, " one " can be expressed by the bound form -ne- [125, 137] . 
For the general subject of Hurrian numerals cf. Oppenheim OLZ 1937 1-6 ; Speiser, 

AASOR 16. 131-5; Friedrich, BChG 33·6; idem, Orientalia 9. 348-60. 

2. VERBS 

117. Unlike the nouns, where the majority of the roots appear with fixed 
stem-vowels [102], the verbs lack vocalic endings which might be presumed 
to form part of the root. They are characterized, however, in a limited number 

40 The first reference in each of the following entries gh-es the place where the correct 

value of the given numeral was first demonstrated or, failing that, where the stem was 

first recognized as a numeral. 

41 According to v. Brandenstein, Orientalia 9. 349 n. 1, the stem proper is si- which 

is followed by a suffix -ni. Howeyer, the only such suffix known so far in Hurrian is 

the attributive particle one [136 f.], and the loss of its vowel is not paralleled elsev,-here; 

hence si-in would be wholly anomalous on that assumption. Against *sin:i is the cir

cumstance that the -i of iH-ni },Iit. I 49 seems to be morphologic, as indicated abuve, 

while the analysis of si-ni-a-se-na- },1jt. III 40 is also against the assumption of a 

stem-ending -i; cf. [100]. Further evidence would be needed in favor of a stem for 

Hurrian " two " other than Sin. [Cf. now ZA 46. 107-9]. 
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of forms, by fixed connective ,owels which we shall call class-markers [185]. 
Since the choice of the class-marker depends on the grammatical subdivision 
to which the given stem is felt to belong, the "Vowels in question may be regarded 
as morphophonemic. 

There is clear evidence of two such distinctive subdivisions which may be 
designated as transitive and intransiti\"e respectively.42 The class-markers give 
us the correct classification automatically, whether we know the root-meaning 
or not. It is impor"cant, therefore, to set forth the conditions under which 
these markers can be recognized. 

118. Transitives and intransitives are juxtaposed by means of distinctive 
,owels in two groups of forms : (a)  before the suffixes -kk- and -waj e- ; 
(b)  before the element -b in onomastic compounds [177].  A few examples will 
suffice tel bring out the difference between these two groups. 

119. In group (a) the characteristic vowels are -i- with transitives and 
-ujo- with intransitives.43 These vowels occur not only after simple roots but 
also after extended bases, whether different.iated for tense or modified hv means 
of other derivational elements ;  cf. [185] .  

. 

i-class : kad- " communicate " > kad + ikki Mit. IV 17, lead + i + kk 
+ onne ibid. 2 ;  war- " know " > war + i + kle + onne Mit. III 9 ;  note also 
the place-name lJaz + i + Howe AASOR 16 8. 2 < haz- " hear " and the 
occupational term zil + ik(k) + u!Jl- " witness " [113] . After the perfect
element -oz- [181] we get -i- in !Jill + 02 + i + kk + onne Mit. IV 4, 11, 
ljill + 02 + i + kk + atta" lIIit. I 52 < !Jill- " relate " ;  tan + 02 + i + kk 
+ aita" lIIit. II 5 < tan- " do, make." With the derivational element -ugar
[176 (8 ) ]  and the perfect -oz- we have tad + ugar + oz + i + kki Mit. II 79 ; 
in conjunction with other elements note tad + 01] + 01 + i + kkinnan ibid. 
III 4 (both from tad- " love ") ; d. also sur-wu-uS-tirik-ki-i-in ibid. II, 103 ; 
for the nominalized stem ai!J + 02 + ikk- " sacrificer ( 1 ) "  d. [94], [181] . 

The same formation is attested before the negative element -u-aje-. E. g., 
ul-li-wa-a-en Mit. III 95 ; "  with -02- d. tan + 02 + i + wa + llanne lIIit. 

4JI For Goetze's proposed third class, which is said to indicate " effect " ( Lang. 16. 
125 if.) see [l70a]. 

43 Cf. JAOS 59. 298 if. The back-vowel proves to have been [u] before -kk-, d. 
pu-ud-du-u-uk-ki- Mit. III 60; but [0] before -wale-, cf. u-ru-u-wa-en ibid. I l l ,  116 ( the 
corresponding -u- from Bogh. is immaterial [28] ) .  Phonologic conditions were appar
ently responsible for the variation. Kote, however, that the back vowel after -kk
was [0] ; cf. [29] and [186]. 

U These and the following examples are not meant to be exhaustive. A complete list 
of the forms with -kk- ·would in no way affect the present statement. For instances 
which seem to be of different origin see below, n. 49. 
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IV 1 0 ;  from /yaZ- " hear " we have /yaz + ali + i + wa + en ibid. 20, 110 
and /yali + ali + i + wa + llillim ibid. 26 ; Ijis + u/y- " vex " > l;is + ul; + i 
+ wa + en :Mit. III 76, 85, 89, 95 ; pas- " send " > pas + nr + i + wa + en 
�1it. IV 54;  after the element -st- [183J we find koz + ost + i + wa + en 
ibid. 40 and hl + al; + oz + ost + i + wa + en ibid. 41. 

It is as yet uncertain whether this -1,.. occurs with equal regularity before 
other suffixes applied to transitive bases. For the time being it is best to limit 
the present statement, and the corresponding one with regard to intransitives, 
to bases modified by -kk- and -waje-; d. [185J . 

120. -ujo-class : Examples with -kk- are numerous; for putt + u + kk
see above, n. 43 ; cf. also man- " be, exist " [125J > mane n) + u + kk-; " 
iupp- " be strong,. ample " > tupp + u + kk-; 46 un- " arrive " 41 > un + u 
+ kk- Mit. IV 1) and un + 01 + wH- KEo V 2 ii 26 ; ur- " occur, be present " 
> ur + u + lck- ; " note also ir-nu-u7c-ku Mit. III 60 and u.bu-uk-ku XXIX 
8 iv 17. With extended bases cf. i-i-duk-[ku-J un-M-ma-an Mit. III 84, 
alongside i-i-uk-ku-un-na-maran ibid. 94;  u-u[ -ulJ-lu-lji-duk-ku-u-un ibid 84, 
perhaps cognate with ul-lu-1Ju-ug-gu-u-un Mit. II 104. From Milri note 
saral-Iju-du-uk-ku 6. 8 (also ibid. 3, 6, 9 ;  cf. RA 36. 21 ) .  From Eogh. cf. 
du-un-du-uk-ku VII 56 i 2 0 ;  u-ru-uk-ku ibid. 24; ku-du-uk-ku XXVII 38 
ii 10. From a nominal stem we have du-ru-bi-i-in-nu-uk-ku �fit. I 17.4"9 

The negative element -wa/e- appears with intransitives in ur-o-wen. (above, 
n. 43) ; apparently also in ,:t-tu-u-bi-in VIn 61 obv. 11 < itt- " go " ;  per
haps also in ap(um?) -pu-bi-in XXIX 8 iv 20, gul-du-bi-in ibid. 19 [200]' 

121. To turn now to group (b) [118J, we shall best restrict ourselves here 
to onomastic compounds in which the first element serves as the predicate and 
is marked by the suffix -b. It is necessary to stress again the difference between 
this group and the one just discussed. The suffixes involved in (a) are non
relational class-markers [185J. In (b), on the other hand, the contrasting 
vowels are participial endings which differ according to voice [168-71, 177]. 
The two sets: of vowels are not comparable. 

t5 Cf. JAOS 59.302 ii. 
4,6 Ibid. 299. 

4,7 Cf. Goetze, Lang. 15.218 ff. 
4,8 Ibid. 300 f. 

4� The personal name lJa-ni·ku (·ya) seems to interchange with lJa-nu·qa-a-a, to judge 
from AASOR 16 34. 43 as against ibid. 33. 25 (the man being in both instances the 
father of Wuraeya) .  It is doubtful, however, \yhethcr we have here the element under 
discussion. The name is written consistently with one -k- (for other occurrences cf. 
ibid. p. 150) as compared with -kk- of the morpheme involYed. 

As regards the Dame lJanakka (ibid.) there is no evidence that a verbal stem is 
involved. Quite possibly, we have here a formation ,vith the land·name Uana. Lastlv, 
Mit. IV 66 contains the form me-e-tla-ak·ki about ,vhich we can say only that it is �a 
derivative of the particle or noun me·e·na·- ibid. 61, 63. 
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122. Although a full discussion of the set -a, -i, -u is presented later [168 ff.], 
a few detaIls may be gIven here without anticipating unduly the argument 
whICh wIll be developed in its proper place. }fost instructive in this connec
tion 

,
�re com

,
founds with Un + a + b (cf. A/,SOR 16 p. 166) ,  where the root 

un- ann e IS followed by -a- mstead of -u/o- as we should expect according 
to [120J. We knowalso that -a marks the intransitive form as predicate [169J ; 
cL, e. g., ,,:n + a �ht.!I 14, un + a + n ibid. III 13, IV 49, un + a + l ( l )a
IbId. I lID, III 19. unlike -ujo-, therefore, -a- has a definite relational func
tion and is not a class-marker. 

This conclusion is confirmed by a further detail of morphology. Some of 
th� verbs e�ploy:d in onomastic compounds exhibit doublets in -a + b :  -i + b 
[ 1 1 7J .  Th,S IS Illustrated by Ag + a + b- : Ag + i + b- (for occurrences 
d. AkSOR 16 pp. 145 f. ) .  Since -i- functions with transitives precisely as 

:a- ,nth mtranSllrves (d. !.Jaz-i-b- ibid. 151, Tad + i + b- ibid. 164, etc. ) ,  
It follows that -a + b : -i + b sigualize the same verb as intransitive and 
transitive respectively. A similar differentiation is apparent in the uncom
pounded forms o� the perfect: ag + oz + a  Mit. I 87 ( trans.) : ag + ost + a  
VII 58 ii 9, 11 (intrans. ) ;  d. [181J. Inasmuch as ag- as a transitive is 
known to mean " direct, grant," fin the intr. forms of this root may be ren
dered " proceed," or the like. The relation would be that of the si';:'ple stem 
to the causative.51 

The fact that the vowels of group (b) may be used to effect the transfer of 
verbal stems from one class to the other is thus an added indication of the 
independence of these vowels from those of group (a) . 

123. The combination -u ( + b)  is found in proper names with verbs which 
normally take the form in -i + b. Cf., e. g., !.JaE + i + b- (AASOR 16 p. 151, 
and passim) ,  but !.Jaz + u + kelde N 657. 5 ;  - (n)naya AASOR 16 34. 3 ;  
Tel; + i + b- (passim) ,  but Tel; + u + b-zenni ibid. 1. 53. Here belong 
also the well-known feminine names Kel + u + /yeba and Tad + u + /yeba 
whose verbal constituents mean " heal " and " love " respectively. I take the 
verb in these sentence-names with -u- and their analogues as forms in a goal
action construction. The forms are free passives, with only the goal indicated 
but not the agent ; cf. [171, 177J. Whereas !.Jnz + i + b + tilln means 
" Hearing (is) Tilla, Tilla hears," !.Ja': + u + kelde represents " Heard (is) 
good news " ;  similarly, Tad + u +  /yeba means " Loved (is) :geba(t) ," and 
the like ; cf. [171J, [177 ] .  

124. It follows that the transitives use -i- before cb in proper names just 

50 Cf. JAOS 59. 298, 310. 
B]. For a parallel usage in Urartian cf. Friedrich, Einftihrung ins Urartaische 5. 
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as they use the same vowel in forms of group (a) ; but their free passives are 
construed with -U-. The intransitives, on the other hand, employ -a- syn
tactically, whereas transfer to the " active " class is effected with the aid of -i-. 
The characteristic vowels which may be regarded as invariable, provided that 
the necessary conditions for their use obtain, are, however, those of group �a) . 
From the standpoint of form, therefore, we may divide the Rurrian verb mto 
two classes : the i-class (transitive) and the ufo-class (intransiti,e) .  This 
division applies not only to simple stems but also to derivative bases, including 
denominatives (e. g., turubinn-u-Ho [120J ) .  A verb may be said to belong 
to the �;-cla.ss if it is known to use this vowel before -k7c- or -wa- ; also, If It 
occurs normally with agentive suffixes ( -a-it, -u, -ya) ; 5"2 lastly, i� it

, 
emp�oys 

-u- for free passives, notably in proper names.53 The ujo-class IS sIgn�hzed 
by the occurrence of this vowel before -kk- or -we- ; also by the suffix -a III the 
present tense as well as in proper-name compounds. 

125. There remains to be discussed the stem mane n) - which is difficult to 
classifv for a number of reasons. The orthography is inconsistent in that both 
-a- and -n- may be written either single or double. Thus we have ma-a-an-
-nara-an �Iit. I 84, IV 61, as against ma-a-na.-an ibid. I 93 and ma-an-na-an 
VEot 16 rev. 14; ma-a-na-at-ta-an VIII 60 ob •. 19 (cf. also rev. 20) alongside 
ma.-a-an-na-I.Lt-ta-ma-an Mit. II 85, III 63·, 65. More troublesome is the fact 
that certain occurrences of this stem are plainly verbal while others are just 
as clearly pronomina1.54 Since separate treatment o� the 

.
respective forms 

would have distracted attention from he problems at Issue, It seemed best to 
treat this important stem as a unit; the above summary of the ve

,
rbal classes 

was, therefore, prerequisite. This does not imply tha� the p
,
ronomJnal uses of 

man(n)- are secondary. Indeed, the verbal form Imght wlth greater prob�
bility be viewed as derivative. But a deCISIOn on thIS partIcular questIon IS 
not essential to a, descriptive account. 

(;2 This criterion is ambiguous, however, inasmuch as intransitiyes transf:rred to the 
opposite class would presumably employ the agentive suffixes in the present Just as they 
do in the perfect; cf. ag + oE + (L :  ag + ost + a. But such changes of class . do not 
appear to have been common. They may have been restricted to verbs of motIon and 
related concepts. 

. 
. . . ' � �3 There is no instance of this usage with mtram51hves, WhICh IS fully unde�"tandab?e. 

Intransitives may be transferred to the active class, but "\",ill scarcely reqUIre speCIal 
forms to mark them as passin. . . Th 1 f th·s -u- ,vitb transitive roots precludes any confusIOll WIth the other e p ace 0 1 . 't" class. Whether the choice of this vowel 'was due to its function with mtranSl Ives IS 
purely speculative, . h 64 The assmnption of two independent stems is discouraged by t�e orthograph!, whlC 
treats both sets of forms alike, Xor is it favored by morphology, 111 that manm- betrays 
its independence by dispensing ""ith the normal intransitive suffix -a·. 
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Demonstrably verbal in form and syntax are ma-a-an-nu-uk-ku Mit. II 91 and ma-a-arv-nu-uk-kal-la-a-aR ibid. IV 2, both with the element -kk- preceded by the intransitive marker -ujo- [120] ; furthermore, ma-a-an-nu

-l[i-J -e-wa-a-al-la-a-an ibid. II 122 [192J ,  Starting from these occurrences it is possible to interpret the various instances of manni, manni-mmaman, 
manna-tiaman, and manna-llaman (d . .JAOS 59, 302 jJ',) as verbal and to assign to the underlying root the meaning " be, exist," which will be found to suit all the passages involved insofar as they are capable of interpretation (loc. cit. ) .  Of special interest in this connection is the use of man (n) - as an auxiliary verb in mannukka-llan andi unukkalan �lit. IV 2-3 ; manninin tiwe 
andi unanin ibid. 13 ; and mannadillaman urul}uJtilliJn ibid. 119 (cf. loco cit. 
303) ; for this use points to a periphrastic function of man(n)- which accords 
well with a ,erb meaning " to be." 

A pronominal value, on the other hand, is apparent in the phrase ma-a-na 
iiu-e-ni [1140 J ;  here mana occupies a place which elsewhere is taken by the pronoun andi " this," cf. 3.fit. III 9. A similar deictic connotation for 
man (n) an is probable in Mit. I 84, 93. Equally suggestive is ma-an-iiu-u-til
-la-a-an Mit. I 77, which the context brings out as a resumptive pronoun in 
the agentive plural case followed by the associative -dilliJn, the whole phrasal 
word signifying " by these (gods) « *manzuJ-) we . . .  ". An analogous pro
nominal form in the comitative (or instrumental) plural may be ma-an-su-ra 
Mari 5. 20. The sense of ma.-a-nu-dan Mit. IV 64 is uncertain, but a nominal 
value is indicated by the suffixes in ma-a-nu-u.'i XXVII 46 iv 4 and ma-a-nu-ra 
ibid. i 14, ii 9, although the passages concerned cannot yet be translated. In 
ma-a-an-nu-pa-ta-e Mit. IV 59 we find the same suffix as in niru-badae 
" speedily " ibid. 5, 6, which contains a nominal root. Of doubtful classifi
cation are ma-a-na XXVII &8 iii 16, ma-a-nu-u-un-na Mit. IV 64 and 
ma-a-nu-u-[ u Jrv-na-a-a[l-la-a-a 1 n ibid. III 78. 

The foregoing list cannot be concluded without a brief examination of the 
four occurrences of ma-a-ni-e-im-ma-ma-an 11it. III 35, 36, &8 (bis) which 
cannot be confused with manni-mmaman (above) even on formal grounds, 
on account of the consistent spelling -ni-i- as opposed to the present -ni-e ; 
cf. [27J. This passage refers to two tablets of dowry and special stress is laid 
on their enumeration. The concluding ma�a-ni-e-im-ma-ma-an (39) gu-ru 
tup-pe (ibid. 38 f.) has to mean " this is the second tablet," literally " this 
(ma-) one (-ne-) particular ( -mmama-) is (-n) again (kuru) a tablet 
( tuppe) ." Accordingly, the first ma-a-ni-e-im-ma.-ma-an (36) tup-pe means 
" this is one particular tablet." Additional support for this interpretation is 
furnished by the summing-up phrase tup-pi-ai (40) si-ni-a-se-na-a-am-ma
-ma-an " their tablets (namely, those of ' my father ' and of ' my grand-
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father ') , the ones of the aforementioned (-mmama,,) two " ;  note the force 
of the individualizing particle -mmama- [220] throughout this passage. 

It follows that we have in ma + ne + mmama- a demonstrative pronoun 
(ma- ) ,  the attributive particle -ne- used for " one " [137], and the indi
vidualizing particle which has a well-defined function with numerals. There 
remains the question as to the relation of this pronoun to man(n)-, which we 

have seen. used as a pronoun and as a verb. We cannot ignore the possibility 
that man(n)-, in both its functions, is morphologically an extension of ma-. 
The use of a pronoun for the verbal copula is, of course, nut without parallel. 55 
For the time being, however, we have to content ourselves with the statement 
of the problem without venturing a definitive answer.56 

3. PARTICLES 

126. In accordance with [98], a Hurrian word is regarded as a particle if 
it is not known to have any bound modifiers and may be combined only with 
associatives. The criterion is strictly formal. From the point of view of mean
ing the particles include concepts con,entionally classified as adverbs,S! con
junctions, interjections, and the like. Since they constitute radical element& 
they will be designated henceforward as independent particles, as opposed to 
bound particles. 

The foregoing definition is subject to two important limitations. While the 
stems of some particles (e. g., inu, undu) are not used for other parts of 
speech, other stems (e. g., sukko, kuru) may be adapted to nominal and .. rbal 
constructions ; cf. [99].  In other words, certain particles may be nominalized 
or verbalized by means of appropriate suffixes. They remain, however, as par
ticles so long as they retain a specific stem-form, and it is in that characteristic 
stem-form that they come under the present classification; d. sukko: sukkanne. 
Where the respective stem-vowels are non-distinctive, accompanying suffixes 

55 For West Semitic, e. g., cf. G. Bergstdi.sser, Einfiihrung in die semitischen Sprachen 
( 1928) 15. A closer formal parallel, in view of the other ties which link that language 

to Hurrian, is provided by Urartian. Here we find the verb manu " to be " (cf. Fried
rich, Caucasica 7. 83 if. ) alongside ma-ni, the personal pronoun of the 3 p. ( idem, Ein

fiihrung ins Urartaische 1 7 ) .  It is as yet uncertain whether the basic root of the 

Urartian pronoun was ma- or mani (cf. Friedrich, ibid. n. 1 ) ;: but ma- is regarded as 
the more probable. This correspondence of the Urarlian pronoun *ma-, extended to 

mani and the verb manu with Rurrian pronominal ma- and mam (n) - and verbal 

man (n ) -, purely formal though it may be, would reduce considerably the possibility of 

coincidence. It seems to enhance the likelihood of an underlying etymological connection. 
56 Cf. also JAOS 59. 302 if. 
51 )1ost adverbial concepts, howe'Ver, are expressed in Rurrian by means of a special 

..ending ·ae [165]. 

/'i 

I I 
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will determine the classification; e. g., ai-n is an independent particle, but 
ai + (i) da a nominalized preposition. 

The other limitation concerns the root-form of several particles listed below. 
In anam a thus " the whole word may be the root, but we have no means of 
proTIng that the form was not in reality *a-n + am. Similarly, tiSan " very " 
might well contain an inseparable suflLx - (<L) n. But it would not be profitable 
to concern ourselves at present with such speculations. Each independent 
particle listed below is provisionally regarded as radical. 

127. u-stems. This group includes 
inu " as " :  probably i-nu )Htri 5. 6, 7' ;  5S with the suffix -n note i-n-u-u-un 

Mit. III 3. With pronominal associatives we have 1 p. sg. i-nu-u-d-da a as I . . .  " 
VIII 61 ob •. 3, ':-nu-u-ut-ta-ni-i-in Mit. I 74 (and II 60) ; 3 p. sg. i-nu-me-e 
XXIX 8 i" 8, 16, 27, i-nu-u-me-e-"i-i-in Mit. I 13, 75, II 123, 125, III 97, 
IV 115, 121 ; i-nu-u-ma-a-ni-i-in ibid. IV 108 ; cf. also the variant form 
u-nu-u-me-e-ni-i-in ibid. II 66." With the pronoun of the 3 p. pI. we have 
;-nu-ul-li-e-ni-i-in Mit. III 101 (cf. also ibid. II 32) .'" 

undu- : The interpretation of this word has -varied between a conjunction 
" when, whereas " (Jensen, ZA 14. 174; Goetze, Lang. 15. 217 n. 12) and an 
interjection " now then " (:1fesserschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 54 " und nun," 
approved by Friedrich BChG 1 9 ;  Bork, Mitannisprache 35 and passim takes 
it adverbially ( German " also " = " thus " ) .  Each side points to seemingly 
irrefutable arguments in its 0""'11 favor. Messerschmidt (loc. cit.) cites se,eral 
passages which, in his opinion, preclude a conjunction." Goetze (loc. cit.) 
counters with the fact that un-du recurs in the sense of " when " in H urro
Hittite Akkadian. A definitive solution must be sought, however, within 
Hurrian, and here a conjunction cannot be reconciled with the context of 
several pertine-nt passages ; the remaining occurrences of undu- are ambiguous 
and depend thus on the interpretation of the disputed instances. 

The a"ailable forms, all from the Mitanni letter, are as follows : un-du II 56, 
III 61 ; un-du-u" IV 3,5 (bis) ; un-du-ma-a-an II 57, 107, III 2, 11, 21, 35, 
IV 30. In III 61 undu follows the predicate, which is not paralleled with 
established conjunctions like inu-. The whole passage (III 61-3) converted 

liS Cf. Thureau·Dangin, RA 36. 18 f. 
�9 For this variation cf. Friedrich, BChG 24 f. 
GO It is possible that i-nu·u-ru XXIX 8 iv 5 is also pertinent, but the form is obscure; 

cf. [216]. 
61 His argument is based, ho\\"ever, on �1it. II 57 f. where the meaning of the t-erm 

cannot be established conclusively. Messerschmidt erred in associating un-du with the 
imperative agugarasten, whereas the clause involved ends with paSitlfe and the verbal 
form belongs to the main cIa use . 
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into English 02 reads : " And my brother will learn undu that those (things) 
which I sent to my brother in the past I will likewise continue sending to my 
brother in the future." A subordinating particle is obviously out of place here ; 
we expect an adverb or an interjection. Equally instructive are the nominal 
sentences in IV 35-6 introduced by undu-n; they admit of an interjection, 
but hardly of a conjunction. If we operate with the semantic range " then
now then," all occurrences of undu- in .Mit. can be explained without difficulty. 
Of special interest is the passage II 107-8 

un-du-ma-a-an se-e-ni-i [w-w ] e-e-en pa.-aS-s[ u-si I .J£a-] ni-en-na-a-an s [e-e-] 
-ni[ -iu'-wu--u J8  ( 108) pa-aS-su-Uru-iia 

The first part of this sentence is clearly a dependent clause. But the nature 
of this clause is not determined by undu-man. The deciding factor is the 
i-form of the predicate which functions, as we shall see [170], as a participle
gerundive. The above passage has to be translated: 

" X ow then, my brother having sent a mission, it was Mane that was 
delegated by my brother." 

It is easy to see how undu- in conjunction with the i-form comes to par
ticipate in temporal clauses without itself serving as the respective syntactic 
marker.6.3 

a.u : This particle is used to introduce declarative sentences in the lengthy 
mythic-historical passage XXVII 38 iv 8 If. ;  e. g., [a ] -u 'liI a-an-na-mi-iS
-du-Urun e-we,-er-ne [sar-ri] " " au the lord ManishtuBhu is/was (-n) king. 

52 A literal translation would not affect the argument in the least. 
63 In this association of undu with the gerundive clauS€ may lie the explanation of 

the conjunctive lise of the particle in Hurro-Hittite dialects of Akkadian. For " now 
then, my brother having sent . . .  " comes close in meaning to " when my brother sent." 
Indeed, some such interjection with a temporal force may ha-ve been needed in Rurrian 
itself to impart the sense of " when" to the gerundive phrase. But the conjunctive 
connotation is inherent in the i-form and not the particle. 

Incidentally, the use of uOOu in dialectal Akkadian requires further clarification in 
view of the analogous su�un-tu4 N 46. 23. 

54 Ibid. 22. The supplementation [Sar-ra!] (cf. Friedrich, Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. 35)  
is  not acceptable on syntatic grounds. 

The Rurrian form of the above personal name calls for a remark. The medial �m- is 
accounted for if we accept Poebel's etymology man'w-tusu ( cf. JAOS 57.364 n. 14) ; 
mannamiS- would go back to *mannaww < *manwis < man'is. The loss of -su, on the 
other hand, may be explained on inner-Rurrian grounds. The name would have been 
treated as *mannami8tus� whose final -us was viewed as the agentive suffix and hence 
was omitted in the n�form mannamistu-n. But the whole matter is far from clear ; 
for a different interpretation of the Akk. name see v. Soden ZA 41. 138 and Stamm, 
MV AeG 44. 239. 

] 
I 
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Forrer 65 took the particle in the sense of " 10, behold," and this view is 
evidently correct.flO 

kuru " again, in return " :  d. Mit. III 15, 39, 55, etc. The approximate 
meaning of this adverbial concept has been known since the beginning of 
R urrian studies. The word functions as an independent particle when it is 
not followed by suffixes. The adverbial connotation helps to explain nominal 
and verbal uses of the root in the sense of " return " [99J . 

panu- : d. pa-nu-u-ul-li-e-ni-i-in Mit. IV 16  which is paralleled by inu 
+ lZenin ibid. III 101 (both are followed by ewa-forms [192] ) .  

sukko : d. su-uk-ku Mit. II 12 ; suk-ku ibid. III 49, 75, IV 1 ;  with the 
identifying (restrictive) element suk-ku-u-um-ma-ma-an ibid. III 111.  This 
stem, too, has nominal analogues, which have to be listed at this time inasmuch 
as the meaning of the root is yet to be established :  d. suk-kan-ni Mit. III 30 ; 
iiuk-kan-ni-en ibid. IV 32 ; suk-k{ulrni-mara-an ibid. III 114, 118 ; suk-k6n
-ni-e-el-/a-maran ibid. 54, 56 ; suk-kan-ni-e-u'a-an ibid. II 84 (with the poss. 
suff. of 2 p.) ; furthermore, sUruk-ku-u-ut-ti ibid. II 68 ; su-uk-ku-ut-ta-at
-la-am VIII 61  obv. 12 (and d. ibid. 13) ; lastly, with a different stem-vowel, 
sug-gu-u-ud-du-u-lJa )lit. III 108 and (with repeated -u-) II 70." 

The approximate meaning of the independent particle in question is con
jectured by Friedrich as " further (more) ." 68 This interpretation will stand 
if it can be harmonized with the nominal cognates of sukko. I now assume 
the underlying connotation to be something like " far, distant, future." This 
is clear enough in the phrase sukkanne ezene �fit. III 3{) " the distant 
heaven." In Mit. III 54, 56 the same term is used of shipments to describe 
them as " future, subsequent." Ibid. IV 32-3 speaks of sukkanne-n (33) padi 
tiwene-n " even by one [125} distant word," i. e., H even remotely." 69 For 
sukkuttolJa tadugaridillan Mit. III 108-9 the parallel Akk. passage EA 
19. 28 has nirlana'am (u-) " we shall love each other continuously " ;  70 the 
irequentative-durative aspect is not contained in the verb of the corresponding 
Rurrian phrase, but is indicated by the accompanying adverbial expression 
sukkutto�a H far away," i. e., " for ever." In Mit. III 114, 118 sukkanne-man 

65 BoTU 2. 25*. 66 The complex form a-u�un-ni�ma-a-an l\.Ilt. III 121 is not clear. 
6, Little can be done for the present with su-uk-ku-a-W3 XXVII 37. 11, su�uk-ku-wu-um 

ibid. 12, and su-ub.-ki-ni- ibid. 35. 5. Friedrich's [8uk-]kdn in Mit. III sn, which goes 
back to �Iesserschmidt, is open to serious doubt inasmuch as sukkanne alone is estab
lished in this formation. I would suggest tentatively [_zu-] gan, for which see [131 ] .  

6S BehG 37. 69 For an approximate Akk. parallel cf. [a�d]i len a-ma-tu4 EA 29. 47 " by as much 
as a single word." 

70 Cf. Poebel, Studies in Akkadian Grammar ( 1939) 30. 
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is associated with suene " all " [114a] with the very suitable sense for these 
passages of " absolutely all." 

To return to the independent particle, sukko may accordingly be translated 
" furthermore, moreover," while sukko-mmaman, with its r�strictive indi
vidualizing particle, yields " jUEt the same, nevertheless," which is precisely 
what the passage (11it. III 111)  requires." 

1.28. if e-stems. This group, too, consists of roots which are attested only 
as mdependent particles, alongside other roots which may form the basis of 
nominal stems with a consequent shift in meaning. 

� 

adi- " thus " :  72 attested only with the associative -nin ; cf. a-ti-i-ni-i-i-n 
Mit. I 16, 90, 94, 95, etc., once with the infixed connective -ma- in the sequence 
adi + nin . . .  adi + ma + m:n Mit. IV 119-20 " thus indeed ( 1) • • .  thus, too, 
indeed(  1 ) ." " 

padi, prob. " up to, as much as " :1Iit. IV 33, 6'7, 68, 72. For the apparent 
correspondence of Hurrian padi : Akk. adi d. [127 n. 69]. 

Here belong also some of the terms which underly the nominalized preposi
tions [105]. When used as particles, they combine only with associatives such 
as the subjective pronominal suffixes and the predicative particle -no It is 
significant that the, same roots in combination with morphologic suffixes of 
the noun may undergo notable shifts in meaning. Thus ed-i/e- as a preposi
tion signifies " sake, regard, concern," e. g., su-u-we-ni-e e-ti-iw-wu-u-e-e Mit. 
rv 22 " of me, of my regard," i. e., " regarding me " [69J . But e-ta-la-an 
Mit. IV 45, with the subjective pronominal element -( I )  la- " they," can mean 
only " why-they + n ? "  74 Similarly, ai- with nominal suffixes yields some
thing like "before, in the presence of " [G9]. With the non-morphologic asso
ciatives, however, ai- functions as an interrogative particle " is it (, that) ?," 
or a conjunction " when, if." Of. a-i-i-n Mit. III 44 f. (a Besides [ullui] , 
is it that their tablets of their dowry are comparable [tuppukko] to those 
particular [-mmaman] ones of my sister-gift ? ") ; the meaning " if "  is appar
ent ibid. II 53 ; " note also ibid. 86, 90, IV 65, 66, 67, and d. III 93. With 

n In JAOS 59.321 n. 85 I suggested for sukko the value " over, above." The modifi· 
cation here proposed is along the same lines, but accords better with the entire evidence 
and is applicable to the nominal as well as the, independent occurrences of the root. 

72 Speiser, JAOS 59. 303. 
'<3 '\Ye have also fl.-fl.-ti XXVII 34 iv 8, but the contcxt is too fragmentary for analysis. 
'H The \\'hole passage pHt. IV 45 f. ) may be translated : " �ow my brother may say, 

r Why were they, my envoys, detained by you ? '  (46)  Not at all, they were not detained 
by me." 

75 Cf. Friedrich, BChG 39 n. 1. But Friedrich confines himself to the exposition of 

ai- alone and is therefore reluctant to associate the particle with the cognate preposition. 
The parallel instance of ediJe- should eliminate all doubt. 

l 
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the anticipatory pronoun of the 3 p. sg. we have perhaps a-i-ma-a-ni-i�in Mit. 
III 111 (" if it( 1 )  indeed, nevertheless, a difficulty to my brother's country 
should arise ") ; also, ibid. IV 9, 54, 59, and perhaps, without the asseverative 
-win, a-i-ma VIII 61 rev. 12, 14. With the pronoun of the 3 p. pI. we get 
a-iela-an Mit. II 58, 75, IV 20, 26, 128. 

Tbis semantic dichotomy in the use of a;" and edi!e-, in their employment 
as particles and prepositions respectively, furnishes additional indirect evi
dence of the independent position of the particle-word in Burrian grammar. 
K 0 less significant is the consistent orthography -la-an ( -Ian) with the par
ticles as against the normal -Jl-la-Ilran ( -lliin) in other contexts. For the single 
writings suggest wholly unstressed syllables [92a] and point thus to accentual 
shifts as the direct result of the presence of the particles in question. 

Finally, we have to list here provisionally the stem alaze- which occurs 
three times in the following passage : (11it. III 42 f.) Ilrla-a-se-me-e-ni-i-in 
ni-lJa-a-ri te-a (43) a�la-a-se-me-e-ni-i-in ni-i-ri a-la-a-se-me-e-ni-i-in se-e-ni
-iw-u:u-u-uz-zi. Bork (Mitannisprache 105) translates a. plausibly as " dass." 
Another possibility is " whether," and the whole passage may be translated 
freely " let my brother find out whether the amITY is large, whether it is 
small," whether it is in conformity with (-zzi [160] ) my brother." The same 
form may be restored in Mit. I 55, and the underlying stem may confront us 
in a-la-Ilrsi XXVII 31 ii 3. Whether the stem is simple or compound cannot 
be determined at present. The latter alternative appears, howe"Ver, to be more 
likely. The fina.l -ze may be an " ad,erbial " suffix, as in ni-i-ri-se " promptly" 
�1it. IV 33 < -j'ae (d. ni-ieru-sa-e Mit. I 55, 58, etc. ) ,  d. [165] ; hence 
al-la-a-sa-e Xx\TII 42 ob,. 27 may be a variant of alaze-, in which case we 
would ha"Ve here in reality a nominal stem.71 

129. a-stems. Here belong 
inna,-, a particle of uncertain meaning. It is found with the pronoun of the 

3 p. sg. as in-na-ma-a-ni-i-in :J.lit II, 6, 14, 16, III 12, 22·, 29, and in-na-me
-e-ni-i-in III 21 ; with the corresponding 3 p. pI. we have in-na-al-la-ma-a.[ n] 
ibid. IV 129 ; finally, with -mmaman the form is in-na-a-am-ma-ma-an ibid. 
III 110, 116. From the fact that inna- is not restricted to any particular type 
of sentence it may be gathered that it represents an interjection rather than 
a conjunction. Some such general sense as " behold " 78 may prove suitable, 

'<6 For this meaning of niri cf. ni-ra-e Rs Voc. II 10. I would derive the value 
" swiftly," which has long been established for niru-zae (cf. Messerschmidt Mitanni· 
Studien 1 1 ) ,  from an underlying " light, slight " and call attention to th� range of 
Sem. qll. 

77 For words which are adverbial in meaning but apparently nominal in form cf. lJ,enni 
" now " ( :SIesserschmidt, ibid. 34) and it,-fl.�du-ra-a"an-ni- ( ibid. 50 ) .  

'<8 Cf. JAOS 59. 313. 
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in which case inna-mmaman would require a restrictive nuance, perhaps " but 
see," or the like ; cf. sukko-mmaman [127J . 

suga (( along, with " :  79 Mit. II 70, IV 52, 53. 
uya-, a particle having negative (" no") or adversative (" on the contrary ") 

force ; 80 it is  found in the combination u-ya-ma-a-a" Mit. IV 46, 57.  It may 
be significant that in both instances the last syllable of the word which imme
diately follows is characterized by simplified orthography; this is true not only 
of ku-zu-u-si-iw-wa-la-an Mit. IV 46 (cf. [128J ) but also of se-e-ni-iw-wa-sa-an 
ibid. 57, in spite of the fact that single -s- does not indicate the required 
phoneme ; cf. [88J . 

130. The relative particle yaje- [112J calls for separat€ listing because its 
stem-vowel is ambiguous, being subject to t.he contrastive alternation -ale 
[115, 254J. The only free occurrence of the stem appears to be i-e-e Mit. I 
54;" With the predicative -n we have both i-i-e-e-en ibid_ II 79 and ya-a-an 
III 5, 6. WIth subjective pronominal suffixes we find in Mit. : 1 p. sg. 
'l-ya-a.i-ta-ma-an II 5 ;  3 p. sg. ya-me-e-ni-i-in ! 111 91, i-i-e-ma-a-ni-i-in II 101 
IV 27, and i-i-e-me-e-ni[-i-iJn II 62 ; 1 p. pI. ya.-ti-la-a-an II 74; 3 p. pI: 
ya-a-la-an " II 73, 82, 92 ; i-i-al-la-a-ni-i-in I 96, 104, III 55, 57, IV 124 : 
i-i-al-li-e-ni-i-in I 98, 111, II 19, 20, III 52, IV 30. The individualizing 
particle is added in i-i-a.-am-ma-ma-an IV 18, 24.83 

Without analogy is the complex i-i-e-na-a-ma-a-ni-i-in Mit. IV 21, with its 
pluralizing particle -na followed by -ma-; the latter element is attested else
where as the pronominal enclitic of the 3 p. sg.,S4 but in this instance we ha,e 
evidently the connective -ma- [212J. Nevertheless, the use of -fla would still 
have to be explained in that this suffix accompanies nominal forms and has no 
place with independent particles. Apparently, yaje- could be nominalized in 
common with terms like suleko [127J, ai- and edije- [128] .  The resulting 
compound forms have to be regarded as independent pronouns: yenOr would 
mean " what things," unlike the dependent ya (l) a-n which requires a resump
tive noun. The sg. counterpart of yena- is i-e-ni XXVII 1 i 75.85 A possible 
analogne of these forms is ya-ra-ai XXV 42 v 7 (and cf. ibid. 43. 10) which 
18 followed by the prepositional abi/ e-raS ; the meaning of the suffix is unknown, 
but its nominal character is ob,ious ; cf. [216] . 

79 llesserschmidt, .Mitanni-Studien 89 f., 13I. 
8 0  Friedrich, BehG 28 and n. 3. 
81 Unless iya ( see below ) is to be included. 
82 Xote the single writings in the second syllable and cf. [129]. 
S3 Perhaps i-i-im-ma-ma-an Mit. II 101 is to be added. 
8f This excep'tional form is noted by Friedrich, BehG 25. 
85 Ci. also the Xuzi loanword i-en-nu-u noted by Gordon, AJSL 41 ( 1934) 18. 
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1Tncertain for the present is the classification of i-ya XXVII 38 ii 15, 21, 
iii 1, i-ya-ma ibid. ii 17.86 We may have here an orthographic variant of yaje-, 
or-perhaps with more likelihood-an independent morpheme whose meaning 
is close to that of yaje-. At all events, a nominalized function is attested here 
too by i-ya-ni-el- XXVII 29 iv 19. The alphabetic texts seem to employ the 
same element in the form of iy Rs X 4. 60, iy-m ibid. 15. 

131. Consonant stems. 
anam " thus," used resumptively, often with an antecedent inu- " as " :  e. g., 

a-nam ]\fit. IV 10, 13 (and cf. ibid. II 96) . In XXIX 8 iv 28 we find 
a-na-am-mi, and ibid. 17 a-na-am-mi-im-ma. It is doubtful, ne,ertheless, 
whether we should posit an i-stem alongside one in -m. The evidence of �.:Iit. 
is clearly in favor of a consonant stem. In addition to the free forms just cited 
note also a-nam-ma-a-an III 51. To be sure, -i- is found before pronominal 
suffixes : 1 p. sg. a-nam-mi-it-ta-ma-an 11it. III 62, 64 (bis) ; 1 p. pI. a-nam
-mi-til-la-a-an ibid. I 76, II 67, IV 122 ; 3 p. pI. a-nam-mil-la-a-anj-ma-an 
ibid. II 56, III 80, IV 126. But the interposed vowel is secondary, on the 
analogy of [85 (b) ] .  Accordingly, Bogh. anammi is either an instance of the 
suffixed pronominal element of the 3 p. sg. (maje-) ,  or perhaps a secondary 
form influenced by constructions with the pronominal suffixes where the -i
was a regular development. 

tiSan " ,ery " lEt. I 18, 26, 56, etc. ; cf. Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 
3 ;  note also ti-iS-sa-aran XXI 38 i 59 and d. Friedrich, Rev. des Et. I-E. 1. 4. 

pe-g(tn ( 1 ) Mit. I 112, IV 107. 
zu-g(tn, cf. Mit. II 11, III 16, IV 67, 68, 72; perhaps also ibid. III 89, 

d. [127 n. 67] .  The meaning of this particle is  uncertain. 

B. BOUND FORMS 

132. One of the characteristic features of Rurrian is the abundance of 

bound forms. These elements are placed invariably after the supporting root 

and are joined to it either directly or through the mediation of other suffixes. 

One reason for the profusion of bound forms is the presence of " associatives" 

[98], or non-morphologic elements used in suffixed position. __ -\nother reason 

is the tendency of Rurrian to express by means of suffixes a variety of con

cepts for which Indo-European or Semitic, e. g., would use independent words ; 

cf. [94J. In this way both the noun and the verb may be built up into lengthy 

phrasal words. A factor that contributes to the length of Rurrian words is the 

syntactic peculiarity known as suffix-duplication,s1 whereby the final suffix of 

the head may be repeated with the attributes [133, 238J. 

86 See Friedrich, RHA 35. 96. 81 :11ore familiar as " Suffixiibertragung." 
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133. Within the suffix·series a definite order is rigidly observed. This will 
be made evident most effectively in dealing with the various a positions " in 
the verbal chain [178]. For the present one illustration will suffice to demon
strate some of the functions of these modifiers and thus prepare us for the 
immediate task of classification. The phrase selected for the purpose exemplifies 
the nominal series:  

DH,GIR>1E'-na-su-uJ at·ta·an·ni·bi·no,·8u,uJ so,r·ra·a.§·si·l!i·bi·na.8[ u.uJ] 
XXVII 42 rev. 9 yields in normalized transcription 

ennazus atiannewena·zus zarraJeljewenazuS 
The first word consists of en' " god " + pI. attr. part. ·no, + another pI. ele
ment used for suffixes, viz., -2- + connective vowel -u- + agent. suff. s ;  the 
whole word means literally " god-ones-pl.-by," i. e., " by the gods." The next 
word contains the stem atta(y) " father " + sg. attr. part. ·ne + gen. suff. 
-we + -nazuS and yields " father-one-of-ones-pl.-by." The last word is to 
be analyzed as zarri/a " king " + abstract suff. -se + adjectival suff. -l.Je 
+ ·wenaZus " king.abstr.·adj. suJf.·ones·pl.·by." The entire phrase thus repre
sents in English terms " (  such and such an act shall be performed) by the 
gods of the paternal (genius) concerned with kingship." The suffixes of the 
head (·nazus), which are repeated with the following attributes in accordance 
with the principle of suffix-duplication, indicate the subject of a clause in 
goal·action construction ('S), pluralized (.z.) and further defined by attri. 
butes (·na-)." The two attributes are in the genitive (·we ) .  They are adjec
tival forms, the first construed with the aid of thE! sg. part. ·ne," and the 
other with the direct adjectival element ·l!e. Finally, the latter adjective is 
based on an abstract noun formed with the aid of -se from the concrete concept 
for •• king." 

It should be clear from the foregoing example that the H urrian phrasal 
word is capable of gathering up a number of varied concepts which can then 
be recapitulated and linked together with the related members of the sentence. 
It is also apparent that- where the suffix chain is of sufficient length - the 
suffixes nearest the radical element ha\e the closest connection with the radical 
concept, while remove from the root signifies a corresponding increase in rela. 
tional bearing.gO Furthermore, we have a special attributive particle which 
may be differentiated for number (-ne, -na) . " Case" -endings are in them
selves non-distinctive as to number, the same element serving both singular 
and plural. To mark the plurality of case or possessor a special particle (.2) 

88 For the uses of -na cf. [139 :If.], 
89 This is not the primary function of one; cf. [Sua, 137 ] .  
00 It  will be  seen later that the syntactic complements designated as  " associatives 

,
,. 

are placed at the very end of the suffix-chain. 
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has to be employed. It follows that these relations were expressed in H urrian 
by means of elements haying a force similar to that of our preposit

.
ions: We 

have thus in Hurrian a language with a technique that was agglutmatIve to 
an appreciable degree. The fact that the H case " �endings :r:na�' be separ�ted 
from their stems by a series of interposed suffixes pomts to a SImIlar conclUSIOn. 

133a. The aboye demonstration of some of the varied uses of the Hurrian 

bound forms may serve to point out the difficulty inherent in an attempt to 

classify these elements into a comprehensive system. The problem IS further 

complicated by our uncertainty as to the meaning of some of the s�e� and 

our total ignorance of sundry others. Under these circumst,ances It wIll be 

most expedient to adhere to a formal principle of classifica�i�n. �n accordance 

with [98J and our analysis of the radical elements,
. 

the dlstIn:t�v.
e su:tBxes of 

Rurrian are nominal verbal or associative respectively. A drnSlOn mto the 

above three groups, h�wever, 
'
WOUld not exhaust the available

. 
ma�er�al. There 

is yet another group of bound morphemes whose sole functIon It IS to com

plement the lexical content of the supporting root. These morphemes occur 

in nouns as well as verbs. In addition to serving thus a.s " root-complements " 

many function also independently as strictly derivational or relationa� el�

ments and are then specifically nominal or verbal. For the sake of clanty It 

will be expedient to present the root-complements in a separate sectio�, between 

the distinctive suffixes of the noun and those of the verb. Accordlllgly, the 

bound forms of Hurrian will be listed as follows : ( 1 )  Suffixes of the noun ; 

(1/2) Root·complements ; (2)  Suffixes of the verb ; (3)  Associatiw suffixes, 

capable of combination with the inde�en��nt parb�les. T�e necessary sub

divisions will be explained under the lndIVIdual maIn headIngs. 

1. SUFFIXES OF THE NOUN 

134. The bound forms which are known to modify nominal roots or to 
impart to given stems nominal characteristics may be subdivided as follows : 

a. Attributional suffixes 
b. PossessiYe suffixes 
c. Suffixes which indicate case-relations 
d. Adjectival suffixes 
e. Su.:ffi..xes which mark verbal nouns 
f. Miscellaneous 

a. Attributional Suffixes 

135. The term " attributional suffixes " is used here for those elements 
whose function, or one of whose functions, extends to a series of forms rather 

D 
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than any one particular form. Accordingly, such suffixes may modify the 
meaning of the noun as a whole or of given modifiers within the nominal 
complex. Their primary significance will prove to concern number. This 
group comprises the particles -ne, -na., and -2 (wr. in the syllabic texts -8-
between vowels) .  

-ne 
136. The form ¥ne, rather than *-ni, IS assured by such writings as 

e-wee-er-ne XXVII 3'8 iv 10, 13, 19, 20, 22, 26 .. 28, etc. ; rui-!J.a-a-ar-ri-e-we 
a-ru-u-sa-ui-se-n-i-e-we lIit. III 41 where the -vocalic complement -8- with 
-r-ri-e « 'me [66c J )  and -n;"e- indicates the correct quality of the vowel ; 
and many others. The forms with XI are no more than orthographic variants 
in accordance with [25J . 

137. In order to determine the meaning of -ne we have to examine the 
principal constructions in which this particle may be used. They are repre
sented by the following types : " 

1. ( a )  ta-se-e-ni-e-we id-du-um-mi :Mit. I 92 f. " present-ne-of going-out " 

(going-out of the present) 
(b)  K[URJ ]Y[;"zi-ir-ri,-e-1Oe [66c] KUR u-u-mi-;"in-ni-e-1Oe al-la-i Mit. 

I 62 " Egypt-ne-of land-ne-of mistress " (mistress of the land of Egypt) 
( c )  KL"R Ma-a-as-r;"a-a-an-ni " KUR u-u-mi-i-ni Mit. III 7 " Egypt

i n "  -ne " land " (land of [lit. " in "J Egypt ) ; d. the parallel phrase ljur
ru-u-he KUR u-u-mi-i-ni ibid. 6 " Rurrian land " 

• ( d) [e-8e J -ni-bi-ni-iS al-la-a-iS VII 56 i 27  " heaven-ne-of-ne-by mistress

-by " (by the mistress of heaven) 
In all four instances we have attributive constructions. The attribute, 

always accompanied by -ne, precedes the head. The same word-order is t�e 
rule with adjectival concepts marked by the suffix -lJe [158J . Indeed, th,s 
word-order and the parallel .�[asrianne : ljurrolJe (c)  indicate that all of 
the attributes in the above instance ha,e the function of descriptive adjectives. 
There is, however, one important exception in form : the attributes in -ae lack 
the particle -ne, whereas their analogues which are based on genitives and 
locatives appear with that particle. Evidently, therefore, -lJe alone was suffi
cient to mark the required relation to the head ; in the other examples that 

III For the sake of clarity the -ne will be' underlined in the occurrences which follow. 
9ll Cf. also ibid. I 10, II 69, 71,  III 117, IV 128. 
93 For the locative see [155], and for the absence of contraction in the sequence -eji-a 

cf. ha-ur-ni-a Br. 571 n. 1 " on earth." 
g: The doubled n is in accordance with [S6a]. 
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function de,oIves on -ne (when -ne is used with -�e it merely duplicates the 
suffix of the head, cf. 23'8 ) .  

This mediative force of -ne between case-form attribute and head is further 
illustrated by (d) . Here the particle is found not only before -be « u'e) but 
also before -so Both " case " - endings relate clearly to allais : the genitive by 
indicating the syntactic connection with the head and the agentive by restating 
pleonastically the position of the head in the sentence [133J. 

Instances similar to (d) appear to have influenced Friedrich in his designat
ing -ne as a " suffix-connectiYe." 95 -But this formal behavior reflects a special 
function, since -ne is absent in a number of other case-forms ; cf., e. g., the 
above aZlai-s or, with the genitive, tup-pi-ma-a-an ni-lja-a-n".--i-we 3.1it. III 36, 38 
" tablet, that is, of dowry." Thureau-Dangin has committed himself to a more 
positive int.erpretation by terming -ne the definite article.96 Once again, how
ever, the explanation fails to account for numerous pertinent occurrences. 
There is no apparent reason, for instance, why the above niljari-we should be 
undefined while the examples in (a-d) call for the definite article. A more 
conclusive objection to this theory will be pointed out in connection with 
-na [140J. 

2 .  tup-pe (41) n;"lJa-a-ar-ri-e-we a-ru-u-sa-u.s-se-ni-e-1Oe Mit. III 40 f. 

" tablet dowry-ne-of given-past-abstr.-by-me-ne-of " (the tablet of the dowry 
that I gave) 

Rere the two forms which follow the head are in a possessive relation to it, 
which is indicated by the genitive endings and the placing of the head at the 
beginning of the phrase. The first genitive is complemented by the second 
and it is this relation of subordinate head and its attribute that is marked by 
-ne in both nouns. 

3. su-u-we-ni-e e-ti-iw-u'u-u-e (-e) Mit. IV 18, 22 " me-of-ne, regard-mine

-of " (regarding me) ; cf. [69J 
Rere we ha,e two forms in an appositive relation. The first ends in -n-e 

which appears to signify that the phrase is not complete without the word 
which follows. 

4. X, e-1Oe,"er-ne [KURJ Lu-ul-lu-e-ne-we, XXVII 38 iv 1& f. " X, lord-ne 

land-LuIIu-ne-of " 
X, (30) [e-wee-] er-ne �a--wuu-ru-un-ni ibid. 29 f. " X, Iord-ne earth-ne "  

and contrast 
X� eRD Du-ug-ri-is-lJi e-bi-ir-ni ibid. 14 " X, Tukrishite lord " 

In these examples we have phrases consisting of a head and an apposition 

95 Analecta Orientalia 12 ( 1935) 127. 
9B Syria 12  ( 1931 )  254ft'.; RA 36 ( 1939) 19. 
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composed of two nouns in attributive construction. Both the secondary head 
and its attribute contain -ne except when the attribute is a form in -lJe (see 
above under 1 ) .  From the juxtaposition Tugri.slJe : lJawurunne it follows 
that the latter functions as an adjective. 

-

5. Starting with the above relational uses -ne seems to have developed in 
certain instances the value of a derivational element, perhaps through ellipsis. 
Thus aSlJozi7ckonne " sacrificer( ?) "  (d. [86a] and ibid. n. 39a) may be 
based on something like " the sacrificing (priest)." By the side of muz '}Hiri 
6. 10 :fl., and in numerous proper names, we have not only dgebat muzne 97 

XXVII 1 ii 37 ff., 3. 19 ff., etc., but also (d!.febat) dJfuzun(ne)- XXIX 8 iii 

32 ff., where the determin&tive for " god " appears to imply that -ne had 
become part of the stem. Cf. also tiriii-ni RS Voc. II 27 (note also similar 

examples, ibid. IV 9, 19) ,  pa-ab-ni lIIi,ri 1. 13, 2. 5 ( also in proper names) 
alongside the common tiiG " heart " and paba " mountain." In the same way 
could be explained the frequent ljawur!!:!!. " earth " (cf. now v. Braudenstein, 

ZA 46. 87) ' perhaps originally a reference to SOIDe special place.98 Note also 
e-e-iie-ni-e-ra " (101) lJa! -Ilrwu-ru-un! -nire-ra ''''' Mit. III 100 f. " with 

heaven and earth." 

6. Lastly, we have to note the use of -ne in the sense of " one " in 
ma-a-�-im-ma-ma-an Mit. III 35 ff. [125]. 

To SUID up, -ne may be used in a variety of constructions. In all but one 
it has the force of a relational particle. The exception is (5 )  where this ele
ment may be described as a derivational suffix. But all these disparate uses 
can be traced to a single source if we regard (6 )  as the starting point. The 
development of a numerative meaning " one " into a relative particle " one 
that " is self-evident. As such it can have the force of an article without 
necessarily implying definition ; but the indefinite connotation is nearer to 
hand than the definite. By relating case-form attributes to their heads -ne 
occupies a prominent place as an attributive particle ; cf., e. g., 1 (b) : 
a mistress, one of (the) land, one of Egypt," i. e., " mistress of the Egyptian 
land, Egypt-land mistress." Attributes thus designated have the full force 

91 For the meaning of muz see ibid. 22 f. 
98 [Yo Brandenstein, ZA 46 ( 1940) 87 n. 1 cites in this connection the proper name 

{Iajubur]. 
9g The syntactic position of c-c-sc-ni 1'Iit. IV 125 is obscure and hence also the 

function of its -nco 
lOO [For this reading cf. V. Brandenstein, loco cit. 85.] See also [64 n. 9]. The double 

n results in this case from the combination *!J,awurne + ne·ra [89] which is confirmed 
by the analogous eze-ne-ra. 
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and the precise word-order of adjecti,es. A specialized use of the particle 
appears in such idioms as M!Jozikkonne, lJawurne (5 )  ; here -ne coalesces with 

the underlying stem to the extent that the expanded stem can then take on 
another -ne when the context requires it ; e. g., aSl,yozikkonne-ne-wenaSta XII 
44 ii 6, �ne-wena X 27' iii 9 ;  lJawuron-ne-ra (see above under 5) < *lJawurne
_ne_ra.101 

Additional confirmation for this argument is furnished by the plural 
counterpart of -ne which will now be discussed. 

-na 
138. It is a long-known fact that the plural of Hurrian nouns is indicated 

by means of -na (Friedrich BChG 2 ff.) . With i/ e-stems the suffix appears as 
-en-a·, occasionally as -enna (ibid. 4) .  With stems in -a and -u we get -anna 
and -unna respectively [86 (a) ] .  

139. Thureau-Dangin has expressed the OpInIOn that -na is not so much 
the suffix of the plural as the plural counterpart of -ne (R" 36. 19) .  This 
view proyes to be correct. The necessary eyidence may be gathered from these 
two facts. 'Ye know that -na may be omitted in certain instances ( Friedrich, 
BChG 6 f.) ,  particularly if the desired concept of plurality is marked else
where in the sentence. It follows that Rurrian does not pluralize its nouns 
directly but expresses the concept by means of a particle which may be dis
pensed with in special circumstances. That -na is indeed a particle is shown 
also by its use in relating an attribute in the singular to its head in the plural, 
just as -ne is lLSed when both attribute and head are in the singular. In 
dlST ARga-bi-na-su-uS . . .  Si.-i-e-na-su-uS XXIX 8 ii 30 f. " waters . . .  of 
Shaushka " (in the agent.) ,  e. g., the sg. Sauska-we is connected with the dupli
cated agent. suff. -ZIlS by means of -na-, precisely as -ne- connects sg. suffixes 
in [131 ( 1 ) ] .  In other words, -na patterns like -nco The difference between 
the two is one of number. 

140. It should be pointed out at this time that in the majority of instances 
-na is used absolutely, i. e., not with attributes. In this function it is paralleled, 
to be sure, by the instances of -ne listed in [137 ( 5 ) - ( 6 ) ] ,'" but these are 
comparatively rare. The reason for this disparity in degree will appear 

lOl Cf. the preceding note. The stem-ending one is supported by Akk. lJijuburni [for 
which see now ,. Brandenstein loco cit. 87 n. 1 ] .  

102 The examples under (5 )  may be based on  original attributive constructions. 
Kevertheless, one comes to be used in such instances in an absolute sense and can be 
treated as part of the stem. 
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presently [141] .  What is immediately apparent is the fact that -ne cannot be 
the definite article. For the demonstrated parallelism between -ne and -na 
would imply that if -ne marks determined singulars -na must mark determined 
plurals. We know, however, that the forms in -na are normal plurals without 
regard to  definition. The scheme ma.y be exemplified by t1�U'e " word " :  
iiwena " words." If tiwena is to be interpreted as " the words," we should 
have the anomalous pattern of plural forms being always determined ,,"hile 
the singulars employ the article selectively. 

141. This difficulty disappears if we derive the various uses of -ne from 
that of (( one " [125] and -dew -no: as the corresponding pluralized particle. 
Accordingly, tiwe-na represents " word-ones," the particle having a force 
similar to that of our anaphoric " ones." The Hurrian plural noun is formed, 
then, by the suffixing of a differentiated numerative particle to the unchanging 
stem. The infrequent use of -ne for non-attributive purposes as against the 
common employment of -nil in that capacity becomes now self-evident. The 
noun has normally the function of a singular without an appended particle 
for " one " ;  but to be marked as plural it requires the particle for " ones." 
Both particles are employed analogously in attributive constructions. 

The pluralizing particle -Ii 
142. In addition to -na, which is used to pluralize stems, Hurrian employs 

a special particle to mark bound forms as plural. This particle appears as -s
in the syllabic texts. For possible alphabetic occurrences (wr. z) d. [154J-

·Within the nominal complex 103 -z- combines with the suffixes which repre
sent possessive pronouns and case-endings. To mark these forms as plural the 
particle is added to the respective singnlars. It is placed after the pronominal 
elements, with -a- serving as the connective "Vowel, but before the case-endings ; 
e. g., de-en-ni-iw-wa-a-se-e-en Mit. II 77 " of our gods + n/' i. e., *enna " gods " 
« en'-na [66a] ) + it [53] + "', + e « we [81] ) + n [203 ff.] ; similarly, 

sirnira-se- Mit. III 40 " of their two " [81 ] .  In both these instances the 
particle occurs between a possessive suffix and the gen. ending. A common 
instance with an intervening possessive is enna.-zus (i. e., enna + z + Us) " by 
(the) gods," cf., e_ g., XXVII 42 rev. 9, 18, XXIX 8 iii 37, Mit. I 78, II 52, 
IV 117. A literal translation of this form wonld yield " god-ones-pL-by," i. e., 
" gods-pl.-by." The pleonastic indication of the plural is only apparent. The 

U3 In the verbal complex we have a pluralizing element -za [198] which can scarcely 
be separated from the present particle. We shall have reason to see also a possible 
relationship between the possessive suffixes of the noun and the agentive suffixes of the 
transitive verb. 
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force of the complex word is rather " gods, by several," with radical element 
and agentive suffix treated as semantically independent units. The technique 
of such constructions is plainly agglutinative [133J. 

For the pluralized possessive suffixes cf. roy note in JAOS 59. 315 n. 70. The mistaken 
ascription of voicelessness to the sibilant in -iw-wa-as has been rectified in [88 n. 43]. 
For the pluralizing function of z with case-endings, which has been pointed out by 
Goetze, see [81 n. 37]. 

b. Possessive Suffixes 
143. The suffixes which indicate possessive pronouns form the following 

paradigm : 
Singnlar 

1 p. -if 
2 p. -v 
3 p. -ijylJr, -di 

Plural 
-itaz 

-i(y)az 

144. 1 person. The stem-ending is lost before the vowel of this suffix. For 
the pronunciation of the labial d. [53] . In Mit. the orthography is regularly 
-iw-w'J : d. se-e-ni-i11.:-w'J I 18, 49, 65, etc. " my brother " < zenu ; pa-ai-si-i-
-it-!Ji-iw-wJ I 114, IV 36, 40, 45, 51 " my envoy " < pasitlJe. Mari writes -w- : 
e-nirwu-u.s (with agent. suff.) 6. 10 ff. " by my god " [53] . In Bogh. we lack 
as yet absolutely clear examples ; but e-ir-birri-ib-bi XXIX 8 ii 37, i-te-ib
-bu.-u-ta ibid. 38 U for my sake ( ?) ," ni-lJ·i-ni-lJi-ip-pi ibid. 39, and lJa-a-!Ji-ip-
-pi-nlJrma ibid. iii 26 may perhaps prove pertinent.'"' RIS X 4. 3 reads in 
atynps, and ibid. 5 in atynpd. The context suggests strongly " god, my 
father," with agent. suff. in the first instance and a dir. sufI. in the other.t°{) 

104. at-ta-ni-ip-pal XXVII 25. 10 appears to be an instance of the poss. suff. of 2 p. 
in the gen., on account of the following pu-u-ri-bu-ta·al ;  hence " of thy father { s ) ,  
they ( ? ) " [Howeyer, at-ta-ib-bi-na-a-sa cited by v. Brandenstein, ZA: 46. 1 1 4  may refer 
to I p.] 

105 The -n- of these forms is obscure as is the corresponding - ( n )  ni- of similar syllabic 
formH Icf. Z.A 46. 114].  It may represent an extension of the stem in accordance ·with 
[137 ( 5 )  J ;  in the alphabetic instances just cited it cannot be a mere attributive element 
before the gen. suff. [137 ( 1 ) ] ,  since that suffix would be expressed in Rs by -b. Since 
the attached case-endings are in the sg. it i" improbable that we have here the pI. 
element -na. 

•. \t any rate, with possessive suffixes there arises the question of the difference behveen, 

say, " my god " and " my gods." \Ve would expect the former to be *eni/ and the latter 

*ennif; indeed we actually find de-en-ni-iu;-u;a-a-se-e-e-en Mit. II 77 where a possessive 

( 1  p. pI. ) is attached to a form with double 11.0 in a context which clearly refers to 

" gods." But we have also e-e-ni-iw�u:a-Sl(-US ibid. 76 and ew-ri-iw-wa-su--us at-ta�iw

.wa-su-us ibid. IV 118 in all of which demonstrable plurals fail to be marked by the 

expected particle. The omission of the particle has to be interpreted in accordance with 
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145. 2 person. The suffix is attached to the stem-'€nding. For the pro
nunciation of the labial cf. [53]. The orthography in Mit. is not uniform, 
both -b/p and -w being employed. Cf. iia-Ik-la-pa-an " thy daughter + an " I 51, 
IV 93' (� sala.-v-an) ; iie-e-na-pa-an I 91 " thy brother + an " ;  but pa-aii-iii-i
-it-l;i-wu-uS I 72 co by thy envoy " ( = paSitl,Je-w-Us) ; ti-wi-i-wa-an II 84 " to 
thy word + an." Bogh. writes -b/p: e. g., lia-zi-iz- [z]i-bal XXVII 42 rev. 
12, 7,ya-wu.u-iii-bal ibid. 14, liu-ub-ri-pa-a-al ibid. 24; all three forms consist of 
a radical element in -i + pass. suff. of 2 p. sg. + al " they." For other instances 
of this suffix see, e. g., [212 n. 295]. 

146. 3 person. This relation is expressed by two different forms: ( a )  -i/ya- ; 
(b) -di. For ( a) cf. [69] ; Bogh. furnishes, among other possible instances, 
at least one likely example in ti-i-iii-ya-an XXVII 34 i, 11. ( b )  is known 
so far only from the RS Voc.; cf. < ut-l;u->ri-di ibid. IV 16 " its side," 
alongside ut-lJu-ru = Sum. a ibid. 1 5 ;  <sa-wa-':>nu-di ibid. 2·0, alongside 
sa-wa-ni = d a  " proximity "  ibid. 19 ; note also < ti2niju> lOB_di ibid. II 28 
" his/its heart " and the forms in -di-e ibid. I 3 11, II 29 where the final -e 
corresponds to Sum. is e (Akk. ana) " for, into." 107 

It is a reasonable assumption that -ijya- and -di expressed different shades 
of meaning, but we have no means of ascertaining where that difference lay. 

147. Plural forms are obtained from the singulars by the addition of the 
particle -z preceded by the connecti,e vowel -a- [142]. Thus far we have 
only instances of the 1 p. and 3 p., the latter with -ljya but not -di; e. g., 

[139]. There remains to be considered the possibility that " our gods"  would be ren
dered by *enifena, with the particle following the possessive. To this there is a valid 
syntactic objection. 'Ve know from forms in -sena [164], and the like, that -na in that 
position marks the attribute and not the head. ProTIsionally, therefore, we may posit 
·na before the possessive suffixes as a mean", of expressing plurality of the radical ele
ment in non-attributive constructions. The assumed tentative scheme with at { t ) ay as 
the radical element is, then, as foHows : 

*at ( ta) if " my father " 
*at ( t ) aifaz " our father " 
*at ( t ) aifena " (things pertaining to) 

my father " 
*at ( t ) aifaZena " ( things pertaining to) 

our father " 

*at ( t ) an { n ) if " my fathers " 
*at ( t ) tan ( n ) ifaE " our fathers " 
*at ( t ) an ( n ) ifena " ( things pertaining 

to) my fathers " 
*at ( t )  an ( n )  ifazena " ( things pertaining 

to) our fathers " 

The hypothetical character of these reconstructions cannot be stressed too strongly. 
100 Friedrich, Kleinas. Sprachdenkmaler 152 n. I, reads ti-i§·di for the �IIX-di of the 

text. The objection to this is the voiced stop of the suffix [l2a], which would be anomal
ous after z ;  cf. [74]. For the retention of -ne cf. the preceding example; the change of 
its vowel to u before the dental may be in accordance with [153]. 

101 This vowel may represent the stative - /1>  [156]. 
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iii-ta-ni-iw-wa-ii(a) [100] (in) our mutualness " ;  tup-pi-ai; Mit. III 39, 45 
" their tablet (s)." 108 In the majority of pertinent instances case-endings 
follow the pluralized possessive elements; cf. *iSian-if-az-wa 109 ( above ) .  

c. The So-called Case-endings 

148. The relations which inflecting languages usually express by case-forms 
are marked in Hurrian by a number of special suffixes. These endings follow 
the possessives and to that extent they are less intimately connected with their 
radical element. :Moreover, they may be used pleonastically in the process of 
suffix-duplication [23-8J which is a further instance of comparatively loose 
association with the given nominal stem. It follows that these suffixes' are not 
fused with their stems and the question arises, therefore, whether they are in 
reality fiexional elements. From a formal standpoint at least they have the 
(·haracteristics of particles rather than case-endings. But it would be pre
mature to attempt a definitive solution of the problem at this time. The term 
" case " - endings has been retained in ihis study, with the important reserva
tion that it refers both to conventionally recognized functions and a given set 
of morphemes. The case-relations listed below are distinguished, accordingly, 
through the combined, evidence of s�rntax and morphology.uo 

(1 )  Subject-case ( " nominative ") 
(2 )  Agentive ; marks the actor in goal-action constructions involving a 

logical object 
(3)  Geniti,e 
(4) Dalive 
(5)  Directi,e 
(6 )  Comitative 
( 7 )  Locative ( possibly identical with the datiw) 
(8) " Stati,e " 

This list cannot be regarded as exhaustive in view of the nature of our 
sources. We can eliminate, however, some forms which might appear to be 
pertinent at first glance. Such forms are those in -dan [222] and -ae [165 ff.] ; 
the former ending proves to be an associative in that it occurs with nouns, 
verbs, and particles ;  the suffix -ae, on the other hand, indicates a special class 
of verbal nouns. 

108 For the problem of indicating plurality of the radical concept cf. [144 n. 105]. 
109 The s is posited on the analogy of [74]. 
11.0 The whole section belongs properly in the next chapter. It is included here so as 

to make the survey of the common bound forms as complete as possible. 

s 
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149. Subject-case : zero suffix. This case is characterized by the absence of 
a special suffix, being represented by the bare stem-form. It is often followed 
by -n, but this element is non-morphologic and has no direct bearing on the 
case-relation ; ci. [203]. It is still customary to regard the stem-form, with 
or without -n, as the " accusative " or " object-case." The following facts 
will show that such a view is no longer tenable. 

The stem-form marks the subject in (a) nominal sentences and (b) with 
intransitives;  e. g. : 

(a) un-du-u-un IMa-ni-e-na-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e pa-aS-si-i-it-lJi )'Iit. IV 35 
" now-then [127] + n Mane-n-an brother-my-of (is) envoy '"'' 

(b) un-du-ma-a-an in-na-m.e-e-ni-i-in se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e aJ-ti u-ni-e-et-ta 
ibid. III 21 " now-then-nuln behold ( ?) -she-indeed( ?), my-brother's wife 
arrive-will " 

i-nu-me-e 'Id-!Ju-ni ii-lJa-a-la XXIX 8 iv 27 " as it the silver (is) 
clean " 112 

In (a) we have a nominal sentence whose subject is followed by two asso
ciatives (-n-an) .  In (b) are cited two clauses which contain intransitive 
predicates. The subject of the first is the stern-form asti preceded by two 
independent particles, each with an associative ; the other clause has as its 
subject us�une, apparently an extended stem in -ne [137 (5)] ; note that this 
clause lacks any associative containing -no 

So far we have had clear subjects represented by the stem-form. Inci
dentally we have seen that a suffixed -n may be attached to the subject or to - , 
some other element at the beginning of the sentence ; but there are sentences 
without this -no The stem alone thus emerges as the subject-case. 

( c) In sentences which contain a transitive verb together with its logical 
subject and object, the subject is marked by the suffix -5 and the object is 
placed in the stem-form ; e. g. : 

se-e-ni-iw-wu-u.s-sa-a-an ai-ti sa-a-ru-u-sa Mit. III 1. Freely translated, 
this sentence means " my brother 113 requested a wife." From a grammatical 
standpoint, however, aSti in the present instance is identical with the occur
rence of the same form in (b) ; in other words, it should represent the same 
a case." There is abundant independent evidence to show that this is indeed 
true [233]. In constructions of this type the verb indicates a goal-action 
relation and the s-case, which is restricted to these constructions, introduces 

11.1 The associatives, which have been left untranslated, will be discussed below; cf. 
[202 f!.J. 

11.2 Cf. Goetze, RHA 35 ( 1939) 107. 

11.3 The sentence-connective -an ( for the transcription cf_ [92a] ) cannot be translated 
adequately in this and many similar instances; cf. Friedrich, BChG 16. 

J 
f' 
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the agent. Accordingly, the logical object becomes the grammatical subject. 
Any literal translation is likely to be too definite in that it would impose upon 
Rurrian the limitations of an unrelated language. The closest that we can 
come; however, to the character of the original is by rendering it " brother
my-by-and wife requested-past-by-him." 

The three uses of the stem-form just cited comprise the great majority of 
the aTailable occurrences. Most of the remaining instances lend themsel,es to 
analogous interpretations. Thus RS Voe. introduces lexical entries without 
any case-ending; e. g. : 

(d)  ti-iS-ni " heart " ibid. II 27 ; e-la-mi " oath " III 28 In other words, 
the stem-form serves as the " nominative " proper. No less significant are the 
examples of the type 

( e )  am-ma-ti-iw-wu-u-e-e-en sa-a-la at-ta-iw-wu-u-e e [-e] -la (38) ma-a-ni
-e-im-ma-ma-an tup-pe Mit. III 37 f. " (as for) my grandfather's daughter, 
my sister, (38) this (is) one tablet in particular " [125] Here the stem
forms sala and ela function as " absolute cases " or " nominatives absolute." 114 

It follows from the foregoing that the stem-form is used to express the 
subject. The current interpretation of this form as the '" object-case " or 
" accusative " goes back to the earliest stage of Rurrian studies 115 and pro
ceeds from an analysis of type (c ) .  This analysis has to be revised in accord
ance with the progress in our understanding of the Hurrian verb. At any 
rate, the occurrences of the form in (c)  cannot be separated from those in 
the remaining groups where it clearly represents the subject. The designation 
" subject-case" is accordingly the only one which can be justified on the basis 
of the ,arious characteristic sentence-types in which this form is capable of 
analysis.ll6 

IH The one occurrence of the stem-form which cannot offhand be taken as the subject 
is [ . . .  l oa-an sa-a-Ia-pa-an ( as-ti-iw-wu-u-un-na a-ri) Mit. I 5 1 ;  cf. Goetze. Lang. 16 
( 1940) 131 f. The difficulty is due primarily to our present inability to analyze the 
construction involving the 2 p. imperative, for which there is only one other example in 
the gloss zu-zi-la-ma-an EA 170_ II Akk. u pa-ni-su-nu �a-bat " so get ahead of them ( ?) ," 
cf. [197]. All the other instances which Goetze ( ibid. 135 f. ) would regard as analogous 
in their employment of the stem-form require different interpretations of the accom
panying predicates; cf. [205] .  

11.5 See Friedrich, op. cit. 7 n. L 
116 Theoretically, the subject-case need not correspond to the traditional " nomina

tive "; it might conceivably do.-etail with the " accusative." The real question is 
whether the stem-form introduces the subject or the object. If we incline with Goetze 
to the latter alternative ( leaving aside for the moment the interpretation of the i-form 
with verbal roots ) ,  we are forced into such tangential renderings of the above types ( a )  
and ( b )  a s  are implied by Goetze's statement ( Lang. 16_ 137 ) : " This means that the 
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The plural does not call for a special discussion since the pluralizing particle 
·na [138 ff.] cannot alter the underlying case·relations. 

Friedrich ( BChG 9 f.) was the first to stress the incidental character of -n with the 
case-form just discussed_ Accordingly, he proposed the term " stem-case," while ad
hering to the earlier opinion that the case in question denotes the accusative. A notable 
advance in the analysis of the -n is due to Goetze ( JAOS 60. 217 ff_) who demonstrated 
that where this element is not with its noun it is present, nevertheless, elsewhere in 
the sentence. But -n is to Goetze the mark of the ag. object and -La the corresponding 
pI. element [see now id. RHA 39. 202 if.]. Goetze's interpretation is bound up with his 
analysis of the i-form in the verb (Lang. 16. 125 ff.) ; contrast [l70a]. For the use of -n 
see [203 ff.]. 

150. Agentive : ·s. For the term m see .rAOS 59. 3'08. The suffix is written 
·s in the syllabic texts, -iis· with a ,owel following [44] . The alphabetic 
counterpart is ·s; e. g., tsb·s [44], kmrb·n·s Rs x: 4. 8. After consonants the 
connectiTe vowel is -u-, cf. [77]. 

The plural form is ·fus, of. Friedrich, BChG 10 ff. It consists of the 
pluralizing particle ·z· [142], the connective ·u· and the agentive element ·s. 

Cf., with a·stem : 'Ge·/i·i·aJi 1I1it. IV 27;  eli·stems : e·ni·is :lIiiri 1. 3.2 
" god-by," as-ii-iS Mit. III 7, as-ii-ni-iS �fa.ri 4. 25 " wife-by " ;  u-stem 
ag·gu·uii Mit. I 81 " the·other·by " ;  consonant·stem : dGal·ga-mi·su·ul (with 
assimilation of the agent. suff. to ·/) VIII 61 ob,. 8 [75]. PI. : e·e·en·na·iiu·us 
Mit. I 78 [142] ; with 1 p. possessive ew·ri·iw·wa·su·uii ibid. IV 118, lit. 
" Iord(s) ·my·pl.·by, by our lord(s ) ." 

In addition to these normal forms which typify a great number of instances there 
are isolated examples from Bogh. which exhibit irregularities. The most transparent of 
these is e-en-na-as a-da-an-nu-us XXV 42 y (j ;  since this phrase is preceded by an enum
eration of gods, all with the agent. suff., we should expect here *enna-zus at ( t ) annazus 
" by the parental gods." More obscure is a scries of forms in XXVII 46 ; here the clear 
agentives d"Cul.>-as e-ew-ri-es i 30 " by Teshub (the) lord " are paralleled by alJ-li·ya-na-as 
8u-ub-ri-ya-na-a-s i 19, [ . .  ] -na-sa-as iiu-ub-ri-na-sa-a·s ibid. 30, and [8Q,?]-li?-li-ya-us 
su-ub-ri-ya--as ibid. 31 ( cf. now Goetze, RHA 39. 198 n. 32 ) .  Ko less perplexing are 
ya-Ta-as a-a-bi-ra-as ( preceded by agentives ) XXV 42 v 7, and cf. ibid. 43. 10;  note 
also a-a-bi-ri-es XXVII 10 iv 26. The stems involved seem to be the relative particle 
ya- and the prepositional element abi- [130], but the suffixes are difficult to interpret 
especially because of the interposed -raje-. It may be doubted altogether whether the 
agentive is involved in the majority of the foregoing instances ; cf. [216]. 

From the standpoint of syntax it may be remarked at this time that the 

Hurrian language instead of ' he comes ' actually says ' there is coming on his part.' " 
Actually, the cumulatiye evidence of Hurrian syntax fails to confirm the existence of a 
grammatical object altogether. 

117 I have chosen it in preference of the " ergative " of the Caucasic grammars in order 
not to imply a definite parallelism before it has been demonstrated beyond all doubt. 
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agentive is used, so far as can be seen at present, only in constructions 
involving transitives accompanied by both logical subject and object ; cf. 
[149 (c) ] .  It then represents the agent while the goal is put in the subject·case 
in accordance with the goal-action character of such sentences. Except for 
these tripartite constructions the Rurrian sentence is of the actor-action type, 
as will be shown below. The subject·case and not the agentive is employed 
in utterances of the type 

(a) Teshub is king 
(b) Teshub has come 
(c) Teshub guides 
( d) Teshub is loved 

But the Rurrian would not use the phrase " T·eshub has given a son." Instead, 
he would employ 

(e) Teshub·by (was) son granted·by·him 
The agentive occurs only in type ( e ) .  For actual examples see [205, 246 f.] . 

151. Genitive : ·we. The orthography of the labial varies sufficiently to 
cause difficulty. In 11it. it is normally we; d. uRuNi-i·nu·a·a·we III 98 
" of Nineveh " ;  81k-u-we-ni-e (su + we + ne) ibid. IV 18, 22 " of me " (the 
e·quality of the vowel of the ambiguous sign PI as used here is indicated, e. g., 
by such genitives as e-ti-iw-wu-u.-e- which follow the above suwene and are 
appositive to it) .  Several pronouns, however, have their genitives expressed 
by ..u·6, e. g., a·gu·"·e IV 123 ; d. [64]. The same writing indicates the gen. 
suff. after 1 p. possessive, e. g., se·e·ni-iw·wu-4-e I 61, II 57, etc., d. [83]. 
After stem·ending ·b and the 2 p. possessive ·v the gen. suff. appears as ·blpe, 
of. dTe·e·e§·su·u·up·pe II 72, se·e·na·a·ap·pe I 89 " of thy brother " [82]. 
After 3 p. possessive in certain forms the suffix is -ye, e. g., e-ii-i-e-e IV 19, 
28 [69]. The usual form in Bogh. is ·bi, e. g., 'ar·ri-ni-bi XXVII 46 i 24 
" of (the) king " ;  but we find also ·u'e (e. g., d[STAR·we, ibid. 1 ii 16) and 
·wi (e. g., dKu·mar·bi·ni·wi, ibid. 19) .  RS Voc. has ·w. (e. g., sa-li-ni-wa 
IV 22 " of (the) house "),  and so has Mari (e. g., ka·nu--me·ni-wa 1 .  4 ) .  

All these variant forms appear t o  point t o  [v]. The sole objection t o  thus 
normalizing the labial us is the consistent orthography of Mit. with ·w-. 
Elsewhere 11it. sigualizes [v] by alternating b and w, e. g., in the 2 p. pos
sessive [145]. It has seemed advisable, therefore, to set up provisionally the 
form -tee pending more conclusive evidence. 

The plural is ·ze <·z·we [81] . Cf. lIIit. de·en·ni·iw·wa-a·se·e·en II 77  
" of  our gods + n," si-ni-a-se-na- III 40 " of their two." Bogh. has -se and 

118 As is done, e, g., by Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12. 257. 
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-si ; cf., e. g., DIKGIRMEs_na_a_se KBo II 21. 11, but the same form with -iii 
XXVII 42 obv. 14 " of (the) gods " ;  cf. RHA 39. 201 Ii. 

152. Dative : -wa. The writing of the labial shows the same variations as 
in the case of -we. In lIlit. the orthography is ambiguous in that the sign PI 
is used 'without vowel-complement for -wa as well as -we and we have to rely 
on the context to distinguish between the two cases. Thus we-e-U"J e-ti-i-.wa 
III 55 cannot be gen. because the sentence speaks of " (things done by my 
grandfather) for thee, for thy regard," i. e., (( regarding thee." 'With 2 p. 
possessive we get at-ta-i-ip-pa III 58 " for thy father." With certain pronouns 
[64] and 1 p. possessive the suffix is written -u-a, cf. a.-gu-u-a I 81 " for the 
other " ;  se-e-ni-iw-wu..u-a I 102, 107, III 14, 2-0, 62, 112 " for my brother." 
Bogh. favors -I"", e. g., i-H-I"" pa-a-lJi-pa XXIX 8 ii 36. 

Syntactically, it is of interest that the directive edi- (i) -da is preceded by 
the dative of the noun thus defined by the prepositional form ; e. g., a-gu-u-a 
e-li-i-Ia lIlit. I 81 f. " for the other, to his regard (regarding the other)." 
Accordingly, we have to vocalize ta-se-e-ni-e-wf!- e-ti-i-ta. ibid. 104 " regarding 
the present," at-ta-i-i-u'g, e-ti-i-ta ibid. 106 " regarding his father," etc. ; d. 
[235] . 

The plural is -fa <*-ii-wa [81] ; cf. DIli'GIR>1Es-na-a-sa (30)  tar-su-wa-an
-na-a-sa a-arbi-ta XXIX 8 iv 29 f. " (prepositional element) gods (and) men," 
abi-da being construed here with the dat. pI. just as edi(i) -da (above) is with 
the dat. sg. 

For the possible identity of the dative and the locative see below [155]. 

153. Directive : -tjda. That this form expresses direction towards or to a 
given point was recognized by Messerschmidt, Mitauni-Studien 7. This func
tion is seen best from u-u-na-a-al-la-a-an se-e-ni--iw-u:a-ta :JIit. I 115 " so that 
(-;in) they get to my brother," and id-du-u-uil-Ia-ma-a-an (12)  se-e-ni-iw-wa-ta 
ibid. III 11 f. " and she has gone to my brother." 119 For a series of pertinent 
forms from Bogh. d. XXVII 34 (e. g., dNa-ra-ia-an i 9, Si-mi-[g] e-ni-Ia-an 
1 3 ;  tar-su-wa-an-ni--ta ibid. iv 18, and many others) .  The postyocalic form 
is -da ; d. Ku-ma-ar-wi-ni-da,-a-l :J-Iari 5. 4 H Kumarwe-to-they " (also ibid. 
3), where the Akkadianizing orthography [12a] refiects a voiced stop. Btl 
writes accordingly -d (Br. 573 ) .  The main syllabary writes mostly -la, rarely 
-da (e. g., e-ti-da VIII 61 obv. 6 ) .  After consonants we find [t] ; d. a-Ia-i-ta 
Mari 5. 5 (� at(t) ay-Ia [33, 51] and see the plural forms below. The con
nective vowel after consonants is -u-, d. IJIa-ni-e-ta pa.[ -ai-sJi-i-it-0i-u·u-u.-ta 
Mit. I 53 " to Mane, to thy envoy " ('pasit!!e + v + u + da) . We may, there-

UQ For the meaning of these two verbs cf. Goetze, Lang. 15 ( 1939) 215 :II. 
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fore, transliterate safely se-e-ni--iw-wu-ia and the like ; d. also i-te-ib-bu-u-ta 
XXIX 8 ii 38 [144]. 

The plural is -s-Ia « *-ii-da) [74]. Of. RS !!drlrs-I /idlr-s-[t] (Br. 573) ; 
e-se-en-na-aJ-ta-an XXVII 34 i 11  " and to the heavens," dU-U-0u-na-ai-ta 
e-en-na[-aii] -ta-an ibid. 9, aii-lsu-si-Icu-unrni-ni-bi-na-aii-ta XII 44 ii 6 "  to those 
of the sacrificer( ? ) ." 

The directive is commonly employed with the nominalized prepositions 
[1051 which is easily understood if we assume a term like " before " to be 
in reality something like " to the face." For a possible connection with the 
�ssociative -tjdan see [222]. 

154. Oomitative : -ra. For the term see Bork, Mitannisprache 48. The 
interpretation of this form as the H with " -case proves to be correct, but 
several uses of it have to be distinguished: 

(a) it-ta-in-na-aran ]JQ-aii-si-i-it-/ii-iw-w.-ra Mit. IV 53 " let him go with 
my enyoy " 

Ijla-ni-e-ra-la-an u-n-a-a.s-se-na ibid. II 116 " they, the ones arrived 
with Mane," i. e.,. " the things which }Iane brought " 

a-nam-mi-it-ta-ma-an se-e-ni-iw-wa-ra ur-0u-ub-du-si-li-wa ibid. III 64 
" and thus with my brother I would keep faith " 120 
The above citations contain three clear instances of the comitative proper. 

(b) e-e-se-ni-e-ra (101) Ija! -a-wu-ru-un! -ni-e-ra ibid. III 100 f.,m lit. 
" with heaven and earth." It is plain, however, from the context that the 
wealth of the Egyptian ruler is said here to be as extensive as heaven and 
earth. Thus " ,,,ith " is used in the derived sense of " like," and this use is 
carried over into the Akkadian letters of Tushratta, where itti sa·me it er$eti 
(EA 29. 59) is used in a comparison. . .. (c)  fD'lEB-na {j:UR . SAG"'ES-su-ra (� *siyena I""bannaiiura) VII 58 m 
15, obviously " rivers and mountains." Thus -ra may function as a plain 
conjunction.l22 Incidentally, this phrase gives us the plural form -zu-:a, 
with a connective vowel after the pluralizing particle instead of the -z- whICh 
we find with the other case-endings. Another instance of this plural form is 
[ • . •  ] -li-iw-wa-ra tara-ta-us-iie-na-su-ra Mit. I 71.'" The alphabetic texts 

120 For a suggestion as to the connective vowel with the 1 p. possessive see Lang. 16 
(1940) 325 n_ 26. 

121 For the reading cf. [64 n. 9]. 
122 For parallel developments attention may be called to Sumerian - b i. d a " with it, 

and " ;  for KW Caucasic cf. G. Dumezil, Etudes Comparatives sur les Langues Cau
casiennes du Nord-Ouest ( 1932) 64. 

123 The context is fragmentary. Unless -ti-iw-we-ra is a contracted form of *tiwefura 
this cannot be a complete word. 
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contribute tr!?niir RS X 4. 57 and aJtlin;;r ibid. 58 " with the male ones, with 
the female ones." 1'24, 

155. Locative : *-(y)a. Although there are numerous instances in which a 
locatiye is clearly required by the context, our material admits of doubt as to 
the means of indicating this case, Generally, Rurrian is assumed to combine 
its dative and locative in one form.125 This "'dew may be right. In the plural 
the dative -fa « *-z-wa) would be identical phonetically with a posited loca
thre *-z-a. What slight reason there may be for separating the two forms is 
provided by a few occurrences of the singular. The starting point is e-bar-ni 
lJ,a-I-ur-ni-ya (cited in Br. 571 n. 1 )  " lord on earth." Since a suffixed -wa 
is not known otherwise to change in this position to -ya (ci. si-du-ur-ri-waa 
as-te-ni-w [a . •  ] VIII 61 obv-. 4 " for the woman Shiduri " ;  a.§-te-ni-waa-ni-id 
ibid. 6 ) ,  we are justified in assuming *-a, or perhaps *-ya. Note also KUR 
Ma-a-as-ri-a-a-an-ni " one in Egypt " [137 (lc) ] .  As against this there is the 
phrase cRuNi-nu-wa-a-waa dISTAR-an XXXI 3· rev. 5. The context is 
fragmentary, but the place-name appears, nevertheless, to be in the locative. 
Unless the -w- of the suffix is secondary (like the first) ,  the locative could be 
expressed at times by -wa in common with the dative. In these circumstances 
a satisfactory solution is as yet impossible. It seems safer, howe"\er, to keep 
the two case-relations apart for the time being with the: reservation that a 
formal identity of the two is by no means unlikely. 

At all events, the context enables us not infrequently to distinguish the 
locative-relation from the dative. The clearest examples happen to be in 
the plural. Thus ti-si-a-sa-an �Iit. I 78 is plainly " in their hearts " (= *tiza 
+ ya + z + w/a + n )  ; sa-ll:a-al-la-sa ibid. 79 is necessarily " in the years." 126 

Similarly, is-ta-ni-a-sa ibid. III 110 (also II 70, IV 129) has to be rendered 
" in their mutualness, they mutually." Cf. also [e ] -se-na-sa Br. loco cit. " in 
the heavens," and add <ut-l;u-ri)-ya-sa RS Voc. IV 17, evidently " at their 
side." For the singular we have ti-si-iw-u·a-an Mit. II 55 [207], IV 111 121 

" in my heart." 

124 [v. Brandenstein, ZA 46. 104, speaks of ora as the element of the collective plural, 
but there is nothing in the instances which he cites to support this assertion. His 
reference to Friedrich, BChG 6 is irrelevant since the ora discussed there represents the 
particle -na with the ·n· assimilated to the r of the radical element.] 

. 125 Cf. Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12. 257. Bork, Mitannisprache 22 f., equated
. 
WIth the 

locative not only the dative but also the genitive (in spit€ of its -we) ; in funchon, Bork 
held " the locative could express all conceivable cas€-relations!' 12� Cf. JAOS 59. 296 n. 29. In citing several instance of -sa from Nuzi I listed them 
in that note under the locative but failed to realize that the suffix is composite and 
includes the pluralizing particle -z-; cf. [142]. 

121 For this passage cf. JAOS 59. 300 n. 41. 
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156. " Stative " :  -a d. [207]. The inclusion of this form with the present 
group is provisional and the term is advisedly indefinite. There is nothing 
yague, however, about the prominence of the form in the language. The main 
question is whether its -a acts more distinctly as a particle than is true of the 
preceding " case " - endings. For unlike those, the present suffix appears to 
function also as an element forming intransitive participles [169J. At any 
rate, we do find it with nominal roots as a relational marker. To that extent 
it belongs with the above group. 

First we have to justify the individual listing of the suffix as distinct from 
that of the locative. The evidence is phonologic. Whereas the locative ending 
is added to the stem-vowel (lJawurne-ya) ,  the ending of the stative is attached 
to the nearest consonant and any intervening stem-vowel is elided ;  e. g., ur-lJa 
Mit. II 106 <ur!?e; pa-Ilrla ibid. <paWe; ta-a-ti-a-a-aii.Ja III 92 <*tadiya-se. 

Functionally, the form conveys the idea that something is or has been 
placed in a given state. It is used hence frequently for the adverbial attribute 
and the circumstancial adverbial clause. E. g. : ur-lJe-e-en pa-a-la. gu-li-a-a-ma 
pa-a[-li-]ma-a-an ur-l;a g [u-l]i-a-a[-m]a Mit. II 106 " what is true as ques
tionable he will not declare, and what is questionable as true he will not 
declare " ;  128 Ilm-mu-u-ri-aS-sa.-a-an zaf-lam-Si ta-a-nu-u-sa lyi-ya-ru-ulJ-lja 
1U1rlJ,k-ka-aii-sa ibid. III 106 " By Immuriya a statue was made, of chased 
gold " ;  '" Us-l;u-ne e-we,-er-ne sar-ra uS-ta-e XXVII 38 iv 19  " U. (the) lord 
was made ( ?) king " [102]. 

This function accounts for the use of the ending with adjectival fOI"Illil in 
-lje and participial forms in -:fe. Cf. e-e-marna-a-am-lJa ta-a-nu-sa-u �Iit. IV 
32 " (these) tenfold (were) carried out by me," alongside the denominative 
verbal form e-e-ma-na-a--mu-sa-u ibid. III 54, 5 7 ;  130 note also a-ru-u-ma-a-a.§
-su-lJi-lJa ibid. 13, a-ru-u-si-im-bu-u-ui-7}a ibid. 16. For -sa, note, e. g., 
IGe-li-i-an I]fa-ni-en-na-a-an 7}a-su-u-sa-u it-ta-a.s-[s]a ibid. 11 7' " Keliya and 
Mane (were) heard by me a. having gone," i. e., " I  heard that K. and M. 
had left." In this way the forms in -sa comes to express the equivalent of the 
" that " -clause. 

Finally, an important use of the stative is with the noun-complex in which the 
predicative -n is employed internally [207]. A good example is se-e-ni-iw-wu-u
-ul-la-a-an ti-sa-a-an-na (108) u-u-ri-a-a-aii-se-na Mit. I 107 f. " brother-my-
-bv-they-and in-accordance-with-what-is-the-heart, the-ones-desired-by-him," 
i. �., " the things heartily desired by my brother." The Akk. equivalent of 
tizanna (*<tiza + n ( n) + a) in the Tushratta letters is sa libbiSu EA 20. 75, 

128 Cf. Fri€drich, BChG 40. 
12.9 For this meaning of nak- note already lIesserschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 14. 
130 Speiser, JAOS 59. 320 f. 

10 
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29. 154. This usage is wide-spread. Cf. ai-ti-in-na Mit. III 104 " as wife," 
lit. " as (one who) is a wife " ; as-ti-ilc-wu-u-un-na ibid. I 51 " as my wife " ;  
se-e-ni-iw-wu-it-e-ni-e-en-na ti-sa-a.-an-JUI ibid. III 14 " in accordance with 
what is my brother's heart." A further extension of the above phrase by means 
of the adjectival -l.Je occurs in se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e-en-nu-ulJ-lJa ti-sa-a-an
-nu-u!J-lJa ibid. II 10 " in accordance with what is the fraternal heart of my 
brother." The first word consists of *zena " brother " + 1 p. sg. possessive -if 
+ gen. -we + attr. part. -ne + pred. part. -n + connective vowel -u- + adject. 
sufI. -lJe + stative -(1. ; the whole is employed as an attribute of tizannvJ!J7:Ja 
with the customary suffix-duplication.l<l1 

With this stative -a I would compare the -e of the RS Voc. which combines 
with the ;) p. possessive to form -di-e [146J, Sum. -bi. s e  (corresponding to 
Akk. ana x-iiu). By the side of <ti-iS-nilu->di [146 n. 106J ibid. II 28 " his 
(her, its) heart" we have MIN-di-e 29 " as/into his heart." Since there is 
otherwise no evidence for a particle -8 and since the force of this suffix accords 
perfectly with the above -iJ" we may equate the two. That the difference 
between them may be one of orthography rather than quality is indicated by 
the variation ali within the RS Voc. itself ; d. te-slV-l;i III 9 : te-Si-l;i ibid. 11. 

157. To sum up, the suffixes which} mark the case-relations of Hurrian are 
as follows : 

Singular Plural 
Subject-case -az 
Agentive -5 -zus 
Genitive -we -2e 
Dative -wa -za 
Directive -da -sta 
Comitative -ra, -iura 
Locative *-(y)a *-za 
" Stative " -a *-za 

All these suffixes follow other morphologic elements but precede the asso
ciatives, which are non-morphologic. The one exception to this rule is in the 
construction of the stative which may use the predicative -n internally. 

d. Adjectival Suffixes 

158. -I;e and -Me. It hail already been demonstrated that these two forms 
differ phonetically [56 ff.J ; for alongside syllabic fJal-pa-a-lJi, fJa-al-pa-l;i 

131 The ahoye translation of the phrase is periphrastic since we cannot otherwise 
indicate in English the adjective of " my brother's." 

:,-
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[58 n. 109J ,  with one -1;-, we have alphabetic l;lb-g, whereas syllabic turulyl;e 
" male " and aJtul;l;e " female " [57J correspond to Rs trlj( n) and aJtl; (n) 
respectively [59J . The single -I; of the main syllabary reflects thus the voiced 
velar spirant as against the voiceless which is written -b:JJ-. At the same time 
there is scarcely an appreciable difference in meaning between these two forms, 
so far as we can tell.132 If both forms represent one and the same morpheme 
we fail to understand the reason for the established phonetic ,ariation ; if, on 
the other hand, they differed in connotation the nature of that difference is 
wholly a matter for speculation. For the present, therefore, the two forIIlB 
have been grouped together as a single morpheme, although they may have 
to be separated in the future. 

For the -e d. [56J. A preceding stem-ending -ile is changed to -u-, e. g., 
fJatti : fJattolJe [61J , but -a remains, e. g., fJalbal;e [62J. 

The meaning of the su:ffix has been discussed by Friedrich, Analecta 
Orientalia 12 (1935) 122 ff. For its function as a descriptive attribute, which 
precedes its head, d. fJurrolJe KUR omini " Hurrian land " [137 ( l ) J ; 
a parallel construction is with the gen. preceded by -ne-, ci. ezenewe-neJ 
a.llai-s " by the heavenly mistress " [ibid.]. From among the numerous other 
instances of this parallelism note the two forms in apposition in XXVII 1 ii 
27-29, 46-47, ek 

The suffix is used frequently in conjunction with the " root-complements," 
for which see [175J. 

159. -nil. Apart from the combination of -ne + we to mark attributive 
relation, as has just been indicated, this particle is used in certain instances 
independently, thus acquiring the force of an adjectival suffix ; d. [137 ( 5 )  J .  
Such uses are rare, however, confined apparently to a few elliptical expressions. 
Wider use is attested for -anne, -inne, and -unne, all of which seem to repre
sent an extension of -ne under conditions which cannot as yet be specified; 
cf. provisionally [89]' The adjectival force of these elements is evident from 
a series of terms used to describe horses in AASOR 16. 98-100 ; e. g., zi-i.r-rar 
-ma-an-nu, am-qa-ma-an-nu, ba-ab-ru-un-nu.133 Less clear is the precise func
tion of -inne in the denominative du-ru-bi-in-i-nu-uk-ku :Mit. I 17  alongside 
turubi " need, danger," 134 or in � uzi urbarinni " butcher " 135 from *urb-ar
" slaughter." 1116 For -unne cf. the agent nouns of the type aS�,ozikkonne 

1�2 A possible solution, suggested with all due reserve, is offered in [57]. It is too 
uncertain, how'ever, for adoption in the present listing. 

133 The final -u is to be ascribed to Akkadian influence. 
134 Cf. Speiser, JAOS 59. 313. 13S Cf. Gordon, Orientalia 7. 54. 
13B For the extension with -ar- cf. [176 ( 3 ) ] .  The root alone appears in the Nuzi 

phrase urbumma epeliu, d. Gordon, loco cit.; Friedrich, BChG 60. I normalize here b 
for p on account of the preceding r. 
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f I ·bl dd t "  " "  131 [137 ( 5 ) ] ,  and or -arme we may p aUSI y a uce arsuwanne man. 
If these suffixes were found only with verbal roots they could be classed with 
the elements which form verbal nouns. As it is, their function appears to have 
been more general ; see also below, n. 138, and d. [221] .  

160. -zi. On the basis of iie-e-ni-iw-wu-u-uz-zi Mit. III 43 Bork set up a 
special case-form, the " equative of quality " (Mitannisprache 47) and trans
lated the above word " worthy of my brother." Now that this suffix has come 
up in a number of other occurrences it can be seen that Bork's classification 
was premature. The element is adjectival with the range of " pertaining to, 
appropriate to," or the like. A good example of its force is aii-du-uz-,,;, 
AASOR 16 p. 134, which I first took to mean " good " (ibid. ) .  However, 
it is obviously an analogne of astul.!l.!e " female." The thing described by 
aJtuzzi is a garment (loc. cit.) ,  and the adjective means evidently " feminine " ; 
the juxtaposition -ul.!l.!e: -uzzi is significant for our present purposes. Another 
instance is ur-'1k!Y-zi RS VOC� II 21 " stable, just," a derivative of urlJe " true, 
firm." But the suffix finds its widest application with personal names where 
it may be preceded by -a-, -i-, or -u- ; d. the well-known Agizzi of Qatna (EA 
52-55, 57), and for the numerous names from N liZi see L. Oppenheim, WZKM 
44 (1936) 206. Here the adjunctive force of the suffix is self-evident.'" 

e. Suffixes Employed with Verbal Nouns 

161. The suffixes grouped under this head are not homogeneous in the sense 
that all are used to form participles and infinitives. A historical inquiry might 
show, e. g., that -se started out with the noun as an abstract element, whereas 
-ae could be traced to permansive forms with certain verbs; -um was the 
infinitive proper, capable of appearing in the subject-case as -ummi and in 
the stative as -umma.; finally, -i and -a were the marks of the agent-noun with 
transitives and intralLSitives respectively. All these interpretations would be 
consistent with what we can learn about Hurrian from the scanty material at 
our disposal. Indeed, the brief discussion which follows will support these 
identifications. Our primary objective, however, is a logical descriptive 
arrangement ; from this standpoint the elements here discussed, whatever 
their origin, are employed chiefly with verbal forms used attributively, or else 

131 For the meaning cf. v. Brandenstein, in Friedrich, BChG 8 n. 1. Since the Hurrian 
primary roots are predominantly monosyllabic we may regard the present word as a 
complex form. 

us The same may be said of the names in ·nne listed ibid. 195 ( except those in -enn1 
which may include the element -ene " god " ) .  This correspondence in function confirms 
the broader grammatical relationship between this element [159] and ·zi. 
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as predicates in nominal sentences. To that extent we may group all these 
forms together as verbal nouns. It will be recalled that the boundary between 
noun and verb in Hurrian is not sharply marked [99J ; the demarcation is 
for the most part not inherent and has to be indicated by the respective bound 
forms. We shall see presently that a complex ,erbal form signifying H I  ga,e " 
(lit. a given-in-the-past-by-me ") can be turned into an attribute by means of 
the suffix -se whereupon it is free to take on any relational suffi.:x of the noun. 

-se 

162. Descriptively this suffix occupies an intermediate posit.ion between the 
adjecti"\"al elements cited above and the verbal modifiers which follow. It occurs 
with simple nominal stems to form abstracts, but when used with "Verbs it 
fails to affect the syntax of the underlying element ; transitives involnng goal 
and agent are still construed with the agentive [164]. 

The voicelessness of the consonants is assured by the consistent -88- in Mit. 
between vowels and the scarcely less regular double writing in the other sources 
of the main syllabary such as Bogh. or Nuzi [44]-'" This careful orthography 
helps to a"Void confusion between such forms as, e. g., u-u-ri-a-a-a.s-se-na �Iit. 
I 108 " the ones desired by him " « uriya + sc + n{1) and si-ni-a-se-na- ibid. 
III 40 " the ones of their two " « sin + ya + z + 'na) .  

163. v\'ith nouns there are numerous instances of the abstract force of the 
suffix. Of. K uzi erwiSe " feudal service " alongside erwi " lord," 140 and note 
Bogh. e-ew-ri-iS-si-l.!i- " pertaining to lordship " XXVII 42 rev. 5, 6, 2 5 ;  
dam-gjqar-si � Akk. tamlcarrutu " commercial traffic " AASOR 16 pp. 122 f., 
and note dam-qar-ra-aii-iii XXVII 1 ii 2&; sar-ra-aii-si ibid. 3, (also 42 rev. 
S if.) " kingship " ;  after a consonant the suffix is written -8eji, as in the 
above dam-gjqar-iii and evidently also in za.-lam-iii " statue " « Akk. ?almu) 
Mit. III 77 fl'. '41 

164. The commonest use of -se (pI. -se + na), however, consists in nomi
nalizing complex verbal forms. Of. ai-ti-in se-e-ni-iw-wu-1i-e (34) a-ru-tt:-sa.-u 
se-e-ni-iw-wu-U-e-ni-e-en ti-sa-a-an-na si-ra-a.s-se; l\Iit. IV 33 f. " (the) WIfe of 
my brother was 142 given by me, pleasing (siraJe) in accordance with my 
brother's heart." 143 Here the se-form marks an appositive complement of the 

139 Cf. also Lang. 16  ( 1940) 323 f. 
140 Cf. P. Koschaker, SEer. sachs. Ak. Wiss. 1928 p. 15  and Speiser, A.ASOR 10 ( 1930) 

14 n. 28. 
141 Note also v. Brandenstein, Orientalia 8 ( 1939) 85 n. 28. 
14.2 The verbal copula is expressed by the pred. part. -n [206]. 
143 Cf. [156]. 
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subject (aSti-n) .  The suffix cannot indicate the object, as was formerly sup
posed/H because Sir-a is an intransitive form.145 Nor can it be regarded as a 
relath-e particle (" *who pleases ") because it is not construed as a relational 
element, in that it can be followed by the attributive ·ne, -na and case·endings 
(see below) .  It comes closest to acting as a participle, but such a designation 
would be too limiting with intransiti.os and primary nouns. We shall do best 
by describing the suffix as a derivational element capable of transforming 
complex verbal forms into unified nominal stems. 

Let us take, e. g., tup-pe (41) ni-lJa-a-a.r-ri-e-we a-ru-u-sa-uJ-se-ni-e-we }Iit. 
IV 40f. [99, 137 ( 2 ) J .  The .orbal form a-ru-u-sa-u (see abo.o) " given-past
-by-me " has been transformed into a descriptive attribute by means of -se. 
As such it is treated exactly like the preCBding noun ni/!ari, both being 
supplied with one-we, this in spite of the agent-suffix with the verb (ar-) 
which is differentiated for tense (-oz- ) .  Another instructive instance is i-·i-aJ
-li-e-ni-in se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-uS du-be [-na-a-ma-a-anJ (20) su-u-al-la-ma-an 
ge-para-nu-u-sa-a-a!l-se-n<1 Mit. II 19 f. " what-they-indeed brother-my-by 
tablets ( ?) -man all-they sent-by-him-se-na," i. e., " all such tablets as my brother 
sent." Here the transitive verb with goal (du-be-) continues to construe 
with the agentive (" by my brother "),  although the form is no longer the 
predicate but merely an attribute of the grammatical subject. This ability to 
retain their normal syntax is characteristic of all se-forms. In I].fa-ni-e-ra-la-a-n 
t{-na-aJ-se-na Mit. II 116 H l'rlane-with-they the-arrived-ones," i. e., H the 
(things) brought by Mane " we haye the comitative [154J. The dative occurs, 
e. g., in se-e-ni-iu:-wu-u-a-al-la-a-an (18)  ge-pa-a-nu-sa-a-uS-se-na ge-pa-n'lJ,
-sara-ul.Ja-ma-an Mit. III 17 f., freely " the (things) sent by me to my 
brother were sent by me " ;  the force of the se-form is here that of a gerundive : 
" that which was to be sent, I sent." Finally, a verb referring to 1. p. pI. is 
nominalized in the instance of u--u-ra-{1,-sa-aS-se-rw,-ma-a-an ti-we_eMES Mit. 
I 80 " the things desired by us." 1.4-6 

-M 
165. Although this suffix occurs frequently in )fit., Bogh., and the RS Voc., 

its interpretation is exceedingly difficult. On the basis of Mit. ni-i-ru-sa-e 

I 55, 58, 7'0, 82, IV 38 " swiftly " and te-u-u-na-e II 49, 55, etc. " much " 
it was concluded as long ago as the turn of the century that this element forms 
adverbs.'" In the RS Voc., however, -ae and its variants -ai and -eli (d. [69] 

for the analogous process ae > ai > i) appears to form adjectives : nt-ra-e 

1H Cf. )'Iesserschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 36; Bork, Mitannisprache 62. 
145 Cf. JAOS 59. 307. 146 For the suffix -a-u-sa see [198]. 
147 JIesserschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 1 1 ;  P. Jensen ZA 14 ( 1899) 177. 
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II 20 " slight," pa-lJi-ri-e 22 " good," tu-bu-e. 23 " strong," ki-ra-i ibid. IV 28 
" long." 14S It would thus seem that -a·e should be classified with -he and 
-zi 149 as an adjectival suffix which in certain instances could be used ;lso for 
adverbs. In partial support of such an attempt would be the circumstance, 
which is yet to be brought out (d. [175J ) ,  that -M has in common with -he 
the ability to interpose root-complements between itself and the radical ele
ment. But there are arguments against this classification. The Hittite passage 
ma-a-an I-NA UTI IIKAc\'-ma VII u-i-da-a-ar pi-an-zi nu [ . . .  J ( 10)  me-ma-1-
XXVII 23 ii 9 f. " When on the second day, however, they give seven waters, 
he speaks [ . . .  J " is followed by the Hurrian passage Si-i-na-a-i si-irv-ta-ta-a-i 
si-ya-a-i ibid. 9. Since sin-, sind-, and siya- signify " two," " seven," HO and 
" water " 151 respectively, the Hurrian is in some way a translation of the 
Hittite. In that case the repeated -ai would recall the ;uffix-duplication which 
we ha.o encountered with case-endings [132-3J .  Similar repetition of this 
suffix is found also in other passages, notably XXVII 42 rev. 20 ff., XXXI 8 
iii 8 ff. The question is justilled, therefore, whether the suffix is not after all 
a case-element, say, " adverbiative." 

Cf. Goetze, RRA 39. 196 and n. 21  for the tentatively assumed " adverbialis." 

166. The answer has to be in the negative on account of yet another use 
of the element -ae. For in addition to representing adjectives and adverbs 
this suffi.."{ occurs also with -verbal roots, and some of the forms thus treated 
show a construction which can be recognized as verbal. First we have to note 
u-sa-e RS Voc. II 25. In the corresponding passage from the Series 1}AR . ra: 
b-ubullu II we get Sumerian g a l .l  a, All. i-ba-su-u " existing " ( subjnc.) ; d. 
Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12. 239 ; evidently, therefore, the Rurrian form 
corresponds to a participle (Ioc. cit. 246, ad II 25) .  An analogous form, 
perhaps related etymologically, is uS-ta-e XXVII 38 iv 19, with which we may 
compare the intr. form uS-ta-aran Mit. IV 91. Most important, however, is 
the fact that words in -ae may be construed with the agentive ; d. a-u d fJ i-i-dam 
e-we,-er-ne (21)  [wu J�!  >0, -ut-ti-la-a-e d K u-mar-we,-ne-e!; sar-ra XXVII 38 
iv 20 f., which suggests the translation " 10, [127J 1}idam, the lord, was set 

148 Note also Thureau-Dangin's comment, Syria 12. 246. 
149 Indeed, listed with the above forms in -ae is ur-ulJ-zi " true, firm " (Rs Voc. II 2 1 ) .  
150 For these numerals see [116].  
151 For the meaning of this noun cf. Br. 563 n. 2. [Add now also ZA 46. 95 f. 

Incidentally, v. Brandenstein cites ibid. 94 the Rurro-Hittite passage quoted above, but 
he does so in an entirely different connection and indicates at the same time his per
plexity as to the nature of the grammatical forms involved.] 

152' This supplementation appears preferable, to judge from the copy, to [l]u-, for 
which see Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. 35. 
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up ( ?) by Kumarwe as king." At any rate, the verbal forms in -ae act like 
those in -se when the sentence includes a logical object. Another example of 
this construction is tup-pu-�a-ta-a-al-la-ma-an i-i-in ew-ri-en-na-su-uS pal
-du-pa-te Mit. III 48. Here the grammatical subject is expressed by -lla
" they " and the logical subject by the agentive meaning " by the lords." 
The predicate can be sought only in tuppubada- which can scarcely be other 
than a form in -ae whose -e was changed to -a- in accordance with [65] ; 
cf. the concluding form in -bade. I would translate " whether (i-i-in for 
ai + n) they were treated generously 153 by the lords, in reality." 154 It is clear 
that in the sentence forms in -ae could, in given circumstances, serve as the 
equivalent of finite forms referring to 3 p. in passi-re construction. 

167. The adjectival-adverbial and the verbal connotations of -ae can best be 
brought into harmony by positing an underlying gerundial value. Specifically, 
the suru seems to have the force of " becoming something, made into some
thing," not unlike the Akkadian permansive. This would account with ease 
for adjectives like lcirra-i " long " (" become, rendered long ")  ,155 or adverbs 
like te-u-u-na-e " much " (" being great " ) .  Finally, gerundial forms can be 
used in Hurrian in common with participles proper to function as gerundives ; 
this has already been indicated [164J, and will be stressed again later [251]' 
Accordingly, the Hurrian parallel to the Hittite passage cited in [165J may 
provisionally be translated " there being on the second (day) seven waters, . . .  " 

Additional examples of terms in -ae will be listed under " root-complements " 
[175J. 

153 For the meaning of tupp- see JAOS 59. 299. 
15' For pald- " authentic " cf. Friedrich, BChG 40. 
1-55 A different form based on the radical element kir- is ge·ra·as-se- ( n[a-sa-til?-l]a-a-an 

sa-wa-al-Ia-sa) Mit. I 79, which manifestly means " long- (in-we-and years-in ) ," i. e., 
" through long years wc . . .  " ;  cf. JAOS 59. 296 n. 29. The significance of the doublets 
kiraeji and kerase is twofold. They furnish independent confirmation of the grammatical 
parallel behveen -ae and -se and consequently also of the participial character of -ae. 

:Moreover, these doublets illustrate some of the means whereby adjectival concepts could 
be expressed. Since Hurrian does not recognize the adjective as an independent part of 
speech [l00], such roundabout constructions are easy to understand. 

The supplementation given abnve is demanded by the syntax. Friedrich, Kleinas. 
Sprachdenkm. 12 reproduces ( with reservations ) the earlier ge-ra-as-se-n[a-a-al-IJa-a-an; 
cf. Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 34, Bark, Mitannisprache SS. But the loco pI. suff. 
of the head (-fa) must be anticipated with the attribute; moreover, the associative 
pronoun cannot refer to " in-the-years," hence -lla· " they " is out of the question. On 
the other hand " we " not only accords -with the syntactic requirements but is supported 
also by the fiw previous instances in the same context ( ibid. 76 f. ) .  

1 
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The participial endings -a, -i, -u 
168. There are several significant points of difference between the forms 

which contain one of the above endings and those which end in -ae or -se. 
The latter are nominalized constructions which function principally as attri
butes. They may be construed with the agentive. The use of -ae and -se 
extends to non-verbal elements where it marks adjectives, adverbs, and abstract 
nouns. On the other hand, the forms in -a, -i, and -u still show a direct 
relation to the underlying verbal root. They function principally as predicates 
and are construed invariably with the subject-case. The sentences which con
tain these forms are equational and show no syntactic difference frOID the 
nominal sentences proper. The combined evidence leads to the conclusion that 
the forms in question are participial. As such they have to be treated together 
with the other nominal forms. 

Morphologically, -a, -i, and -u will be shown to express distinctions of voice. 
Since -a is all but restricted to intransitives it may be regarded as the marker 
of the middle participle. Similarly, -i Dlay be viewed as the ending of active 
participles in that it characterizes transitive verbs. It should be stressed, 
however, that the classes " transitive " and " intransitive " do not coincide 
completely with the form-groups " active " and " middle " respectively. A 
given verb is inherently transitive and member of the i-class [119], or intransi
tive and hence member of the ufo-class [120J. The further differentiation 
according to voice is secondary and morphologic. This is immediately apparent 
from the fact that intransitives, which have -uj 0- as class-marker, employ 
-a in the forms under discussion. Furthermore, the same verbal root, e. g. 
ag-, may appear either with -a- or with -i-, as it does in the onomastic con
structions beginning with ag-a-b- and ag-i-b-. Here the agent-noun is marked 
as middle or active respectively, whereas the class of the underlying root is 
not capable of variation. 

The morphologic form in -u is more difficult to interpret because the 
material at our disposal is comparatively scanty and virtually limited to 
onomastic compounds. It is clear, at all events, that this ending is used with 
transitives and is thus grammatically in contrast with the form in -i. What 
evidence there is favors the conclusion that -u marks passive forms alongside 
the active ones in -i. But the evidence is not conclusive and there is room for 
other interpretations. 

All three endings are prominent in onomastic elements, particularly in 
combination with -b ; for this construction see [171 J .  For the present we shall 
restrict ourselves to the material which shows the above three endings 
unobscured by additional elements. 

1 
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169. ·a. This suffix is characteristic of the verbs which constitute the 
ujo-class, i. e., intransitives [120]. Of. u-u-nu-uk-7ca-la-an Mit. IV 3 " they 
come to pass (un + u-) , but u"'1£-oo ibid. II 14 " (he) is coming." The final 
-� indicates that the action imolved affects the actor. It is thus the mark of 
the middle voice ; contrast the force of -i and -u [168] and below. 

The evidence concerning the nature of the a-forms has to be sought in the 
type of sentence in which these forms occur. The following illustrations are 
typical : 

(a) a-ti-i-ni-i-in 'M rk-ni-e-na-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-u- [e] (14) paras-si-i-it-lJi 
u"'1£-oo Mit. II 13 f. " so-indeed Mane-n-an brother-mine-of envoy (is) 
coming " 

(b) u-u-na-a-al-lrk-rk-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-ta ibid. I 115 " coming-they-and 
brother-my-to," i. e., " and they come to my brother " 

(c)  arti-i-ni-i-in mrk-rk-an-nrk-at-to-ma-an ibid. II 85, III 63, 65 
(d) [m ]a-a-an-na-til-larmaran ibid. IV 119 
(e)  i-nu-me-e uS-lJu-ni si-lJa-rk-la lJi-iS-ma • . •  XXIX 8 iv 27 lOB " as-it, 

(the) silver ( ?) ,  (is) pure, firm ( ?)  . . .  ' ' ' 51 

In (a) the a-form is predicate of a noun in the subject-case and is thus the 
equi,alent of 3 p. sg.'" In (e) the subject is marked by the associative pro
noun of the same person. The subject of (b) is the corresponding pronoun of 
1) p. pI. In (c) we have an analogous construction with the pronoun of 1 p. sg. 
( -tta-) ; th� predicate includes mann + a [125]. The analysis of the form is 
simplified by the circumstance that the clause involves only one other word, 
the particle-complex adi + nin, d. (a) ; subject and predicate are confined, 
therefore, within mann + a + tta + man.'" Finally, (d) has the same predi
cate as (c) ,  viz., mann + a-, but the subject is this time the associative pro
noun of 1 p. pI. It follows that the a-form is constant with all persons.'60 

The underlying stem may be differentiated for tense, e. g., un + ett + a Mit. 
III 12 !, 21 " will be coming " [182], but this does not affect the characteristic 
final vowel. 

The foregoing examples point to the conclusion that -0 introduces a parti
cipial form. This is indicated in the first place by the impersonal character 

15ft Similarly ibid. 8. 157 Cf. Goetze, RHA 35 ( 1939) 104 if. 
158 The suffixes left untranslated contain a reference to the verbal copula [206]. 
15\1 Cf. JAOS 59. 302 ff. 
160 The second person is not represented because the associative pronoun for that 

person remains to be identified. However, the first and third persons, both singular 
and plural, are construed with the a-form so that it is logical to assume the same 
construction for the second person as well. 
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of the form ; contrast the transitive forms that are differentiated for agent 
[194]. With the a-form the person is indicated by the subject of the sentence. 
J\.Ioreover, the a-form is not predicative in itself ; in order that it may function 
as a predicate there is need in the sentence of a special predicative marker, 
such as -fl, [206] or an associative pronoun.161 

The above conclusion is confirmed by the complete parallelism between sen
tences involving the a-form and the nominal sentence. We need refer only to 

un-du-u-un I];la-ni-e-na-an se-e-ni-iw-u:u-u-e pa-rd-si-i-it-lJi Mit. IV 35 
" now-then-n Mane-n-an (is) brother-my-of envoy." The correspondence 
with the above type (a)  is obvious. Both sentences are introduced by a particle. 
In both the subject is precisely the same : }fane-n�an. But instead of the 
nominal predicate in the present instance ( " (is) envoy "),  the other example 
substitutes an a,-form, while H envoy " becomes an apposition to the subject. 
It is thus clear that un-a functions exactly like the noun paJitlJe of (a) .  
S)LltacticaUy the a-form is  a noun. Grammatically it must be taken as a parti
ciple " coming, arriving." Both sentence-types are equational, the predicate 
of the one being specifically a noun and of the other a participle. 

It was indicated above [168] that the forms in -a are virtually limited to 
intransitives. It was stressed, furthermore, that the concept " intransitive " 
is inherent in the given root and may be signified by the absolute class-marker 
-uj 0- (which is not to be confused with the participial ending -u [171 ] ) .  As 
against this marker, -a is an incidental element specifying the connection 
between the underlying verbal root and the subject. Accordingly, the distinc
tion involved is one of voice. The a-form can refer only to the middle voice. 

170. -i. For the i-quality d. [187 n. 232]. The use of the i-form offers a 
complete syntactic parallel with that of the a-form. Both show the actor
action construction. Neither form is personal ; like the form in -a the i-form 
may be used for any person, singular or plural. This correspondence in func
tion is, sufficient to establish the form in -i as participial. Added support for 
this analysis will be found in the fact that the i-form may be used with the 
attr. part. -ne and th€ 2 p. poss. -b, which are distinctive nominal endings 
[134 ff.]. 

With primary stems, which mark the present tense, the i-form is confined 
to transitives, i. e., '\"erbs of the i-class [119]. With past stems, however, 
which are formed with the suffix -OZ- [181] , -i is found to charaderize both 
transitives and intransith"es. The reason for this irregularity is not far to 
seek. Theoretically, the past participle of intransitives should end in *-oz�a, 

161 These pronouns are used with or without on. They ,"ere apparently predicative 
without the attached particle; cf. example ( e )  above. 
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on the analogy of the present in -a and the future in -ett-a. But -oz-a (wr. 
-u-sa) is the regular and exceedingly common ending of 3 p. ag. trans. in the 
perfect tense. It appears, therefore, that the perfect participle of intransitives 
was modeled after the transitives to avoid confusion with the finite form. 

The foregoing statements are illustrated by the following citations : 

(a) u-n�-me-e-ni-i-in za-al-bu-u-[ . • • • .  J (67) ta-a-d1k-ka-a-ri Mit. II 
66 f. " as-he 162 -indeed . . . . .  (is) loving " 

(b) sa-a-at-ti-/a-an . . • • . (109) ta-a-du-ka-a-ri-i-til-/a-a-an ibid. III 108 f. 
" together-we-so . . . . .  (are) loving-we," i. e., a we love each other " 

(c) pa-as-iii-na-an '" se-e-ni-iw-w. (113) su-u-u-ta ibid. III 112 f. " send
ing-n-an brother-my me-to " 

(d) [ . . . .  ] lJe-en-ni-e-en se-e-ni-iw-wiJ pa.-a.s-su-Si 164 ibid. I 65 " now-n 
brother-my sending-past," i. e., " now my brother having been the sender " 

(e)  pa-as-se-ti-i-dan (117) se-e-ni-i[w-w1k-tJa ibid. III 116 f. " sending
-iut.-for brother-my-to," i. e., " will send for it to my brother " 165 

(f) pi-sa-an�du-si-i-it-ta-a-an ibid. IV 9 " rejoicing-past-I-and," i. e., " and 
I rejoiced " 

(g) ka-b1k-u-si-ni-ib XXVII 42 rev. 20 ; ka-bu-si-ib ibid. 21 

In (a) the subject is the associative pronoun of 3 p. sg., the predicate the 
trans. root tad- H love " extended by means of the root-complement -ugar
[176 (8)  J and employed in the i-form. The same extended stem appears in (b), 

lSI! Or " she, it." 
163 The inverted word-order in this instance and in ( e )  is due to the nature of the 

subordinate clauses involved ; cf. JAOS 59. 313 f. and [253]. 
164 The missing introductory word was probably [un-du-ma-a·an] ;  cf. Goetze, Lang. 16 

( 1940) 129 and see above [127]. 
lS5 Goetze, loco cit. 130 and n. 22, takes the sign -d/tan of the predicate as representing 

the pronoun -tta- + -no He anticipates the objection that the consonant of the pronoun 
should be written double but rejects it on the ground that " the first person is absolutely 
necessary." This is surely begging the question. Nor does it help much to add that 
H the passage includes one of the rare occurrences of the sign -tan." )lit. contains well 
over a score of instances of this sign ( I  48, II 9, 1 1  [,two times], 49, 61 [three times] ,  
84, III 16, 46, 50, 69, 81, 87, 88, 90, 92, 108 [two times], IV 64, 115, 1 1 6 ) .  Wnat is 
more, wherever this sign is used in final position it stands for the particle -dan [222]. 
On the other hand, there is no other demonstrable instance of the pron. -tta- with the 
consonant written single. Finally, -dan is construed with such verbs as pal- " ask " 
(III 46 ) ,  sar- " request " ( ibid. 90f . ) ,  anzannolJ,- " beg " ( ibid. 50) [222], so that is 

natural also with " send (for ) ." That the first person is necessary in the passage under 
discussion is true enough. But we can scarcely assert that Hurrian had no other way 
of referring to this person save by employing -tta-. It seems far more appropriate to 
interpret written ·tta- and -dan in the sense in which each is safely attested elsewhere. 
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this time with the pron. of 1 p. pI. In (c) We have the i-form of the trans. 
verb paJ- a send " in a sentence in which " my brother " is the subject. The 
same subject and predicate appear also in (d) except that the perfect stem of 
the verb is used in that instance. In (e)  the underlying root of the predicate 
is once again paS-, this time in the future stem. The form ends in the asso
ciative particle -dan " for, about " [222].'''' The subject, which from the 
context should be the 1 p. sg., is not expressed in this particular clause, but 
is implied by the preceding SU-U-U-W9 " of me " and -iw-w'J " mine " ;  a break 
towards the beginning of line 116 unfortunately adds obscurity to the syntax 
of the utterance as a whole. In (f) we find the i-form with the past stem of 
the intr. root pis- " rejoice " extended by the root-complement -ana- " about." 
The subject is the associative -ita- " 1." Finally, (g) furnishes two examples 
of the i-form with a past stem followed by the poss. -b " thine " ;  tbe first of 
these examples contains also the attr. -ne. These suffixes bring the nominal 
character of the i-form into sharp relief. Although the meaning of the under
lying root kab- is as yet unknown, the use of the past element -oz- is sufficient 
to establish the two forms in question as verbal nouns.'167 

170a. A different interpretation of the i-form has been given by Goetze in 
his article on " The Hurrian Verbal System " Lang. 16 (1940) 125-40. Goetze 
sees in this form a third main type of the HUITian verb (III ) ,  alongside 
the active (I, our i-class; e. g., tad + ya 3 p. sg. ) ,  and the middle (II, our 
ufo-class [120] ; e. g., un + a) ; d. op. cit. 129, 140. This third type is said 
to indicate " the effect of an action of undefined origin upon a person or thing" 
(p. 140) .  

Goetze's position cannot be reconciled with the complete evidence with regard 
to the case-system of H urrian. We should have to view the s-case as marking 
the subject, contrary to the argument presented in [150]. Furthermore, the 
stem-case [149J, with or without -n,'" would have to be looked upon as 
" much closer to our accusative than to anything else " (p. 136).  The transi
tive verb would be translatable only as an active (p. 140), in spite of the full 
weight of the evidence detailed in [246} .''' 

All of these premises are interdependent. Each can be refuted on grounds 

les See the preceding note. 
167 Any attempt to see in the written -si of these forms the abstract suffix -se [163] 

would be ruled out by the single writing of the consonant. The sequence -u-si can 
indicate only -ozi. Now -oz- is abundantly established as the particle of the perfect 
tense [181] ; it lacks the slightest evidence of any other use. The residual -i has ample 
parallels among the instances just cited. 

168 For the problem of the n·form see [203 ff.]. 
le9 I. e., when the sentence includes both agent and goal. 
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which do not involve the i-form. But eYen if these points are granted pro
visionally, Goetze's interpretation of his verh-type III will remain precarious. 
We have seen that the Rurrian verb shows a sharp dichotomy which is reflected 
by two distinctive formal classes [119-20]. Each class has its own favorite 
sentence-type, the i-class construing with the agentive and the u/ a-class with 
the subject-case. To establish a third class we should first have to show that 
the verbs assigned to it cannot be transferred without adequate reason 170 to 
either of the previously recognized classes. This cannot be done with Goetze's 
type III. Cf. 

un-du-ma-a-an se-e-ni-i[ w-w ] e-e-n pa,-aS-s[ u-si 171 IJJfa-] ni-en-na-a-an 8[e
-e-]ni[-iw-wu-u]s (108) pa-aS-su-u-u-sa Mit. II 107 f. In the first clause of 
this utterance we find the verb paS- in the i-form, construed with the H n-case," 
whereas the next clause has the same verb with the normal ending of the 
transitives, and is construed with the s-case. Thus the same verb would appear 
in two consecutive clauses as member of types III and I respectively. For just 
as ta-a-a-nu-u-sa (fr. tan- " do ") �Iit. I 85 configurates with the present tense
form ta-a-ni-a ibid. III 81, both being used with nouns in the i-case, so must 
pa-aJ-su-u-u-sa, when found with the same case (above ) ,  configurate with a 
form *pa-ai-si-a. Both verbs are transitive and both show the characteristic 
construction of one and the same class. It follows, therefore, that pa-ai-su-si 
cannot reflect another distinctive class but must represent some particular 
morphologic variant of the type found in pa-a.s-su-u-u-sa. This variant is best 
identified as a participial form, as we have seen. The assumption of a third 
independent type, by the side of the transitives and intransitives of H urrian, 
is not borne out. 

In conclusion, it should be indicated that two known forms which end in -i 
present difficulties. One is the concluding word of the. incompletely preserved 
sentence [ . . . . . .  J-a.-an sa-a-la-pa-an, as-ti-iw-wu-U-un-na a-ri Mit. I 51/72 
and the other is the B uITian gloss zu-zi-la-ma-an in the Akkadian letter EA 
1 70. 11.'13 Although neither context is clear it is probable that we have here 
IlJlpprRti'\·f.l� of 2 p. �g. f 1 83 { i ) -I .  But it is tar trom certain that these forms 
end in the same morpheme which characterizes the participle just discussed ;  
d. [196]. For the unrelated termination in -ili/e and -ikki see ibid. 

110 'Vith verbs of motion, e. g., Runian uses both transitive and intransitive con
structions [168]. The former have then the value of causatives, for instance, " come " :  
" bring," or the like. 

111 The restoration is supported by Mit. I 65 and is accepted by Goetze, loco cit. 129 
n. 16. 172 Cf. ibid. 31 f., and note [149 ll. 114]. 

173 Cf. Friedrich, BChG 22. 
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171. -u. 'the evidence for this element is less conclusive than that for -a 
and -i. It is attested definitely in onomastic compounds only, the syntax of 
which remains to be clarified. Moreover, it cannot as yet be asserted with 
confidence that a form like Tadu-JJeba does not stand in reality for *Tadu-b
-If eba. However, such extensions in -b would not in themselves affect the 
morphology of the underlying stem. And while our analysis cannot be defini
tive under present circumstances, it will be aided by the fact that the u-form 
is formally parallel to the other two, although it is contrasted with them as 
far as meaning is concerned. For the extensions in -b cf. [177J.  

The available material is illustrated by two types of compounds : (a) 
SALJJaz-u '" -kelde N 557. 5, 28, Ag-u-zeni AASOR 16 26. 17, 71. 38, where 
the u-form is followed by a common noun ; and (b) SALTad-u-JJeba XXVII 
23 iii 2 ff., 24 i 6, Mit. III 103, IV 67, 89, EA 27, 4, etc., SALKel-u-JJeba EA 
17. 5, where the u-form is followed by the name of a deity. In each instance 
the underlying verbal root is transitive.us Now there is a trans. form of the 
type */!az + u representing the 2 p. sg. But such forms have to be construed 
with an agentive, which is not the case in the instances under discussion. 
�foreover, the second element of the onomastic compounds, usually in the 
stem-form, represents the subject-case in such names as Erwi-zarri " The lord 
is king " ;  accordingly the stem-form must contain the subject and not the 
object in the present set of examples as well. Finally, the verbal elements in 
the types Un-a-b-Teiub " Teshub arrives" and Zil-i-b-Tilla " Tilla witnesses " 
are in themselves impersonal ; it would follow that the analogous (SALlTad-u
-JJeba or, with the additional -b-, TelJ-u-b-zenni (AASOR 16 1. 45) also lack 
the personal suffix. 

The examples under (a) cannot be rendered, therefore, " Thou hearest 
good news " and " Thou guidest the brother " respectively because the nouns 
involved represent the subject. But the construction cannot be active. Some
thing like " The brother guides "  has to be sought in the very common type 
Ag-i-b-zenni (e. g., A-bcSOR 16 45. 13, 96. 21),  i. e., with the i-form. Besides 
'"' Good news hears " would not make sense. The only solution is to regard the 
u-form as passive, specifically, as a passive participle, comparable to the forms 

174 The quality of this -u- is ambiguous inasmuch as Mit., which alone could decide 
the issue, does not provide us 'with a double writing of the vowel in this form-type. 
A complementary u or u would have settled the point. On the other hand, the corre
sponding class-marker is attested as -0, at least in open syllables (before ·wale-) in 
u·ru·u-we-en Mit. III I l l ,  116. 

175 The parallel expressions pa-alJ,-ru-ma pu-u-ri XXVII 42 rev. 26 and pa-alJ,-ra pu-u-ri 
XXIX 8 iii 54, both involving walJ,r- " good," are obscure in meaning and syntax, 80 
that it is doubtful whether pa-alJ,·ru-ma has anything to do with our u-form. 
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in -a and -i. IV e thus get (a) " Good news (is) heard " and " The brother 
(is) guided " ;  176 (b) a Hebat is loved " and " Hebat is satisfied." 177 

It is worth noting that the names with the u-form are known to be for the 
most part feminine. This is true of three out or the four instances cited above. 
Cf. also SALPu/}uya N 113. 4 ff., 440. 3, 5, 501. 5, 23, 638. 4 ff. ; SALpul;u_ 
men(n)' R IX 144. 3, RA 23 76. 10, TCL IX 1 . 26 f. ;  contrast Puhi-zenni 
N passim. There is not a single instance of a masculine name with P"uhu- 178 
or of a feminine name with Pu,IJi-. Note also SALTulbu-nnaya AASOR 16  
15-45, but Tulbiya N 253. 3'2, 339. 18, etc., Tulbi-zenni N 80. 5 ,  248. 18, etc. 
Nevertheless, the u-form must not be interpreted as a grammatical reference 
to the feminine gender, which H urrian does not recognize. This is imme
diately clear from the above masculine name Agu-zeni and its analoaues 
with -u--. All that we are entitled to conclude from these examples is that 
the u-form was favored with feminine names without being restricted to them 
any more than the i-form was limited to masculine names. It is not our 
province to speculate about the reasons for these preferences, if such they 
were indeed. 

Infinitive 

172. Rurrian forms an action-noun with the aid of the suffix -ummeli. 
This is illustrated by 

[se-] e-ni-iw-wu-ra-a-ma-a-an ti-Si/ -iw-wa-an 179 [t] e-u-u-na-e tiS-sa-an wa-ah
-ru-um-me (112) [ta-a-d] u-lca-a-ru--um-me u-u-[r]a-u Mit. IV 111 f. " A';d 
with my brother in my heart goodness and affection are desired 180 very much." 
The intransitive stem waljr- is well known in the sense " (to be) good " and 
fadugar- is equally clear in its meaning " love, show affection," 181 being an 
extended stem of the common tad- " love." The sentence is perfectly clear 
syntactically. It includes a trans. verb, with the agent indicated by the suffix 
of 1 p. sg. (-a-it) and the goal expressed by the two forms in -umme. This 
ending represents, accordingly, the subject-case of the infinitive. Another 
instance of this form is found in ta-se-e-ni-e-w& (93) id-du-um-mi ibid. I 92 f. 

17G This Ag-u- is not to be confused with the initial element in Ak-ku-le- ( en- ) ni 
AASOR 16. 146, where the double k points to a different root. 

171 The juxtaposition of kelde " well-being, good news," and trans. kel- indicates an 
underlying meaning " please, satisfy," or the like. 

178 The apparent exception Pu-lJ,u-ub-bi N 192. 32 8hould be read Te!-lJu-ub-bi according 
to P. M, Purves. 

179 For this reading cf. JAOS 59. 300 ll. 41. For an approximate equivalent of this 
phrase in Tushratta's Akk. cf. EA 17. 5l .  

lsoFor the idiom " hold in the heart, desire " see ibid. 299 f. 
"' Cl. [170 ( a ) - (b ) ]. 
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" present-ne-of departure," i. e., " the going-out of the present." 182 The syntax 
is the same as in the preceding instance. 

This suffix apparently lends itself also to lise with nominal stems, probably 

to form abstracts.l83 Thus ta-su-um-mi XXIX 8 iv 6 is shown to be based on 

faze " present " by the occurrence of ta-se-ni ibid. 3. Similarly, fa-u-u-lum

-nu-um-m'i ibid. 7 points back to lJu-u-um-ni ibid. 3, of unknown meaning. 

For other possible occurrences of the same suffix cf. XII 44 ii 11-13, XXV 42 

V 11, XXVII 341 i 5 ;  perhaps also, with -ne added, si-uju-um-mi-ni XXVII 

23 ii 7-8, u-wu( ?) -mi-ni-wa Mari 1 .  3, ka-nu-me-ni-wa ibid. 4 ;  note also 

x-bu--mi RiS Voc. II 35 and possibly mirzirmi ibid. 34 for Sum. z i. g a which 

is elsewhere rendered by Akk. abstract nouns.184 
In another case-form the action-noun seems to confront us in the hybrid 

Hurro-Akkadian phrase x-umma epeSu; for examples d. Gordon, Orientalia 
7. 51 ff. and for a criticism of Gordon's interpretation see JAOS 59. 321 
n. 86.185 Since this phrase means either " to become something " (e. g., 
ewurumma epesu Gadd 51. 9, N 513. 7, R V 67. 15 " to become secondary 
heir " ;  d. J AOS 55 [1935J 436 f.) or " to be made into something," the 
form in -a. accords well with our " stative " case [156]. 

Finally, there remain to be noted a few occurrences of the suffix -um ;  c£. 
a-leu-u-m XXIX 8 iv 3, se-e-lJa-lu-um ibid. ii 48 ; also in masculine names 
ending in -a-RI, e. g., Kelum- H IX 114. 20, JIelkum- N 253. 25, Surkum
N 207. 16.186 Whether these forms are infinitives which stand in the same 
relation to those in -ummi as we get in (LOOm : aoommi [131], or whether 
they represent an independent morphologic type we are not in a position to 
decide at present. 

f. Miscellaneous 

173. -tjd-.'" This element followed by a stem-vowel is found in a few 
instances to convert verbal roots into nouns. Of. leel + dile " well-being " :  
ge-e-el-ti Mit. IV 43, ge-el-ti-wa ibid. 44, -ge-el-te N 657. 28, from lcel- " please, 
satisfy " [111 n. 177J ; ardi " gift " in the compounds a·t-ta- (a-) ar-ti- " bridal 
gift " (for the father) Mit. I 8, 88, III 50, 87, etc., e-e-la-ar-ti- " sistership-

lSll See also ibid. II 98 in obscure context. 
Isa Cf. the use of -8e [163]. 
1M Cf. Syria 12. 239. 
185 The objection which I expressed in that note to Bark's interpretation of the form 

has not been borne out. 
186 Contrast Te·lJu-um-ie-en-ni H V 58. 19  where -urn may well stand for -ub before a 

consonant. It is not impossible, ho\vever, that the same change occurred before a yowel. 
In that case we should have no instances of original -urn in personal names. 

181 For this positional variation d. [76]. 

11  
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-gift " ibid. III 44, from a-r- " give " ;  here may perhaps be included pi-sa-sa-te, 
piAu-su-te RS Voe. III 16, 22 " built " d. [176 ( 12) ] . Note also pal-ta-a
-la-an 11it. IV 23, plk-al-ta-a-la-an ibid. 29 " and tbey (are) authentic," 
perhaps from pal; " judge ( ? ) ." 1$,8 

-ulJ:li. This element, which is known primarily from the N uzi material, is 
used to form agent-nouns designating officials and occupational terms. Of. 
lJalz-ulJl- Gordon, Orientalia 7. 5 7 ;  ma(n) zad-ulJ,l- " constable " ibid. 5 9 ;  
zilik-u7;l- " witness " ibid. 60, and Speiser, Lang. (1938) 308 f .  I t  may be 
doubted whether this morpheme is a bound form proper. The common ono
mastic element el; (e)  1-, eljli- suggests the possibility that we have here a radical 
element meaning something like " oversee " ;  in that case the above examples 
would represent in reality compounds. 

-lJuri. This element, too, is used in occupational terms and it may be like
wise a radical element. It occurs in a-mu-m1�-ilJ-lJu-ri AASOR 16 62. 27 
(. representative ( ?)  ," d. ibid. 111 ; and in pe-ni-lJu-ru( m) � 49. 36 " surveyor," 
d. Gordon, op. cit. 55. 

1/2. ROOT-COMPLEMENTS 

174. The nature of thes� bound morphemes was indicated in [133]. They 
complement the lexical content of the supporting root and are used in this 
sense with nouns as well as verbs. They differ from the sufii.'{es proper in that 
they ne,er express independent grammatical relations. A root augmented by 
a complement has the semantic yalue of a compound. 

The increment in meaning which the complements may impart is varied. 
Although the value of a number of the elements involved is still obscure, 
some light is shed by the more transparent instances. Thus with the nouns, 
specifically adjectives and adverbs, the root-complements may express com
parison or emphasis ; e. g., nir-ae a lightly," m:r-oz 189 -a.e a very promptly " ;  
tea " great," ie-on-ae " much," te-oZ-ae " exceedingly much." \Vith verbs 
emphasis is also expressed in this way, e. g., b-az- " hear," lj..az-az- " hear 

188 By the side of the trans. pal- ., ask " there is also an intr. homophone which is 

represented by pal-Ia-in ).Iit. IV 64 and pal-la-i-sal-la-ma-an ibid. 65. Furthermore, the 

above pal-d-allan « authentic-they-and " contrasts with pa-a[-li-lma-a--an, pa-a-la 1Iit. 

II 106 " false " or the like ( cf. Messerschmidt, ).Iitanni-Studien 82, Friedrich, BChG 40 

n. 2 ) .  v;,Te have thus eyidence for at least a formal differentiation of pal-. I would 

connect pald- with the intr. form and adduce further such onomastic compounds as 

Pal-tesub (e. g., AASOR 1 6  75. 35 ) and the like. In all of these uses the meaning 

" judge " appears to be appropriate; " authentic "  could well go back to " judged, 

considered." 
189 For the nature of this -0- see below, [l-j5 n. 193]. 
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attentively." 190 For the most part, however, the complements have here the 
value of our preverbs, e. g., paJ- " send," paS-ar- " send along " ;  pis- " rejoice," 
pis-a-nd- H rejoice about (something) ." 

With ad-verbial forms in -ae several root-complements may be used at the 
same time, l1ir-ub-ad-ae (an analogue of l1ir-oz-ae) ; tad-ar-az-k-ae C-",,-ith 2 > s ;  
from tad- U love ") .  

The elements which are employed as  root-complements seem to  be  cognate, 
in some instances at least, with given regular grammatical suffixes of the noun 
or the verb. They differ, however, from the latter not only in function and 
distribution (being used both with nouns. and verbs), but also in position : 
as a rule, the complements cannot be separated from the root by other morpho
logic elements. Their independent listing is therefore amply justified. 

175. Root-complements with nominal forms. These elements are used 
normally with adjectival forms in -lje [Hi8] and a adverbial " forms in -a-e 191 
[165 fr.]. This specialization helps to narrow down the semantic range of the 
group as a whole. It is apparent that at least some of the complements served 
to express gradation of the underlying root-meaning, and this conclusion is 
supported by actual occurrences (see below) . But our material does not admit 
of a precise evaluation of the individual elements. 

In the following alphabetic list of complements the illustrations are based 
on translatable roots, wherever possible. 

( 1 )  -k/g- : (a) With -'Ie, Ik-zu-uz-ik-lJi XXVII 34 iy 1 6 ;  (b) with -M, 
ta-a-ta-ra-ai-kare 11it. III 51, 107 <tad- " love." 

(2)  -1- : (a) No clear instance ; m (b) pa-lia-la-a-e XXIX 8 iii 14 (fol
lowed by pa-sa-a-e pa-a-sa�na-e) ; te-u-u-la-e :Mit. IV 130, alongside te-u-u-na-e 
ibid. II 49, 55, 62, etc. " much," te-a ibid. III 42, 69, 94, IV 118. 

(3 )  -n- : (a) K 0 clear instance; (b) paz-a.n-ae, te-on- 193 -ae, see above. 
The combined evidence of (2) and (3 )  favors the assumption that in -ae, 
-n-ae, -l-ae we have the basic, comparative, and superlati'\e grades respectively, 

190 The added -az is not due to the iteration of the stem b-az as supposed by Friedrich, 
BChG 36 n. 2, 37. There is so far no evidence for iterated stems in Rurrian. Moreover, 
z-complements are well attested [175 ( 6 ) ] .  

191 For the variants -a-i and -eli cf. [69]. 
192 .A  possible instance is Xuzi ba-tea-al-lJi Orientalia 7. 57 (the meaning " groye " 

proposed by Gordon, ibid., is questionable ) .  
193 The vowels which accompany the root-complements vary considerably. It appears, 

however, that -a- is normally a connective, whereas -0- ( note te-u-u-na--e) is morphologic. 
In ni-i-ru-sa-e, ni-ir-sa-e, ni-i-ri-se ( see below ) the vowel seems again secondary ; when 
present it probably had o-quality, to judge from -bi·ir-du-u-us-l;e EA 22 iy 29. On the 
other hand, pa-as-si-i-it-lJ,i ( see below) indicates a primary vowel by its double -i-. 
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or a Rurrian approximation to such grades. The collocation of all three forms 
under (2)  is: instructive. The basic or simple grade is to be seen, of course, 
in the uncoIDplemented stem. As to the choice between -1- and -n-, we have 
to be guided by te-on-ae : te-01-ae. The latter occurs but once, in the last 
sentence of Mit., where a reference to " exceedingly great " love would be 
entirely in accord with the tone of the letter. The rather common te-an-ae, 
on the other hand, could well mean something like " more than ordinarily, 
a great deal." 194 In this connection, some significance may attach also to the 
fact that -1- rather than -1>- is found in onomastic compounds with -en (n)i 
" god " [177].  In cases like UrlJa-1-enni SMN 652 or Kiba-1-enrci N 79. 2, 
RA 23 18. 2 the superlatives " most true " and " most firm ( ? ) "  are more 
suitable than comparatives when referring to a deity. 

(4) -pjb- : (a)  Perhaps the name Piza(i) 2"' -ab-lie Br. 563 n. 1 ;  (b) ene 
" god" > e-ne-pa-a-i XXVII 42 rev. 20, 2 1 ;  dlST AR" -pa.-a-i XXIX 8 ii 50 ; 
d. also i-si-ni-ei i-si-pa-a-i pu-u1-1i-iJ pu-li-ti-pa-a-e ibid. iii 19 (also 9-10). 
Although this complement is amply attested, there is little to suggest its 
approximate meaning. The stems with which it may be used include divine 
names (SauJka) and ene " god." I would suggest provisionally an asseverative 
connotation, something like " truly, verily." 

It is worthy of note that -bae is found occasionally with extended stems 
rather than basic roots ; d. u1-1u-lJu-si-pa-a-e XXIX 8 iii 20, ki-el-di-ni-pa-a-e 
ibid. 2&. But the attr. -ne of the latter shows that the -b- stands in such cases 
for 2 p. pass. + -ae. Note the pass. form pa-a·lJi-ib ibid. 21 in the same context. 

(5)  -r- : (a)  Perhaps e-1a-mi-ir-lie-na XXVII 38 iii 15, d. e-la-mi " oath " 
RS Voc. III 28 ; (b) Ija-(a-)sa-(a-)ra-a-eji also (-ri) XXVII 42 passim, 
XXIX 8 iii 21, 23, 39 � /}Zr Rs X 4 1 ff. <lJaZ- " hear " ;  ta-a-ta-a-ri '" 
XXVII 42 obv. 29 <tad- " love," d. t!k-a-ta-a-e which immediately precedes ; 
also in conjunction with other complements, e. g., tad-ar-az-/c-ae ( 1 ) .  The 
latter instance points to a reciprocal meaning for the complete 'form but we 
do not know which of the three complements involved is responsible for it. 

( 6 )  -2- : (a) as-ta-ai-lJi ta-lJa-a-ai-1Ji XXVII i ii 15 ; !kp-pi-ei-lJi ibid. 42 
obv. 3&; among the many names of objects may be noted pejti1-ku-us-1Ji Gadd 
66. 19, )f 7. 5 5 ;  wa-ra-du-1d-lJu m H V 72. 13 ( a  type of building) ,  and 

19' Both forms are used with tisan " very " and this adverb may even be repeated for 
emphasis. If the above interpretation of these root-complements is correct, tisan was 
used pleonastically. It might be argued that te + on + ae tisan is difficult to explain 
if te + ol + ae was itself a superlative. But such uses need reflect no more than 
stylistic variation. 

195 That the initial labial was apparently a voiceless spirant is indicated in [49]. 
196 For the final -i cf. ll. 191. 
197 The interpretation of this ,vord which I gave in AASOR 13 ( 1933) 49 f. was 

incorrect . 

; 
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from the Amarna material a.s-ki-ru-u.s-lJu EA 18 rev. 4, 25 ii 1, iii 27 ff., 
a-1t-a-Ia-a-mu-1u-ui-lje ibid. iv 29, and the like. (b) ni-i-ru-sa-e Mit. I 55, 58, 
70, 82, IV 38, ni-ir-sa-e ibid. IV 66 and ni-i-ri-se 198 ibid. 43 " promptlv " 
DL'GIR. )IEsn'-sa-a-i XXVII 23 iii 5 ;  lar-su-wa-na-sa-a-e '" XXIX 8 iii 16: 
Except for " promptly," the above examples and their numerous uncited 
�nalogues per�it an interpretation of -2- as an element which imparts the 
Id

.�
a of pluralIty or collectiveness. If this should prove correct, a comparison 

wIth the pluralizing particle -z- [142] would be difficult to avoid. The com
plement in nir + 02 + ae would then have the function of imparting emphasis. 
But no such decision as to etymology is called for or advisable at present. 

(7)  -1/ d- : (a)  Here belong the agent-nouns pas + idjt + lie Mit. I 55, 59, 
72, etc_ " envoy" and S'1.l-a-na-at-l}u AASOR. 16 7. 2 (p. 7'2 ) ,  perhaps " mes
senger " ;  note, however, su-ra-at-lJu ibid. p_ 121 and ta-ku--la-a,t-lJu Orientalia 
?'. 55, where the class-meaning corresponds to that of (6a) ; see, however, 
Lacheman, N uzi I 539 for la atfyu in Akk. context. (b) i-Ie-e-ta-i XXIX 8 
ii 43 <edeji- [105J ; si-in-ta-ta-i XXVII 23 ii 10 (.�inda- " seven " ;  wee-u-ta-i 
ibid. 25. 11. 

Hoot-complements in nominal forms which do not end in -he or -ae are rare 
Cf. zu-ru-un-ki XXIX 8 ii 42 and zu-ru-uJ-ki ibid. 44, a'iongside zu-ur-ki 
ibid. 41. The identification of the elements here interposed with the above (3)  
and ( 6 )  respectively i s  probable. Note also ti-wi-i-1i-na Mit. IV 6 ,  clearly <tiwe 
" word, thing," where the additional -i1- is perhaps to be compared with (2 ) .  

Mention has already been made that more than one complement may be used 
in a single form. Cf. e-na-ra-a-sa-e XXIX 8 iii 12 and lJu-u-ta-aTk�a-ra-sa-i 
ibid. 13 (-r- + -2- ) .  It is particularly in such combinations that our division 
into nominal and verbal forms, made solely for the purpose of facilitating 
the sur,ey, proves inadequate. For a complement-chain followed by a nominal 
ending may be attached to a ,erbal root, or a verbal form ,yith root-complements 
may be based on a nominal root ; d. [99J . For other combinations note, e. g., 
tad-ar-az-k-ae ( 1 ) ,  which contains -r- + -2- + -k- ; [na-] -na-ti-1a-a-e mi-1u
-la-tir1a-a-e XXVII 38 i, 15 (-d- + -1-), d. [na-]na-a-i ibid. 27. Instances 
which involve (4) + (7) are common ; d. ma-a-an-nu-pa-a-ta-e Mit. IV 59 ; 
nirirru-pa-a-ta-e ibid. 5, 6 ;  pa1-du-pa-a-te ibid. III 48 ; from Bogh. note 
pa-alj-ru-pa-a-ti XXIX 8 ii 40 ; ai-ku-pa-a-te-ni-ta XXVII 34 iv 24 and 
sa-a-lJa-pa-ti-ni-ta ibid. 21 (both with the case-form -ne + da) ; sa-aJ·su-pa-a-ti 

198 Cf_ n. 193. 
199 This -zae (with the consonant WT. single before vowels) should not be confused 

with the -sae ( wr. -ssae) of such forms as sa·ta-an-ni-i§-sa-e XXIX 8 iii 11,  ,vhere -ae 
is joined to a form in -se [H12 if.]. The latter, but with a different ending, confronts us 
again in ki-e-bu-la-a-d-sa ibid. 12 and se-e-lJa-lu-la-es-sa ibid. iv 23, all in the same text. 
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ibid. 6 i 17. Finally, the sequence -pazlj- is found with stems in - (a)m 
[176 (10)]  in ilu-ra-am-ba-Wi-lJir AASOR 16 54. 16, te-lJa-am-pa-ai-[lJi-] 
ibid. 35. 4, 9 and ilulJarampailja. Lacheman, Nuzi I 533' (syllabic division not 
given) ;  note, furthermore, a-lu-um-pa-az-lJi- XXVII 24 iv 3 (suggested by 
Goetze) ; d. also [183a] .  

Some of the above elements (-p fba-t jda-, -za-) might b e  equated with the correspond
ing case-forms. But no satisfactory meaning could be assigned to such forms ; there 
\vould remain others which have no connection with cases; and the parallel instances 
with verbs would have to be explained independently. 

176. Root-complements with verbal forms. It was indicated in [174] that 
these elements characterize verbs as well as nouns. This was confirmed indi
rectlv in the preceding section in connection with the forms in -ae. Since 
this �uffi.x is used primarily to form verbal nouns, it follows that the pertinent 
instances comprised a number of verbal roots, although the complete forms 
had to be regarded technically as nouns. The following list will emphasize 
primarily verbal forms. It will include complements -which ,ve have met 
already with nominal forms but will present also additional elements not yet , , 
encountered. 

First, howe,er, an explanation is in order as to how the verbal complements 
can be recognized. In this respect the evidence of position proves decisive. 
The various elements which may enter into the composition of a given verbal 
form are each joined in a fixed order. The root-complements are placed imme
diatelv after the radical element (position 1 ) .  X ext come the tense-markers 
(position 2)  and following these we have a category of bound forms which 
we shall classify simply under H position 3." 'There there is but one element 
in the place allowed theoretically for positions 1-3, and independent evidence 
is lacking, some ambiguity as to proper classification is inevitable. For the 
most part, however, the criterion of position is conclusive. E. g., the -ill- of 
ka-til-li-ta and the -01- of ti-i-�a-nu-u-ul-li-e-et-ta (see below under 9)  are 
root-complements because they precede known tense-markers. Hence u-nu:-u

-lu-uk-ka-ma-a.n KEo V 2 ii 26 ("". + 01 + uklc-) proves to contain the same 
complement even though it is followed by -ukk- (cf. [186] ) without an inter
vening tense-element. The same classification is valid also

. 
In for�� hke 

ge-pa-a-nu-lu-u-uS-ta-a-aJ-se-na �lit. III 59 and ti-irlJa-nu-u-ul-IH-et-ta IbId. 22. 
There remains the question whether a given verbal form can mclude several 
root-complements. We have just seen that complement-chains are tolerated 
in nouns and so the same ability may be assumed in the case of the verb. 
Accordinglv the identical -an- in the last two forms would suggest that we 
have here � bound form, hence another complement. These examples indicate 
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the method at our disposal as well as the difficulties inYol,ed and the neces
sarily tentative character of some of the results attained. 

( 1 )  -am- : For ge-pa-a-nu- and ti-i-lJa-nu- see above ; perhaps to be com
pared with [175 (3) ] .  

(2)  -and- : pi-sa-a.n-dUrsi-irit-ta-a-an )Iit. IV 9 " and I was happy about 
( it) ," pi-sa-an-tiriS-tenrna-a-an ibid. 44 " so tbat I may be happy about 
(my brother's well-being)," alongside a.n-du-u-a-at-ta-a[ -an] (55)  . . . .  pi-su
-uS-ie-e-u'a ibid. II 54 f. We thus have here plainly the common pis- " rejoice " 
+ the deictic pronoun andi [110] ; d. Friedrich, REA 3'5. 101 for a cautious 
statement/�o The complement may be compared in this instance with our 
preverbs. 

(3)  -ar- : For verbal stems with this complement which end in -ae see 
[175 ( 5 ) ] ;  here we may add the verbal form pnrail-sa-ri-i-1ca-a-en Mit. IV 54 
" let him not send along " ;  note also lja-a-sa-ri-in-na VIII 61 obv. 2·, from the 
common ljaz-; " hear " already cited with the nominal group. The same com
plement is thus safely established with nominal and verbal forms alike.'" 

(4) -p/b- and -tjd- : These two elements cannot be separated from [175 
( 4), ( 7 ) ] .  They occur together in the >erbal form ur-lJu-ub-ti-in Mit. IV 112 
" let him keep faith," obviously cognate with urlJe " true " ;  d. also a-nam
-mi-it-ta-ma-an se-e-ni-iw-u'u-ra ur-lju-ub-du-si-li-u'a ibid. III 64 " and thus 
I with my brother shall keep faith." We may add, furthermore, tup-pu-pa�a
-ta-a-al-la-ma--an ibid. 48 « tupp-) ,  which construes with the agenti,e, although 
it probably contains a form in -ae ; d. [166]. 

For individual occurrences note na-alj-lJa-ab and n-a-a1J-7;u-ud Br. 571 n. 1, 
both with the same verb of unknown meaning. The respective syllabics -a
and -u- can scarcely be dissociated from the corresponding participial endings 
discussed in [168 if.]. The correspondence is made complete by the inclusion 
of pnrsirib Mari 1. 3, 2. 9 and ifirri-ib ibid. 1. 4, 2. 11. Since forms of this type 
are especially common in onomastic compounds, which are discussed in the 
next section, the question of their meaning need not be taken up here. 

200 See also Goetze, Lang. 16. 127 n. 13. The objection that an-du-u-a- Mit. II 54 
actually corresponds to ge-el-ti-i-W9 ( Goetze, ibid.) is irrelevant, All that these occur
rences show is that ( l )  pis- may be used with an oblique case; ( 2 )  that case is 
employed pleonastically when and- is joined to the root. This use is entirely in accord 
with the marked tendency of Hurrian to duplicate attributive elements, }"-ote also the 
analogous U am-mi-ti da-n-nes lJ,.a-da.--a-ku EA 19. 54 " and I rejoice greatly over it," 
where the demonstrative pronoun in the gen. construes with the verb " rejoice " with
out the expected preposition. This is, then, another of the numerous Hurrianisms in 
Tushratta's Akkadian. 

201 A further occurrence of the suffix is in ur-pa-ri-in-ni " butcher " alongside ur-pu
-urn-rna epesu " flay," cf. Orientalia 7. 54. 
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(5)  -az- : !ia:!-a;;- <!Jaz "hear," d. Mit. IV 20, 23, 26, 29, no, and from 
Bogh. XXVII 42 rev. 12, XXIX 8 iii 30 ; evidently an emphasizing element. 

The elements which follow appear to be ,erbal complements on positional 
grounds, as explained above. Their exact function remains to be established. 
It may be felt by some that these particular suffixes should be listed together 
with those which I haw grouped under " position 6 "  [186]. But the formal 
evidence of position is once again the determining factor. 

(6)  -oju?y-: The presence of this morpheme is indicated by an-za-an-ni 
Mit. II 66 : an-za-an-nu-u-�u-!ia-a-u ibid. III 50, 51 (also I 18, IV 129) .  with 
a stem-meaning " beg," or the like ; 202 note also ta-du7:J-7:Ju-li-ik-7ci-in-na-a-an 203 

ibid. III 4, if it is derived from tad- " loye." Similarly, the repeated uZ-lu
-lJu-ug-gu-u-un of Mit. II 104 (perh. " different ") may be compared to 
ul-li-wa-a-en ibid. III 95. There is thus good reason to look for the same 
morpheme in lyi-su-u-7yi-wa-a.-en J\.iit. III 76,. 85, 89, 95, etc., from the stem 
for " yex," or in the as yet obscure u-u-Iu.-u-lJ- ibid. II 11, III 16, TV 60. 
From Bogh. we may adduce as possible analogues se-el-lu--lJu-ul-la VIII 61 
rev. 10 and ta-ku-7}u-u-la. VBoT 14. 7 .  At any rate: the existence of an element 
-ojulJ- seems safely established. I have no suggestion to offer as to its force. 

( 7 )  -a� : Perhaps a morphologic variant of the above ; d. ma-az-za-lja-a-at
-ta-a-an :1Iit. II 8. si-la-a-lJu--ui-lJa ibid. IV 66, si-la-a-lJu-su-ui-ti-wa-a-en 
ibid. 41. 

(8)  -ugar- : This element 204 is familiar from two well-known stems, ag-ugar
" dispatch " « ag- intr. " proceed," trans. " guide, lead ") and tad-ugar
" love, show affection " « ta.d- " love " ) .  It occurs also in several other stems. 
Cf. a-gu-ka-ra-aii-ti-en Mit. II 58, 86, a-ku-qa-ru-um-ma N 297. 37, 636. 1 5 ;  ". 
ta-a-tu-lcarllrri Mit. II 67, IV 130 ( also, with other forms, I 9, 19, II 79, etc. ) ,  
ia-du-ga-ro-a-e XXIX 8 iii 16, da-a-du-ga-ra-a� ibid. 7. Note also pi-id-du
-ka-a-ro Mit. III no (also I 21) " prosper ( ?)  " ; "'" zrn-ku-ka-ri-id-du-li-e-eii 
XXVII 42 reY. 16. With nominal forms we ha"Ve aii-du-ka-a-ri-iw-wa-sa 1Iit. 
II 76 and zrn-u-ru-ui-du-ga-ri-sa XXVII 46 i 22. From Nuzi we get further 
at-ta-mu-qa-ru-um-ma N 101. 3 and pu-lJu-qa-rija H IX 35. 9, N 646. 5.'" 

202 Cf. Messerschmidt, },Iitanni-Studien 23. 
203 The double writing of -?Y- appears to be irregular; cf. [57 n. 104]. 
20! It is quite possible that this suffix is of composite origin. 
205 Cf. J. Lewy, RES 1938 68 n. 8 and Goetze, Lang. 16. 122 n. 32. See now also 

H. Lewy, Orientalia 10 ( 1941 ) 209 n. 4. The meaning " return " obtained by J. Lewy-, 
loco cit. from Nuzi would accord with an underlying " lead back," in which case -ugwr 
would have, at least in some instances, the value " back, in return." 

206 For an attempted etymology see Goetze, loco cit. n. 33. 
207 Cf. ibid. n. 34. This term may well underlie Hittite pu"{}ugari " expiatory ? " ;  for 

occurrences cf. G6tze-Pedersen, Mursilis Sprachliihmung 27, 64. 

l , 

, 
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Goetze has recently suggested (Lang. 16. 132 f.) that -ugar- may have a 
resultative force ; stems containing this morpheme are compared with .Lt\.kk::. 
factitives and causatives. But the form pitt-u-gar-a (above) weakens this inter
pretation in that its -a marks an intransitive. At all events, -ugar- fails to 

alter the underlying verb-type. K either is it clear in what significant way tad
differs from tad + ugar-. The morpheme in question seems to do no more than 
introduce an extension of meaning. It is thus an apparent root-complement 
whose exact value is yet to be ascertained.20s 

( 9 )  -1- : In classifying this suffix it is important to bear in mind that -1-, 
with various accompanying vowels, occurs in several positions and forms part 
therefore of more than one element (d. the introductory remarks in this sec
tion ) .  Thus it seems to mark aspect + agent in �a-si-i-i-li Mit. IY 43 [189], 
but aspect alone in ur-�u-ub-du-si-lj:wa ibid. III 64; in the latter instance the 

suffix follows the tense-element -oz-� hence it. and its numerous analogues cannot 
be grouped with the root-complements. But in ka-tl}-7:j-ta Mit. IV 21 and 

ti-i-�a-nu-'!:.-ul-li-e-et-ta ibid. III 22 we find -il ( l ) - and -01- respectively before 

tense-markers, which constitutes positional evidence for root-complements. 
Indirect evidence to the same effect is pro"dded by the onomastic compounds 
which involve -1- [175 (3 ) ]  and [177] . For if -b in Aga-b- is a complement, 
then the -I in Ur�a-l- belongs to the same category. 

Cf. (a) kad-ill-ed-a ( above) ,  and similarly ibid. II 50, 102, IV 109 ; 
lJa-sa-a-si-il-li-i-il-Ia-a-an ibid. 29 « *�aZ + af + ill + iii + lla + an) " heard 
+ attentively (-az-) + root-comp!. + by-me-will ( -ili- ?) + they (-lla-) 
+ and." i. e., " I  will give them the most careful attention " ;  ta-a-ni-il-li-e
-ta-a-al-Ia-a-an. ibid. I 109 ; d. also [182]. (b) In addition to the three forms 
cited at the beginning of this section: d. : ge-pa-a-nu-ul-ul / -li-e-wa-a-at-ta-a-an 
Mit. III 63 ;  '" lJi-su-u-lJul-li-e-et-ta-a-an :\Iit. IV 10 ; ta-dulJ-lyu-li-ik-in-na-a-an 
ibid. III 4 ;  e,identiy also �u-ub-Iu-Iu-ui-te-Ia-an ibid. II 22, [ . .  ] -na-a-ku
-lu-ui-te-Ia-an ibid. 24. From Bogh. note pu-au-U.-li-ma-as-si-na-ma XXVII 

46 i 25 (also 29) ; se-e-lJa-du--li-ma-aii-si-na-ma ibid. 26, 30 ; perbaps also 
se-lu-u-li-tu XXVII 3·8 i 8, 9 and lju-u-lu-li-tu ibid. 8, 9. From N uzi d. 
za-lJu-lu-um-ma Orientalia 7. 60, alongside za-lju-um-ma ibid. Whether -il ( l ) 
and -ol- were morphophonemic variants or two distinct morphemes cannot b e  

Z08 Suggested identifications of this morpheme with Sanskrit kr <, do," which still 
come up, can hardly be sound. Hurrian may well have borrowed from Indo-European 
some indiddual elements. But the same cannot apply to a morphologic element of 
widely established use. Moreover, the factitiye function of -ugar is far from proved. 

ll09 The second -ul- is due probably to dittography ; cf. Friedrich, Kleinas. Sprach
denkm. 23. 
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decided at present. The increment in meaning appears to have been one of 
emphasis. 

(10) -m- ; This element, too, is found with several accompanying vowels 
and �ay figure, in reality, in more than one morpheme. There is, however, 
no eVIdence that any of these forms was something other than a root
complement. 

From eman " ten " (d. J AOS 59. 320 fl'.) we get e-e-ma-na-mu-sa-u Mit. III 
54, 57, obviously eman + am + oz-, i. e., (A) + (1 )  + (2 )  [178J . Another 
instance is ir-ka-a-mu-u-sa-ma-a-Ik" ibid. I 92. Before -st- [183J we have what 
is apparently the same morpheme in su-ra-a-maS-ii-en Mit. IV 42, 51 " let 
him hasten " (Friedrich, BChG 15 n. 1 )  and perhaps in su-bi-a- ( a-) mlkii-ti-en 
ibid. III 72 (also 88) " let him increase ( ?) " (JAOS 59. 320).  

In u-ru-u-muS-te-e-wa-a-da.n Mit. II 9, alongside u-ru-u-mu ibid. IV 47, 
the positional evidence is the same as above. Although the meaning of these 
two forms is as yet obscure and the underlying root uncertain (*urom- being 
a possibility) ,  there is independent evidence for a morpheme -muja. Cf. 
[ . .  J-su-u-u-li-u-u-mu Mit. II 23 ; pa-li-u-mu-u-li-i-in ibid. IV 97 (99) ; 
ti-lu-u-lu-mu XXVII 29 iv 8, and perhaps wi,-na-mu ibid. 7. 

Before -Ie m-forms are especially common. Of. a-ru-u-ma-a-aS-su-hi-ha Mit 
III 13 ; pa-li-a-ma-a-as-se- ibid. 46 ; ti-i-lJa-nu-u-lu-ma-lkii-se-ni ibid. 

-
III 8: 

From Bogh. note, e. g.; aa-a�su--ma-a-aJ-Si- XXVII 42 rev. 11  ; pu-du-ma-a-aS-Si
ibid. 10 ( contrast pu-du-Si- ibid. 11)  ; pu-du-u-li-ma-lkii-si- ibid. 46 i 25, 2 9 ;  
ku-li-ma-a-as-si- ibid. 1 9 ;  se-e-lJa-du-li-ma-aS-si- ibid. 26, 29, 30. Of. also 
sin + am- JAOS 59. 321 " second, duplicate, etc." Rere may perhaps belong 
the nominal ( 1)  forms wa-ri-i-ma-in Mit. IV 122 and a-lu-ma-a-in VIII 61 
obY. 1, 9, a-lu-ma-a-i ibid. rev. 7 (with -ai- 1 ) .  Some of the above examples 
suggest a factitive function for this -ma-. If this should prove correct, there 
would still be the problem whether that signification was primary. 

(11)  -(u)ppa- : Cf. ka-tup-pa-a-ni-i-in Mit. IV 14 and ta-a-nu-up--pa-e
-t[i . .  J ibid. II 114. The classification of this and the following suffixes is 
doubtful. 

(12)  -tjd- : Cf. [na-Jna-ti-la-a-e mi-lu-la-ti-la-a-e XXVII 38 iv 1 5 ;  
n-a-na-a-tum mi�Zu-la-a-du ibid. 1 7 ;  [na-Jna-a-du-un-na ibid. 18, alongside 
[na-Jna-a-i ibid. 27. Perhaps also se-e-lJa-du-li-ma-lkii-si,.. (10) ; i,..su-di-ii! 
1>Hlri 5. 6 : i-si ibid. 1 ;  al-lu-lu-da-i[sJ ibid. 7 : al-lu-li-e ibid. 2. )fote, 
furthermore, lJi-si-im-du-a-u-ii-un :Mit. II 115 (alongside lJi-is-ma-aS-si
ibid.) ; i-li,..im-du-um-ma AASOR 16 42. 18 and p. 96. Perhaps also pi-sa-sa-te 
RS Voc. III 16, pi-;iu-su-te ibid. 22, provided that the second -s- stands for 
the root-complement -z- (5)  and not for the perfect-element -oz- ; but cf. [173J. 

(13) -tt- : Cf. ge-ra-at-tu-u-li-ii! XXVII 42 rev. 14, alongside ki-ru-li-es 
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XXIX 8 iii 28 ;  pu-ku-ka-ri-id-du-h-e-es XXVII 42 rev. 16 ;  perhaps also 
zu-ge-ei-ia-al-la-a-an )'fit. IV 71, cf. zu-ku-u-u-un- ibid. 69. Another nominal 
analogue is sukkujo-tt- VIII 61 obv. 12, 13, 1Iit. II 68, 70, III 108. 

177. Onomastic compounds with infixed elements. This designation refers 
to personal names of the type Agi-b-ienni as opposed to 1.Jazu-kelde. The 
added morpheme always refers to the first word of the compound, never to 
the second. For Rurrian does not use prefixed morphemes ; furthermore, we 
have occasional uncompounded forms like na-a/}-lJa-ab or pa-ii-ib [176 (4) J .  
The question is to determine the meaning of this - b  and its analogues when 
employed in proper names. 

Two facts have to be pointed out at the outset. First, the vowel preceding 
the suffix may be -i- (as above), -a- (type Una-b-Tesub), or -u- (type Te�u-b
zenni) .  Second, the suffix is -b in the vast majority of instances ; but we :find 
also -I (type Ur�a-l-enni) and _8''' ( type Eni-s*-tae) .  There is also the 
possibility that -n and -r were similarly employed;  at best, however, these 
would be isolated occurrences.211 

Our inquiry must proceed from the compounds in which no bound form is 
used : Enc-i-za-rri " The lord is king " and IJa-zu-kelde " Heard is good news " 
[1 n J .  The presumption is that the names with suffixes constitute the same 
sentence-type. Moreover, the se-veral suffixes in question should belong to the 
same cate-gory inasmuch as they appear in strictly parallel forms. 

The only established morpheme -b which might be adduced here is the 
possessive pronoun of 2 p. But no known possessive pronouns are expressed 
by -l or -s, not to mention -n and -r. 

One proposed solution was to regard -b as a H desideraHve " element.212 
There is, however, no evidence for such a formative in the entire Rurrian 
material.213 Besides, the assumption is not borne out by the uncompounded 
forms in -b which have recently been found in the 1Ylari texts.214 The effort 
has also been made to connect -b in some way with the masculine names and 

210 The phonetic character of this -s will be taken up presently. 'We shall see that 
the sound was it etymologically, which "muld become, ho-wever, s before t [74]. For 
present purposes I shall write *Eni-z-tae in order to bring out the original nature of 
the morpheme involved ( z ) .  For se-ri-is-a-RI, which belongs here, but has been inter
preted by Friedrich, BChG 13, as an instance of the s-case, cf. [241 ] .  

211 See provisionally the remarks of L. Oppenheim, AfO 12. 37 if. For a full account 
reference must be made to the forthcoming pUblication of Purves-�IacRae. 

212 See A. Gustavs, OLZ 1912 350f. and Mitt. Altor. Ges. 10 ( 1937) 5 6 f. ; cf. Oppen
heim, loco cit. 

213 Comparison with the element -ewa [192] is precluded at the outset by the fact 
that it has two vowels which are essential and unvarying. 

214 Cf. Thureau-Dangin, RA 36. 8. 
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to assign an m-suffix to names of women.215 There are, however, masculine 
names with "Written -m as well as feminine names with -b ; the variation is a 
phonologic one n6 and thus the alleged independent -m in onomastic 
compounds is eliminated. 

To return to the original question, the vowels which precede the suffixes 
involved can be accounted for without much further discussion. All recur in 
the onomastic compounds which are formed wHhout suffixes, where they have 
been identified as distinctive participial endings [168 ff.]. Accordingly, the 
addition of suffixes to the first elements of the compounds supplemented in 
some fashion the meaning con,eyed by the underlying participial forms.217 
This increment in meaning, however, did not carry with it any change in the 
sentence-type of the names ; for compounds containing identical radical ele
ments may add the bound forms or may not. In other words, the suffixes 
"dded to the meaning of the phrase without modifying the relation of the 
component elements ; they served as root-complements. 

In the light of these remarks it can hardly be a matter of coincidence that 
all the known suffixes of the first elements in onomastic compounds have 
independently been established as root-complements with nominal and verbal 
forms alike. In [175-6] we find not only -b and -7 but also -n and -T. In both 
sections there occurs also -z which can now be used to remove the phonetic 
ambiguity from the written -8 of the names : we may, therefore, safely write 
* Eni-z-tae in normalized transcription ; ci. n. 210. 

The meaning of the complements involYed, so far as known, proves suit.able 
throughout -with the names under survey. For -l we have deduced the ,alue 
of a superlative [175 (3 ) ] ;  Ur�a-7-enni would TepTesent " 11ost true is the 
god," on the analogy of te-ol-ae a exceedingly great." In the case of -£ the 
indications point to " much " [175 (6)]  ; hence " X (agent-noun or epithet) 
-much is A." 218 The suggested Talues of -n and -r would fit equally well in 
an onomastic context. Finally, the suffix -b, which is more common by far 
in names than all the others combined, appears to have had an asseTerati,e 
connotation [l't'5 (4) J ;  " Arriving-yerily is Teshub " would be an excellent 
example of the type as a whole. 

In conclusion, attention shonld be called to the fact that the sufthes may 
215 Oppenheim, lac. cit. 
216 See Purves, AJSL 57. 176 n. 66. 
217 This is not to say that all the underlying forms need be participial. They have 

to be agent-nouns ( 'which are represented by participles) or epithets (which may be 
nouns of the eli-class) .  

218 The meaning of eni in *Eni-z-tae (cf. also Ini-b-zarri � 501. 28) is uncertain. 
Against identification with ene " god " is the normal Xuzi 'writing "ith double n and 
the variation eli. 
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interchange in otherwise identical initial elements.Z19 Cf., e. g., IJai-b-zarri 
N 47. 19 : *Hai-z-Tesub N 158. 9 ;  *Tambu-z-til N 14. 16 : Tambu-b i -zenni 
N 280. 5 (as 

-
collated by Purves) .  It can readily be seen that the alternation 

of a truly " : " much " was a natural one and that it did little to modify the 
significance of the phrase as a whole. Incidentally, such alternations con
tribute a compelling argument in favor of viewing the onomastic suffixes as 
interrelated. Their classification as root-complements can alone fnlfill that 
requirement. 

2. SUFFIXES OF THE VERB 

178. As indicated in [176], the various elements which may enter into the 
composition of a given verbal form are placed in a fixed order. The respective 
positions are as follows. 

(A) Root 
(1 )  Root-complements, of which more than one may be used in the 

same form 
(2 )  Tense-markers 
(3)  The element -st-
(4) The element -id(o)
( 5 ) Class-markers 
(6)  The " state " -determinatives -klc- and -waf e
(7)  Indication of voice 
(8)  " Aspect " -determinatives 
(9 )  " lIIood" -determinatives 

(10) Agent-suffixes 
(11)  Other modifiers 

(B) Associatives 
The morphemes under (A)  and (B) are discussed as separate groups. 

Those listed under (1) -(11)  are all suffixes which occur in veTbal forms or 
are employed with verbal nouns. It is immediately apparent that no single 
form can include all the positions just mentioned. Some of the verbal nouns 
necessarily lack agent-suffixes (10), and the same is true of all intransitive 
forms. In other words, syntactic requirements and the sharp division of the 
verb into two classes [119-20] combine to limit the number of entries in any 
given form. But the order of elements is not affected by these conditions. 

1I19 Koted by Oppenheim, lac. cit. But the author fails to draw from thes� exa�pl�s 
the necessarv conclusion that the interchange of suffixes presupposes relatIonshIp III 
function. If

� 
-b and -m referred to gender, then the remaining suffixes must have been 

parallel markers. This in turn would imply more than tw� �end:rs or analogous 
categories, although the Rurrian texts do not show any such dlstmctlOn. Ci. note 216 
for the refutation of the basic premise. 
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Incidentally, the criterion of order may serve as a guide to the range of 
meaning which a given position was meant to represent, since position and 
function prove to be interconnected. The elements which as Jet are doubtful 
as to their relative order aTe therefore altogether problematic as to function. 

( 1 )  Root-complements 
179. For a discussion of these elements with yerbal roots see [176-7J. 

(2 )  Tense-markers 
180. This group comprises (a) -OZ- and -ost- no and (b) -ed- and -etl-. 

Of these, -02- and -ed- ha"'\e long been known as tense-elements, whereas -ost
and -ett- haye yet to be interpreted. For the place of the tense-markers after 
the root-complements d., e. g., pis-and-of- [176 (2)  J ;  kad-ill-ed- ibid. (9) ; 
sa-a-ri-il-li-it-ta Mit. IV 116. 

181. -of- and -ost-. The former shows an invariable -s- in the syllabic teris, 
-ii- in RS [45J. When the preceding vowel is written double in Mit. the sign 
U is always used, which points to 0 [30 f.J . E. g., a-ru-u-sa-u Mit. III 11;  
pa-as-su-u-u-sa_ ibid. II  108. As for -ost-, the -0- is attested bv id-du,-u-us-ta
Mit III 2, 11, u-u-nu-u-ui-ta- ibid. II 110, but the first con�onant is neces
sarily s (before t ) ,  even though it may have been f originally [74J. 

Whenever -02- is used in finite forms and the context is clear a reference 
to the past is unmistakable. On this there is general agreeemnt.220 Friedrich, 
BOhG 3-7, calls the form H preterit." But in view of the nominal forms with 
-02-, such as the occupational term aBlj, + oz + ikk + onne, where the idea of 
something completed in the past can scarcely have played a major part, I 
would regard " perfect " as less committal than " preterit." 

The question must now be raised whether -02- was employed freely with 
transiti'Ves and intransiti'Ves alike. In the great majority of its occurrences 
the element is knmm to be used with transitives. This is true of all the 
instances with agent-suffixes of 1 and 2 pp. [194J.'" But the sequence -of + a 
is not restricted tD 3 p. of the transitives. We get not only ar + 02 + a Mit. 
I 46 (root-meaning " give ") ,  kad + 02 + a ibid. 96 (" communicate ") ,  
tan + o f  + a ibid. 85, III 106 ( " do, make " ) ,  etc., but also 11n + 02  + a 
Mit. I 86 and wal}r + OZ + a ibid. 60 from the kno"." intransitives un
" come " and walJr- " good " respectively. 

2l.9 Xot to be confused with the element -§t- listed under position 3 ;  cf. [183]. 
'220 :Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 109, simply has " us-a er hat gethan - -." Bork, 

l\Iitannisprache 51 regards the form as " perfect," although on p. 48 he lists it under 
" preteri t_" 

22l. For examples cf. Friedrich, BChG 37_ 
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'Yhat prevents us from regarding -oz- as the sole marker of the perfect is 
the use of -ost + a to express the same tense, this time without reference to 
agent, in attested intransitiyes. Cf. pi-su-ui-ta Mit. II 62 " was happy " 
(with 1 p. sg. ) ; id-du-u-ui-ta-ma-a-an ibid. III 2, 11  " departed " (3  p. sg.) ; 
u-u-nu-u-us-ta-ma-a-an ibid. II 110 '� arrived " (3  p. sg.) ; perhaps also 
a-a-ad-du-u-ui-ta- ibid. IV 8 ;  lJu-su-us-ta XXVII 38 i 13. We get thus the 
doublets un + of + a ; un + osf + a and this is paralleled by og + of + a 
Mit. I 87 : ag + oS! + a VII 58 ii 9, 11. It is tempting to view -ost- as the 
perfect-element of intransitives and its -a as the impersonal ending identical 
with that of the pres. un + a [169J, unrelated to the finite suffix of 3 p. in 
ar + oi + a and the like. Accordingly, -of + a with intr. roots would have 
a factitive connotation : ag + 02 + a " was-made-by-him-to-proceed, granted
-was-by-him," un + 02 + a " brought-was-by-him." 

But this simple solution cannot pass unchallenged. Against it speaks the 
fact that -ost + a may be construed with the agentive case ; d. e-e-ni-iw
·-wa-su-ui u [s-J t[a-a-J -n-u-u[-uJs-ta Mit. II 76 ; Si-du-ri-yo_-M /!u-u-us-ta 
XXVII 42 obv. 23. It follows that the suffix may characterize also finite 
transitive forms. Similarly, the agent-noun na-alj.-"}Ju-us-ti (Br. 571 n. 1 ) ,  
paralleled b y  na-alJ-lJa-ab (ibid.) ,  configurates with na-ali-IJ u- (u-) us-a 
LXVII 38 i 14, 15. The corresponding form in -02 + i is obviously the 
perfect participle ; d. ar + of + i :>1it. II 8 7 ;  pas + 02 + i ibid. 50, 65, II 
107 ; tad + ugar + 02 + i- ibid. I 9, II 79 ; and the like. A satisfactory way 
out of the difficulty does not seem to present itself just now. It may have to 
be sought along lines analogous to -ed- ; -ett- (below) . 

182. -ed- and -ett-. The difference is marked phonetically by single writing 
of the consonant in the case of -ed- and double writing in that of -ett-. What 
is more important, there is a corresponding difference in usage : -ed- is used 
to mark the future in finite transitive forms 222 and in the active participle 
pa-aS-se-ti-i-dan Mit. III 116 ; 223 -ett-a, occurs with intransitives and with 
those transitives which show non-finite construction (without logical object) .224 

For intransitive forms d. u-ni-e-et-ta Mit. III 21 (also ibid. 12 ! )  " will 
arrive " ;  apparently also pe-te-es-te-e-et-ta ibid. 2 9 ;  ti-i-lja-nu-u-ul-li-e-et-ta 
ibid. 22, u-u-lu-u-lJe-et-ta ibid. IV 60. With transitives in actor-action con
struction we have the same form in gu-li-e-et-t" :>1it. IV 60 (preceded by 

222 This tense was identified by Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 112 f. ; cf. Friedrich, 
BChG 38. Bork, Mitannisprache 56 f., saw in -ed- a marker of the inchoative stem; 
he has since called it a marker of " future 1," cf. AfO 8 ( l933) 311.  

223 Cf. [170 n. 165]_ 
224 Cf. my preliminary statement in Lang. 16. 331, where the importance of Mit_ 

orthography is duly stressed_ For Bork's " future 2 "  cf. loco cit. 
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01 + oh + ett + a) ; ka-lil-li-e-et-ta-- ibid. 109 ;  sa-a-ri-il-li-it-ta ibid. 116. All 
three forms have parallels in -ed + a accompanied by agentives : IGe-Zi-i-as 

1M a-ni-e.S'-sa-a-an gu-li-e-ta Mit. IV 27 ; 131a--ni-es 1Ge-<li-)ya-al-la-a-an ka-til

-li-Ia ibid. 21 ; ag-gu-uS-sa-a-an . . . .  (124) . . .  sa-a-ri-il-li-e-ta ibid. 123 f. 

On present evidence there is nothing to contradict the assumption that -ed

marks the future with transitive roots, regardless of whether the form is finite 

or participial. On the other hand, -ett-a signifies the same tense in m��dle 

forms and is used for that reason both with intransitives as well as translhves 

in non-finite construction. 

(3)  -st-
183. For the position of this element cf. si-la-a-lju-su-uS-ti-wa-a-en Mit. 

IV 41 ; the analysis of this form cannot but isolate -02 + u/ost-, the first of 
these suffixes being necessarily the perfect-element, however uncertain the 
meaning.'25 The listing before -ide 0) - (position 4) is indicated by ta-a-ta-aJ
-li-te-en ?Iit. I 78 (*tad + aSt + id (0) + en) ; pi-si-is-ti-di-en �Iari 5. 11. 

The argument against identifying this suffix with the tense-element -ost
[181 J is as follows : The preceding vowel may be in the present instance -a-, 
-e/i-, or _0_.226 The tense-marker is attested only. in the perfect, whereas the 
element under discussion occurs with modal suffixes and may refer to the 
future. Added to this is the positional factor just cited. Thus we have to 
separate the perfect pi-su-uS-ta Mit. II 62 [181 J from the modal form pi-su-uS
-te-e-wa ibid. 55 which is correlated with the future ge-pa-a-ni-e-ta ibid. 54. 
This pair alone would suffice to bring out the functional difference between 
the two Sf-forms involved. 

Concerning the meaning of the element under discussion opinions have 
varied. Messerschmidt, lIit.anni-Studien 16, favored the causative, at least 
for -ast- on the basis of ta-a-ta-aJ-ti-te-en Mit. I 78, and Friedrich, BChG 10, 
evidentl;" concurs since he translates this form by " mogen , . .  zur Liebe 
veranlassen." Bork, �Iitannisprache 51, argues for the future tense. Xeither 

view can be upheld. We have just. seen that a tense-element cannot be involved 

here ; see also Bork's more recent identification of the element as " iterative," 

AfO 8. 311. The assumption of � causative may satisfy some occurrences but 

will not suit others. Before we proceed with the problem of meaning it is in 

order to list the pertinent instances with -st- which are likely to represent 

verbal forms. 
(a) -ast- : a-gu-ka-ra-a.Hi-en Mit. II 58, 86 "let him send back " ;  su-bi-a-a-

�1l5 The root-complement -z- should have -a- before it [176 ( 5 )  J. The form as a whole 

is a negated form of command. The supplementary -oz- may have here the same 

("  perfectiye? ")  force as in aN; + oE + ikk + anne [181] .  
226 For this vowel-quality ci. the following note. 

, 
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�maJ-ti-en ibid. III 7'2, (88) " let him increase ( ?)  " ;  su-ra-a-mas-ti-en ibid. 
IV 42, 51. " let him haswn " ;  ta-a-na-aS-ti-en ibid. I 82, 111 75, 78 " let him 
do " ;  ta--a-nOraJ-ta..u ibid. I 44 (context lost) ; ta-a-na-aJ-du-en ibid. IV 15  
( ending obscure) ; ta-a-Ia--aJ-ti-te-en ibid. I 78  (below) ; ut-la-aJ-ti-te-en III 80 
(same suffix as above ; context lost; " let them . . .  " ) .  Outside :1Iit. there are 
only doubtful instances ; d. ar-pa-as-du-ud XXVII 29 iv 1 2 ;  a-a-as-lJa-aJ-du-um 
ibid. 36. 4 ;  Ija-sa-as-du ibid. 42 obv. 38 ; lja-za-aJ-ta-ri lIari &. 18, 19. 

1Iost of the above occurrences represent imperatives or optatives [193J. 
There is one finite form with the agent of 1 p. sg. ( -a-'ll ) .  The rest is unin
telligible. The translatable forms could, to be sure, be regarded as causatives. 
But there is nothing that actually requires such an interpretation ; for the 
element -m- which occurs in two of the forms see [176 ( 10)  J ,  where a possible 
factitive connotation has been suggested for this complement. The basis of 
the causative interpretation is tad + ast + iden Mit. I 78 (cf. Messerschmidt, 
Mitanni-Studien 16 ) .  Actually, however, it is here in particular that such a 
rendering would be out of place : " the gods shall cause us to love." Whom 
are Tushratta and Nimmuria to be made to love ? If it is " one another," 
then -ast- should be a reciprocal element. If we leave this element untrans
lated we get literally " loved-x-by-them-shall-be," i. e., the gods shall love us 
(-til[lJa--, which is used five times in this one sentence to indicate the goal 
of the one 'Verbal form in question) .  If we provisionally posit for -ast- an 
intensifying function the syntax will remain undisturbed. That function is 
fully as suitable in the, remaining occurrences as is the causative. 

(b) -e/iJt- : pi-sa-an-ti-iii-ten-na-a-an Mit. IV 44 " and (I)  shall rejoice " ;  
pe-te-es-te-el-la-a-an ibid. I I  26, pe-te-e8-ti-ten III 2 8  (3'4) ,  pe-Ie-e8-te-e-et-ta 
ibid. 29, and pe-te-e8-ta-iS ibid. IV 50 ; pi-Si-iS-ti-di-en Mari 5. 17 (alongside 
pi-si-di-en ibid. 16) ; from Bogh. su-li-li-iS-du and [ .  J-le-e-e.S'-du XXVII 29 
iv 13, and perhaps ki-ri-iS-du-un-na XII 12 v 14. In this whole group only 
one underlying root is definitely known. This is pis-, which in the form cited 
does not lend itself to an interpretation as a causative in that no goal is 
mentioned with it. 

(c)  -ost- : ge-pa-a--nu-lu-u-uS-ta-a-aJ-se-na '" Mit. III 59 " the ones sent 
+ -ol + 05t- " ;  ku-zu/ -us-ti-wa·-a-en ibid. IV 40 " let him not detain ";  
lju-ub-lu-lu-uS-te-la-an Mit. II 23 and [ . . .  ]-nOra-ku-lu-uS-te-la-an ibid. 24;  
pi-su-uS-te-e-u'a Mit. II 55 and [p Ji-su-uS-ta-iS ibid. I 80 ; pu-ug-lu-us-ti-en 
ibid. III 25 ; Si-la-a-lju-su-uS-ti-wa--a-en ibid. IV 41 ; sur-wU-uS-ti-ik-ki-i-in 
ibid. II 103 ; u-ru-u-mu-ui-te-e-wa-a-dan ibid. II 9,228 The above remarks 
concerning pis + and + iJt- (b) apply also to pis + ost-. 

U'7 This form with its orthographic L' establishes the o-quality of the vowel in question_ 225 In this connection the following forms present a problem : wa-alJ.-ru-us-til-la-a-an 

12 
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Summing up, the element -ost- is not capable as yet of a satisfactory inter
pretation although it oceill'S in a considerable number of pertinent forms. In 
many of these it cannot be viewed as a causative suffix. It is found frequently 
in f�rms ha"'dng an imperative or optative force. Most likely it was an intensi
fying marker, but it is not certain whether this signification would apply to 
the action, the subject or object (H extensive " meaning something like 
a severally"), or perhaps to any one of these, depending on the given cir
cumstances. In function it seems to be close to the root-complements, but 
cannot be grouped with them on account of its position in the suffix-chain. 

183a_ Of doubtful classification is the element -imbu-. Its place is after 
the tense-marker, d. a-ru-u-si-im-bu-u-uJ-b-a Mit. III 16 and sa-a-ru-si-im

-bu-u- [uS-su? "'J-ull-lra ibid. 86 (IV 108), hence position 3 is the lowest 
possible in the suffix-chain. But we have no conclusive evidence against listing 
this element in position 8 or 9. Furthermore, two of the roots here included 
(ar- and al-) take the root-complement -m- [176 (10)],  and the noun pos
sesses a complement-group -amba- [175 end]. Although the positional criterion 
prevents us from classifying -i·mbu- as a verbal complement, all the forms in 
question ha,e nominal terminations with underlying verbal roots ; it is thus 
a question whether the suffix is verbal at all. 

Other examples are : u-ri-im-bu-u-uS-su-ulJ-lJ,a.-ma-a-an (96) na-!Ju-ul-li-im

-bu-u-uJ-su-l.w Mit. III 95 f. ; ta_a_du_ka_a_ri-im_bu_u_us_se_ni_e_ra_a_an ibid. 
IV 96. 

(4) -id (o) -
184. For the position of this element after -st- cf. tad + aJt + iden 

[183 (a)] ; tbe form 1W-ak-ki-du-u-we-en Mit. II 52 " let them not dispose " 
indicates a place before the negative element -1Da/e- (position 6)  ; it suggests 
at the same time that the full suffix was -ida- (note the writing with U) .  

The element has long been regarded as marking the plural (Jensen, ZA 
14. 176 ; Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 16 ;  Friedrich, BChG 3·6 ) .  Indeed, 
the subject of transitive forms with -ide a ) - is clearly plural in the instances 
just cited; the same is true of (e-e-enrna-su-uS) na-ak-ki-te-en Mit. IV 117 
" let them dispose." In [a-nam-]mil-la-ma-an u·t-ta.-as-ti-te-en ibid. III 80 
" and thus they shall . . .  " we have apparently an intransitive form with a 
Mit. IV !l3, se-elJ-ru-us-til-la-a-an ibid. !l9,  and similarly u-ru-ub,-lJi-is-til-la-a-an kiir

-kut-tiB-ti-la-a-an ibid., 120. Since the associative pronoun in each of these forms is 
-til U j a- (1 p. pl. ) ,  and not -l ( l ) a- ( 3  p. pl. ) ,  the preceding element cannot be -oJist-
unless haplology (of -t- + connecti\"e -i-) is assumed ; cf. [91] for such a loss of -ii-. 
Otherwise the above forms must ha\"e contaiued an original -z- [223], which seems les9 
probable. 

'29 The supplementation is favored by IV 108. 
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plural subject ( -/la- indicates actor-action construction). Nevertheless, there 
are good reasons for doubting whether -id (0) - was specifically a plural element. 

We have seen earlier that the negative element is placed elsewhere after 
the agent-suffix [84]. It will be shown later that an element used to pluralize 
the suffixes of the agent is placed as far down as position 11 [198]. As a 
pluralizing suffix -id (a) - would thus be considerably out of position. There 
IS yet another and perhaps more significant objection. Agent-suffixes are 
restrictBd to transitives construed with the goal of action. But the above 
utt + aJt + iden seems to be intransitive, and other plainly intr. forms with 
-iden will be adduced presently. Finally, -id(o)- is not confined to predicative 
forms ; in i-i-duk-[ku-] un-na.-ma-an lIIit. III 84 : i-i-uk-ku-un-na-ma-an ibid. 
94, and perhaps u-u-[ ul-] lu-ifi-duk-ku-u-1.m ibid. 84 : ul-lu-ifu-ug-gu-u-un 
ibid. II 104 the element can have nothing to do with agent or number. 

The possibility of intr. forms with -id(o ) - is enhanced by it-ti-ten Mit. 
III 22 " may (she) go." That this word is to be analyzed as itt + id + en 
is demonstrated by pi-te-d-ti-ten ibid. 28 (with sg. subject) : pi-te-d-ti-e
-1W-an ibid. 34. In other words, ped + est + en is capable of expressing 
much the same meaning as ped + est + id + en (since both have an optative 
connotation in their respective contexts) .  'Ve get thus an independent mor
pheme -id- which may be used with sg. forms in actor-action construction. 
Furthermore, the suffixes in itt + id + en and nakk + id + en are phono
logically identical ; in both instances we may have therefore the same element 
-id(o) -."" 

Other
. 
examples of -iden in forms which are construed with the subject-case 

and are m themselves neutral as to number are : ti-i-l:w--ni- (-i-) ten- �Iit. III 24 
(sg.) , ibid: 27 (p:.) ; tlJr�i��-ten- ibid. 30 ; pi-si-di-in lIIari 5. 16, pi-si-iS
-tt-d1.-en IbId. 17 [n-sa-an-t1.-uJ-ten- MIt. IV 44. In ki-ib-ti-en JI.ftLri 5. 20 and 
wu-ur-te-ni-it-ta-a-an Mit. III 74 [214] the -i- seems to have been lost · in 
7.Ja-tu-di�en )f.ari 5. 19 -u- appears with the same element. 

' 

So far -id( 0)  - has been found in conjunction with " optative " elements 
when the forms invohed served as predicates. There are however also some 
non-optati:e forms with what is apparently the same ele�ent. Unfortunately, 
all ?ccu� ill fragmentary or unintelligible contexts. Only pa-al-ti-tu VBoT 
69 11 6 IS accompanied by a pI. noun (enna-) ; the same or a similar con
struction m�� be presumed for mI-ak-ki-tu ibid. 7 and perhaps lJa-i-tu-ug 
XXVII 38 11 13 (preceded by -el [for *-es-la?] . With loss of the final a 
owing to a follow�g :a- we have id-ki-ta-an-nim XXIX 8 ii 29, 35 (with 
agentrve pl.) ; d. l.d-kt/u- Br. 559 n. 3. But there is little to guide us in the 

230 Cf. my provisional statement in JAOS 59. 318 f., which is now to be corrected in 

accordance with the present analysis. 
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case of se-lu-u-li-tu XXVII 38 i 8, 9, lJu-u-lu-li-tu ibid. 8, 9, and lJu-u-me
-is-Ii-du ibid. 42 obv. 13. Whether ki-bi-du ibid., du-u-i-du ibid. 24 if., 
pa-a-lJi-du-u VIII 61 obv. 5 and a-sa-as-te-du-u-u ibid. 7 are pertinent forms 
is not quite clear. 

To sum up, We are led to the tentative conclusion that -id(o)- was not a 
relational suffix but rather an element which was used principally in associa
tion with " optative " endings applied to transitive as well as intransitive stems. 
This collocation appears to bespeak some intensifying function. With transi
tives construed with plural nouns in the agentive, -id (0) - may haye come to 
reflect in the optative the plural of the agent. It is wholly a matter for 
speculation whether such incidental specialization resulted in the emergence 
of this morpheme as a pluralizing element with transitives in genera1.231 At 
any rate, we cannot overlook those forms which correlate with the subject-case 
without regard to number ;  neither can we ignore the derivational character 
of -id( 0) - in i-i-duk-[ku-Jun- and u-u-[ ul-J lu-ili-duk-ku-u-un (above) .  

(5 )  Class-markers 

185. Before -kk- and -waje- (position 6)  the transitive. employ -i- [119J 
and the intransitives -ujo- [120J. The only exception appears in the sequence 
-ido + Wfl-; cf. nakk + ido + uoa + en [l84J, where it is explained auto
matically by phonologic conditions, the transitive marker -i- having con
tracted with the preceding vowel. Otherwise the distribution of -i- and -uj 0-
respecti.ely is so regular and well-attested as to preclude any possibility of 
being explained away. If we should say instead that it is better to posit 
simply -ikk- and -iwaje- with transitives, and -ujokk-, -owaje- with intransi
tives, the final result would remain the same since the morphophonemic 
alternation would still confront us. 

It may be significant that the class-markers are placed after root-complements, 
tense-markers, -st-, and -id(o)-. This shows that positions 1-4 had a more 
intimate connection with the underlying root than was true of the subsequent 
positions. On formal grounds alone we are justified in regarding the elements 
listed under 1-4 as derivational. The remainder would have, accordingly, more 
of a relational character, transcending the direct connotation of the stem as 
such. The following discussion tends to bear out this premise. 

113! The Urartian suffix -itu which marks 3 p_ pI. trans. (cf. Friedrich, Einf. ins Urart. 
5 f.) may be adduced by some as an argument in favor of the relational force of Rurrian 
-id ( 0 )  -. If the two were cognate ( which is possible, though by no means established ) ,  
there i s  still no evidence that the "C"rartian suffix i n  question appears i n  its original 
sense_ But comparisons and deductions of this kind would be premature under present 
circumstances. 
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(6 )  -kk- and -u·aj e-
186. For the position of these two elements immediately after the class

markers see [119-20J. There is no instance of any other suffix ever being 
Interposed between these two positions. If further evidence were needed, one 
could adduce za..li-ik-ku-li XXVII 38 ii 17. Although the meaning of the 
form is unknown, the positional analysis of its component elements, excepting 
the final vowel, admits of no doubt : zal + i + kk + 01 + i, i. e., (A) + (5) 
+ (6) + (8) + (91 ) ,  cf. [178J. 

The meaning of -waje- has long been known. The element is used to negate 
(cf. Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 29, Bork, 1Iitannisprache 50) certain 
" optative " forms (Friedrich, BChG 3·7 ) .  With transitive stems and class
marker we get thus -i +  Wfl- [119J, -0 + we- only after -id ( o ) - [184J. The 
corresponding sequence with intransitives is -0 + we [120J . It should be 
stressed that the transitives with -wa- have their subject in the agentiye ; 
c. g., enna + zus nakk + ido + wen Mit. II 52 " may the gods not dispose." 

Concerning -kk- there is no similar agreement. Messerschmidt (op. cit. 
113 f.) was inclined to see in -kku and -kki an indication of 1 p. sg. Bork 
(op. cit. 54 if.) countered with the valid objection that the same person could 
not well be expressed with the aid of varying vowels. Bork accepted the 
identification of -kk-o (so ! ,  in accordance with [29J as a reference to the 
first person) ,  but ascribed the personal element to the vowel only; -kk- was to 
him the element of the " intensive." 

In the light of the material now available -kk- proves to mark " state " 
and the vowel which follows, if it is final, may indicate person. But the state 
cannot be the " intensive," and neither can -0 refer to 1 p. sg. 

Since numerous occurrences of the element -kk- have already been cited 
[119-20J it remains now to single out ouly such instances as may lead to an 
understanding of its function. In inu + me . . • • . . (17)  . . . ub + u 
+ kk + 0 (uzammi + mma XXIX 8 iv 16 f. we have coordinate equational 
clauses " As-it . . . . . . . . .  is-x" so," the rest being immaterial for present 
purposes. The first clause begins with a particle containing the associativ-e 
pronoun of 3 p. sg. It follows that the predicate refers to the same person. 
Since the verb is an intransitive (class-marker -u-) ,  the construction must be 
of the actor-action type. Furthermore, the tense is the present, which is evi
dent from the lack of differentiating tense-markers. The final -0 is correlated 
with 3 p. sg. ; it is not clear, howev-er, from the above passage whether this 
vowel could mark that person independently, without an antecedent pronoun 
or a noun in the subject-case. It is noteworthy that in parallel passages we 
read inu + me . • •  iielJal-a- ibid. 8, 27. Presumably, therefore, the form with
out -kk- would in the above instance have been inu + me - 'ub + a. 
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Other forms in -klc-o which correlate with sg. nouns in the subject-case are : 
(IMane + nnaman) mann + u + kk + a 11it. II 91 ; (zen + if + .nruin) 
(46) . . . . . .  ut + u + kk + a ibid. III 45 f. (cf. also ibid. II 95, III 123, 
124; VII 56 i 24 is in a fragmentary passage) .  

But -kk + a may refer also to  plurals in the subject-case. Cf. tupp + wz 
tupp + u + kk-a Mit. III 45 ; -lliin . . .  irn + u + kk + a ibid. 60. Before 
an associative pronoun (of 3 p. pI.) the -0 changes, however, to -a- : mann + u
kkalDiln (3) . . . un + u + kk + alan Mit. IV 2-3, cf. un + allan ibid. I 
115. It would appear that -0 was used to mark the kk-form as impersonal, 
at least with intransitives. The possibility that the same was true of transitives 
as well is inherent in forms like the place-name {fai + i + kk + ow. and 
perhaps in the combination -ikkanne (see below) .  

. '  
A different function has to be assumed, however, for the vowel ill -kk + t. 

In tiwalliin . . .  Zi3nifuda kadikki Mit. IV 16 f., lit. " word-they-and . . .  
brother-my-to communicated + kki (i. e., " I- ?-communicate words to ,,;y 
brother ") the -i must refer to 1 p. sg., just as it will be shown to do III 
-il + i/e [196] . The same construction is evident in tadugarazikki Mit. II 79, 
but the passage in question is not sufficiently clear. On the other hand, 

.
t�e 

medial -i- after -klc- in iiur-wu-w-ti-ik-ki-i"n ibid. 103 and ta-dulJ-l]u-1Hk
-ki-iwna-a-an ibid. III 4 is something else, perhaps the vowel of the element 

"/en. 

Goetze (Lang. 16. 128 ) finds an original -a after -kk- in lJ,i-il-lu-Si-ik-kat-ta-a-an :Mit. 
I 52 and u-u-nu-uk-ka-la-an ibid. IV 3. A better instance would have been ma-a--an-nu
-uk-ka-ti-�a-an ibid_ III 17, where the syllable in question was never closed ( unlike 
.kkalan < *-kkalUzn) .  Howeyer, this -a- must be regarded as secondary_ This is 
independently attested before the associative p_ronouns ·tta-

_ 
and -Ua, c_L [65] ; the 

ending -adilan is an analogous instance_ There IS thus no satIsfactory eVIdence for an 
original and morphologically significant -kka. 

As regards the function of -kk- we lack conclusive information. In equa

tional clauses (inu + me . . .  ub + u + kk + a XXIX 8 IV 16 f. ; ad, + mn 

. . .  irn + u + kk + a Mit. III 59 f.) a durative or iterative connotation is 

likely. A similar sense of the incomplete is probable in )lit. IV 2 ff., 11, 17, 
whe;e the context refers to future eventualities. Neither is it inconsistent 

with Mit. II 90 f. and III 44 f., two passages introduced by ai + n " whether, 

if " [128] . At all events, the semantic range of -Ick- ,,;�s apparently quit� 
broad. Provisionally, I would seek It In the sphere of the Iteratlve-durabve. 

This would suit admirably the nominal forms of the type ul-lu-Iju-ug-gu- and 

i-i-du7c-k'lJ.,-- [120 ] ; the sense would be " being something lasting or repeated." 

The foregoing suggestion has to be checked, however, on the basis of those 

forms in which -kk- appears in conjunction with the perfect-element -02-

I 
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[119]. These forms are restricted to active bases (regardless of the root-class) 
in accordance with [181]. In ya + tta + man. ta·n + oz + i + kk + atbin 
Mit. II 5 the context is damaged and we cannot tell whether " that which I 
was doing" would fit or not. The same constructon comes up in !Jill + 02 + i 
+ kk + atian ibid. I 52 « lJill- " relate " ) ,  but this passage is even more 
poorly preserved; perhaps " I  talked at length." An agent-noun from the 
latter base is lJill + 02 + i + kk + anne Mit. IV 4, 11. This compares with 
the occupational term alilJ + 02 + i + kk + anne " sacrificer ( ? )"  [94] and 
[181], where a perfective element is quite in order ; d. also am-mu-si-ik
-h.·un-ne XXVII &8 iii 20 and i-iiurUrlJu! -si-ik-ku-u-unrna :Mit. IV 92. 
With all due reservations I would propose for the complex -azikkanne the 
meaning " one who has performed a certain act repeatedly." 

In the suffix-chain of the verb position 6 is thus found to express negation 
with forms of command and, in addition, a state of repetitiveness or perma
nency. For purposes of ready reference We may view the negated " optative '" 
also as a " state " of the Rurrian verb. If the positional criterion is at all 
valid, the two forms signified related concepts as viewed by the Rurrians. 

( 7 )  Indication of voice 

187. The problem of voice in the Rurrian verb was raised in [168 ff.] in 
connection with participial forms. It was indicated there that transitives may 
form an active (-i) or a passive (-u) participle, whereas intransitives use a 
middle participle in -a. But transitives and inhansitives alike form a perfect 
participle in -az + i ;  e. g., anza.nn( n) + 01] + 02 + i Mit. I 18  " having 
sought," but pis + and + oz + i + itan ibid. IV 9 " I  was happy about (it)." 
The question now arises as to the position in the suffix-chain which these and 
other voice-markers occupy. 

So far we have had evidence for a position somewhere after the tense
markers (cf. also paS + ed + i + dan Mit. III 116) .  It remains to determine 
how far that may be. N"ow the forms in -u + Ick + 0 just discussed have been 
found to be impersonal ; in other words, they are noun-predicates. Since the 
nominalizing element involved can be only the final -0, this vowel proves to 
be a participial marker. In ur + ukk + 0 and its analogues the root involved 
is intransitive. But we ha."\e found also agent-nouns from transitive bases 
formed with the class-marker _i-,232 e. g., aliI] + 02 + i + kk + anne. With 
-ne attested as an adjectival suffix [159], the part following -kk- has to be 
analyzed as -0 + nne. We see thus that -a was a participial ending with 

2311 For the i-quality of this element cf. the spellings ma-a�an-ni-i-im-ma-ma-un l\Ht. I 
16, III 5, 10, 100; pi-su-an-du·8i-i-it-ta-a-an �Iit. ibid. 9 ;  pa-aS-se-ti-i-dan ibid. III 116. 
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certain transitive forms. Accordingly, some participial elements were placed 
after position 6. For the sake of consistency, and in the absence of any evi
dence to the contrary, we shall assign to position 7 all the elements which are 
known to form participles. 

As regards the meaning of the above -0, it comes close to that assigned to 
-a, [169J, except that the former is not restricted to intransitives. I would 
identify -0 provisionally as the mark of the medio-passive participle. An 
independent example of this form, not associated with -kk- seems to be 
pfrsu-u-u-niri-n Mit. III 4 (pis + 0 + nin). 

At this time it may be in order to distinguish the several u/o-elements 
which have been discussed so far. The class-marker was phonetically [uJ , 
except before -1w/e- [119 n. 43]. The present element, on the other hand, 
is established as [0]. Furthermore, there is a functional difference between 
the two. The class.-marker characterizes only intransiti"\e forms and has no 
syntactic value, whereas the participial element in question imparts a special 
meaning to both transitives and intransiti"\es. Finally, the positional treatment 
differs in the two instances. 

Less clear-cut is the contrast between the -u in, say, JJaz-u-kelde [171] and 

the final yowel of ur + ulele + 0 or pis + 0 ( +  nin). The two may have been 

differentiated phonetically, as is suggested by the above normalized writings 

and the evidence behind them. Moreover, we have yet to find an intransitive 

form of the type lJaz + u. But in ,iew of their related participial functions 

-u and -0 cannot be separated definitely pending more conelusiye evidence. 

In case of their ultimate identity the assumption would be justified that both 

-0 [169] and -u [111] were represented by -0 in a number of derived stems. 

The problem of voice arises also in connection WIth the contrasted pans of 

elements which will be taken up presently. We shall see that -i/el- .- u/ol

and -i/en- .- u/on- differ as to the underlying action-type ; it is tempting, 

and by no means unwarranted, to regard the -i/e- of such instances as the 

mark of the active and the corresponding -ujo- as indicating the medio-passiye. 

But this would carry our analysis to unpractical lengths. 

(8) " Aspect " -determinatives 

188. As has just been indicated, we have to place in this position the pairs 

-i/el- .- -u/ol-, -i/en- .- u/on-, and perhaps -i/er- .- -u/or-. Within each paIr 

the vowels appear to be contrasted morphophonemically. The contrast involved 

was probably one of action-type. The ascription of aspectual function to this 

group of elements is more or less arbitrary. It does not Imply �nJ� sl�ilarIty 

to the aspect of the Slavic languages, but is intended only to dIstIngUIsh the 

above morphemes from the " state " - determinatives (position 6 )  and the 

" mood " - determinatives which will be described under position 9. 

, ; 
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For the place of the present group in the suffix-chain d. the form 
lJa-sa-a-si-wllral-li-i-il-la-a-an Mit. IV 26. Its analysis is iJaz- (A) + -a2- (1) 
+ -i- (5)  + -wa- (6)  + *-il- (8) + -i/e (9)  + -lkln (B),  d. [178J. The form 
may be translated freely H and I will not listen to them," 233 We see from 
this that *-il- is placed after the negative (position 6) .  Although it may 
contain an indication of Yoice, the added -1- would place it after position 7_ 

189_ -1-. For the meaning of this element we may juxtapose the types 
(a) lYLz-il-e and (b) lJaz-u/ol-ez. 

(a) The key passage is se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ma-a-an ge-e-el-ti ni-·i-ri-se lJa-si
-i-i-li (45) pi-sa-an-ti-iJ-ten-na-a-an tw-sa-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e-we ge-el-
-ti-i-we Mit. IV 44 t, freely " and my brother's well-being let me hear about 
promptly so that I may rejoice concerning my brother's well-being." 234 Simi
larly, iJa-sa-IlrSi-il-li-i-il-lllra-an ibid. IV 29 and iJa-sa-a-si-wa-al-li-i-il-la-a-an 
[188J. With the change of *-r + ile>-rre [66J we have ta-a-du-lea-a-ar-ri-e ,,. 
Mit. II 85 and, with -ewa, following, ur-iJu-ub-du-ii-li-wa ibid. III 64 and 
ta,-Ilrdu-lea,-a,-ar-ri-e-wa ibid. 65, IV 123. For leul-li <*leul-ili cf. Friedrich, 
BChG 36 f-

In all these occurrences the 1 p. sg. is involved. That is due, however, to 
the accompanying -i/e [196]. For if -a- is substituted instead the form will be 
found to refer to 3 p. Cf. (pI. subject + a number of agentives +) a,-ru-si-el
-la-a-im XXIX; 8 iii 34; lJu-u-si-el-la-an-ti-in ibid. 38 ; ni-wUu-si�el-la-a.n-ii-in 
ibid. 42 ; sa-leu-Si-el-la-an-ti-in ibid. 46, 50 ; ul-lu-lJUrsi-el-la-a-in ibid. iv 13. 
That this -ella- can have no connection with the pronoun of 3 p. pI. is made 
clear by the parallel passage in XXVII 42 rev. 1& ff. where forms in -enna
are substituted although the plural subjects are retained; the elements involved 
are therefore parallel verbal suffixes and not pronominal associatives ;  cf. [190J_ 

For other examples in obscure contexts cf. da-pa-aS-ti-li Vln 60 obv. 15, 
na-aiJ-iJi-li ibid. 1 6 ;  wUu-ri-li ibid. rev. 14; perhaps also a-za-al-ti-li XXXI 
3 rev. 4 (note a-za-al-ta Mit. IV 67) .  With -ei We get iJllra-sllrsi-li-e-eS XXIX 
8 iii 30 (also XXVII 42 rev. 12) and mas-ti-li-e-es ibid. 35. The form 
1Ja,-u-li-il-lllran-tu XXVII 38 ii 19, iii 1 parallels the above occurrences 
ending in -an-ii. 

Friedrich is undecided as to whether the form in -ili/ e marks 1 p. sg. of 
the " voluntative " or the (( optative." 236 'Ve have seen, however, that the 

233 Cf. Friedrich, BChG 37. 
284. Cf. Friedrich, BChG 44 n. 4 and see [214]. 
�85 Cf. JAGS 59. 307 f. n. 56. This form suggests that the wr. LI of the element 

before us represents [Ie]. But this is true only in form-final ; before -�l- the vowel was 
-i- (cf. the examples given above ) .  

no BChG 36. 
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personal marker was not an integral part of the " aspectuaI" element involved. 
In evaluating the aspect itself Friedrich was doubtless on the right track. 
We have here a form which may be termed " voluntative," " cohortative," or 
th!! like. It is necessary to add that the same element is found also with per
fect stems thus paralleling the perfect formations with -kk- [186]. In the 
foregoing instances the meaning is probably " may/let X have done some
thing." Significant for the interpretation of the element is its use in forms 
construed with the agentive, as well as its absence from known intransitives. 
For the syntax of the forms involving the first person cf. [196] ' 

(b) For -01- there are numerous examples. The type lJaz + 01 + ez (RS 
/}zlZ) is illustrated by Br. 559 n. 3 and Goetze, RHA 35 (1935) nn. 15 ff. 
Note, furthermore, a-na-u-li-e-es XXIX 8 iii 34; lJ,i-in-zu-ru-la-a-es ibid. 36 :  
M.in-zUrUrrirlire-eS XXVlI 42  rev. 18 ;  u-uS-sUrlire-eS ibid. 24. Apart from 
this type we have to note, on the analogy of ur-lJu-ub-du-sirlirwa (above) ,  the 
Mit. forms maraAIn-n11rlire-wa-a- II 122, tu�pu-li-e-wa III 100, and u-ru
-li-e-u'a- ibid. 115, all three from known intransitives. We may now add 
tu�pu-la-i", 1IIi!. III 26, and hence also ka-sUru-ul-la-in ibid. IV 114. The 
latter instance points to -ol- (similar spellings in Bogh. are inconclusive), 
and this normalized form has therefore been adopted. From Bogh. note 
a-s'IlrIa-in XXIX 8 iv 12. In view of the above instances we must list also 
ur-du-li-e-wa Mit. II 53 (class and meaning unknown) ;  lJi-il-lu-li-e-wa 
ibid. III 102, IV 24, 45 « lJill- " talk " or the like, but the root is not 
attested with agent-suffixes) ; and ka-t11rliren fiT 93 ii 6 (perh. <kad
" communicate ").  Finally, with -i/e note mara-tu-u-li XXVII 38 ii 15 and 
za-li-ik-ku-li ibid. 17 ; perhaps also al-lurli-e Mitri 5. 2 and uS-su-lire XXIX 
8 iii 51 (if not a slip for u..i' + 01 + ez;, see above) .  

The general meaning of the type lJa;;-ol-ez w�s discovered by Goetze, loco 
cit. 103 fi.2S7 The " imperative " force ascribed to this form as a whole is 
undoubtedly correct. But its restriction to 3, p. sg.2S8 is not borne out; cf. 
lJa-zi-iz-zi-bal saI-lJu-u-lires XXVII 42 rev. 12 and lJa-wu,.-sirbal ge-m-at
-t11ru-li-iS ibid. 14, where the -al indicates plural subjects. Goetze contends 
that this imperative is wholly dependent on the final -ai/i/ez 2" for which 
see, however, [223]. 

There remains the problem as to the difference between -i/eI- and -01-. 
A review of the forms with -ol- will show a. predominance of intransitives 
(man-, tupp-, ur- [in the sense " be present, occur "] ) and such adjectival 
terms as 7cir- u long" and se!Jl- " pure." We expect therefore to see in -ol- an 
element characteristic of intransitives. This is refuted, however, by lJ·az-ol-ez 

lI37 Cf. also Friedrich, \VZK1f 47 (1939) 212 ff. 
lias Loc. cit. 107. 239 Cf. Lang. 16. 134 n. 36. 
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which contains the common and plainly transitive root lJaz- H hear " ;  the form 
cannot mean " let X hear " and has to be interpreted as " let X be heard." The 
contrast between -i/el- and -01- was thus not one of verbal class (position 5 )  
but rather of voice. The forms with -ol- prove to be medio-passive.240 

190. _no. This element, too, is attested in two forms : (a) -i/en-; (b) -u/on-. 
(a) All but one of the roots found in XXIX 8 iii 34 ff. with -ella- and 

correlated with plural subjects and agentives (see above) have -i/enna- in the 
parallel passage XXVII 42 rev. 13 ff. : a{-ru-si]-in-na-a-in 13, [lJu-u]-sirin
-na-an�ti 19, ni-bu-u-si-in-na-a-in 22, and u-ul-[lu? -] !Ju-si-in-na-a-in 15 ;  add 
also ptt-du-si-in-na-a-i 11.241 Since these forms are also correlated with 
plurals, -ijenna- cannot be a singular-marker. 

(b) Mit. contributes two intransitive forms with -u/ on- which clearly 
show imperative or cohortative force : pi-su-un-ni-en I 79 a may Ilet X be 
happy " I 79 ( subject " we ") and wa-a/}-ru-un-niren ibid. 81 " may /let (the 
years) be good." Once again reference to plurals is certain. 

The instances under (b) show that -u/on- represents the same action-type 
as -01-; those under (a) are active forms, precisely as the examples with -i/el-. 
The formal and syntactic parallelism is thus complete. There remains the 
problem of meaning. The available evidence is insufficient to disclose an 
appreciable shade of difference between the two pairs involved. The possible 
suspicion that we are confronted by a mere phonetic variation ( lin) is ren
dered extremely unlikely by the 1tiit. occurrences, since such confusion in that 
source would be without precedent. We are thus compelled to conclude that 
the aspect marked by n-morphemes was within the range of the imperative. 
Beyond that we cannot venture as yet. 

191. -T-. The connection .,f this element with the two preceding pairs is 
240 I am uncertain about the translation of lJ,a.z-a.z-il-ez, cf. above under ( a ) .  " Let X 

hear " is suggested by the use of ·il· but the context does not make clear whether such a 
rendering would fit. 

For the homophonous root·complement cf. [176 ( 9 )  J .  In most instances position, 
construction, and cont€xt serve to prevent confusion between the two. 

:Hl The form arZln Rs XX B 7, 11, 15 may perhaps be compared with a·T'/4,-ii-el·la-a-im 
XXIX 8 iii 34, especially in view of the final -n in the parallel a[·ru·si-Jin-na-a-in 
( abo.-e) and the general correspondence of the Bogh. passages just cited with this 
particular Rs document and the longer and well-preserved text Rs X 4. The latter 
contains a number of paragraphs which conclude with verbs in ·Znnk (e. g., arznnk 
ibid. 28) just as the clearly marked paragraphs in XXVII 42 rev. 12-13, 14-15, and 
17-19 conclude with verbs in .i/ennain or -i/ennandi. The only element that remains 
to be accounted for is the final -k in Rs X 4 ;  cf. [200]. 

For forms in ·anni and ·inna which seem to be independent of the above group see 
[221J. 
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altogether doubtful. We find it several times in the difficult text XXVII 38 iv, 
and it seems to have other doubtful witnesses. The present tentative listing 
is due to the occurrence of -ir- alongside -ur-, and also to the remote possibility 
that the sense of the latter may be media-passive. 

(a) a-ri-ir-e XXVII 38 iv 25. 
(b) lJa-mu-itr-e ibid. 9 ;  [wu] �! -us-tu-ur-e "2 ibid. 12 ; tarlJa-wu:�r-e ibid. 

27. Note also Su-u-ur-e ibid. ii 21, which is in parallel context with ma-a-tu-u-li 
ibid. 15 and za-li-ik-ku-li ibid. 17. 

The medio-passive connotation is hinted by the juxtaposition of sar-ra 
uii-ta-e ibid. iv 19  (note the a-case) and sar-ri • . .  (12) [wuJ';-uii-tu-ur-e 
ibid. 11  f. (with subject-case) .  If the former means something like " became 
king " then the latter should yield " was . .  -ed king." Note also the parallelism 
of -ur- with -01- (above ) .  However, much mOTe evidence is needed before this 
hypothesis could be considered plausible.'" 

(9)  " lIIood" -determinatives 

192. The suffix -ewa. The position of this element is established by forms 
of the type man(n) + 01 + ewa- [189 (b) ] ; it is placed after the " aspect " 
marker. 

Both vowels of -ewa are attested as constant by occasional full spellings. 
For -e- d. u-ru-li-e-wa- Mit. III 115 (from an intr. root) ; without the inter
posed -ol- note w9-8e-e-w9 ibid. 112, which is shown to contain an intr. root 
by the form wa-sllri-na-an ibid. 33·.2<4 With trans. stems cf. tllra-du-ka-a-ar
-ri-e-wa ibid. 65. For the final -a note the double writings in open syllables : 
u-u-lu-u-lJe-e-wa-a-ti-la-an Mit. II 11  and u-ru-u-muS-te-e-wa-a-dan ibid. 9.  
Accordingly, we are justified in transcribing also the uncomplemented -W9 
of this element as -wa; e. g., ur + ol + ewa.- (above) . 245 

Forms in -ewa are in themS€lves neutral as to number and person. The 
necessary reference to the actor is derived from the subject or indicated by 
an associative pronoun. E. g., se-e-ni-iw-we-en-na-a·-an lJi-il-lu-li-e-wa Mit. 
IV 45 (3 p. sg.) ; ge-pa-a-nu-ul[[-ul] ] "' -li-e-wa-a-at-ta-a-an ibid. III 63 

lIU Friedrich, Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. 35 ( following Forrer ) reads [lJu-uS-tu-ur-e. 
us In view of i-ya-a-ri XXVII 42 obv. 17 [216] ( cf. i-ya ibid. 38 ii 15, 21 and i-ya-ma 

ibid. 17 )  it is unlikely that ir-lJ,a-a-ri ibid. 22 and za-a-az·za-ri ibid. 25 haye any con
nection with -ir- : -ur-. Xote also ku-ni-ya-ri XII 12 vi 4, XXV1! 10 v 12. 

244 For -ain with intrans. forms cf. [l93 (g) ] .  The sense of W{1Z- cannot be far frOID 
" happen " ( cf. JAOS 59. 313) ,  " take place " j  it suits both passages. 

24,5 Cf. Bork, Mitannisprache 53. 
24ft This element cannot be the " cohortative " -01- [189] because of the double -U-; 

contrast tup-pu-U-e-wa and its analogues (below ) .  It is this fact that prevents us from 

J 
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( 1  p. sg. ) ; u-u-lu-lJe-e-wa-arti-la-an ibid. II 11 ( 1  p. pl.) .  As far as syntax 

is concerned -ewa is analogous to the forms in -a, -i, -u [168 ff.] and -ae [167].  
All investigators concur in suspecting -ewa of some modal function. 

Messerschmidt ( lIIitanni-Studien 113) simply appends " (Modus 1) " to the 
list of pertinent forms from Mit. Bark ( l1itannisprache 53) speaks of the 
" desiderative," but fails to give any proof ; the only two forms which he cites 
are incorrectly analyzed. In J AOS 59. 315 ff. I indicated the likelihood that 
-ewa represents a conditional or potential mood by rendering l1it. IV 45 ( see 
above) " My brother may say," etc. The same suggestion was advanced inde
pendently by Goetze ( Lang. 16. 129 n. 15) .  

The available occurrences of -ewa, all from Mit., may b e  classified as follows : 
With the root alone : wJ-se-e-wa III 112 ; i-i-ii!-Ije-e-wa IV 16 
With the root-complement -olJ-: ololJ-ewadilan (above) ; note the corre

sponding form without -ewa : ololjadilan III 16 
Wtih the root-complement -01: kebanoll-ewatlan ' "  (above) 
With the " intensifying " element -O$t- [183] : pi-su--uii-te-e-wa II 55, (64) ; 

u-ru-u-muS-te-e-wa-a-dan II 9 
With " cohortative " -il- [189] : 248 kaAi-li-e-wa IV 18 ; ta-a-du-ka-a-ar

-ri-e-wa III 65, IV 123 (-rre-/*-rile-) ; ur-lJu-ub-du-si-li-wa III 64 
With " cohortative " -01- : lJi-il-lu-li-e-wa (III 102), IV 24, 45 ; ma-a-an-nu

-li-e-wilra-al-ia-aran II 122 ; tup-pu-li-e-wa III 100 ; u-ru-li-e-wa-ma-a-ni-i-in 
III 115 ;  ur-du--li-e-wa II 53 

The " conditional " force of -ewa is self-evident after a-i-i-in (II 5&) and 
a-i-ma-a-ni-i-in (the same particle emphasized, III 111 f. [211] ) ;  note that 
-manin is suffixed also to urolewa- (ibid. 115) .  kadilewa IV 18 and lJillolewa 
ibid. 25 occur in clauses introduced by the pronoun awenneja " anyone ( ? ) "  
[115] ; the two passages deal with contingent events. It is significant that 
ewa-forms are employed in II 55, ( 64), III 63, 100 in clauses which are 
subordinated to future forms. The only time that an ewa-form is not intro
duced by a particle or placed in a dependent clause is IV 45 ; and here the 
rendering " 1rly brother may ask " is favored by the context. The interpretation 
of the form as modal is in no way invalidated by the frequent association of 
that form with the H cohortative " -ijol-; the meaning of such occurrences 
can be approximated by means of our " would, should, might." To allow for 

regarding the first -ul- of the text as a root-complement and the second as the mark of 
the " aspect." See above, n. 209. The root-complement is established independently in 
the form ge-pa-a-nu-lu-u-u§-ta-a-a§-§e�na Mit. III 59. 

2f.1 Cf. the preceding note. us In JAOS 59. 309 I failed to make clear the independent character of the I-form 
as associated with -eroa. 
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this variety of related connotations I propose to classify -eU'a as an element 
marking the " conjunctive " mood. 

193. Indication of command. It was pointed out in [189]' that the ending 
-olez marks the forms concerned as some type of imperative. The -01- con
tained therein has in itself " cohorlative " force. But suitable though this 
element may be in expressions of command, it is by no means restricted to 
them. Closely related to -01- and its (active) analogue -ij el- is the " aspect "
determinative -n- (in medial position),  d. [190] . 

We know also that command may be indicated without the aid of the above 
-1- or -n-o It follows that these aspectual markers were not essential con
stituents in imperative forms, certainly not in all of them. Before we attempt 
to determine what actually marked a given form as one of command it is in 
order to list the types which aTe knO\\t"TI or may be assumed to have that force. 

(a) l;az + il + ije " let me hear " [189] (l p. sg.) 
(b) -ella( i) - : d. I1<-ru-si-el-la-l1<-im (ibid. ; subject in the agentive) 
(c) l;az-oleZ " let be heard " (ibid. ; sg. or pl.) ; note the variant. in -olaei, 

e. g., lJi-i-n-zu-ru-la-a-es XXIX 8 iii 36, ta-ku-la·-a-es ibid. iv 30 
(d) -inna(i) - :  e. g., a.[-ru-si] -in-na-l1<-in [190] ; corresponds to (b) ; note 

pu-dUrsi-irv-na-ari (ibid.) without -n 
(e) pis + ujonn + en " let be happy " [190] (attBsted as impersonal pl.) ; 

corresponds in part to (c) 
(f) l;aZ( + i)  + en Mit. I 113, II 13, III 49 " let (him) hear." This is 

the normal form ror 3 p. ag., primarily with transitives, in which case the 
goal is in the subject-case and the actor in the agentive; d. a-ri-en Mit. III 
96, 9 7 ;  na-ak-ki-en ibid. IV 42, 5 1 ;  pa-aS-si-en ibid. 52, 54, 57. For intransi
tives of this type cf. si-ri-enrna-oran �Iit. III 34 and the ,arious intr. forms 
in -iden [184]. 

The corresponding negated form is of the type I]awz + iwa + en " let 
(him) not hear " [119] ' For the plural d. ooklc + id + en [184], negated 
pI. nakk + id + owen (ibid.) .  

(g) itt + ai + n Mit. IV 5 3  " let (him) go." That this form is favored 
in actor-action constructions may be seen from the instances in -ol + ai + n 
[189] ; pal-la-in Mit. IV 64 appears to be analogous. But goal-action con
struction is certain in pa,l-la-a-en Mit. IV 56.249 

(h) itt + ai + zalliin Mit. IV 52 " let (them) go." This is the plural 
counterpart of (g). Another clear instance is pa1-1a-wal-la-ma-an ibid. 65. 
Here are evidently to be included the two RS forms (sa-I;a-h,) -sa-[la] Voc. 

1!�9 Cf. [173 n. 188]. 
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II 32 � Sum. i n .  d a d  a g .  e .  m e S  " they shall purify '' '50 and accordingly 
(ki-ba) -sa-la ibid. I 32 � Sum. [i n . g a r .  e . m e s] " they shall establish." 251 

(i) a-ri Mit. I 51 " give " ;  zu-zi-la-ma-an EA 170. 11  (Akk. u pa-ni-iiu-nu 
$a-bat " then get ahead of them ( ?) ") .'" These two forms appear to be 
imperatives of the 2 p. sg., but in neither instance is the context clear. 

These nine types differ from one another in a number of ways. It is neither 
certain nor likely that all had exactly the same force, even if we discount the 
conjoined morphemes that may be interposed between the root and the final 
suffix (e. g., -1-, -n- ) .  But all imply some form of command. Friedrich refers 
to type (f) as " optative " (BChG 36) and Goetze calls (c) " imperative " 
(RHA 35. 107 ) .  In the preceding discussion I had occasion to refer to both 

these terms. To allow, however, for individual shadings which may be brought 
out in the future I suggest " jussive " as a common designation for all the 
types concerned. This term ,,,ill be employed henceforward. 

}fore important than the question of terminology is the difference in con
struction which sets apart (a) and (i) from the rest. Whereas (b)-(h) are 
jmpersonal, in that the actor is indicated only by the subject of the sentence, 
(a) includes a reference to 1 p. (sg.) and (i) seems to be similarly restricted 
to 2 p. (sg. ) .  These agent-markers will be discussed under the next heading. 
For the present we are left with forms which may be characterized by final 
-n, as in (d)-(f), or -2 (c) .  Howe,er� neither element is a primary component 
of jussive forms. This is particularly clear from itt + ai + n (g) : itt + Iki 
+ iallan,''' kiblk + fa,za (h) ; d. also pudoz + inn + ai (d) .  As for -z, it 
will be shown that this suffix is used also with forms which cannot possibly 
be jussive [223]. 

The one element which is shared by the majority of the impersonal jussive 
forms is -a6/i-. We find it in (b),  (c),  (d),  (g), and (h). For (f) it is made 
probable as a variant of -e- by the transitive form pall-ae-n, which I have 

I!GO Cf. Goetze, RHA 35. 106 n. 15 ;  his translation " they purified " needs a comment. 
The corresponding Akk. form would be ub-ba-bu; cf. Thureau-Dangin, SYria 12. 239, 
and see the next note. 

� 

�n For the Akk. equivalent i·sak-k [a-nu] in a recently published fragment of the 
lIAR . r a = lJ,ubullu texts see Landsberger, AfD 12. 135 line 77. Landsberger's indenti
fication of the above Rurrian entry with Akk. isakkan (lac. cit. line 76, and p. 136)  
cannot be right. The Rurrian entries merely translate i n .  g a r  ( ibid. 75 ) and i n .  
g a r . e . m e s  ( 7 7 )  but not i n . g a r . e  ( 76 ) .  The suffix -la has nothinu to do with 
�' f�ture (or durative) " but is here and in Voc. II 32 the associative prono�n of 3 p. pI. 
InCIdentally, the wr. -su of sa·lJ,a·la·8u ibid. 31 and ki-ba-su ibid. I 31 represents the 
consonant of the perfect-element -02- and is thus unrelated to the element ·za- [198] of 
the respective succeeding lines. 

'51! Cf. Friedrich, BChG 22 and see [149 n. 114]. 
Jl53 The final -an of this particular form represents the connective particle [21 1 ] .  
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listed in (g) for purely orthographic reasons. It would thus appear that 
-aeji- was an original and apparently significant component or many jussive 
forms, while the added suffixes seem to have been incidental. 

The position of this -o,e/i- (>e, i ?) is established as ( 9 )  by its corre
spondence to that of -ewo, ; cf., e. g., tupp + 01 + ewo, Mit. III 100 : tupp 
+ 01 + o,i + n ibid. 26. Hurrian evidently placed its " conjunctive " and its 
" jussives " in a single category, which may be plausibly identified with 
" mood." 

There remains the question as to the possible relationship of the -o,e/i- just 
isolated to the homophonous suffix which was previously assigned to the 
" gerund " [165-7]. The occasional use of the latter with the agentive [166] 
would tend to lend color to such an assumption ; conversely, the jussive 
lJi-itlrzu-ru-lo,-o,-es XXIX 8 iii 36 from the nominal form lJi-in-zu-ri- (e. g., 
ibid. iv 34) , or the use of ki-ra-i RS Voc. IV 28 by the side of ki-ru-li-e-ei 
XXIX 8 iii 28 lead to the same result. That the wide range of the Hurrian 
gerund was not inconsistent with the use of this form as jussive goes without 
saying. When thus used, however, the form was generally provided with 
additional elements in accordance with the syntactic requirements of the 
phrase.254 

(10)  Agent-suffixes 

194. The sharp division between transitives and intransitives, reference to 
which has been made frequently in the preceding sections [177 ff.], finds 
perhaps its clearest expression in the contrasting sentence-types in which the. 
respective verbs are used. The sentence in which the predicate is formed from 
an intransitive is equational. The verbal element involved is participial and 
hence impersonal [169]. Reference to the actor is possible only by means of 
associative pronouns which are non-morphologic elements in included position 
[213 ff.] ; e. g., un + 0, +  lzan Mit. I 115 " coming-they-and," or more freely 
H and/so they come.'"' 

This subjective construction characterizes also other participles, including 
those from transitive roots ; d. the forms in -i and -u [170 f.], the derivative 
participle with -kk- [186 ] ,  and the conjunctive in -ewa [192]. Eut a sentence 
thus construed cannot include both actor and goal of action. 

Where goal and source of action are involved at the same time we are con
fronted with transitive forms which are not employed as noun-predicates. The 
goal is then expressed by the subject-case and the source of action, if inde
pendently stated, by the agentive [150]. An indication of the agent must be 

ll�ol This is best exemplified by -n which is so common in jussive forms i its interpre
tation as an associative [196) leaves little room for doubt. 

; , 
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included with the predicate. This reference is accomplished by means of 
pronominal elements which agree with the agentive. They are, accordingly, 
agent-suffixes. To go a step further, the essentially possessive character of these 
suffixes is virtually assured by the juxtaposition of -if, ... v, -i/ya with nouns : 
-a/eg, -ufo, -ya with verbs [84J and [195]. 

The following illustrations will show the difference in the pronouns used in 
actor-action sentences on the one hand, and goal-source-action sentences on 
the other : 

(a)  l!i-il-lu-si-i-it[-t�J�o,n ( 1 9 )  IlJf�ni-e-ta 11m. II 18 f. " talk-past-I-and 
Mane-to," i. e., H and I talked to �Iane " 

(b) o,-nam-mil-la-a-an un-du se-e-ni-iw-wu-to, gu-lu-so,.u ibid. 56 " thus
-they-and then brother-my-to tell-past-by-me," i. e., " and these (things) then 
I told my brother " 

In (a)  1 p. sg. is expressed by ·ttOr and no goal is involved. In (b) the 
same person is marked by written -a.u and the goal is indicated by the asso
ciative -lla- attached to the introductory particle. When the subject-marker of 
(a)  is attached to the verbal root of (b) the bearing of the sentence is changed 
completely; e. g., gu-lu-u-sa-o,-at-to,-o,-an Mit. IV 5 " I  was told by him." 
The associative pronoun now marks the goal, not the actor ; the source of 
action is indicated by the added -Or which refers to 3 p. sg. The analysis of 
the latter form is (A) + ( 2 )  + (10) + (E' [-tto,- + -an] ) ; in (b) the asso
ciative which marks the subject is attached to the first word or the sentence. 

It follows that agent-suffixes cannot be used with intransitives ; where this 
is done the form in question is factitive. " I  arrive " would be *un + a + tta- ; 
*u-na-u " I  am brought," or the like ; d. I]{a-ni-e-ra-la-a.n u-na-aJ-se-na JlrIit. 
II 116 " those (things) brought along by Mane." This instance shows that 
agent-suffixes can be used also with finite forms nominalized by -se [164]. 
Finally, the gerund in -ae [166] may construe with the agentive, in which 
case the former has the value of an agent-suffix of 3 p. 

In surveying the available agent-suffixes we shall find them differentiated 
not only for person but also according to the type of form which they are 
employed to modify. One set of these suffixes is used with the indicati,e 
(which Hurrian does not mark by special elements) ; another set is employed 
with juss;'·es. A few remaining suffixes are as yet difficult to classify. 

195. Agent-suffixes with indicative forms. These elements are found with 
the present, perfect, and future. The first person is the same in all three ; 
the second is attested definitely in the perfect, and may be presumed to have 
been the same also in the present and future, for which no examples happen 
to be available. For the third person we have -ya or ia in the present, but -a 

13 
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in the perfect and future. All three elements were correctly related to their 
respective persons in the early days of Rurrian studies ; cf., e. g., Messerschmidt, 
Mitanni-Studien 109 ff. and Bork, Mitanni-Sprache 48 f. But the view that 
they functioned as subjective pronominal endings is no longer tenable. 

It is important to note that we do not have a separate set of suffixes for the 
plural. In all likelihood the plural was indicated by the addition of a special 
particle to the given singular element [198J, just as was done to pluralize the 
case-endings and the possessive suffixes with the noun [142]. 

, 'I't 11 92 " d  b " (  " d ' ' '') (a)  1 p. Present : ta·-a-na-u ..lJo 1 • on€- y-me or OlUg-ill) 
freely " I  do " ;  255 ta-a-ta-u. ibid. I 75 " I  love." Perfect : a-ru-u-sa--u :1Iit. 
III 11, IV 34 " I  ga,e " ;  �a-su-u-sa-u ibid, II 7 " I  heard." Future : 
ka-te-e-taAt. Mit. III 99 " I  shall communicate," 

When negated, this person results in forms which are written with -i-uw-wa 
[53J . In the present we have the complex u-u-ri-uw-wu-un-na-a-an Mit, IV 56 
" so/then I do not want him" ;  256 the perfect yields lJ,i-su-u-lYu-si-uw-wa ibid. 
33 " I  did not vex, annoy" ;  ku-zu-u-si-uw-w9-la-a-n ibid. 46 " I  did not detain 
them'" and ta-a-nu-si-uW-U'9 ibid. II 113. The negated force of these forms, , 
which was discovered bv Messerschmidt (lIitanni-Studien 85), is not open to 
doubt. As for the pers�n involved, only the last-cited instance is dubious on 
account of its fragmentary context. In the three remaining examples the 1 p. 
is plainly involved. Moreover, there are independent phonologic grounds for 
seeing in this complex a fusion of the negative element -wa- [186] and the 
ending of 1 p. ; d. [84J.'" . , , We have to note here also two Bogh. forms as possible analogues : ka-it-t-U 
VIII 61 obv. 10 and pa-a-li-uS-se-ni-u' [aJ ibid. 3. The context is indecisive 
and does not preclude the 2 p.258 There is, howe,er, no evidence of a diphthong 
in 2 p.; whereas the alternative interpretation involves only the co�tras� Bogh. 
-i-u : 1\Iit. -a-u. The nominalized form in -se is well known In 1lIIt. ; cf. 
a-ru-u-sa-uS-se-ni-e-u'e III 41 " of the one given (in the past) by me." 

Finally, there is the problem of the phonetic character of the endi�g -a-'li 
(and possibly -i-u) .  It was pointed out in [35] that postvocahc -u- may 

255 
To avoid the awkwardness of the passive forms in English I shall use the free 

translation in the following instances, except for one example (b)  where the active 
would call for a relative sentence and thus give a false picture of the form as a whole. 
But it cannot be stressed too strongly that this is merely a concession to English usage. 

256 Cf. JAOS 59. 300. 
257 In favor of interpreting these forms as referring to 1 p. is the st�tement of Fri�d. 

rich, BChG 37. The dissenting view of Goetze, Lang. 16. 135 f. n. 44, IS bound up WIth 
his position concerning the i-form ; cf. [liOa]. 

258 As translated by "Gngnad, Kulturfragen 4/5 p. 27; Friedrich, BChG 38 n. I, is 

inclined to view hI-Hoi-it as 1 p. 
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represent both [wJ and [fJ. Since the digraph -ww- stands for a voiceless labial spirant [53J and the combination -ww- + -u- gives liS the same spirant doubled [83], it would appear that -'Ii- was used for single [fJ or [wJ. Accordingly, I normalize the suffix tentah,ely as -at, although -aw (or -a;") cannot be disregarded entirely. The form a-ru-u-saAt.-u-uIC �Iit. III 2 (a�d others like it) would thus represent ar + DE + at + un.'" 

(b) 2 p. Of. the perfect forms ge-pa-a-nu-u-su-u-uS-se Mit. III 69 " sent by thee in the past " ;  ku-zu-u-su ibid. IV 45 " thou hast detained." The fo�mer would seem to indicate that the suffix in question was -0. As against thIS we have tap-pu-Su.-u Mit. IV 104, which is preceded by it-ti-i-wa-an, apparently with the 2 p. possessive ; note also ki-i-bu-sU-1'-uS-si ibid. IV 38, These two examples plainly show [u], but it is altogether doubtful whether they contain the suffix under discussion. Nevertheless, the quality of the agent-suffix of 2 p. cannot be established with confidence. 
(c) 3 p. Present : e. g., ta-a-ni-a Mit. III 81 " he does " ;  ta.-a-ti-a ibid. 

I 74 " he loves " ;  ka-ii-ya VIII 61 rev. 7' " he communicates." Perfect : 
ge-pa.-a-nu-u-sa _Mit. III 107 " he sent " ;  ka-du·-u-sa ibid. I 96 " he communicated " ;  ta-a-a-nu-u-sa ibid. 85 " he did." Future : ge-pa-a-ni-e-ta Mit. 
II 54 " he will send " ;  ka-til-li-ta ibid. IV 21 " he will communicate " ;  
sa-a-ri-il-li-e-ta ibid. 124 " he will demand." 

196. Agent-suffixes in jussive forms. Here again all three persons appear to be represented, the third more abundantly than the other two. It is noteworthy that the elements to be discussed are entirely different from the corresponding morphemes just cited. There was thus an external distinction between indicative and modal forms as far as reference to the agent was concerned. 1 p. For the ending -ile see [189J, and for the combination -iii d. Messerschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 83 and especially Friedrich, BChG 36 f. That this person should be associated intimately with the cohortative is not surprising. Command to oneself is emphasized in a similar manner in other languages.26o 
. 259 

If 'We �re rig�t in our pho�etic analysis of the agent-suffix of 1 p. as ·af (Bogh. ·ttl,  compan�on WIth the 
.
possess�ye ·if of I p. [144] appears to be indicated. In partial support of thIS I would CIte the Identical orthography ·"w-w:. which in �iit. serves both the possessive and the negated agent-suffix of 1 p. [84]. An analogous connection in 2 p .

. 
is not �mpossible in view of the -ufo in the verbal form and the wr. -wjb in the nommal. Fmally, the 3 p. is -yjia in the present ( see above) and -i/ya with nouns [146]. Since the agent-suffixes identify the originator of a givcn action attributively (" done by X " )  an� not subjectively ( " X does " ) ,  there is no functional discrepancy between the respectIve suffixes of agent and possessor. 260 Cf., e. g., the special " cohortative " with I p. in Hebrew, Bergstrasser, Hebraische Grammatik, Verbum 45 ff. 
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The pertinent occurrences with -il- have been cited in [189]. The final -e 
is suggested by ia-a-du-ka-a-ar-ri-e Mit. II 85. This would point to a phonetic 
distinction between the jussive form in question and the i-form of the partI
ciple (d. pi-sa-an-du-si-i-it-ta-a-an Mit. IV 9, pa-as-se-ii-i-dan ibid. III 116), 
so that one form could not be mistaken for the other in speech ; e. g., the 
participle /jill + i Mit. I 84, 93) </jiU- would contrast with the jussive *kuUe 
ibid_ II  12, III 49, IV 1 <*kul + il + e. At all events, the jussives in ques
tion are all clear in their reference to 1 p. in )'lit., where alone the context is 
capable of analysis. Note especially /ja-sa-a-si-il-li-i-il-la-a-an ( *!lata;; + il + i 
+ lliin) Mit. IV 29 " they will not be heeded by me," in a sentence where 
1 p. is essential but not otherwise indicated. . . . . . The same jussiye suffix occurs also with the element -kk- In ka-tt-tk-kt lIlt. 
IV 17, where 1 p. is beyond doubt, and apparently also ia-a-du-ka-a-ru-iii-ik-ki 
ibid. II 79. in obscure context ; d. [186]. The former may be translated 
" I  shall k�ep on telling ";  the latter " I shall have shown affection." From 
Bogh. we have a-ru-u-si-ik-ki VBoT 59 ii 12, where 1 p. is rendered likely by 
the preceding su-u-ta.� apparently a to me." 

2 p. Cf. [193 (i) ] .  The two pertinent occurrences (a-ri )1it. I 51 and 
zu-zi-la-ma-an EA 170. 11) unfortunately lack the support of completely 
intelUgible contexts. � e-vertheless, zu-zi- is glossed by an Akk. imperative of 
2 p. and has to be interpreted accordingly, with Bork (OLZ 1932. 3(7) and 
Friedrich (BChG 22) ; a-ri would be an analogous instance (contrary to 
Goetze, Lang. 16. 131 n. 28).  

How the participle *ar-i could be distinguished from such an imperative is 
hard to tell. A relennt form in an intact passage might solve the problem. 

3 p. This person is indicated in the sg. of transitives by -en joined to 
stems in -i; e. g., a-ri-en, na-ak-ki-en [193 (f) ] .  T

,
he �ame suffix

, �
ppears 

with plurals but the underlying stem ends this time m -1d(o) ; see ,b,d. and 
[184]. We know, however, that -en and -n were used also with intransitive 
jussi,es of 3 p . ;  cf. [193 (e),  (g) ] .  Moreover, forms which appear to be 
jussive and construe with 3 p. are found with om, -and,) and -and1n [189-90] 

as distinct from -en. Apparently, thererore, there was no specml agent-s�x 
ior 3 p. jussive, the appended elements being probably emphasizing associatIves 
rather than independent agent-markers. 

197. Other agent-suffixes. The ending -i-a-a-ma has been ass;gned . by 
Friedrich (BChG 38 ff.) to 3 p. of the negated future. E. g., iVa-moen 
se-e-ni-iw-wu-uS pa-as-Si-a-a-ma lIit. IV 55 H Mane by my brother wIll not 
be sent " ;  similarly, gu-li-a-a-ma ibid. IT 106, IV 21, 27 <ku

,
Z " say." Refer

ence to 3 p. and construction with the agentive are clear in thIS form (d. also 

'f· · ... ·. · 
,. 
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ir-nu-u-lJu-iii-a-a-ma Mit. III, 67, 70) ; but its formal analysis (one morpheme 
or more ?) is in doubt. 

In ge-lu-u-su-a Mit. I 89 and ni-i-nu-su-u-a ibid. IV 7 (the latter with an 
accompanying agentive) we have a suffix which appears to refer to 3, p. Goet.ze, 
JAOS 60. 222 takes it as negated 3 p. of the indicative. In both instances, 
however, the context is obscure. The same is true of ta-a-na-as-du-en Mit. 
IV 15, also with an agentive. 

Agreement with plural agentives is apparent in pa-pa-na-su-us a-du-da 
Mari 5. 8 and si-we-rwrsu-us nu-du-un-da ibid. 9. The meaning and analysis 
of the predicates remain to be determined. 

(11)  Other modifiers 
198. Indication of the plural. In u-u-ra,-u-sa-ai-se-na-a-ma-a-an ti-we-e-eMEs 

Mit. I 80 the first form consists of the verbal root ur a desire " + agent-su:.ffi.x 
of 1 p. oaf + za, followed by the nominalizing -se, the attributive pI. element 
-na, and the associative -man; the whole form is in agreement with the next 
form H words, things." If it were not for the interposed -za- the whole phrase 
might be rendered " the things desired by me." But the added element cannot 
be ignored. K ow the subject of the sentence which immediately precedes is 
-til ( l ) -a " we," which is stated no less than five times. The same subject is 
plainly wanted with the transitive form before us ; it could be referred to only 
by means of an agent-suffix. We do find such a suffix in the spelling -a-u, 
which in all its other numerous OCCurrenCes signifies 1 p. sg. It follows that 
the required plural is indicated by the -za, evidently a pluralizing element.261 
The whole form may now be translated H those desired by us." 

The same suffix is to be sought in the four instances of intr. jussives 3 p. pI. 
cited in [193 (h) ] ;  e. g., itt-a;-za-lliln Mit. IV 52 " let them go.'"'' Although 
the associative -lla- " they " which follows is pleonastic, such double marking 
of the plural is known also from the noun; cf. enna-zus [150]. It will scarcely 
be hazardous to connect the above -za- with the pluralizing -z- which is amply 
attested in nominal forms [142]. 

199. The element -s (which may stand for -z or os) of such forms as 
pi-su-u.s-ta-iS Mit. I 80 or i-su-di-iS Mari 5. 6 will be listed with the asso
ciatives [223] . To take it as a marker of 3 p. sg. imperative with Goetze 
(Lang. 16. 134 n. 36) is inadvisable on account of the dependence of the 
above Mari form upon inu " as "  (lac. cit. ) .  Kate, moreover, the nominal 
form e-ii-iS Mit. III 122. 

261 So already Messerschmidt, ).Iitanni-Studien 36. 
262 Cf. JAOS 59, 294. 
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200. Two other suffixes found with verbal forms appear to be associatives 
because the same suffixes seem to be used with nouns as well. One is -lei in 
<lJdi)-su-ki RS Voc. I 16 ;  it is a gloss to the Sum. form meaning " he did 
not speak " and is preceded by �i-li-su ibid. 15 " he spoke." This element has 
been compared (Er. 569 ) ,  perhaps rightly, with the -k of the alphabetic forms 
arEnnk RS X 4. 28, and the like ; cf. [190 n. 241 J .  There are also forms in 
-lei from Bogh. ; d. zu-ur-ki XXIX 8 ii 41 and also iv la, 20 ; zu-ru-un-ki 
ibid. ii 42, zu-ru-uii-ki ibid. 44; i-ku-du-ud-ki ku-la-mu-du-ud-ki ibid. 43, and 
similarly ibid. iv 14-15, 22 ' ha-bal-ki ibid. 13, 20 ! ;  la-a-bi-.s-ki XXVII 42 
obv. 33.

' 
In view of the fact that these words are not intelligible it would be 

rash to assert that they all include the same final morpheme ; but the inherent 
probability of such an

v
assumption cannot be disregarded. Now zur-ki and its 

cognates with -n- and -8- point to a nominal construction. If this is true, it is 
possible that the suffix was used both with verbs and nouns. With all due 
reservations I suggest for -lei the value H un-, non-." 

The other suffix is -lam, which is eyen more problematic than -ki. It t.oo 

occurs in RS and in Eogh. : e-di-Ia-lam Voc. II 29, 30 ( .. erb) ; ki-ra-ri-in-ni-Iam 

XXIX 8 iii 27 (alongside the nominal form ki-ra-ri-in-na ibid. 26) ; se-lJa-lu

-la-am ka-aii-lu-la-am ibid. 53 (d. se-lJa-la-a ga-aii-la ibid. iv 8) ; su-wa-ni-lam 

ibid. iv 14 and su-it-wa-nu-u-la-am ibid. 17. All that we can say about this 

form is that it occurs in XXIX 8 iv 14-22 in a context which includes forms 

in -ki and two possible negated jussives gul-du-bi-in ap-pu-bi-in (ibid. 19-20), 

cf. [120]. I suggest provisionally the meaning " without" ;  cf. [212].'" 
201. Since the nominalizing element -5e may be placed after an agent

suffix (d. [164J ) its proper place in the suffix-chain must be position 11. Eut 

the various nominal elements which may follow -Ie have manifestly no con

nection with the verb. The subsequent treatment of a form in -5e is like that 

of any simple nominal root. 

4. ASSOCIATIVES 

202. As was pointed out in [98J, the associatives are non-morphologic 
elements that are not to be confused with other bound forms, whether deriva
tional or relational. They differ from the free particles chiefiy in that they 
require the support of a radical element, much as do the enclitics of Indo· 

263 The Rs Voc. fails to help us in this instance; 1 28 seems to equate -la- with Sum. 
n u " not." But the Sum. column is damaged in lines 29-30 which cite Hurrian -lam. 
Furthermore, the preserved Sum. [ . . .  ] n i g . g a  (29) finds no counterpart in the 
corresponding fragment published by Landsberger in AfO 12. 135. The same fragment 
lists i n .  g a r .  r a which may have been the reading of R� Voc. II 30. :Ve have

. 
s:en, 

however, [193 n. 251] that in line 32 the Hurrian scribe skIpped an entry m the ongmal 
so that this particular part of the Vocabulary is not reliable. 
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European. Our reason for avoiding the term " enclitic " in the present instance 
is based on the marked tendency of Rurrian to employ more than one asso. 
ciative in the same word ; it is unlikely that in these circumstances all the 
elements in question Were atonic. 

The choice of the supporting form depends on the requirements of word
order. That form may belong to any one of the three attested parts of speech, 
namely, noun, verb, or particle. A suffix which is known to occur with more 
than one of these is automatically to be classified as an associatiYe ; connection 
with free particles alone leads to the same result inasmuch as such particles 
cannot take morphologic suffixes. In a given suffix-chain the associati'\es are 
placed after bound modifiers of the noun or verb.2M 

For purposes of classification the associatives may be arranged into : (a) the 
particle -n; (b) syntactic connectives ; (c) subjective pronominal suffixes ; 
(d) deictic elements ; and (e) miscellaneous. 

(a)  The Particle -n 

203. This element has been linked generally to that case-form which is 
customarily regarded as " accusative " or " object-case," but should be inter· 
preted instead as the " subject-case " [149J. Eut Friedrich (EChG 9 )  is 
inclined to regard this ·n as incidental to the actual case involved/65 on the 
ground that the " accusati'\e " lacks this ending in t.he majority of instances. 
Goetze has shown, however, (J  AOS 60. 217 ff.) that when -n is not used with 
its noun it is found elsewhere in the same sentence. While admitting that the 
element in question and its plural counterpart -la differ from other case
endings in the looseness of their contact with their respective nouns, he 
assigns to them, nevertheless, the function of object-markers, i. e., case-endings 
(ibid. 223) .  

The argument from form alone would be enough t o  refute Goetze's inter· 
pretation. If we ignore for the moment the subject-case, as t.he one under 
dispute, there are seven other cases in Rurrian [148 if.]. In none of t.hese 
can the case-ending be omitted from its noun and substituted with another 
word in the sentence. If the elements which characterize these seven forms 
are case-endings, it follows that -n and -la must be something else, especially 
in vie1"{ of the positional rigidity of the morphologic elements in Rurrian. 
Furthermore, -la is attested as the pI. subject of intransitives [218J ; but 

284, The one exception to this statement would be the use of -n ( n )  in the " stative " 
forms in -a, cf. [156], provided that this medial element has been linked correctly with 
the particle -no However, the forms in question are properly phrase-words, in which 
-n ( n ) ·  may have come to be used medially as a result of secondary developments. 

2&5 Followed by Speiser, BASOR 74 ( 1935) 6 ;  JAOS 59. 291, 307. 
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none of the ascertained case-endings is used with yerbs in this or any other 
capacity.266 It is plain, therefore, that neither -n nor -la can be regarded as 
distinctive nominal suffixes of any kind. Their free combination with any 
part of speech marks them automatically as associatives. The problem is to 
define their function. For the time being we are concerned with the use of 
the element ·n. 

204. Before we survey the internal evidence, however, there is one further 
detail of form that may prove significant. Owing to its comparative freedom 
from morphologic restrictions -n IDay be found attached to established case
endings. E. g., with gen. sg. : at·ta·iw·wu-1J·e·en sa-a·la Mit. III 35 " father
-my-of-n daughter " ;  am-ma-ti 261 -iw-wu-iL-e-e-en sa-a-la ibid. 3 7 ;  sa-a-li-iw-
-wu-u-e-en ibid. 7'6 ;  se-e-ni-1:w-wu-u-e-en 1Iit. II 118, III 11 ;  with gen. pI. 
de-en-ni-iw-wa-a-se-e-en Mit. II 77.268 Furthermore, the same element is 
joined to verbal forms. E. g., with transitives: ar-ru-u-sar-u-u-un �Iit. III 2 ;  
l:Jar-s.u-u-sa..u- (u-) un ibid. IV 9, 92, ba-su-u-.sa-un-nara-an ibid. 6 ;  lJi-il-li-in 
Mari 6. 10, 11, lJi-il·!<v·ii-i·in Mit. IV 4 ;  lJi·si-im-du-a-1J·u·u" ibid. II 115 ; 
lJi-i-su-sa-a-un-na-a-an ibid. IV 106 ; pa-aS-si-na-an ibid. III 112 ; u-u-ri-iw-wu
-un-na-a-a-n ibid. IV 56. With intransitives : u-na-a-an Mit. III 13', si-ra-a-an 
ibid. 14; u·ru-uk·k[u·u-uJ n ibid. II 95, u·ru-uk·ku·unrna-ma·an ibid. III 124. 
It is difficult to see how the same form could be marked as genitive and be 
provided at the same time with an accusath'-e ending, without an intervening 
-ne- to relate it to its head. If such an un-Hurrian combination should be 
admitted for the moment, for the sake of the argument, the force of -n would 
be that of an objective pronoun rather than a case-element. This interpretation 
becomes imperative when we consider the forms in -n attached to transitive 
verbs. But the same ending is found also with intransitives, as we ha-ve seen. 
An attempt to explain accusati-ve pronominal suffixes with intransitives is apt 
to raise more problems than it would soh-e/69 

205. More positive light on the function of -n is to be gained from an 
examination of the various sentence-types in which the element occurs. One 
example will be cited for each characteristic occurrence.27D 

266 Unless, of course, the verb is nominalized by -se_ 
261 Meaning " grandfather." 
268 I have not listed here possible n-forms after cases in -a ( dative, locative ) ,  such as 

ti-Si-iw-wa-an Mit. II 55 [125], to avoid the objection that the final element may in 
reality be the connective -an [211]. The above instances with the genitive are sufficient 
for the purpose and they cannot be questioned. 

269 Thus Goetze is compelled to asume " that the Hurrian language instead of ' he 
comes ' actually says ' there is coming on his part ' "  ( Lang. 16. 137 ) .  Even if this 
should be so, we are no longer dealing with a case-element but with a pronoun. 

270 The appended translations have to be literal and come as close to the original as 
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(1 )  as·ti·i-in se-e·ni·iw-wu-u·e (34) a·ru-u·sa·u Mit. IV 33 f. " wife·n 
brother·my·of given·past·by·me " 

(2) un-du-ma-a-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-en as-ti a-ru-u-sa-u Mit. III 11 " now
-then-and 271 brother-my-of-n wife given-past-by-me " 

(3)  se-e-ni-iw-wU-1tS-Sa-a-an as-ti sa-a-ru-u-sa ibid. III 1 " brother-my-by
-and wife requested-past-by-him " 

( 4) a·ti·i-ni-i-in ta·se-e·en id·du-u·us·ta Mit. I 90 " thus·indeed ( ?) pres· 
ent-n gone (past tense) " 

( 5 )  unrdu·ma·a·an se·e-ni·iw·we-e-en pa-as·s[ u-siJ Mit. II 107 " now-then
-and brother·my·n having-sent " ;  cf. [170a J 

(6) un·du-u·un 'Ma·ni-e·na-an se-e·ni·iw-wu-u-e pa-as·Si·i·it·l;i }fit. IV 35 
" now-then Mane-n-and brother-my-of-envoy " 

(7 )  un·du-ma-a·an a·ru·u-sa·u·u·un Mit. III 2 " now·then·and given·past
-by me-n " 

(8)  se-e-ni-iw-wu-uS-sa-a-an 11)'J-ri-e-ta a-ru-u-ma-a-aS-su-!fi! -!fa u-na-a-an 
ibid. 13 " brother·my-by·and known-future-by·him gift·laden( ?  1) arriyillg·n " 

These eight types will be contrasted with 
(9 )  i-nu-me-e uS-!;u-ni si-l;a-a-la XXIX 8 iv 2·, " as-it silver clean " 
(10) un--du-ma-a-an in-na-me-e-ni-i-in se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e as-ti u-ni-e-et-ta 

Mit. III 21 " now·then-and behold ( ?) ·she·indeed ( ?) brother-my-of wife 
arriving-future " 

Type (1 )  shows -n with the subject which is the first word in the sentence ; 
the predicate is a transitive form with agent·suffix. In type (2)  we have the 
same sentence-type except that the subject constitutes the third word; here the 
-n is attached to the preceding genitive. It is to Goetze that we owe the demon
stration of the movable nature of ·n, depending on word-order [20&J. From 
(3)  it may be inferred that when the first noun, which would normally take 
-n, carries the connective -an (wr. a-ar-an) the expected parhcle is omitted; 
the same principle is apparent in (8) ,  where the first two words represent an 
analogous clause. An actor-action sentence with an intransitive as predicate is 
cited in (4) ; the first word is a particle followed by the associative -nin; 272 
the next word is the subject which ends in -n-o In (5) we ha,e a similar sentence 

our analysis permits. No doubt, the renderings are far more rigid and committal than 
the originals eyer were to the speakers. This might be avoided in part in a free trans
lation. But that would be begging the question so long as the morpheme under dis
cussion remains to be determined. It has been left untranslated for the time being, 
which adds considerably to the awkwardness of the translation. 

211 This does not imply that I take -man (here translated " and " )  as a single 
morpheme. I accept Goetze's .. -i.ew that this form was composite, but cannot follow him 
throughout in the identification of the second component; cf. [212a]. 

272 Goetze analyzes -nin as -ni + n, but the evidence fails to bear thh out; cf. [220a]. 
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save for a noun-predicate in -i [170] instead of the above a-form. The subject 
aga

,
in in sec?nd position, takes -no The first word is a particle followed b; 

-man. A 
.
thIrd example of an equational sentence-type is given in (6 ) ; the 

predIcate IS thIS bme a noun. The element -n is used twice : with the introduc
tory particle and with the subject, a personal name ''''hich supports, in addition, 
the connective -1m. In view of the fact that the three sentences cited in (4) -( 6 )  
are syntactically parallel it is probable that (4) and ( 5 )  conceal a second -n, 
on the analogy of ( 6 ) .  Since the place of that -n would be with the first word 
of the sentence, and since in both instances the first word ends in an associative 
with final -n, it appears that the independent morpheme -n was omitted here 
just as it was in (3 )  under similar conditions.213 .A different position is given 
the same element in (7) ; it is attached to the predicate, a transitive form with 
agent-suffix. It is important, however, to note that this clause lacks a noun , 
the subject (ai-ti) carrying over implicitly from the preceding clause.'" A 
similar situation confronts us in (8)  where -n is attached to the predicate, this 
time an intransitive form. The implicit subject (again aii-ti) is stated five 
clauses back.27S Finally, ( 9 )  is an example of an actor-action sentence which 
dispenses with the use of -n; the actor is introduced by the associative pronoun 
of 3 p. -me which stands in apposition to a noun in the subject case. In view 
of this instance, type ( 10)  might be viewed as analogous. For here too the 
subject is anticipated by -me- and the predicate is an a-form. To be sure, the 
first two words have independent n-endings which could take the place of the 
morpheme -n as is the case in (4) and (5) .  But they need not have been 
involved in this double duty any more than was the -man of (2 ) .'" 

Type ( 9 )  calls for one additional remark. It is our only example from 
Bogh., all the remaining ones being from Mit. It should be emphasized thai 
such regularity as can be observed in the use of -n obtains only in Mit. The 

273 The important observation that the types listed above as ( 4 ) � ( 6 )  employ two 
n-suffix�s is again due to Goetze ( Lang. 16. 136 f. ) .  But the matter needs further study. 
Accordmg to Goetze's analysis of -man as -ma + n ( JAOS 60. 219) type two would 
have two n-suffixes, although in his own opinion it should not have more than one 
(Lang. 16. 136 under form III ) .  

:m This sizeable group (for other instances cf. [204] under verbs + n )  was overlooked 
by Goetze in his treatment of the n·form. 

275 The whole sentence consists of six clauses all of which share the subject as-ti. 
The same rule is in force when the subject follows the verb thus inverting the normal 
order: pa-aS-si-na-an se-e-ni-iw-wa Mit. III 112;  pa-as-se-U·i-dan ( 1 1 7 )  se·e-ni·iw-wa 
ibid. 116 f. 

276 In other words, the connectives which are written -a (-a) -an and -ma (-a) -an and 
the element -nin may take the place of the morpheme -n, apparently because all end 
in the consonant -no Their mere presence, however, does not imply automatically that 
the morpheme -n is to be understood. 
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other Hurrian sources are not consistent in this respect [209]. Consequently, 
our inquiry can refer only to Mit. usage until the remaining material has 
been adduced for comparison. The probability exists that the employment of 
-n as reflected in the above types (1)  - (8)  is a special dialectal development. 

To sum up, the morpheme -n confronts us in all the principal sentence-types 
of lIit., namely : with transitives construed with goal and agent (including 
also jussive forms, cf. [193] ) ; in actor-action constructions where the predicate 
is a participial form ; in nominal sentences proper ; and lastly, in sentences 
whose subject is carried over implicitly from a preceding clause, unless it follows 
the verb in inverted clauses, the ·n being then placed after the verb. The 
question may also be posed whether the use of the pronoun -me (which in Mit. 
alternates with -ma-- 271) cancels the expected -n ; and if so, whether the same 
holds true of the other associative pronouns.278 

206. We are now prepared to inquire into the function of the morpheme 
-n in Mit. where it is found in all the characteristic sentence-types. It can be 
seen at a glance that the prevailing construction is equational. This is immedi
ately apparent in the nominal type (6 )  and in the participial types (4) - (5 ) ,  
(8)  [ - (10) ] '  It  is no  less true, however, of the sentences employing transitive 
predicates with agent-suffixes. For these suffixes mark the actor as instrument 
or possessor [195 n. 259]. The forms in question are thus in themselves 
attributive rather than predicative. "-'bat is lacking, therefore, in the various 
sentence-types of :Mit., so far as the respective elements have been analyzed and 
translated, is an indication of the ,erbal copula. X ow all of these sentences 
involve the morpheme -n, whether actually present or replaced by an associative 
in -no The completeness of this circumstantial testimony surely justifies the 
assumption that the morpheme -n has the force of a verbal copula. 

�71 For the variation -me- : +ma- in Mit. see [217]. It is interesting that the other 
occurrences of -me in Bogh. ( XXIX 8 iv 16, 27 ) also figure in n·less sentences. In Mit. 
the situation is ambiguous in that the clear occurrences of this pronoun (when com
bined with inu- " as," cf. Friedrich, BChG 24 f . )  are all follo\'led by -nin; but the 
sentences concerned do not contain an independent -no Now -mejma- may combine also 
with other particles ( ibid. 25 ) ,  again with -nin following. In three of these instances 
there are independent n-forms in the given sentence; two with inna-manin (Mit. II 
6 f.) and one with ai-manin PHt. IV 55 ) .  But in all three -n is employed with per
sonal names, which follow independent rules with regard to -n as we shall see [209]. 

�'i8 Viz., -tta- " I," -til (l )  a- " we," and -l ( l )  a- " they." Unfortunately, all are fol
lowed in Mit. by associatives ,,,,hich end in the consonant -no \Ve are not in a position 
to determine with confidence how many such occurrences imply the morpheme -no Bogh. 
i-nu-ud-da VIII 61 obv. 3 is in a fragmentary context with no -n present in the extant 
part; but the evidence of Bogh. is inconclusive for our present purposes, as has just 
been pointed out. 
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Let us first review the eight typical sentences of Mit. as listed above, through 
the medium of freer translations, substituting the copula (in italics) for the 
previously untranslated -no 

( 1 )  1Iy brother's wife has been given by me 
(2)  Now than my brother's wife has been given by me 
(3)  A wife was requested by my brother 
(4) And so the present has gone 
(5 )  Now that my brother has sent a mission '" 
(6 )  Now then it is Mane who is my brother's envoy 
(7)  Now then (the wife) has been given 
(8)  It will be disco,ered by my brother that (the wife) has come laden 

with gifts ( ? ?) 

The respective subjects and predicates are now linked toget.her. Even the 
repeated -n of (6) is consistent with this interpretation. The same locution 
is suitable in (4)-(5)  as well, if the repeated -n may be regarded there as a 
certainty. Throughout we find this morpheme to mediate between subject and 
predicate linking the one with the other into a unified utterance. In short, 
-n functions as a predicative particle. 

207. This interpretation can now be checked in a series of marginal 
instances : where -n has caused difficulty hitherto ; where the need or a predica
ti,e particle is not immediately apparent but the alternative assumption of a 
connective -an would be altogether gratuitous ; and finally, where the element 
is used medially in forms ending in the " stative " -a. 

Mit. IV 32 f. reads : ti-iia-a-ma-a-an se-e-ni-iw-wu.u-e iiuk-kanrni-en (33) 
pa-li ti-we-e-ni-en �i-su-u-�u-iii-uw-w,. Goetze (Lang. 16. 135 )  translates 
" there was no anger in the heart with regard to my brother's . . .  word." The 
sense would be " in [myJ heart " ;  in that case, however, we should expect the 
possessive suffix -iW-W9, d. Mit. II 55, III 7.'5, 85, 86, 89, 95, IV 111. 'Vhen 
tiz(a)- is not used with a possessive it refers invariably to the accompanying 
noun ; in the present instance we can have only " and the heart of my brother." 
Even more troublesome is the repeated -n (with sukkanne- and t-iwene-). 
Goetze is compelled t9 analyze the latter form as tiwe-nin and to explain the 
unparalleled orthography with -e- (as against the otherwise invariable -ni-i-in 
[220a] ) as due to the vowel of tiwe- (JAOS 60. 219 n. 11).  In reality, the 
particle -ne is essential in this form in order to relate it to the attribute 
sukkanne- [137]. We cannot but translate " I did not vex my brother's heart 
e,"en by what is a distant word " ;  cf. [127]. 

Another case in point is the conjunction a-i-i-in " whether, if "  [128]. 

:m Cf. [127] and [170a]. 
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The underlying meaning is apparently " is it that . . . ? "  without reference 
to subject ; contrast a-i-ma-a-ni-i-in and a-i-la-an (Friedrich, BChG 39 n. 1)  
with associative pronouns which refer respectively to  3 p.  sg. and pI. 

In :Mit. II 57 (and analogously IV 111) ti-Si-iw-wa-an cannot, from the 
context, contain the connective -an. The form constitutes an independent cir
cumstantial clause. It must mean " in what is my heart." A series of n-forms 
confronts us in the difficult passage :Mit. II 104 f. : ul-lu-�u-ug-gu-u-un se-e-ni
-iw-wu-u-an t [,�w]i[-i-y]a-[an] 2SO ul-lu-�u-ug-gu[-u-u]n (105) su-u-wa-lLn 
ti-wi--iw-u:a-an gu-li-a-a [-ma-a.J-an. For the verbal form, a negated future 3 p. 
sg. [197], cf. Friedrich, BChG 3·8 ff. It ends in on, as do also the other six 
words of this sentence. The verb might be suspected of ending in a connective. 
However, the agent (lMa-ni-d) is implied from a preceding clause, hence this 
-n should be judged as an instance of type (7) ,  d. [205]. The two occurrences 
of ul-lu-lJu-ug-gu-u-un, in parallel clauses, have each an -n that is clearly 
predicative. The rest consist of dative forms in -n, the case being evidently the 
one with which the goal in question construes. I would translate : " A  
different '" (thing) from (dat.) what is my brother's word, a different (thing) 
from what is my word, he will not say." Thus the same explanation con
sistently applied accounts for every occurrence of -n in a sentence which uses 
this particle with each single word. 

The use of the same morpheme in forms which end in the a st.ative " -a has 
already been discussed [156] . It was pointed out that tiza-n(n)-a )Iit. I 107 
may very likely correspond with Akk. sajki libbiSu " according to his heart," 
here and similarly in )Iit. III 14, IV 34 " in accordance (-a) with what is 
(-n[n]-) the heart (of my brother)." There are other examples of this 
construction [156J . The use of the particle before non-associative elements 
may be ascribed to the special composite character of this particular form. 

Finally, there are passages in the Akkadian letters of Tushralta which sound 
like translations from Hurrian in their suggestion of an underlying -n in 
the value of " it is that " The clearest instance is EA 19. 27 f. : an-nu-u 
su-u su-ur-ru-um-ma sa i-na be-ri-ni sa it-ti a-�a-meS sa ni-ir-ia-na-'a-a-mu 

280 The supplementation is based on the contrast se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e a-a-i-e-e ( 3  p. 
possessive) : Su-u-we-ni·e e-ti-iw-u:u-u-e ( 1  p . ) ; cf. [69]. \Vith the 1 p. clearly stated 
in the second clause, the first clause requires the suffixed pronoun of 3 p. with the 
head-noun. Friedrich (Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. 1 9 )  reads t[i-w]i-[-i- ] t [an], which can 
scarcely be justified from the standpoint of context. \Yhat is more, the extant traces 
are just as suitable for -[y]a- as they are for -t[an], and there is enough room in the 
text for an added -[anJ. 

281 The supporting root in uHu-au-ug-gu-u-un is in all probability oli " other " ;  cf. 
also ul-li-wa-a-en Mit. III 95 " let him not alter," to judge from the sequel " my heart 
let him not "Vex." 
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" it is this, plainly,zs2 that between us, that jointly, that we continually 
maintain mutual affection." This passage is just as unidiomatic in Akkadian 
as is its translation into English, chiefly because of its thrice-used sa " that " ;  
but in Rurrian n-forms would be entirely in order in these respective positions. 
While nothing can be proved from such departures from normal style, they are 
useful as incidental illustrations of linguistic usage established on ample 
internal evidence. 

208. It should not be assumed, however, that the predicative particle -n 
must be connected with a morpheme meaning H to be " just because it may 
serve as the verbal copula. For such a step there is not the slightest evidence. 
On the contrary, present indications point to an underlying pronominal value. 
Thus the ending of itt-ai-n H let him go " [193] appears to refer in some way 
to 3 p sg. In the agent-suffix -en of the jussives [ibid.] we again find reference 
to the same person, the plural being marked here by the independent morpheme 
-ido-. The -en of the intransitives [ibid.] is in itself indecisive since such 
form are impersonal, the actor being stated only with the subject. Another 
suggestion to the same effect is inherent in the contrast su(w)a-nn-aman 
" it-all " : su(w)a-lla-man " they-all " [114a] .283 If the comparison of the 
predicative particle with the pronominal element just suggested is a valid one, 
the semantic development of such a pronoun into a copula would have striking 
parallels elsewhere. Cf., e. g., the Aramaic phrase which means literally " we 
they His servants," for " we are his servants " ;  or in Hebrew a Thou He the 
God," for " ThoU; art the God." 264 

A pronominal origin of the particle -n would explain also the curious fact, 
pointed out by Friedrich (BChG 25 ) ,  that Hurrian -me-/-ma- " he, she, it " 
cannot be attached to verbs, unlike the other suffixed personal pronouns. If 
-n, which is frequently attached to verbs, was itself pronominal in origin and 
syntactic function, there was no need in that position for another pronoun of 
3 p. The cumulative evidence, slight as it is, seems thus to favor the assump
tion that the morpheme -n was ultimately identical with a pronominal 
( deictic ?)  element which is still recognizable in that capacity in a small number 
of occurrences. 

209. As against the regularity in the use of -n in }lit., to which source we 
have restricted ourselves temporarily, there is, however, the evidence of the 

281'1 In Nuzi surrumma has the value of " promptly, forthwith." In the present pa8-
sage an asseverative expression is required with somewhat different emphasi8. For the 
term cf. Oppenheim, Orientalia 7 ( 1938) 378; J. Lew-y's equation of 8urrumma with 
§irumma (RES 1938. 69)  is incorrect, cf. JAOS 59. 295 n. 25. 

1l8� Cf. Friedrich, BChG 4 f. 284, See JAOS 56 ( 1936) 30 f. 
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remaining H urrian sources which does not yield a uniform picture. Whether 
this is due to a difference in contents and consequent disparity in style (cf. 
Friedrich, BChG 14), dialectal specialization in Mit., or to other causes not 
now apparent, we are unable to say at present. It is certain, at any rate, that 
sentences which 'Would require -n in }Iit. are found elsewhere without that 
particle. Thus, e. g., there is not a single n-form in the first ele,en lines of 
the perfectly preserved text Mari 5, or in the first nine lines of �Hiri 1 which 
happen to be intact. On the other hand, we find al-la-a-e-en ibid. 16 and 
Sa-u-us-a--an ibid. 17, in uncertain context. The archaic text XXVII 38 iv, 
which deals with historic-mythological kings, yields results that are equally 
unsatisfactory. In one marked paragraph (lines 8-12) all subjects are in the 
n-form; in another (lines 19-21) no n-form appears. The same apparent 
lack of regularity confronts us in XXVII 1 ii 36 ff., in connection with proper 
names. In the marked paragraph 41-45 -n is used in dIS-lJa-ra-an (43 ) ,  but 
not with any other name of deity, although there is no evident contextual or 
phonetic difference that might account for the disparity. But in 46-47, and 
similarly in 48-50, the subjects are in the n-form while the dependent adjectives 
and geniti,es are n_less.285 In these circumstances no decision can be reached 
and it would be futile, therefore, to multiply examples. Quite likely, the 
religious text from Mari and Bogh. reflect earlier grammatical conditions than 
does the secular Mitanni letter. If this is true, the assumed specialization of 
a pronominal element into a predicative particle "ms a comparatively late 
development. 286 

(b) Syntactic Connectives 
210. This term refers to associative elements which are used to connect 

words or clauses, as contrasted with vowel-connectives which are purely phono
logic and secondary [85J . The syntactic connectives are -an/an and -ma- ; 
the two together yield -mem/man. 

The normalized transcription with -a- which I have followed in accordance 
with the principle stated in [92a] is meant solely as an arbitrary indication of 
full writings, as in -a-a-n� -ma-a-an. The alternative resort to -a-) which is 
favored by Friedrich (BChG 14 ff.) ,  does not appear justified in view of the 
serious doubts which attend the problem of vowel-quantity in Hurrian [22]. 

285 The published god-texts from Nuzi (AASOR 1 6  46·50) include dIStar ir-wi-in ibid. 
48. 18 and dA-zu-[i·ia.-M d]Za-ar-tw·an ibid. The latter instance parallels the n-forms 
in XXv'll I ii 46-47 in that an attribute precedes_ This use corresponds to that of the 
attributive particle -ne rather than that of the n-form in Mit. 

286 [V. Brandenstein, ZA 46. 91 n. 1, speaks of a serial particle ·n without giving 
his reasons. It is clear, however, that in Mit. ·n is not to be confused with the 
connective -an.] 
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It is probable, but by no means certain, that double writings of the vowel in 
the aboye forms were meant to express a particular form of stress. Until more 
evidence can be adduced, however, the diacritic mark employed here in instances 
which call for normalized transcription is to be regarded as no more than an 
indication of full spellings. 

211. The connective -an/an. This particle has been fully discussed by 
Friedrich (loc. cit .) .  His views may be summarized as follows : -an is found 
to connect ( 1 )  nouns, e. g., IGe-li-i-an IMa-ni-en-na-a-an :1fit. II 7' " Keliya and 
:11ane " (both nouns in the n-form) ; (2 )  verbs, e. g., 7JClr-su-u-saI-u-u-un pi-sa
-an-du-Si-i-it-ta-a-an niit. IV 9 " I  heard and was happy " ;  (3) whole clauses, 
e. g., IGe-li-i-a-ai;-sa-a-an pa-aJ-si-i-it-lJi< -iw)-wu-us ti-we an-ti gu-lu-u-u-sa 287 
}fit. I 83 " And Kelip, my envoy, has told this word." It may be added that 
-an is used frequently to introduce paragraphs as it does in the foregoing 
instance. 

Two further important observations are made by Friedrich (ibid. 16 f.) .  One 
is that this connective may be used t.o introduce subordinate clauses, in which 
case it has the value of our " so, that, then," and the like. I would add in this 
connection a cita.tion from Mit. III 111 ii. : a-i-ma-a-ni-i-in sulc-ku-u-um-ma
-ma-an du-ru-be (112)  [seJ -e-ni-·iw-wu-u-a KUR u-u-mi-i-ni-i-ta wa-se-wa 
pa-as-si-na-an 288 se-e-ni-iw-wa (113) su-u-u-ta 289 H if, nevertheless, a danger 
to my brother's country should arise, so that (-an) my brother sends to me." 
The other point concerns the frequent use in Hurro-Akkadian texts of the Akk. 
conjunction it " and " with values that correspond to those of Hurrian -an but 
are not idiomatic in Akkadian. There is no need to cite fresh instances of this 
wide-spread usage. 

Where the vowel of this connective is written double there is no difficulty in 
distingujshing the morpheme in question from the particle -n-o It is different, 
however, when a given word ends in plain -an. Unquestionably, -an can 
represent the predicative particle when joined to a form in -a ; d., e. g., [207] . 
An analogous instance is suk-kan-ni-e-wa-an ti-wi-i-wa-an e-ti-i-dan Mit. II 84 
" because of thy s. word " ;  here the repeated connective would be entirely out of 
place, whereas the predicative particle is in order ; since the first two words 
are datives (governed by edi-) and thus end in -a, the added -n must appear 

287 The spelling of the verb with double -u- is based on Friedrich's collation, Kleinas. 
Sprachdenkm. 12 n. 1. Curiously enough, Friedrich himseli reverts to the spelling witk 
triple -u- in BChO 15, perhaps through an oversight. 

288 The instance of pas-se·ti-i-dan ibid. 116 is not analogous because a parenthetic 
clause precedes. 

28� For an earlier analysis of the whole passage cf. JAOS 59. 313 ff. For sukko
-mmaman see now [127]. 
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as -an. On the other hand, the connective is assured in IGe-li-ya.-na-an Mit. IV 
36, 37 and IAr-fe-e-eS-su-pa.-na-an ibid. 36, not only because the predicative 
element is already expressed by the first -n (Keliya + n-) but also on account 
of the double writings in the parallel 'A-sa-a-li-in-na-a-an ibid. 36, 37;  the full 
spelling surely marks -an. Accordingly, pa-aJ-si-na-an ,lit. III 112 yields 
paS + i + n + an, the last element being the connective and not the predicative 
particle with secondary -a-. But there is little to guide us in the case of 
a-i-Ia-an l1it. II 58, 75, IV 20, 26, 128 and e-Ia-la-an ibid. IV 45 where both 
the -a- and the preceding -1- of the pronoun are marked by the orthography as 
simple sounds [128] . One might adduce a-i-i-in [207] as presumptive evidence 
in fayor of -n ; but conclusive proof is lacking. 

Outside Mit. -an/-a.n is relatively rare ; d. Friedrich, BChG 2 1 ;  in a number 
of instances it is difficult to decide between the connective and -no In general, 
a definite syntactic pattern is apparent with regard to the connective only in 
Mit., just as it is evident in the same source in the use of the predicative 
particle [209] .  

212. The connective -mar. In JAOS 60. 220 Goetze has advanced the 
assumption that Mit. -man is a composite form and that the connectiye force 
generally ascribed to it belongs in reality to -ma., the final consonant repre
senting an independent morpheme. Although Goetze has not backed up his 
thesis with direct evidence, resting it merely on his analysis of the form -ma.n 
(for which see [212a] ) ,  the statement concerning -ma is correct.290 The 
available evidence is abundant. 

For )Iit. the significant passage is IV 119 f. : a-ti-i-ni-i-in ma-a-an-na-til-la.
-ma-aa u-ru-ulJ-l;i-ii-lil-la-a-aa (120) kar-kul-tii-ti-la-a-an a-ti-i-ma-ni-i-in 

k [ar?-] ra-a-ti-la-an, etc. It is not necessary to attempt a translation of the 
whole passage. Its grammatical analysis will suffice. Apart from the two 
particles adi- we have here four actor-action forms with -dil (l)a- " we "  as the 
subject in each instance. The scheme is " adi-nin we are x, x, adi-ma.-nin we 
are x." Since adi-m:n may be rendered " thus-indeed( ?),  adi-ma-nin cannot 
be far irom " thus, too, indeed ( ?) " [128]. The identification of this -rna,
with the pronominal element -me-/-ma- [217] is precluded by the emphatically 
announced " we." 

Another case in point is i-i-e-na-ma-a-n-i-in Mit. IV 21. The combination of 
the pI. -na with a sg. pronoun -rna would be wholly without parallel, the more 
so since a resumptive -lla- " they (are) " follows. The troublesome -ma- (which 
Friedrich, BChG 25, had to label as exceptional) can only be the connective 
for " and, but." 

2�O That Goetze is aware, however, of the independent evidence is shown by his 
reference in RRA 35. 106 n. 17. 

14 

................................... ______ .t .. ____________________________________ ... 
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Howe,,"er, two instances of this kind could not be accepted as valid proof. 
But there are many others, chiefly from Bogh. First let us compare i-nu-me-e 
ci-lJu-ni se-1Ja-la ga-as-la ta-a-ki XXIX 8 iv 8 " As it, the sil,er (is) clean, 
pure e ? )/91 firm," 292 with i-nu-me-e us-lJu-n'i si-lJ·a.-a-Za lJi--i.s-ma ta-ki-ma 
ki-ra-si-ma ibid. 27 f. " As it, the silYer, (is) clean, bright( 1) ,  firm ( ?) -ma, 
lasting-ma." 293 In the first sentence the epithets are connected asyndetically. 
In the other, the last two words co, are followed by -ma, which cannot but be 
a connective U and, also," or the like. Accordingly, a-na-am-mi-im-ma ibid. 17 
will mean H so, too," which is precisely what the context requires. One other 
passage from the same text may be cited because it is significant for its apparent 
pattern, although the individual words are obscure : pa-a-e-ni-ib su-ra-ag-ga
-an-na ki-ra-ri-in-na (26) fe-bi-e-na ki-ra-ri-in-na lJa-a-IJi-ip-pi-na-ma (21)  
ki-ra-ri-in-ni-lam ibid. iii 25 ff. " for thy p. '" the s. (are) k., the f .  (are) k., 
and/but my � .  (are) not/without ( 1) [200J k." If the scheme here suggested 
is correct, -ma could well carry the nuance of " but." 

Of the nUDlerous other occurrences of -ma only few can be cited here. Cf. 
a-ru-u·a-aJ-la-e-na XXVII 38 i 16 : a-ru-wa-al-la-e-na-ma ibid. 11  (in the con
cluding line of the paragraph) ; i-ya ibid. ii 15, 21, iii 1 :  i-ya-ma ibid. ii 17 ; 
lj.a-wuu-ru-u-un-ni ibid. 46 i 19 : lJa-wuu-ru-un-ni-ma ibid. 28 ; pu-du-u-Z·i-ma
-as-si-na-sa ibid. 2·9 : pu-du-u-li-ma-as-si-na-ma ibid. 25 ; from Mari note 
i-sa-am-ma 1. 30, 2. 14. The particle i-ya, i-ya-ma cited above (cf. [130J ) may 
be paralleled by iy, iy + m RS X 4. 60, 15 [ibid.] '  If so, a number of other 
RS forms in -m (d. Br. 572) may be pertinent. Furthermore, the particle 
a-i-ma VIII 61 rev. 12, 14 is also a probable analogue. But 1iit. a-i-ma-a-ni-i-in 
III 111, IV 9, 54, 59 is ambiguous in that its -ma- may represent a pronoun 
(cf. Friedrich, BChG 39 D. 1 ) .  This is less likely in Bogh. where the only 
attested pronominal form of this type is -me-e [217]. Finally, the negating 
element -yama [197'] may well contain a final -mao How a connective " and, 
also, but " came to be associated with particles like ai- is a matter for specula
tion alone. A possible analogue with -an might be sought in a-i-Ia-an and 
e-fa-la-an [211 J .  

Bogh. furnishes also evidence for a particle -m. Once again examples are 
numerous, though few are at all suggestive. Cf. a-ru-si�el-la-a-im XXIX 8 iii 

201 See Goetze, RHA 35. 106. 292 Ibid. n. 18. 
293 This word is clearly to be connected with kirai " long " ;  cf. JAOS 59. 290 n. 29. 
2�4 The -ma of a,i-iS-ma, however, is not pertinent since -m- is here part of the stem; 

cf. [176 ( 1 2 ) ]  and the personal names with Qizm- ; the meaning (' bright " is gue�sed 
from the parallelism with kaZl-. 

295 The meaning of pae- has to be approximated on the basis of the parallel i-ti-ib 
ibid. ii 29, 31, 35, iii 34 " for thy sake," or the like; pa-a-lJi-ib ibid. iii 21 " in thy 
direction, for thy advantage ( ? )  " ; the final ·b is surely the poss. suff. 2 p. 
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34: a [-ru-siJ-in-na-a-in XXVII 42 rev. 1 3 ;  id-ki-ia-an-nim XXIX 8 ii 29, 31, 
35 (i. e., *idk + id (0) + anni + m),  in association with si-nim ibid. 30, 34 
(also si-ni-im IIIari 1. 18 ; snm Rs X 4. 16, 16, 59, 62) ; a-ba-ri-im nu-ri-i[mJ 
XXIX 8 iv 2 :  nu-u-ri-lJ·i-ni a-pa.-ar-rl� ibid. 4; note also su-uk-ku-ut-ta-at-ta-am 
VIII 61 obv. 12 : [su-uJk-ku-ut-ta-at-ta ibid. 13, and cf. aii-ti-im ibid. 14. 
Perhaps the most significant pair is an-ti-na-mu-ui-sa-am VIr 58 ii 9 (in 
association with other forms in -m and -rna) : sar-ru-mu-uS-sa-an ibid. 10. For 
unless the above endings are due to phonetic interchange (for which evidence 
is lacking) ,  or to a slip of the scribe, we have here presumptive evidence for 
the equation -m = -an " and," which would be followed necessarily by the 
further equation -m = -mao 

The element -m is found also in Mari. In addition to si-ni-,:m (above) cf. 
Pa-lJi-ip-pi-ni-im 1. 32, Te-su-ba-am 1. 34, Si-mi-ge-e-ni-im 1. 36, U-su-um 
2. 18, and Ki-ib-Zi-im 2. 20.296 It is worthy of notice that in the enumeration 
of gods which is given in 1. 31 ff. the first name (E-a) is without suffix while 
the remaining three end in -m. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that this 
use of -m proves it to be a connective. Since there is nothing in the Bogh. 
material to oppose such a conclusion, the identification of -m with -ma should 
now be valid for both Bogh. and :Mari, inasmuch as the evidence from one tends 
to confirm the other. Consequently, -m may be regarded as an apocopate 
variant of _ma.297 

One final observation is now in order. �Iit. employs the connective -an/-an 
very frequently, whereas the use of -ma is limited there to a few possible 
occurrences. The converse distribution is apparent in Bogh. and )'Iari, where 
-maj-m predominate. Preference for the given connective seems thus to 
reflect dialectal specialization. 

212a. The form -man/-man. The limited use of the connective -ma in Mit. 
is true, however, only in so far as it serves as word-final. There can now be no 
doubt about Goetze's assertion (JAOS 60. 220) that Mit. -rna-a-an and -rna-an 
consist of -ma followed by another morpheme. It is the identity of this latter 
element that still remains to be decided. 

Friedrich (BChG 18 ff.) sees in the form with full spelling of the vowel 
a phonologic "Variant of -an, thus accepting the view of )Iesserschmidt (::\Iitanni
Studien 54; d. also Bork, �fitannisprache 25 £.) ; according to this view -m
is used to avoid the hiatus which would be caused by adding -an to a form 
ending in a vowel other than -a. There are, howe"Ver, instances of WT. -ma-a-an 
after -a, e. g., du-be-na-a-ma-a-an Mit. II 29, and the like (BChG 18 n. 3 ) .  
Friedrich would solve the difficulty by positing -man " but " (ibid. 20),  which 

296 Cf. [75]. 
297 For other suffixes with apocopated - a  cf. [90]. 
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may be written also -ma-a-an; the full writing of the vowel after a form in 
-a would thus represent the morpheme for " but " and not " and." 

This involved explanation is no longer necessary. Alongside -an/an Mit. 
(and to a much lesser extent Bogh. ; see ibid. 21) used also -ma + an/an. The 

full writing of the vowel was in accordance with the practice obtaining for the 
latter element and did not in itself imply the meaning " and " as against " but." 
We han seen [212J that both meanings could be expressed by -ma alone ; it 
follows that the composite -man/-man had the same range. As far as l1it. 
usage is concerned -man was a free variant of -an when a dissimilar vowel 
preceded ; while thus favored by phonologic conditions, the form was not in 
itself secondary since its -m- represents an independent morpheme. Where a 
contrastive value was required, such as " but, however, that is," or the like, 
-man or -man would naturally be used ; note especially tup-pi-ma-a-an 
wi-lJa-a-ri-i-we }Iit. III 36, 3-8 " tablet, that is, of dowry." 

There still remains the problem whether -man (wr. -ma-an) could result 
from the combination -ma + the predicative -no Goetze (loc. cit.) would 
extend this particular combination to -mcln and -man in general. But this is 
surely going too far. We ha,e seen that -miw can be used where no predicative 
particle is required [205 (2)  and n. 273J ; similar instances could be added. 
Possible combinations with -n should be looked for only in the form -ma-an. 
Even this form is just as ambiguous, however, in this respect as is the 
uncompounded -an [211] .  

A safe instance of -ma + an is found in the common 8U ( w) anna--man a it-all " 
and sue w ) alia-man " they-all " [114a J .  The vowel of the final element is always 
written single and, moreover, the posit.ion of these forms at the end of the 
sentence speaks against a connedive. Finally, the Akk. equivalent of the plural 
form is gabbiJunil-ma, gabba/iSi.na-ma [ibid.J ,  i. e., an independent appositive 
clause. It is reasonable, therefore, to interpret .§u( w )  anna-man as " being all 
of it " and 8U (11:) alla-man as " being all of them." The identifying particle 
-ma of the Akk. forms is not without interest. It suggests a similar force for 
the -ma- in the corresponding Hurrian form. \Yhat is all the more striking 
is the fact that Akk. -ma is also used at times as a connective. But this exten
sive parallelism in function should not be taken as an indication of ultimate 
etymological identity. Although the respective Hurrian and Akkadian particles 
were homophones, their many-sided correspondence is doubtless due to no more 
than a very remarkable coincidence. 

(c) Subjective Pronominal Suffixes 

213. The elements which comprise this group have recently received exhaus
tive treatment at the hand of Friedrich (BChG 22 fl'.) ,  following the very 

T 
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suggestive remarks by Bork (AfO 8. 310).'" In view of Friedrich's treatment 
a few additional occurrences will suffice to round out the discussion. As 
regards the syntactic interpretation of the forms, howeler, an important change 
will have to be made. According to Bork (lac. cit.) they are objective suffixes 
which may also serve the dative ; at the same time a subjective use is possible, 
so that -tta- may mean " mir, mich, ich." Friedrich obtains the same results 
for the 3 p. pl., in that -llaje- is interpreted " eos, eas, ea " in the great majority 
of instances, but as the marker of nominal predicates (hence in the subject
case) ,  or even a mere plural ending, in others (BChG 30-32) . This alleged 
syntactic diversity is not borne out by the facts. It would be in marked 
contrast to the established relational uniformitv which characterizes all the 
other groups of forms, especially that which i�dicates case-relations. }lore 
significant is the fact that such occurrences of the associatives in question 
as are at all translatable refer consistently to the subject-case alone [194J. 
This situation obtains regardless of the nature of the supporting root : noun, 
particle, or verb ; in the case of the latter it is demonstrable with transitives 
and intransiti\"es alike. X ote, moreo,er, that the marker of 3 p. sg. [217] is 
never joined to lerbs, where it would normally be expected if it served indeed 
as object-suf:Iix. Pertinent illustrations will be given with each indi,idual suffix. 

Another important feature of the elements under discussion is their evident 
predicative character. Thus *ene-na > enn{l " god-ones, gods " (with the 
attributive pI. ending -na) contrasts with eni-llcw, lit. " god-they- (are) ," i. e., 
" the gods (are)," cf. [21SJ . This inherent function of the subjective pro
nominal suffixes is given added emphasis in l\Iit. where they are always followed 
by - (a) n (unless replaced by -lin, -man, -nin [205J ), often in contexts that 
do not seem to justify the use of a connective. 

214. -Ua- " I." The two key passages, both cited by Friedrich, are : 
(a)  i-n[u..u-Jut-ta-a-ni-i-in iJe-en-ni se-e-ni-iw-wu-us ta-a-ti-ya Mit. I 74, 

freely " As my brother now loves me " 
(b) an-du-u-a-at-,ta-a [-an] te-u-u-na-e tis-sa-an tii-sa-an pi-su-u.s-te-e-u:a 

Mit. II 54 f. " so that I should rejoice over it yery very much " 
In (a) -tta- is construed with the agentive and a transitive verb followed 

by the agent-suffix of 1 p.  In (b) we have ador-action construction as 
required in clauses with -ewa [192] ' The function of -tta- as subject-case in 
(b) is self-evident.'" In (a) ,  howe,er, the assumed objective charader of the 

298 While the discovery of the pronominal values of -tta- and -me- is due to Bork, 
it was left to Friedrich to lend it authority by a thorough investigation of the pertinent 
material. It is to Friedrich that we owe also the demonstration that -tJdil ( l ) a- is 
another member of this group. 

299 Goetze ( Lang. 16_ 132) cites Lat. taedet me for the analogous use of the accusative 
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pronoun is due to Yie'wing the verb as active and the s-form of the accompany
ing noun as nominative. Nat to rely for the moment on the argument 
concerning the agentive case [150J, let us examine another pair of instances : 

(c) !Ji-ya.-ru-ul:J-lJa-a-at-ta-a-an te-u-u-na se-e-ni-iw-wu-us ge-pa-a-nu-en Mit. 
III 73 f., in Friedrich's translation soo " and much gold let my brother send 
to me " 

( d) M-il-lu-si-i-it [-ta-J a.[ -a J n I,1f a-ni-e-ta Mit. II 18 f., for which Goetze 
proposes two alternati'Ve translations : " there was an instruction of mine to 
Mane," 301 or " an instruction was given by me to }fane " 302 

If these translations reflect at all the syntactic relations of the original, 
-tia- has the value of a dative in (c) and of a genitive or instrumental in 
in (d).  It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the problem is not trans
labonal alone. The question is whether -ita- can express the indirect object 
(e) ,  the possessive (d),  the subject (b),  and the direct object (a) without any 
formal modification on its own part. It does not matter by what name we 
designate the respective relations. The question is whether these relations were 
at all distinguished in Hurrian when applied to the pronouns in question. We 
know that they were strictly differentiated with the noun. 

Since the various case-relations are not interchangeable in the noun, where 
they are marked by individual suffixes, and since the actor-action sentence 
cited under (b) yields the subject-case for -tta-, it is necessary to inquire 
whether that case fits the other three sentences as well. The results follow : 

(a) " As-I-indeed( ?) now brother-my-by (am) loved-by-him " 
(b) " about-it-I-and much very very rejoice-should " 
(e) " gold-I-and much brother-my-by sent-shall-be," i. e., " May I be sent 

much gold by my brother " 
(d) " having-told-I Mane-to," or " I have told to Mane " 
The answer is plain. By assigning the same function to -tta- in the several 

sentence-types cited we obtain a pattern that is consistent throughout. The 
suffix represents the subject in actor-action sentences. "Then goal and agent 
occur ,,,ith transitive verbs, the same suffix marks the goal. It becomes now 
apparent why -ita- is the only method whereby Hurrian marks the first person 
with intransitives, whereas the transitives have a wholly unrelated agent
marker for the same person [195 (a) ] .  Cf. man(n) + atta- VIII 60 obv. 19  
(and rev. 20) ; Mit. I 56 !, II 85, III 63, 65  " I  am " [125J, and especially 

with affective verbs ;  -tta- would be an instance of the same general type. However, 
there is nothing comparable in the case of lfrill-oz-i-ttan ( below d )  and its analogues. 

300 0p. cit. 22. Cf. also [222] for an approximately similar context ( Mit. III 87 ) .  
but with -tta- joined to the adverb tiSan. 

301 Lang. 16. 135. 302 Ibid. n. 42. 

• 
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Ija-su-u-sal-u-u-un pisand + 0;; + i + ttiin �Iit. IV 9 " it was heard by me and 
I rejoiced about (it)," where the difference between agentiye and subjective 
constructions is witnessed in two consecutive forms. Since the H urrian 
sentence announces its subject as early as possible [244], -tta-, being an asso
ciative, is attached as a rule to the first word of the given clause, what.ever 
that word may be : particle, as in inu + ita + nin (above, a )  ,s03 anammi-tta
-man )fit. III 62, 64 (( thus-I-and ; 304 noun, as in se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-ut-ta-a-an 
si-la-a-lJu-su-ui-ti-wa-a-en }fit. IV 41 " by my brother (*zenifus-ttan [75J ) 
may I not be refused ( ? ) ," and similarly, Mit. II 50, III 71. In common with 
-tilla- and -llaje- we may have -tta- at the beginning of the clause and then 
repeated as the subject of an impersonal verbal form ; e. g., a-nam-mi-it-ta
-ma-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-a ge-pa-a-nu-ul[ [-ulJ J -li-e-u'a-at-ta-a-an Mit. III 62 f. 
" and thus to my brother I shall (continue) sending." When not anticipated 
in this manner, -tta- follows the impersonal form as the sole subject of the 
clause; cf. pisand + 02 + i + tta- (above),  which approximates our included 
construction : " having-rejoiced-I," i. e., " I-rejoiced." It is perhaps this 
approach to " conjugation " that is responsible for placing the pronoun after 
a transitive verb with agent-suffix, even though that verb observes the normal 
order and does not open a clause; e. g., ni-i-ru-pa-a-ta-e gu-lu-u-sa-a-a.t-ta-a-an 
Mit. IV 5 a promptly told-by-him-I," i. e., ' promptly he told me." 

One occurrence of -tta- appears to contradict the above statement that this form 
invariably indicates the SUbject-case. It occurs in a lengthy passage ( Mit. IV 41-4) 
which has to be quoted at length : pa-aS-si-i-it-lJ,i-iw-w9-la-an (42) se-e-ni-iw-U:U-U8 
8u·ra-a-mas-ti-en na-ak-ki-en ti-wa-a-at-ta-a-an gu-ru-u-wa (43) se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ma-a-an 
ge-e-el-ti ni-i-ri-se ua-Si-i-li (44) pi-sa-an-ti-is-ten-na-a-an tiS-sa-an se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e
-ni-e-we ge-el-ti-i-we. Before this passage is analyzed it is well to cite its close Akkadian 
parallel (EA 17 47-50) which has been pointed out by Friedrich, BChG 23 ll. 1 :  alJ.,i-ya 
aa-mu-ut-ta li-me-e8-sir-su-nu-ma te-e-ma ua-mu-ut-ta li-te-ru-nim-ma ki-me-e 8ul-ma
-an-su sa aUi-ya e-se-im-me-ma u a.-Ua-ad-du " let my brother dispatch them ( the 
envoys) promptly so that they bring word to me in order that I may hear about my 
brother's good health and rejoice." 

To return now to the Hurrian passage, Friedrich's version of it is as follows : H .And 
my messengers let my brother hasten and send away, and the word of <kuru> to me, 
as well as my brother's well-being let me hear soon so that I rejoice about my brother's 
well-being very much." 305 If this interpretation of the clause tiwa-ttim kuruwa is right 
then -tta- does represent in this instance the indirect object. However, in parallel 
phrases the suffixed pronoun indicates the goal only; cf. ti-wa-a·-al-la-a-an sUT-we 
se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-ta ka-ti-ik-ki ibid. 16 f. " word-they s. my-brother-to t.elling-repeatedly· 

803 Bogh. i-nu--ud�da occurs unfortunately in a broken context. 
8H For n-forms added to the pronouns under review cf. [213], final paragraph, and 

see Goetze, Lang. 16. 130 ll. 23. 
805 BChG 15 + 23. 
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-by-me," or " I  shall keep on telling s.-words to my brother " [196] ; similarly, ti·we-fJ
·ma-a-an suk·ku se-e·ni·iw·wu·ta kul-li :Mit. IV 1 " Let me, furthermore, tell a word 8()S 
to my brother," and lJ,a-sa-a-st-il-li-i-iHa-a-an ibid. 29 " they will not be heeded by me " 
[196J. In the present instance, then, we expect tiwa-lUm 3()'T or tiwe-mim, not tiwa-ttan_ 
The sentence as a whole causes trouble in other respects, too. In line 43 -man as a 
word-connective (with Friedrich ) would be without parallel, for elsewhere such con
nectives join the respective nouns directly ; but tiw- and keldi are separated from one 
another by two other words. In these circumstances we have to regard -man as a 
sentence-connective and tiwa-ttiin kurUW9 as a separate clause_ This gives us a complete 
parallel with the Akkadian passage: " so that they bring word to me " followed by 
" in order that (Rurrian -mim) I may hear ( Rur_ lJ,az-il-ije) ." Row tiwa-ttan kuruw:; 
comes to tally with .Akk. perna . . .  Uterunimma is hard to tell. A verbal form kuruw:; 
would be wholly without analogy, hence tiwa-ttim should somehow express the predicate. 
Was ti1£e aos kurU1£e an action-form meaning " to hear in return " �  In that case the 
clause would signify " that I hear in return," -tta- being its subject. But guesses of 
this kind are of little benefit. 

Incidentally, the verb-sequence lJa-Si-i-i-li pi-sa-an-ti-is-ten-na-a-an also causes difficulty. 
-When a transitive form is followed immediately by an intransitive or participial con
struction, the latter marks the first person by means of -ttaJ-; cf_ lJ,a-su-u-sa! -u-u-un 
pi-sa-an-du-si-i-it-ta-a-a-n " I  heard and rejoiced " (see aboye) and se-e-ni-i1£-wU-US 
ge-pa-a-nu-en ( above c) 1£u-ur-te-ni-it-ta-a-an Mit. III 74 " let my brother send so that 
I should be pleased ( � ) ." 30U Accordingly, we expect *pisand-eSt-en-ittan_31() 

I have deemed this. lengthy digression necessary because this is the only passage in 
which a suffixed pronoun raises syntactic problems in an otherwise intelligible context. 
Our analysis has not led to any positive results. It has shoWIl, however, that by any 
other interpretation -tta- would still be problematic_ It is clear, at any rate, that this 
particular instance cannot be used as yet to back any deductions whatsoever. 

215. -i/dil ( l )a- " we." The voiceless form of the initial sound can be 
posited only after certain other consonants [ 7' 6 ] .  Nearly all the clear instances 
of this suffix are postvocalic ; the form is then -dil (I) a-, the dental appearing 
invariably in single writing. Occurrences after a consonant are cited in [183 
n. 228J . For the variation -ll-/-l- see [22, 92a, 128J . 

The meaning of this associative was discovered by Friedrich, BChG 32 f. 

3()6 Or " word-it" if -ma- represents the pronoun of 3 p. sg., cf. [217]. 
307 For the analysis of this form cf_ [218 n. 321 ] .  
30S For the change of -e > -a- before -tta- see [65]. 
3()O A. Gustavs (.AfO 8 [1932] 131 f. ) would connect this stem with Bogh. wur- and 

the onomastic element Wur-_ Rowever, wuu-ri-li VIII 60 rev. 14 betrays a transitive 
root; its probable connection lies with :\Iit. WJr- " know." On the other hand, the -tjden
of wur + den + i + ttiin (with sg. subject) points to an intransitive [184]. The attri
butive one which underlies Gustavs' rendering " das yersprochene " is out of the question 
on morphologic grounds ( the form would have to be *wurra-se-ne- ) .  Bork ( ibid. 310) 
manages to find in wurdeni- the word for " iron " without worrying in the least about 
the resulting anomaly in word-order. 

31() For the connective vowel -i- which is abundantly attested in identical position 
cf_ [85]. 
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As regards its sj"lltactic function, the argument developed in connection with 
-tta- applies with equal force to the present pronoun and to the other pronouns 
of this group. A few examples will suffice to indicate the usage. 

(a) As goal of transitives with agent-suffix : a-nam-mi-lil-la-a-an [dTJ e-e
-es-su-pa-as dSa-us-7ca.s dA-ma-a-nU-1l-ti-la-an (77 )  dSi-mi-i-ge-ni-e-ti-la-an 
dE-a-a-sar-ri-ni--e-ii--la-an ma-a'c-su-u-iil-la-a-an (78) DIXGIRMES e-e-en-na[
-sJu-us ti-si-a-sa-an tis-sa-an tis-sa-an ta-a-ta-as-ti-te-en J\Iit. I 76 fT. H so-we-
-and Teshub-by Shaushka-by Amon-by-we Shimige-by-we Ea-sharri-by-we m 
these-by-we 312 gods-by hearts-their-in 313 very very loved-much 314 -several-by
-shall- (be) " ; or in other words, a (As now my brother loves me, and as I 
myself now lm-e my brother, ) so let Teshub, Shaushka, Amon, Shimige, and 
Easharri; (all) these gods love us both very much in their hearts." 

(b) As subject in actor-action sentences :  � ate first ge-ra-aS-se-n [a-sa-til
-1] a-a-an sa-wa-a-l-la-sa pi-su-un-ni-en ibid. 79 " we shall rejoice through the 
long years." 315 For other examples in undamaged context d. : sa-a-at-ti-la
-an m . . .  is-la-ni-iw-wa-sa . . . (109) la-a-du-ka-a-ri-i-lil-la-a-an lIIit. III 108 f. 
" We together . . .  shall show affection . . .  to each other " ;  add also u-u-lu
-u-lje-u'a-a-ti-Ia-an . • •  e-e-si-iu,'-wa-a-ai-tan a-a-wa-ad-du-dan �Iit. II 11, as 
compared with u-u-lu-u-lja-a-ti-la-an . • •  e-si-i-w-wa-a-aS-tan ( 17) ma-a-an
-nu-u7c-lca-ti-Ia-an a-a-wa-dulj-lja ]\Iit. III 16 f. These two passages cannot 
be translated in full because two of the words involved are still obscure. But 
the scheme is clear in both instances : " we do something (ololj.-) for our 
(-faJian) heavens for some purpose (alL"attu-dan, which alternates with ' so 
that we are constantly [mannukka-dilanJ in a state [-uMw] of awaitu- ') ." 
Note also the alternation of modal (-ewa) and non-modal forms which serve 
as predicates to -dila-. 

In view of -liar " I " : -i/ dil (I) a- " we " :  -lla- " they " (see below) it would 
be tempting to regard -i/dil ( l )a- as -tta- (with zero-vowel) + -lla-, on the 
analogy of tin'e- " word " :  tiwa-lla- " words " [214J < " word-they (-are) ." 
Hmveyer, such a hypothesis would ha,e to be rejected. The conclusive argu
ment against it is the unvarying -tt- in the sg. pronoun as against the single 
-t- of the plural' in identical position (after vowels) .  If the contrast was due 

311 The -ne of the last two forms imparts to the names an adjectival force which 
cannot be analyzed. 

312 See [125J. 
313 For -i {y )az- " their " cf. [143]_ For the predicative -n ( lit. " in what is their 

heart " )  cf. [207]_ 
3u For the " extensive " force of -8t- see [183] ; for the -id (o ) - which follows cf. 

[184. 196]. 
315 The supplementation is explained in [167 n. 155J_ 
316 For the haplologic loss of -di- in *satti-dilan cf. [91J .  
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to secondary developments we have no means of tracing them. At all events, 
we should expect the pluralizing morpheme to be -na or -2 rather than -l/a
which is a syntactic and not a morphologic element (see below [218] ) .  

' 

. 
216. Indication of 2 p. K 0 associative pronouns for 2 p. have yet been 

Identified. Th,s IS not surprising, in view of the fact that -tta-, -meja- and 
-tjdll ( l)a- have been established only in recent years, on the basis of Mit. 
evidence. There is little likelihood of finding the corresponding element for 
2 p. In the same source. In his letter Tushratta addresses his son-in-law 
almost invariably (save for the rare use of the independent we- " thou " 
[109]) in the third person : " My brother doesjis so-and-so." With Mit. 
thus virtually eliminated, the necessary evidence would have to come from 
the remaining sources, fragmentary and obscure as they are. So far there is 
nothing that would justify so much as a plausible guess. 

On the basis of the incomplete form [ . . .  s]a-u- ?-ni-il-l[a-a-a]n Mit. I 112 
(which he reads [pa]r+ u.s + a + u +  [n]ni + ll + an),  Bork obtained a 
suffix -nni H to thee," which he then proceeded to find in a number of forms 
(now known to be agent-nouns [186] in -nne) ; cf. Mitannisprache 64f. These 

findings were accepted by Gusta"Vs who translated, e. g., wu-ur-ra-an-ni Mit. 
III 4 " er verspricht dir " (AfO 8 132) .'" While we know next to nothing 
about -anni and similar elements, which may or may not be analogous, it is 
certain that in ta-a-nu-Si-wa-a.l-la-a-an-ni Mit. IV 10 the second person is not 
expressed ; this would seem to take care also of the other occurrences ; d. [221] .  

The parbcle inu� " as," which is found with known subjective pronouns 
(-tta- Mit. I 74, II 60 ; -me- ibid. I 13, 75, etc. ; -Ile- ibid. III 101), occurs 
once in the form i-nu-u-ru in XXIX 8 iv 5. Unfortunately, the context is 
unintelligible and there is no way of determining whether the suffix in question 
is pronominal and, consequently, fills the vacant spot in the paradigm. The 
relative particle ya/e-, which also combines with subjective pronouns (i-ya-at
-t�-ma-an ta-

.
a-nu-s-i-ik-kat-ia-a-an :Mit. II 5 " that which I have been doing " ;  

WIth -me- MIt. II 62, III 91 ; with -llaje- Mit. I 96, 98, 104, etc.), is accom
panied by -ri in i-Yilra-ri XXVII 42 obv. 17  and -rllr in ya-ra-aS a-a-bi-ra-aS 
XXV 42 v 7 ;  cf. ibid. 43. 10 and XXVII v 26 ; cf. [150]. The comitative case 
cannot be involved here because its pI. form is -zu + ra [154] and not -raj ez. 
For the present it would be gratuitous to hazard the guess that -ru/i means 
" thou " and *ra/ez " ye." The two may not be related and neither has more 
than a semblance of analogic support for being regarded as a pronoun. 

217. -me-j-ma- " he, she, it." The normal form is -me-; cf. i-nu-u-me-e
-ni-i-in Mit. I 13, 75, II 123, 125, III 97, IV 115, 121 ; u-nu-u-me-e-ni-i-in 

317 Bork, op. cit. 101 renders this form " Du mit Silber ( ? ) ." 
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II 66 ;  from Bogh. add i-nu-rne-e XXIX 8 iv 8, 16, 21. With the relative 
particle yaj e- [130] we get Yllrme-e-ni-i-in [ [-in]] Mit. III 91, i-i-e-me-e
-ni-i-in ibid. II 62. There is also in-na-me-e-ni-i-in ibid. III 21. As for -mar, 
we have the problem of distinguishing between the connective [212] and its 
possible pronominal homophone. It has been shown [ibid.] that a-ti-i-ma
-ni-i-in Mit. IV 120 can contain only the connective -ma- ; the same applies 
to i-·i-e-na-a-mara-ni-i-in ibid. 21, where the pI. -na and an assumed sg. pronoun 
-ma- could hardly be tolerated side by side.318 \Ve must be suspicious, there
fore, of the forms with -ma- even where an anticipatory pronoun of 3 p. would 
be in order. 319 

This does not mean, however, that we may dispense altogether with -ma
as a variant of -me. Apart from the fact that the same ,ariation is attested 
in yaje-, -llaje- and awennaje_,320 the parallelism of in-na-me-e-ni-i-in Mit. 
III 21 and in-na-ma-a-ni-i-in ibid. 22 (and hence also ibid. 12) cannot be 
ignored. But many individual instances are bound to remain ambiguous. 

The syntactic function of -me/a- can be seen from the following selected 
illustrations. 

With transitives in goal-agent-action sentences : 
[i-] nu-u-me-e-ni-i-in lJe-en-ni se-e-ni-iw-w9 i-sa-aS ia-a-ta-u Mit. I 75 " as-he

-indeed ( 1) -(is) now brother-my me-by loved-by-me," or " as I myself now 
love by brother " ;  i-i-e-me-e-ni-[ i-i] n (63) se-e-ni-iw-wu-uS ge-pa-a-ni-e-ia
ibid. II 62 f. " what-it-indeed( 1) brother-my-by sent-future-by-hinl " 

In actor-action sentences : in-na-me-e-ni-i-in se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e as-ti u-ni-e
-et-fa Mit. III 21 " behold( 1 ) -she-indeed ( 1) wife coming-future " ;  i-nu-me-e 
u.s-lJu-ni si-lJa-a-la XXIX 8 iv 27 " As-it the silver (is) pure " 

218. -I (I) aj e- " they." For the vocalic alternation d., e. g., i-i-al-la-a-ni-i-in 
Mit. I 96, 104, III 55, 57, IV 124 : i-i-al-li-e-ni-i-in ibid. I 98, 111, II 19, 20, 
III 52, IV 30, and a-a-el-li-e-ni-i-in ibid. II 28. For the variation -ll-j-l
cf., e. g., ur-lJal-la-a-an pal-ta-a-lilran Mit. IV 23, (29) ; [ . . . . ]-na-a-ku-lu-u.s
-te-la-an pe-te-iS-te-el-la-llran ibid. II 24; cf. Friedrich, BChG 27 and see [88]. 
Bogh. shows a strong tendency toward apocopate forms [90] ; cf. nu-u-ya-al 
XXIX 8 iii 30 : nu-i-wa-al-la XXVII 42 rev. 12, which coordinates with 
lYa-zi-iz-zi-bal ibid. 

Friedrich's exhaustive treatment of this element (op. cit. 26-32) contains 
all the essential information. The only point that needs to be modified pertains 
to S}'lltax ; instead of seeing here a suffix which is ambiguous as regards case
relations we have in reality the pronominal associative of 3 p. pI. which refers 

815 Cf. [212]. 
$t9 See also Friedrich's cautious statement on the subject ( BChG 2 5 ) .  
320 Cf. [ll5]. 
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only to the subject; ct [21:1, 214], Nor is -lla/e- a mere plural ending under 
g�\'en cond,tIOns (op, cit. 30).  That function is reserved for -na [138 ff.]. 
\, hen the two are used together, -lla/e- is plainly predicatiYe whereas -na 
IS at�rI�uhye .

. 
Cf., e. g., i-i-e-na-a-ma-a-ni-i-in I.LlI a-ni-eS! IGe-<li-)ya-al-la-a-an 

ka-ttl-lt-�a lIllt. IY 21 " and (-ma-) such (things) as (yena) will (-ed-) 
mdeed ( , )  be ( -lla-) told by Mane and Keliya." In other words, -na refers to 
the implied subject (tiwe-),  while -lIa- is not only the anaphoric substitute for 
It but also the link between it and the predicate. Or converselv : i-£-aZ-Za-a
-ni-i-in gu-ru at-ta-iw-wu-u.s we-e-U'u e-ti-i-wa ti--we-e-na),fES ta-a�nu-u-sa-a-a.s-
-se-na Cllit. III 55 t " again, the things ( tiwena) that were indeed( ?) done 
by hIm (yallamn lanoEa-) ,  namely those done (-sena) by my father, for thy 
sa�e." Here, too, -n

.
a refers to the subject, which is this time stated explicitly 

( Ilwena) ; -I/a- medIates between that subject (for which it serves also as an 
anaphoric substitute) and its predicate. We know that the attributive plural 
element may be omitted (cf. Friedrich, BChG 6),  especially when it is stated 
or implied elsewhere in the sentence ; e. g., u-u-ra-u-sa-al-se-na-ma-a-an 
ti-we-e·eMES Mit. I 80. It is in this light that we have to view the omission 
of -na when -lla/e- is present in 

(a) Goal-agent-actjon sentences ; e. g., 
se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-ul-la-a-an pa-as-si-i-it-lJ,i-iw-wa su-ra-a-maS-ti-en na-ak-ki-en 

1I1it. IV 51 (and similarly, ibid. 41 L) " Brother-my-by-they( -be) envoy-my 
speeded dismissed," i. e., " let my brother promptly send back my envoys " 

(b) Actor-action sentences ; e. g., 
DIN' GIRME' . '1 I • . " . . .... e-e-nt--t - a-a-an se-e-nt-tW-WU-u-e-na pal-la-t-sa-l-la-ma-an ibid. 

65 " and the gods who are ( -liar) those (-na) of my brother shall judge ( ? ) " ;  '" 
or the common su(w) a-lla-man " that is, all of them " [l14a]. 

With -na stated with the subject (yena-ma-nin) the nominal predicate 
has -1 ( l )a- in ur-lJal-la-a-a.n pal-Ia·a-la-a.n Mit. IV 23 " they are true and 

821 Goetze, JA.OS 60. 222 f., regards eni-lla- ( which Friedrich cites as an example of 
-Ua- serving as a mere plural suffix, cf. BChG 3 1 )  as the product of ·eni-na-la. But 
*eniJe-na alone yields enna [66]. One canndt see how this phonemic -nn- would be 
simplified and the vowel of the singular restored while the form itself remained plural. 
Furthermore, how is one to account for the difference between enilla- and tiwalla- or 
urlJ,alla-, which Goetze notes but leaves unexplained? Plainly, the situation is the other 
way around. In tiwalla- and urlJalla- we have forms in which the change -e)-a- is 
backed by independent phonologic evidence (e. g., before -tt- where the condition posited 
by Goetze does not obtain; cf. [65} ) .  Hence enilla- must owe the retention of its -i
to other causes. The reason is obviously to be seen in the need of avoiding confusion 
,,,ith -na; the form required by phonologic process would have been *ena-Ua- and thus 
subject to mistaken comparison with *enna-la. 

( 
'111!" 
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authentic." m But in the parallel instance ( ibid. 27-29) -na is omitted 
(ye-ma-nin) . 

It cannot be said, therefore, that -lla/e- is more or less- equivalent to -na 
in relative sentences or in other contexts. From what we have seen, the attri
butiye particle may be omitted if the corresponding associative is present. 
The conclusion is justified also that -na- and -lla/e- are not used together 
with the same root ; d. en-i-lla- (above),  e-e-ni-iw-wa-al-1a-a-an }Iit. IV 64 
(note the single n in both instances and contrast de-en-ni-iw-wa-a-se-e-en 
Mit. II 77 [142] ) ,  and ti-wa-a-a1-la-a-an ibid. 16.'" This is in itself a striking 
indication of the independent syntactic character of such pronominal asso
ciatives. They were not interchangeable with the morphologic elements that 
marked person or number, and the two types were not tolerated together in 
the same form unless each construed with a different element in the sentence. 

( d) Deictic Elements 

219. Under this head may be grouped several elements which seem to have 
the value of emphasizing, restricth'e, or asseverative particles. They are asso
ciatives in that they may occur with nouns, independent particles, or verbs ; 
furthermore, they are placed either at the very end of the given form or, at 
any rate, after the known morphologic suffixes. The elements involved include : 
-mmaman, -nin, and the group -aJunni, -andiju, -inna. 

220. The particle -mmaman. The doubled initial -m- is probably phono
logic. If the isolated ma-a-an-ni-i-im-ma-ma Mit. III 5 can be trusted, the 
-n of all the remaining examples was an added element. The particle is 
possibly composite (*mma + mao ? ) .  The wide distribution of the particle 
may be judged from the following selected occurrences, all from )ht.S24 

(a) With substantives : dSi-mi-i-ge-ni-e-uya-ni-e-im-ma-ma-an I 94; e-e-la
-ar-ii-iuHEu--il-e-na-a-se-im-ma-ma-an III 44 

(b) With pronoun : a-ni-e-na-a-am-ma-ma,-an IV 20 ; with pronoun and 
suffixed numeral a one " :  ma-a-ni-e-im-ma-ma-an III 35, 36; 38 ; cf. [125J 

(c) With independent. numeral : si-ni-a-se-na-a-am-ma·-ma-am III 40 
(d) With verbs : ka-ti1-li-e-Ia-[a- (am) ]-ma-ma-an II 102, IV 109 ; ge-pa

-a-ni-e-ta--a-am-ma-ma-an II 63 ; ma-a·-an-ni-i-im-ma-ma-a·n I 16, III 5, 10, 100 

322 The single l in paldalan as opposed to the n of urlwllan receives the same treat
ment before the connective that we haw seen also in the case of -tjdil ( l )a- [215] and 
numerous forms in -n [86] ; cf. my remarks in Lang. 16. 336 f. Goetze's skepticism with 
regard to paltalan ( loc. cit. 323 n. 30)  proYes thus unnecessary. 

323 See above, n. 321. 
3U I have excluded uncertain passages as well as combinations with unknown or 

doubtful stems. 
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(e)  With particles : i-i-a-am-ma-ma-ma-an IV 18, 8uk-ku-u-um-ma-ma-an 
III 111 ; perhaps also i-i-im-ma-ma-an II 98, 101, i-i-um-mi-im-ma-an ibid. 99 

According to Messerschmidt (lIIitanni-Studien 55)  -mmaman is a generaliz
ing element. Friedrich finds its value obscure in most instances ;  he agrees 
with Messerschmidt, however, to the extent that he accepts the indefinite con
notation where pronouns are involved (BChG 21 ) .  As against this ,iew we 
have to cite certain occurrences in which -mmaman has quite the opposite 
value : that of an identifying or isolating element. 

This is immediately apparent in (c) . Having listed two specific tablets as 
those of his sister and aunt, Tushratta continues (Mit. III 39 f.) : " So let 
my brother read ( 1) their tablets, of-the-two-of-them-mmaman." Here the 
particle can mean only H the afore-mentioned," or " specifically." In the same 
passage (35 ff.) each tablet is introduced by ma + ne + mmaman (b) " this 
one specifically, in particular." Finally, in line 44 (see under a) Tushratta 
again uses -mmaman in a reference to the two tablets which he had mentioned 
before ; cf. [128]. 

Dependence on the foregoing context is evident also in the other Occurrence 
under (a) as well as with manni- (d),  which is always preceded by adi + nin 
" thus." Nor does the combination of the relative particle ya/e- with -mmaman 
necessarily result in an indefinite. The generalizing connotation is inherent 
in ya/e- by itself. With -mmaman added there is an increment in meaning 
which has to be sought in a different direction. The combination ye + me 
+ nin . . .  7ceban + ed + a-mmaman II 62  £ .  (d. above under [d] ) is well 
represented by something like " what given (or ' special, particular ') thing 
he will send," etc. In IV 20 (anena-mman )  it is precisely " those particular 
(words) "  and not " any words " that the context requires. As for ya
-mmaman (e ) ,  this form serves as an attribute to tiwe surw. (IV 17)  which 
is mentioned once before in the preceding line; hence here something like 
" as just stated." With sukko-mmaman, " just the same " is the sense that 
the context obviously requires [127]. Other occurrences of the particle come 
up in obscure passages that make closer analysis hazardous. They can scarcely 
deviate, however, from the examples already discussed. 

To sum up, -mmamafl!... is used in enume;ations for the purpose of specific 
identification. Elsewhere, too, it is used to refer to particular things or actions. 
It is, therefore, a restrictive rather than a generalizing element. 

220a. The particle -nino The orthography is consistently -ni-i-in, which 
plainly marks i-quality. The single possible exception is nu-be-e-ni-na-an Mit. 
I 93, assuming that this form contains the particle in question ; if so, the single 
writing would merely represent the primary value of the sign 111, without 
indicating in any way a reading 'ne. Goetze (JAOS 60. 219) rightly stresses 
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the established vocalic quality, although he would adduce ti-we-e-ni-e-en Mit. 
IV 32 as an instance of exceptional spelling ( ibid. n. 11) ; but this form 
cannot contain the particle under review; cf. [207J. Nor is there any valid 
evidence in favor of analyzing -nin as -ni + n. In any case, we have here a 
form that can hayc no relation to the attributive particle -ne [136 f.]. 

Of the several combinations (all attested in Mit.) in which -nin may figure 
the commonest by far is with pronominal elements. Of. inu-tta-nin I 74, 
II 60;  inu-lle-nin III 101. Especially frequent is its use with -me/ma- ; cf. 
[217]. Note also awenne/a-nin IV 17, 24; awese-nin III 3, and d. [115] ; 

for nu-be-e-ni-na-an see above and cf. [111] .  The particle adi- U thus " is 
invariably associated with -nin, once with the interposed connective -ma- ; 
cf. [128]. Another particle with -nin is a-i-ma-a-ni-i-in III 111, IV 9, 54, 59. 

Finally, verbal forms that end in -nin are illustrated by ma-a-an-ni-i-ni-in 
. • . • .  u-na-a-ni-i-in IV 13, ka-tup-pa-a-ni-i-in ibid. 14, and u-ru-li-e-wa

-ma-a-ni-in III 115. 
The exact force of -nin is difficult to determine. The frequent association 

with pronouns suggests a deidic element. A specific demonstrative connota
tion is not favored by the verbal forms just cited, so that we are obliged to 
look for something of a more general nature. In JAOS 59. 303' I suggested 
the equation with Akk. lu " verily, indeed," a particle that is very common in 
the Akkadian letters of Tushralta. This comparison still appears plausible; 
but other possibilities cannot be ruled out as yet. 

221. In a-i-ma-a-ni-i-�·n (10) se-e-ni-iw-wu-u.s a-nam ta-a-nu-si-wa-al-la
-a-an-ni Mit. IV 9 f. " if-indeed( 1)  my brother had not done these things " 
the agentive noun compels us to analyze the verbal form as *tan + 02 + a + i 

+ wa + lla- + nni a done-past-by-him-classmarker-not-they-nni." 325 It fol
lows that -lla- represents the goal and -nni must be, therefore, another asso
ciative which has no positional standing in the verbal complex as such. 
Accordingly, we have to view in the same way a-ku-u-sa-a-an-ni niit. II 60 

and wu-ur-ra-an-ni ibid. III 3. This enables us to include also id-ki-ta-an-ni-m 
XXIX 8 ii 29, 31, 35 (which construes with a plural agenti,e (in -nazus) ; 
it yields idk + id + anni + m, the last morpheme being apparently the con
ne;tive -m. Now -id- is known from jussive plural forms, e. g., nakk + id + en 
[184, 193 (f) ] . It is altogether likely that the present form has a similar 
force · for other verbs in the same text are characterized by the cohortahve , 
elements -ll- and -nn- (see below) and are thus presumably parallel. All of 
this leads to the supposition that -anni was an asseverative particle suitable 
in jussives as well as indicative forms. 

326 Cf. already JAOS 59. 318 n. 80 for the linking of this form with ianoza; see also 
Goetze, Lang. 16. 135 n. 44. 
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From iup-sar-ri-iw-wu-u-un-ni lIit. IV 37 we can safely isolate the element 
- (u) nni which seems to function like the final element of tanoziwalla + (a) nni 
(above) . 

The element -andi/u is attested in cohortatives of the type lJu-u-ili-el-la
-an--li-in '" and lJa-Yrli-il-la-an-tu [189]. It is probable that this morpheme 
is similar in function to -anni. 

Finally VIII 61 obv. 2 presents the form iJa-a-sa-ri-in--na. Whether there 
is any connection between the resultant -'l:nna and the two morphemes cited 
above we have no way of deciding. 

( e) Miscellaneous 
222. The particle -1/ aan. In the great majority of its occurrences this 

�artic1e appears afte.r a vowel ; since the dental is expressed in single writing 
It must have been vOIced in that position.321' A clear instance after a consonant 
is furnished by (se-e-er-ri-e-ilan [DINGIRMES] e-e-en-ni-ib-tan Mit. IV (115-) 
116. All the clearly recognizable examples come from Mit.'" The prevailing 
orthography is with the sign DAN; for a variant writing cf. e-ti-i-ta-ni-il
-la-ma-an III 47, alongside e-ti-i-dan-na-ma-an ibid. 46. 

Owing to the scrupulous observance in Mit. of the distinction between double 
an� Single

. 
writing of stops there is no danger of confusing this particle with 

-ttan (subJ. pron. suff. 1 p. + -n, -an, or -a-a-an) .329 This is especially apparent 
when the two elements happen to Occur side by side, e. g. : at-ta-a-ar-ti-iw_ 
-w9-aan tiS-sa-ni-it [-ta] -an (88) tiS-sa-a [n] '"' su-bi-a-mail-li-e-ni-dan se-e-
-ni-iw-wu-uJ KUR u-u-mi-ni-1:w-wu-u_a U'u-ri-[i-] fa 331 lfit. III 87 f. " and 
(-an) in the matter of (-dan) my father-gift may I (-tta-) have an increase 
in that matter, (subiamaSteni-d-an) in view of my country." .a32 Here -tta- i� 
the goal, whereas the repeated -dan indicates circumstance, and the final 

826 For the analogous [lm-u]-si-in-na.-an_ti see [190]. 
827 For an alleged exception see [170 D. 165]. 328 In XXVII 34 i 9 ff. the WI'. tjda-an represents the directive followed bv _p, or .an' 

cf. [153]. 
• , 

829 See above, D. 327. 830 Contrary to Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. 24 there is no reason for assuming a lacuna 
after -an; the usual spacing between words would Dot have left room for another sign. 3U The transliteration, ibid., gives WJ·ri[ -e-] ta) although the above readinO' is admitted 
as a possibility, n. II. However, there is no agentive to go with w9reda. Furthermore, 
the preceding dative indicates a prepositional form in ·dn. For the nominalized prepo
sition wuri-, ,vhich is written with -u- in Bogh., cf. [105]. The meaning " in view of " 
is based on the supposition that the underlying root is the common Mit. verb war
'( know, find out " ;  cf. also [214 n. 309]. 

3S2 The idea being " so that my country could see " ;  literally translated " country
-my-to knowledge ( ? )  .its-of." 
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preposition in -aa refers to purpose. What danger of confusion there may be 
concerns the elements t/dan and -t/aa : The initial phonemes are identical; 
the combination -ila + an '" would be indistinguishable from -ilan. What is 
more, the directive -t/ila [153] is close in meaning to the general range of 
-t/aan, as we shall see : note especially ai + ita, edi + aa [105] : ai + aan, 

edi + dan (below) ; furthermore, both types may coordinate with the dative 
[235]. Kevertheless, the two morphemes are not interchangeable positionally. 
For -tjda, being a case-element, is restricted to nouns, whereas -tjd-an occurs 
with independent particles, verbs, and nouns, hence its classification as an 
associative. This diversity in position is illustrated by the following instances 
(wherever possible, the predicate in question is cited in parenthesis ) ,  

(a) With particles : a-i-ilan II 49, 90;  e-ti-i-ilan I I  84 ( taaugar-) ,  IV 

106 ; e-ti-i-dan-na-ma-an III 46 (pal-),  86 ; e-li-i-ta-ni-il-la-ma-an III 47 

(pal-) ; e-ti-i-dan-x-[ . •  ]-an III 82 
(b) With verbs : pa-a.s-se-ti-i-dan III 116 ; su-bi-a-ma.s-ti-e-ni-aan III 88; 

u-ru-u-mu.S-te-e-1L'a-a�dan II 9 
(c) With nominal forms, e. g. : ag-gu-dan ni-7.Ja-a-ar-ri-e-dan ta-la-me-ni

-e-ilan II 61 (pis-) ; am-ma-li-iw-wu-[u-] -e-ni-aan I 48 ; an-nu-aan su-e-ni-
-e-dan III 108 (taaugar-) ;  at-ta-(a-) ar-ti-iw-w9-dan III 50 (anzanno/!-),  
ibid. 87 (subiamaJt-) ;  at-Ia-i-ip-pe-ni-e-dan III 69 (irno/!-) ;  e-e-si-iw-wa-a
-ail-tan a-a-wa-ad-au-aan II 11, cf. III 16 (oloiJ-) ; ma-a-nu-aan IV 64 (pal-) ; 
pe-ti-ila-a-dan III 81 (ian-) ; se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e-wa-a-aan IV 46 (urom- ; 
d. urom + osicwa- + dan, above) ; se-e-er-ri-e-dan (116) [DINGIRMES] 
e-e-en-ni-ib-tan IV 115 f. (8ar-) ; ti-ila-a-dan III 92 (dependent on pal-) .'" 

It will be observed that -I/ilan is used frequently with such verbs as 
anzannolJ- " request," pal- " ask," and sar- " demand." This points to a 
prepositional "Value like " for, about." The same applies to the construction 
with p1".s- " rejoice." The instances with tadugar- " love, show affection " 
indicate " because " ;  cf. Mit. III 108 f. " We together, because of all this 

:m 1. e., with the connective -an or the predicative -no 
834 Although the above list is not meant to be complete, attention should be called 

to two forms which are listed in Kleinas. Sprachdenkm. with doubtful -tan, though 
neither can possibly involve the particle under review. One is du-ru·bi-ib-tan ( ibid. 
26)  )Iit. III US. Since edi-da- follows we should expect the noun to be du-ru�;iw'wa; 
furthermore, the possessive for " mine " is required by the context, the whole phrase 
being lit. " troublejdanger-my-to sake-its-for," i. e., II because of my danger." The final 
sign is marked in the copy as blotehed; the reading -w[a]-a is a definite possibility. 
At all events, -tan is not established textually and the particle -dan is precluded by 
the context. 

The other instance is t [i-u:]i-[-i-]t [an] ( ibid. 1 9 )  Mit. II 104. We must read, 
however, t [i-w]i[-i·y]a-[an] and this restoration is consistent with the traces on the 
tablet ; d. [207 n. 280]. 
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(annu-dan suene-dan) ,  continuously [127 n. 10] love one another." This 
meaning is especially suitable with ai-dan H in the face of " and edi-dan 
'( because of." A similar nuance was assumed in the translation of Mit. III 
87 f. where -dan was rendered a in the matter of." Appproximately the same 
value seems to be refiected in tea attaippe + ne  +dan III 69, lit. " much 
father-thy-of-attr. part.-about," i. e., " more than thy- father." 

In conclusion it may be remarked that the range of meaning obtained for 
-tl dan '" would not be inconsistent with the assumption that this particle 
consists of the directive -tlda + the predicative -n;. in that case the meaning 
would be " it is, because . . .  that." But the combined form, if this assumption 
should be corroborated, functioned as a separate element, which is shown 
clearly by its position as an associative. 

223. The associative element -2. This suffix is known best from the jussive 
form of the type /yaZoie;; [193· (c) ] .  The syllabic texts express it by the 
ambiguous -s, but the corresponding alphabetic azll, [45] lea,es no doubt as to 
the nature of the sound. 

In so far as function is concerned, Goetze (Lang. 16. 134) would see in 
this -z the marker of 3 sg. imperative and ascribe the same imperative force 
to forms without interposed -i-, e. g., ladugar-i;; 1Iit. I 19, II 93, IV (113) 121. 
Accordingly, he adds to this group Iearli-iS (ibid., 135) 1Iit IV 4 and pe-te
-es-Ia-iS (ibid. 13·9) IV 50. It follows that we should include also hi-il-iu-Si-iS 
Mit. IV 14, nireii-siriS ibid. I 64, and pi-iJU-Wi-ta-iS I 80; i-su-di-;J Mari 5. 6 
and al-Iu-lu-da-i[ s] ibid. 7 ;  and finally e-ti-is Mit. III 122. 

The last-cited form arouses immediate skepticism as to the correctness of 
Goetze's interpretation of the suffix. For it is scarcely to be dissociated from 
the particle edi- " concern (ing)," and one cannot see readily the use of an 
imperative ending with such a word. More serious is the negative evidence 
of the two Mari forms. Although the context is obscure (as it is in the case 
of edi-z), imperati'\es are here entirely out of place because in both instances 
we have an introductory inu U as." It thus becomes evident that the jussive 
function of the type /yazole;; is determined by other components of the form : 
the cohortative -al- (or -ilel ( l ) - with transitives) [189] in conjunction with 
the element -aelir [193] . 

In point of fact, it is doubtful whether -z had any verbal function whatsoever. 
In ge-ra-a.s-se-n[ a-sa-til-l] a-an 336 sa-wa-al-la-sa pi-su-un-ni-en tiS-sa-an tiS

-sa-an (80) pi-su-Wi-Ia-iS �Iit. 1 79 f. the predicate is pisunnen; the concluding 
pisostaiz is neither a coordinate of the predicate nor the beginning of a new 

335" Cf. Lang. 16. 331. 
336 For this restoration see [l61 n. 155]. 
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clause; 337 it appears to be, rather, a cognate adverbial suppletiye : " through
out the long years let us rejoice very much in happiness." 33S K ote also 

Iea-ti-iS /yil-Iu-sirin Mit. IV 4, where the predicate is evidently the i-form 
lJillozi-n preceded by another term for " speak, communicate " which ends in 
-z ; similarly /yiril-lu-iiriS ka-tup-pa-a-ni-i-in ibid. 14 where the sequence bill-
-kad- is the reverse of the above.339 Finally, se-e-ni-iw-wu-(u>-e-ni-e a-a-i-i-e-e 
pe-te-es-ta-iS Mit. IV 49 f. (cf. Goetze, lac. cit. 139) is not likely to represent 
an independent clause since no connective is present ; the rendering " before 
my brother very satisfactorily," i. e., H to the complete satisfaction of my 
brother " will answer the grammatical and contextual requirements ; likewise, 
tadugariz proves thoroughly adequate in its respective contexts when rendered 
" affectionately." 

As a provisional interpretation for -z I suggest therefore an ad,erbial value 
with the sense of " fully," or the like. It suits not only the Mit. occurrences 
that are capable of analysis but also the jussive forms mentioned above ; 
/yazDie;; would thus mean " let be heard fully " and the Amarna gloss ka,-ii
-I;u-lireii EA 53. 65, which Goetze was the first to understand in its proper 
bearing,s'"o has a convincing ring when translated " let (it) be down wholly " 
(ana septlea " at thy feet ") . Incidentally, this interpretation of the particle 
brings it in accord with the other uses of the element -5 which have been 
encountered thus far: pluralizing particle [142] ; emphasizing root-comple
ment with nouns [175 (6 ) ] ,  and with verbs [176 (5 ) ] .  

224. The elements -lei and -iam have been discussed above [200] .  Both 
appear to function as negatives and to be used with nominal as well as 
verbal forms, so that their interpretation as associatives is probable, if not 
yet certain. 

SCHEMATIC REC.APITULATIO� 

225. In a schematic survey of the principal bound forms we have to dis
tingnish only two main categories : (a)  suffixes with the noun ; (b) suffixes 
with the verb. 

337 A new clause begins with the next word which carries the connecti,e -man. 
33-3 Cf. ana lJeduti " for joy, joyfully " EA 27. 97, 29. 157. 
3311 In this connection I 'would call attention to several phrases in Hurro-Akkadian 

texts which are not paralleled in idiomatic Akkadian usage: ki·i-me·e u·ka4-al-ma 

u-ka4-al AASOR 16 21. 15, 32. 14 " she shall have complete possession," la i-sa-at-tar-ma 

i-sa--at-tar TeL 9 41. 36 ,( I !  must not write " ;  and in Tushratta's Akkadian we get 

lu-u a[k-kJa[l] ak-[kJal-ma-a-ku EA 29. 156 " I  am thoroughly depressed ( 1 ) ," or the 

like. \That is characteristic of these expressions is not merely the repetition of the 

respective verbs, which has its analogy in the " infinitive absolute " of Hebrew ( cf. 

AASOR 16 p. 83 ) ,  but rather the addition of the emphasizing particle -mao The use 

of the letter might well reflect Hurrian -2 of the forms cited above. 

HO See RHA 35. 103 iT. 
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(a) SUFFIXES WITH THE NOU" 

(1)  Attributive particles : sg. -ne, pI. -na [136-41] 

(2) Pluralizing particle : -2 [142] 
(3) Possessive suffixes [143-47] 

Singular Plural 

1 p. -ilef -ilef-az 
2 p. -v (*-v-az) 
3 p.  -i(y)a, -tldi -i(y)a-z 

(4) Case-relations [148-57] 
The case-markers may be attached to a simple stem (e. g., ene " god ") ,  

a stem + possessive suffix ( en-if " my god ") ,  01' a complex verbal form (e. g., 
ar-02-af- " given-past-bY/of-me ") + the nominalizing particle -se + the attri
butive particles -nela. These stems are as follows : ( ene-, enif, arozaf-se-ne + ) 

Singular Plural 
Subject-case zero-suffix -az 
Agentive -s -zus 
Genitive -we -ze 
Dative -wa -za 
Directive -da -ita 
Comitative -ra -iura 
Locative *-(y)a * --za 
" Stative " -a * --za 

(5) Adjectival suffixes [158·60] 
These suffixes may be added to the simple stem, to a stem followed 

by the abstract-element -se [163], or to a stem extended by means of one or 
more of the nominal root-complements [175] . The suffixes in question are 
-/yel/y/ye, -ne, -zi, and -ae [165] 

(b) ScFFIXES WITH THE VERB 
(6)  Positions in the suffix-chain of the verb [178 ff.] 

Intensifying elements (-sl-, -id(o) ; class-markers (-fr, -ulo) ; iterative
durative (-kk-) ; negative (-wale) ;  cohortative (-7-, -n-) ; conjunctive (-ewa) 

(7)  Tense-markers [180-82] 

Perfect 
Future 

With-agent-suffix 

-oz� 
-ed-

Impersonal 
-ost-a 
-ett-a 

MORPHOLOGIC ELEMENTS 

(8) Determinatives of non-finite forms 
Participles -a, -i, -u [168-71] 
Infinitive -um, -ummile [112 ] 
Gerund -ae [167] 
Impersonal element with -kk-forms : - 0  [186-87] 

(9) Agent-suffixes [194-95] 

1 p. 
2 p; 
3 p. 

Singular 

-af 
Plural [198] 

-af-za 
-ulo 
-i(y)a, -a 

(10) Suffixes with jussive forms [196, 221] 
With agent 

1 p. -ile 
2 p. -i( ?) 
3 p. -(en), pI. (id)-(en) ; (deidic -annfrm, -andilu) 

? 
? 

Impersonal (-ai)-n, pI. (-ai) -za-lla-n -iden [184] ; (-z [223'] ) 

(11)  Subjective pronominal suffixes with non-finite forms [213-18] 

1 p. -tla- " I " -II dil (7) a- " we " 
2 p. ? ?  
3 p. (-me/a- )*  " he, she, it " -7 ( I )a/e- " they " 

* Used only as anticipatory element; not joined to verbs. 
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v. CONSTRUCTION 

226. The reasons for arranging our discussion under the separate heads of 
Morphologic Elements and Construction were given in [96J. In that con
nection it was made clear that the division to be followed does not correspond 
exactly to the traditional distinction between Morphology and Syntax ; 
syntactic problems could not be ignored in the presentation of given morpho
logic elements and, conversely, the order of given bound forms would have to 
be reviewed under Construction although it is technically a question of 
morphology. The purpose of the present chapter is to examine the means 
whereby individual elements are combined into larger units, whether these 
constitute included phrasal words or clauses and sentences. Accordingly, we 
shall deal here with the relation of bound-forms to one another, the inter
relation of words within a clause, and the combination of individual clauses 
into a complete sentence. 

It goes without saying that the attempted picture will be far from complete 
or representative. The very limited material at our disposal, its diversified 
character, its generally poor state of preservation, and our inadequate knowl
edge of numerous features of form and context, all these are factors that make 
for a sketchy and uneven presentation. Nevertheless, we are now in a position 
to bring out a number of salient points. This will be done under the following 
sub-heads :  ( 1 )  General results;  ( 2 )  The Noun ; (3)  The Verb ; (4) Com
pounds ; (5)  The Sentence. 

( 1 )  General Results 

227. From the standpoint of technique Rurrian is a suffixing langnage. 
There is no evidence of any other form of affix.1 The connection between 
suffix and supporting root is not rigid. In the noun, e. g., other bound forms 
may be interposed behveen the so-called case-endings and the root. The same 
case-endings are employed with terms marking substantives, pronouns, 
numerals, and prepositions ; singular and plural. :Moreover, the endings of the 
head may be repeated under specific conditions with the attribute [238]. In 
the verb, we find lengthy suffix-chains which are characterized by a fixed order 

1 The suggestion of L. Oppenheim (AfD 12 [1937] 39, 155 ) that the ·ta· of personal 
names like A-kib-ta-se-en-ni, Ar·ta-se·en-ni, and others may be an independent element 
prefixed to ·se·en-ni " brother " must be rejected ; the second element of these com. 
pounds is tazenni " present " which is abundantly attested. The same writer has 
deduced also an extensive use of the verbal prefixes from stylistic dislocations in Nuzi 
Akkadian; cf. ibid. 1 1  ( 1936) 62 if. For the refutation see AASOR 16  pp. 138 f. and 
cf. BChG 43. 
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of the component bound forms [178]' All this testifies to a degree of indi
viduality accorded to the suffixes of H urrian which is not paralleled among the 
fusional or inflecting languages.2 The H urrian suffixes have rather the force 
of bound particles which impart to the language an agglutinative character 
[132J. 

228. Except for subjective personal pronouns the plural 3 is not expressed 
by separate forms distinct form those of the singular. Instead, a pluralizing 
particle, -Capra), is added to the respective singular forms of the noun [142J 
and of the verb [198]. The attributive pI. particle -na is a relational element 
employed with nouns [138-41] '  

229. Rurrian recognizes neither gender nor any analogous class-distinctions 
such as are found, e. g., in Bantu, certain American Indian and Caucasic 
languages, and the like. For an unsuccessful recent attempt t.o ascribe to 
Rurrian distinctions of gender cf. [177J. 

230. Rurrian is notable for its tendency (a) to relate the various nominal 
elements in the sentence by prominent use of bound particles ;  (b) to mark the 
connection between subject and predicate by means of associative elements ; and 
(c) to conjoin to the verbal concept a large number of bound modifiers. The 
result of this reliance on multiple concatenation within the sentence is a lack of 
sharp demarcation between noun, verb, and particle as such. The parts of 
speech are thus often interchangeable and dependent for their function on 
their actual position in the sentence [99].' 

To fix the relation of the various elements in the sentence Hurrian makes 
prominent use of the attributive particles -ne and -na; which establish the place 
of the respective nominal components [136-41J. Relation of subject to predi
cate is stressed,. at least in lIit., with the aid of the predicative particle -n 
[203-9J. In addition, Rurrian makes extensive use of non-morphologic 
associati," elements other than -n [210 ff.J. Of these, the subjective pro
nominal suffixes [213-8J may be employed predicatively. 

(b) The Noun 

231. The possessive pronominal suffixes [143-4 7J precede the case-endings 
in the suffix-chain ; e. g., zen + if + wa " brother-my-to " [152J . This shows 

2 Cf. [236]. For the terminology cf. Sapir, Language ( 1921 ) 146 ft". 
II Attested in the pI. only by the associatives for " we " [215] and " they " [218]. 
� This lack of concrete values outside the sentence may be responsible for the dis

crepancies which R:;i Voc. betrays in its use of suffixes. The translators had obvious 
difficulty in utilizing Hurrian terms for lexical purposes. 

I , , 
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that derivational suffixes are placed ahead of the relational elements. The 
same order is  observed, with the adjectival suffixes -a/fJae and -ne; cf. [133]. 

232. The adjectival attribute normally precedes its head. The concept may 
be expressed by special adjectival suffixes [158·60] ; the genitive, e. g., [149 
(b) J ;  apparently also the locative in special circumstances, e. g., " in Egypt 
(the) land," " Egyptian land " [137 (c) ] .  

233. The use of the subject-case in actor-action sentences and as  the o-oal 
with transitives has been discussed in [149]. 

b 

234. A special lise of the genitiT"e is reflected with the verb p£.s- " rejoice " :  
d .  an·du·u·e- �Iit. I I  6&,' and hence also an-du-u-a- [64] , ge-el-ti-i-w, [176 
n. 200]' 

The same function of the genitive to express reference is attested with the 
nominalized prepositions ai- and edi- [105, 128J ; e. g., se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-e-n.i-e 
a-a-i-e-e pe-te-es-ti-ten Mit. III 28 (and similarly, ibid. 29, IV 49 f.) " (it) 
shall be satisfactory in the presence of my brother," lit. " brother-my-of 
presence ( ?) -his-of " ; su-u-we-ni-e e-ti-t�w-wu-u-e-e l\Iit. IV 22  (similarly ibid. 
18 ) " (will say) concerning me," cf. [69]. It is to be noted that in this 
construction the dependent noun ends in the attributive -ne which is not 
repeated with the following appositive form [137 ( 3 ) ] .  We have here a 
unique use of the attributive particle, not paralleled even with the otherwise 
analogous appositive constructions involving the dative and directive (below) .  

235. The dative is similarly construed with a nominalized preposition in 
the dative, directive, or -dan, to express direction or purpose; but -ne is absent 
in such instances. Cf. de-e-ni-iw-wu-u-a a-a-i-i-ta }Iit. III 98 " god-my-for 
presence-his-to," a in the presence of my god (I shall say) " ; at-ta-'i-ip-pa ( 53,) 
e-ti-i-i-ta ibid. 52 f. " father-thy-for sake-his-to," i. e., " concerning thy 
father " ; K1:;R u-u-mi-i-ni-iw-wu-u-a wu-ri-[i-J fa ibid. 88 " for my country to 
see " [222J ; suk-Mn-ni-e-wa-an ti-wi-i-wa-an e-ti-i-dan J\Iit. II 84 " because 
of thy s. word." Two datives are probable in we-e-wJi. e-ti-i-w3 Mit. III 55 
" for thy sake." Especially to be noted in this connection is the para tactic use 
of the possessive pronoun of 3 p. : " to thy father, for his sake," cf. [69 ; 207 n. 
280] ; it should not be confused with the process of suffix-duplication [238]. 

A special use of the dative seems to confront us with ul-Iu-lJu-ug-gu-u-un 
Mit. II 104 which occurs twice and is followed each time by two datives · the 
sense is apparently " different from so-and-so " [207J. The close sem�ntic 
association of the dative, directive, and tf dan-form has already been illustrated 

5 Although the verb (line 64) is lost except for the two obscure signs at the end, 
some form of pis- is required by the parallelism of this passage with Mit. II 54 f. 
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above. An independent instance is se-e-ni-iw-u'u-u-a- pa-la-a-u Mit. III 
92 (and hence also e-ti-iw-wa pa-la-a--u ibid. 91) " I  ask from my brother," 
since pal- is commonly construed with tl dan· forms, although not without a 
shift in relation [222 ] .  

236. The exclusive use of the agentiye to mark the agent with transitive 
verbs followed by agent-suffix has been stressed in [150, 194] ; cf. also [246], 
This case is never used as the subject in actor-action sentences. 

Where more than one agent is mentioned Mit. uses the agentive suffix (-5) 
each time ; the fact that this suffix is subject to assimilation [75] does not, 
of course, affect the statement ; e. g., IJ!a.-ni-e.§ IGe-li-ya-al-Ia-a.-a.n IV 20, 21 ;  
EdT] • •  • d � · k · dA ' t · l ( '7 )  d c · . .  . t · -e-es-su-pa-as �a-us- as -ma-a-nu-u- t� a-an ( ot-mt-t-ge-nt-e- t-
-la-an ( 78 )  DINGIRMES e-e-en-na-su-uS Mit. I 76 if., d. [215] . Elsewhere, 
however, the agentive suffix need be used but once in the sentence ; d. mu-us 

e-ni-wu-us " by my exalted god " Mari 6. 10, 11 ; 6 E-a WiJ-li tu-wg-Za-an-e-en 

Pa.-?Ji-ib-bi-ni-im e-ni-iS tu-wg-la-an�e-en ibid. 1. 31 ff. ; from Bogh. note, e. g., 

dIN-bat dJfu-su-un-ni dE_a dDam-ki-na dISTARPa-as dNa-bar-bi-iE XXIX 8 

iii 40 f. This freedom in the employment of the suffix in question would 

seem to confirm the suspicion that the force of such elements was that of a 

" preposition " rather than an inflectional case-ending; d. [227J. 

237. The uses of the other cases of Rurrian have been illustrated in 
[153-6]. 

238. One of the distinctive features of nominal construction in Rurrian is 

the process of suffix-duplication [132-3]" This should not be confused with 

the mere repetition of case-elements and associatives with forms which stand 

in apposition to one another.s Prerequisite in the present instance is an att.ri

butive construction in which a genitive is dependent on a case-form other than 

the subject-case ; further, the presence of the attributive particles -ne or -na. 

When the head is in the subject-case there cannot be, of course, any transfer 

of suffixes inasmuch as that case has no ending [149] ; e. g., tup-pi-ma-a-an 

ni-lJa-a-ri-i-we Mit. III 36 ; tup-pe (41) ni-lJa-a.-ar-ri-e-we a-ru-u-sa-us-se

-ni-e-we ibid. 40 f. Cf. also the pI. construction : DINGIRMEs-na a-ar-ti-ni-

-wee-na uRulJa.-at-ti-ni-bi-na DINGIR�1Es-na u-mi-ni-bi-na URlilJa-at-te-ni-
-bi-na as-du-hi-na XXVII 1 ii 71 ff. " the gods, those of the city, those of 
Ratti, the gods, those of the land, those of Ratti, the female ones," i. e., " the 

6 That this muz is not merely an instance of haplology for 'JI-muzus is shown by 

[m]u-us e-ni-ra. ibid, 15 instead of the expected *muz ( u ) ra. enera.. 

'; Cf. Jensen, ZA 14 ( l S99)  179 ; �Iesserschmidt, Mitanni-Studien 3 f. ; Friedrich. 

BChG 3. 
S See above [236] and cf. Friedrich, op. cit. IS n. 1. 
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female deities of the city and country of Hatti." · E,en this illustration is 

not properly an instance of suffix-duplication, inasmuch as the repeated -na 
is not a pI. case-ending but merely an attributive particle which relates the 
genitival and adjectival attributes involved to their respective heads. 

To a different category belong the phrases in which the head has its own 
case-ending. E. g., with the agentive sg. we get : se-e-na-uJiJ-sa-an Ilvi-im-mu
-ri-i-as (85) KUR Mi-zi-ir-ri-e-we-ni-eii ew-ri-iii Mit. I 84 £. Here the head is 
represented by three appositive forms (a thy brother, Nimmuria, king " )  all 
of which repeat the agentive -s ( cf. [236J ) .  In attributive relation to the last 
noun is the gen. " of Egypt " ;  it is provided not only with its own gen. ending 
-we but also with one + -s of the head. In effect, the attribute is no more than 
an adjectival form [232J which agrees with its head as to case. If we bear in 
mind that the " cases " of H uITian are free from the restrictjons in form which 
characterize the corresponding elements of the inflecting languages proper, 
the process of suffix-duplication ceases to appear strange.10 For pI. agentive 
with gen. sg. d. DINGIR"Es-na-su-uJ at-ta-an-ni-bi-na-su-uJ XXVlI 42 rev. 9 
" by the gods of the father " ;  d. [133J. 

Since a case-ending superimposed upon a gen. form proves thus to refer to 
the head, we can safely reconstruct the case of the head itself where that form 
happens to be missing in a. fragmentary text. Thus aJlJozikonnenewe-na-sta 
[94 n. 2J testifies to an antecedent pI. noun + pI. directive -sta, say, " to the 
[godsJ of the saermcer( ?) .  

(3)  The Verb 

239. Hurrian di,ides its verbs into two sharply differentiated classes. This 
dichotomy is signalized formally by the class-markers : -i- with transitives 
[119J and -u/o- with intransitives [120] . It is expressed also relationally by 
far-reaching differences in construction. Thus the intransitives cannot take on 
agent-suffixes [194-97] .  Whereas the i-class is capable of referring to person 
by means of these morphologic elements (e. g., -ya in 3 p. present) .  the 
u/o-cIass is always construed impersonally; its -a [169J yields a participial 
form which requires the support of associative pronouns or a noun in the 
subject-case to constitute a specific predicate. There is nothing in common, 
therefore, between the " paradigm " of a finite transitive and of an intransitive, 
no matter what the tense. K or do the tense-markers of finite transitives 
correspond with those of the intransitives ; the former use -02- for the perfect 

9 Ibid. 3 ;  but all the instances which Friedrich cites involve plurals in the 8ubject

case and are thus not wholly adequate examples of the process. 
�o For the identical usage in certain Caucasic languages see Dirr, Einfiihrung in das 

St. d. kaukas. 8pr. 354 :1f. 
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and -ed- for the future, the latter -os/- and -elt- respectively [181-82]''' 
'Yhen a verb known to be intransitive is found, nevertheless, with the ending 
-ai-a [181J , it is apparent that the form in question has been made factitive 
or causati"\e [122] .  In short, the two classes are marked off from one another 
in form as well as function. For the resulting differences in sentence-type see 
below [245-6J. 

For the fixed positions of the various suffixes which may be included in a 
given verbal form see [178J. 

(4) Compounds 

240. It is not absolutely certain whether Hurrian combined independent 
words into compounds. The extensive use of root-complements and the 
presence of a considerable number of associatives would seem to have served 
much the same purpose. At all events, the available evidence is both scanty 
and equivocal. 

It has long been assumed that altardi [173] " bridal gift (for the father) "  
is composed of atta(y) " father " and ardi " gift " <ar H give " (cf. Messer
schmidt, Mitanni-Studien 23) ; the same construction is apparent in elardi
" sister-ship-gif( " [l73J zu-ge-et-ta-ar-ti-as ]lIit. IV 100, and a few other 
forms. But Goetze has recently raised the question (Lang. 16. 135 n. 41) 
whether -ardi is Dot merely an abstract ending. He may be right, although 
DO such ending is attested otherwise while the derivation from ar- gives the 
precise sense that is required. 

There is less basis for interpreting as the second part of compounds the 
element -(a)rbu which occurs in formations like sinarbu (' two-year-old "  and 
iumnarbu " four-year-old," d. AASOR 16 pp. 131 ff. We do not know of a 
root * (a)rb- " age," or the like ; "  on the other hand, both - (a) r- and -p/b
are well-attested as root-complements [175-6J. 

The possibility that compounds may be formed with -ul}li to designate 
officials and occupations was indicated in [173J . Whether -/juri, which is used 
similarly [ibid.J, was a radical element or a suffix is wholly problematic. 

241. The problem of compounds is bound t,o be raised also in connection 
with personal names. It has lately been broached with due caution by Friedrich, 

11 The two classes meet on common ground when transitives are construed as parti
ciples; for then both classes share the actor-action construction. For the common form 
in -oz-i see [181], and for -ett-a cf. [182]. It has also been pointed out that -oSt· may 
be used agentively under conditions that are not yet clear [181]. The fact remains, 
however, that « has given " is ar-oz·a ( lit. " given-by jof-him " ) ,  whereas " has gone " 
is itt-ost-a ; and that -ed- has not been found with intransitives. 

:1.2 It could hardly mean " year " in view of the known sawala- H year " Rt=; Voc. I 13, 
Mit. I 79. 
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BChG 13. Although frequent reference to onomastic compounds has been made 
so far in the discussion (cf. [177J ) , the term has been applied in a purely 
formal sense. It is still an open question, therefore, whether Erwi-zarri has 
the general connotation , .. The lord is king" by virtue of constituting a free 
sy.ntactic unit of the equational type, or whether it is merely a compound phrase 
wIth the value of something like " Lord-king." 

Friedrich would solve the problem provisionally by suggesting that the 
names with -8 attached to the first element are equational ; e. g., Se-ri-iS-a-Rl 
and Se-ri-8a-ia-al yield Seri-8- whose suffix represents the subject-case. On the 
other hand, the type Simig (e ) -aRI, which is the prevailing one, might reflect 
(original) compounds comparable to the Indic Devardatta or Greek 0",80''''' 
and thus mean " Sun-given." But this solution will not work. In the first 
place, it is the initial nominal elements without case-ending that mark the 
subject [149]. Secondly, such verbal forms as may accompany the endingless 
nouns in onomastic phrases are invariably participial [168-71, 177] and there
fore in actor-action construction. Lastly, the rare -8 of the type Seri-z-adal13 
is the same element as in *Eni-z-tae : not at all a case-ending (which would 
be the agentive -s if Friedrich's argument could be upheld in part) but rather 
the root-complement -il (which becomes s only for phonetic reasons [74 J )  with 
the force of " much':' or the like [177J . 

If the personal names were indeed construed as phrasal compounds we 
should need, therefore, other evidence to prove it than that adduced by 
Friedrich. I believe that such evidence exists although it is circumstantial 
and hence open to dispute. It is furnished by the atypical treatment of the 
stem-vowel in numerous nominal elements involved. Thus aSti " woman " 
never has its own stem-vowel in onomastic phrases (i. e., when not used by 
itself) ; instead we get forms like ASia-meri and Alitu( n ) -rULya [62J. Similarly 
Simige becomes -Simiga and *Nuza appears changed in Ar-Nuzu, ItlJ,ib-Nuzu, 
and the like [ibid. J .  Many similar instances could be cited. The important 
thing is that in either position a nominal element often takes on a final vowel 
that does not correspond to its own stem-vowel. We have no parallels for such 
behavior in normal sentence-construction. It follows that the explanation has 
to be sought in the special conditions that govern onomastic phrases. What 

13 The initial element may plausibly be compared with ST Rs X 4 61 and the Bogh. 
occurrence cited in Br. 569. I would add also se-e-er-ri-e-dan Mit. IV 115 ( I'seri-ne-dan) 
which is marked as a divine epithet by its appositive construction with e-e-en-ni-ib-tan 
ibid. 116;  se-e-er-ri-e-wi-m GUsKIX Mit. III 67 is obscure as to form, but evidently 
indicates something desirable, as far as meaning is concerned. The root proves thus a 
suitable element in personal names. There remains, of course, the possibility that the 
onomastic Se-ri-is ends in a radical -sp. 
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these conditions were is open to conjecture ; it is not unreasonable, however, 
to ascribe the results to peculiarities of compound-construction. 

(e) The Sentence 
242. Our analysis of the Rurrian sentence has to be based almost exclusively 

on Mit. This source represents a large portion of the entire available material. 
What is more, it is a single document as against the numerous disconnected 
and often fragmentary texts from the remaining sources. We can thus judge 
the contents of Mit. with relative confidence and obtain a basis for evaluating 
the structure of the sentence. To- be sure, the resulting picture is necessarily 
one-sided. The style of the 1Iitanni letter differs appreciably from that of the 
Mari and Bogh. texts in such matters as the use of the predicative particle -n 
[209J and the connectives [211-212a]. The conclusions which can be drawn 
at present may apply, therefore, primarily to a limited dialect-area or to a 
particular speech-tTpe. K evertheless, it is logical to assume that certain basic 
features will prove true of the language as a whole. 

243. Main clauses are introduced in 1Iit. normally by means of the con
nective -a/an [211] or the composite form -man/-man [212aJ. These connec
tives are attached to the first radical element in the sentence, either an 
independent particle or a noun. The relati,e frequency of such introductions 
may be judged from a count of the full paragraphs which Mit. marks off with 
the aid of lines drawn across the column. Out of thirty-six such paragraphs 
(not counting the first which is in Akkadian) ,  twenty-s€"\en begin with words 
which include one or the other of the above connectives. In two instances 
(1 65, IV 69) the initial words (both incomplete) end in -en. One paragraph 
is introduced by a-i-i-in (III 44), apparently an interrogative particle. One 
has -nin at the end of the first word ( I  74) ; two paragraphs are damaged at 
the beginning and only the sign -in marks the respective initial words (I 8, 

4,() . In three instances the beginning is lost altogether. 
It is clear from this tabulation that main clauses were opened with con

nectives in the great majority of cases in :Thlit. This practice is even more 
noticeable with medial or secondary clauses, so much so that in obscure context 
a connective is our surest guide as to the correct division of the sentence as a 
whole. 

244. The importance which Rurrian attaches to the grammatical subject 
of the sentence is apparent. from t.he prominent position which that syntactic 
element is accorded in the customary word-order. The subject is announced 
normally at the beginning or the sentence and, except for instances of inver
sion [253J and inclusion of descriptive attributes [232], may be preceded 

'� 
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only by an independent particle. This statement applies alike to actor-action 
sentences and to goal-agent-action constructions ; for subject and goal are 
represented by the same grammatical form, viz., the subject-case. When the 
subject is reinforced by an anticipatory pronominal associative, the pronoun 
comes first; e. g., undu-".,.w,n inna-me-nin zenifJe asti unetta :NIit. III 21  " And
-now-then behold ( 1) -she-indeed ( 1) ,  brother-my-of wife arriving will " ;  the 
two subjects in this sentence are the anticipatory " she " and " wife." Where 
special emphasis is deemed necessary the subject may be stated a number of 
times : in Mit. I 76 ff. -d17(I )ar " we "  is thus used five times [215J ; and in 
the series of coordinate clauses Mit. IV 117 ff. the same pronominal subject 
is repeated ten times. All this reflects the effort which Rurrian made to keep 
the subject in the forefront of the utterance. 

245. The agentive, which states the source of action when the goal is indi
cated simultaneously, is placed normally between the goal ( subject-case) and 
the action-form. E. g., inu-tta-nin lJenni zenit-us tad-ya (75) inu-me-nin 
!Jenni zenit iza-s tad-at Mit. I 74 f. " As-I-indeed( ?) now brother-my-by (am) 
loved-by-him, as-he-indeed( ?)  now brother-my me-by (is) loved-by me " ;  " 
andi-lliln df!imigene-s ar-ed-a (107) zeniffa Mit. I 106 f. " these Shimige-by 
given-future-by-him brother-my-to." 15 Once again, however, significant shifts 
of meaning may be achieved by an inverted word-order, e. g., zenif-uS-an alti 
sar-oz-a lfIit. III 1 " Brother-my-by wife requested-past-hy-him," i. e., " it was 
my brother who made the request for a wife." 16 

246. The goal-agent-action construction of Rurrian brings up the problem 
of voice in so far as it affects the transitives in this particular construction. 
In the discussion so far the passive has been used whenever the analysis called 
for a literal translation. As the individual morphologic elements were exaru-

U The correlation of 
1 p. pronoun : agent-suffix. of 1 p. 

as against 
sUbstantive : agent-suffix of 3 p. 

is closely paralleled in the prepositional phrase; cf. 
8uwe-ne ediffe H of me, of my concern " [234] 

as against 
zenif/a ay-i-da " for my god, to his presence " [235] 

15 Kate the position of the indirect object after the .erb. However, the order of this 
particular case-relation may vary considerably. 

J.6 The normal Hurrian order in the tripartite construction involdng goal-agent-actor 
is reflected in )ruzi Akkadian in violation of the word-order of the latter language. 
Thus Xuzi uses hundreds of times the equi.alent of " A-B-adopted " with A as object 
and B as subject. "\Vithout independent knowledge of the process in question the student 
of Akkadian would normally assume the opposite relation of the persons concerned. 
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ined one by one, it became increasingly more evident that the ascription of a 
passive concept to transitives in t-ripartite construction is the only interpreta
tion that fits the facts of the structure of Rurrian as a whole. It should be 
emphasized at this time that each of the numerous elements which enter into 
consider-ation was analyzed independently and without specific regard to the 
concept of the R urrian transitive. Yet all the evidence has proved to point 
consistently in Oile direction. We cannot attempt a ,ariant interpretation or 
any one distinctive constituent without dislocating thereby the whole structure 
and raising a series of new problems that are mutually irreconcilable. The 
cumulative testimony becomes thus decisive. It remains only to gather up the 
loose ends and let the results speak for themselves. The following points are 
especially pertinent : 

( 1 )  The sharp formal distinction between transitives and intransitives 
[239]. 

( 2 )  The use of the subject-case for the actor with intransitives and in 
other equational sentences, but for the goal with finite transitive forms [149]. 

(3 )  The complete parallel in construction between the subject-case and 
the pronominal associatives ; the latter, too, mark the goal with finite transi
tives, but the subject in the other sentence-types [213 ff.] . 

(4) Failure of the associative pronoun of 3 p. to combine with verbs." 
If -me/a- really had the value of the objectiY8 pronoun " him, her, it " that 
failure would indeed be strange. We should expect the equivalent of " brother
-my said-it, requested-her." But if -me/a- could be used only subjectively, the 
problem disappears. In sentences like " as he, my brother, is lo,ed-by-me," 
or " and so she will arrive " (cf. [217J ) the proper position of the pronoun is 
at the beginning of the sentence, just where it actually occurs. The 3 p. sg. 
does not have to be marked with the predicate, particularly where the favorite 
sentence-type is equational. The use of the corresponding pI. element -lla/e
with verbs as well as nouns is accounted for, on the other hand, by the need 
to indicate number with the aid of a predicative element.l8' 

(5)  The restriction of the agentive to the goal-agent-action construction 
[150] . If the s-case marked the grammatical subject, how is one to explain 
the absence of that form in all sentences involving intransitives or non-finite 
transitive forms, and especially in nominal sentences proper ? 111 

17 See Friedrich, BChG 25. 
16 )rot -na, which is attributive ; cf. [218]. 
19 Goetze ( Lang. 16. 140) states that the system proposed by him " might very well 

be rounded out by the inclusion of the nominal sentence, which quite naturally is 
descriptive of a state of affairs." But this does not explain why the subject of such a 
sentence should be represented by the objective case or an objective pronoun. 

I , 
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( 6 )  The close connection between the possessive suffixes of the noun and 
the agent-suffixes, which are used exclusively with finite transitive forms [84, 
194J ; and the complete etymological and functional independence of these 
ag�nt�suffixes from the subjective pronominal endings. The problem ceases to 
eXIst If we grant that there is an underlying relationship between en-if " my 
god " and tan-a! a done by/of me, my doing." Then the formal connection 
within this pair of suffixes and the analogous pairs for 2 p. and 3 p. becomes 
a matter of course. 

. 
(7)  The strictly attributive character of the verbal element in tuppe 

mlJarrewe aroEaf + se + ne + we [137 (2) J and other similar constructions. 
This functioll

. 
is �ssured on formal grounds. The finite verbal form arozaf 

has been nOIDlnahzed by means of the particle -se and can thus be used as a 
descriptive attribute of the noun wilJarrewe «*nilJari-ne-we) with which it 
shares accordingly the termination one-we (d. [238J ) .  Now if we view aroEaf 
as active " I gave," the complete form will have to be interpreted " (tablet of 
the dmHY) which I gave." 20 But this is impossible for several reasons. The 
form in question is a single word, construed as a noun and intimately asso
ciated with the governing noun through the attributive particle one. The 
nominalizing particle -se is definitely a derivational element and not a rela
tional one [163-4J. Lastly, Hurrian expresses its relative sentence with the 
aid of the particle ya- [130J, not here in e.idence. The obvious solution is to 
interpret the whole phrase in the sense of " tablet of the dowry given (past)
-by-me." 21 In other words, the underlying verbal form is passive. 

(8)  For our last point we may now turn to Nuzi Akkadian where in a 
number of instances subject and object are interchanged with the result that 
the text states the very opposite of what the context demands. The passages 
in question were collected independently several years ago by L. Oppenheim 22 
and myself/3 and both of us arrived at the conclusion that the source of such 
errors had to be traced back to the influence of their native language upon the 
Nuzi scribes writing in .. A.kk:adian. Specifically, it .was a passive verbal concept 
that was responsible for the curious mistranslations. The argument was Bug
gestiYe but it lacked the force of direct evidence, which could be pro.ided only 
by Hurrian itself. Kow that we have ample internal testimony pointing in 
the same direction, the N uzi mistranslations may be re-examined briefly for 
purposes of additional illustration. 

Let us take as our type-form ipallalJ-sunilti H Y 73. 13. The text aims to 

20 Cf. Goetze, REA 35. 105 n. 12. 
n The translation as such is unimportant. The main thing is that the form must be 

an attribute in agreement with its head. 
22 Cf. AfO 1 1  ( 1936) 56 ff., especially 61 f. 23 AASOR 16. 131 fr. 
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instruct the sons of a testator that they honor their mother ; but the above 
term means " she shall honor them." The scribe should have used *ipalla1J.u-s.i 
" they shall honor her." This form constitutes a complete sentence involving 

Subject (i-)-Action (pZIJ)-Kumber (-il)-Object (fern. -sf) 
Rurrian cannot dupHcate, however, a sentence of this kind in a single form 

so long as the source of action is in the third person.24 It would have to use 
three words 

Goal (" mother ") -Agent (" son-pl.-by," i. e., noun-na-E-us) - Action + 
Agent-suffix (verbal stem + -id-en) 
or, if the goal were carried over from a preceding clause, 

Agent-Action- -n [205 (7)  J 
It is plain that the two construcHon-types, actor-action in Akkadian and 

goal-agent-action( + agent-element) in Hurrian, exhibit diametrically opposed 
orientation. Transition from the one to the other involves, therefore, a radical 
change in the position of the respective principals. Where the necessary change 
was not carried out in full, we have to expect the drastic results that we 
actually find in Kuzi : goal is confused with subject and agent with object. 
Instead of the children honoring their mother, the mother is made to honor 
her children. Or, to take another example, the widow who remarries contrary 
to the provisions of her husband's will is allowed to expel the legal heirs 
instead of being evict€d by them." 

The manifest source of these errors in N uzi Akkadian is thus the passive 
concept of nnite transitives in the underlying Rurrian. It may not be super
fluous to st.ress once again the fact that the mistranslations occur in tripartite 
constructions which involve verbs with both logical subject and object. It is 
precisely in these circumstances, and in these alone, that the Rurrian transi
tives const.rue as passives. For in all other sentence-types Rurrian uses actor
action construction [247J . 

247.. The prevailing Rurrian sentence-type, however, is not the agentive 
but the equational. It is bipartite in that the essential elements in it are the 
subject and the predicate. Its construction is actor-action, as the classification 
implies. The actor is a noun in the subject-case or a pronominal associat.ive. 
The predicate may be a noun or an impersonal verbal form, intransitive or 
transitive. No goal can be included in the latter instance ; if one is needed, 
the agentive construction must be substituted.26 

24 ,,\-"ith first person indicative we may get Verbal stem-Agent-suffix-Goal; cf. kebanoz
a (f) u-Ua (-man) :'\Iit. III 18 " sent-past-by-me-they (-and ) ." 

25 Lac. cit. 30. 
26 The explanation which I ad,anced in JAOS 59. 322 f. was only partially true. I had 

not realized at the time that the entire group of Hurrian actor-action sentences was 
equational. 

16 
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The following examples illustrate the main subtypes of the equational 
sentence : 

(a) Nominal : undun Manenan zeniffe paSit!!e [205 ( 6 ) ]  " now then it is 
Mane who is my brother's envoy " 

(b) Intransitive present : inume uii!!uni selJal-a [205 ( 9 ) ]  " as the silver 
is clean " 

(c) Intransitive perfect : adinin " ta'ien ittost-a [205 (4)]  " thus the 
present has gone out " 

( d) Intransitive future : unduman innamanin iieniffe aSti 1knett-a [205 
( 10 ) ]  " now then, behold, my brother's wife will arrive " 

(e) Intransitive jussive : DINGIRMES enilliin zeniffena pallaizallaman 
Mit. IV 65 " let my brother's gods themselves 28 judge ( 7) "  29 

(f) Intransitive durative : tuppiyaz tuppukk-o Mit. III 45 " their tablets 
are equal " 30 

(g) Transitive present : sattilan ann1kdan iiuenedan iSlanifaza iiukkultolJa 
ladugar-i-dilliin lIIit. III 108 f. " we together, because of all this, mutually 
show affection continually " 31 

(h) Transitive perfect : unduman zenifen paSoz-i [170a] " now then, my 
brother having sent (a  mission) "  

(i) Transitive future : paSed-i-dan zenifuda [170] " (and I) shall send to 
my brother " 

( j )  Transitive future middle : aimanim . . .  leuletl-a lIIit. IV 59 f. " if he 
o • •  will say to himself " 32-

(k) Transitive passive : lJaz-u-kelde [171] " Heard is good news " (per
sonal name) 

(I) Transitive perfect durative : l;ilIoz-i-lckattiin [186] " I  talked at length " 
(m) Transitive conditional : zenifennan !;ilIol-ewa [192] " my brother 

might say" 
(n) Intransitive conditional : urol-ewa-manin [192J " should there arise" 88 
The reason for actor-action construction in the nominal sentence (a) and 

in the ,arious sentences involving intransitives (b-f, n)  is self-evident. Nor 
is it far to seek in the case of the above transiti,es (g-m ) .  The participial 
forms in -i (g-i) , -a ( i ) ,  and -u(k) are immediately recognizable as ,erbal 

27 In these translations I have ignored those associative elements which are without 
effect upon construction and of little apparent value as to general meaning. 

28 For the use of -man as an identifying particle see [212a]. 
29 For this yalue of pal- cf. [173 n. 188]. 

so Cf. [128]. 
n For sukkuttoba " continually ( � ) "  see [127]. 
82 See [182]. 
33 The subject is uncertain . 
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nouns [168-71]. The durative form with -kk- has the participial marker -0 
with transitives and intransitives alike [187] . This -0 is preserved in (f) but 
was changed to -a- in (I) for phonologic reasons [186] . There remains only 
the conditional in -ewa (m-n ) .  Since it is in itself impersonal, we cannot but 
regard it as participial, on the analogy of types (b-l ) .  In other words, all the 
above examples are nominal, whether the predicate is a substantive or a verbal 
noun in the form of a participle ; 84 it is for this reason that all these predicates 
are impersonal.8s 

248. When two verbs or verb-derivatives are joined asyndetically, the first 
has the force of a preverbial complement. E. g., iiuramaSien nakken Mit. IV 
42, 51 "let him hasten dismiss," i. e., " let him speedily dismiss " ;  S6 tiwena�1ES 
su( w )alla.man zenif1k:5 kadozasena uriyasena Mit. IV 30 f. " all the things men
tioned desired by my brother," i. e., " all the things which my brother expressly 
desires " ;  81 aimanin mannuba·dae ololJetta kuletta Mit. IV 59 f. " if he will 
. . .  thankfully ( ?) say to himself," ef. [247 ( j ) ] .  Wilether the same rule was 
operative in Bogh. is uncertain. At all events, the series of participial forms 
in XXIX 8 iv 27 f. is not relevant because more than two predicates appear. 
Moreover, the connective -ma is used with the last two forms [212]. The 
parallel passage ibid. 8 f. is similarly treated. 

249. Para tactic clauses involving "\erbs 01 the same form-class are charac
terized in }Iit. by the addition of the same associative to each verb. E. g., 
mannukkallan andi unukkalan IV 2 f. " These will be and come," i. e., " these 

H It would appear that I have accepted Bork's dictum " Das mitannische Verbum 
ist durchaus parti�ipialartig," �Iitannisprache 69. That the present results have been 
reached independently is of little moment in this connection. "That is more important 
is the sweeping character of Bork's assertion without any attempt to prove it. A 
stray reference to the Caucasic languages cannot settle this or any other problem in 
Hurrian. Moreover, the agentive construction of Hurrian is not on a par with the 
equational (cf. the next note ) .  Finally, when Bork speaks about " die bekannte 
Anarchie des Satzbaues " in Mitanni, Elamite, and Caucasic ( loc. cit. ) he is in error, 
especially with regard to " Mitannian." From all that we have seen Hurrian is a model 
of consistency within the logic of its own system. 

S5 The finite transitiYes (with agent-suffixes ) are not impersonal, strictly speaking, 
inasmuch as they include a reference to the agent in the first, second, or third person. 
But the agentive verbal form is not in itself predicative. " Given by/of me, you, him," 
or " giving-my, thy, his " can serve as a predicate only by reason of word-order or, as 
in Mit., through the mediation of the predicative particle -no Thus eyen the agentive 
verb is always in included position unless accompanied by the proper associative element. 

36 See Friedrich, BChG 16. 
87 Note that the first form is in the perfect tense, the second in the present : " he said 

( that) he desires." 

.M 
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will come to pass " ;  similarly, manninin tiwe andi un-anin ibid. 1 3 ;  note also 
the sequence wazainan . • •  petesten-an • • •  sirennim Mit. III 3'3 f. 

250. When the second of two contiguous verbal forms ends in the con
nective -itj an and the first does not, the second clause is subordinate with 
resultative force. Cf. lJiyarulJ.1J,a.ttan teun-a zenifuS kebanuen uJU.rdenittan Mit. 
III 73 f. " May I be sent much gold by my brother in order that I be 
pleased ( ?)," d. [214J ; similarly !!azile pisandislenniin :Mit. IV 43 f. " may 
I hear so that (I) rejoice " [ibid.J, and analogously, tuppulain tilJanidennan 
Mit. III 26 f., innamanin zeniffene ayie petestetta ta-ridenan sukanne eEene 
ibid. 29 f., approximately " behold she will be satisfactory in the sight of 
my brother so that (even) the distant heavens will . . .  " It is to be noted 
that when the dependent clause consists of more words than the verb alone 
the word-order is necessarily inverted. 

251. When the second verbal element is a participle followed by a con
�ectrve we get a subordinate construction that carries a wider range of mean
mg. Cf. iJazozafun pwandozittiin 1Iit. IV 9, lit. " heard-was-by-me having
-rejoiced-I-and," i. e., " I  heard with rejoicing " ;  anzannolJozaf kulliman Mit. 
I�I 51 H I begged saying." In the latter instance no personal pronoun appears, 
SInce bot.h forms are transitive and the agent carries thus over from t.he first 
form. The function of the participle in this case might well be likened to that 
of a gerundive : a in saying." 

Other examples of the participle-gerundive followed by an associative and 
appearing in hypotactic clauses are ths two forms of paS " send " which occur 
in the same passage at the end of .Mit. III : 38 aimanin su-kkommaman durube 
(112) zeniffa KUR ominida wazewa paSinan zenif (113) suda " if, just the 
same, a danger to my brother's country should arise, my brother (therefore) 
sending to me (for aid)- " ;  innammaman urowen pruedidan (117) zenifuda 
" behold, let that never S9 occur, (but) there being in the future a message 
about it (-dan) to my brother- " 

From the standpoint of construction the significant feature of both sentences 
is the collocation of WJzewa pasinan in the first instance and urowen pasedidan 
in the other. The subjoined forms are both participial, present and future 

• 88 For the entire passage cf. JAOS 59. 312 -If. where the general sense was correctly 
mterpreted. But the ascription of a " conjunctive " force to the i-form (p. 314) was 
erroneous. The ending marks the active participle of the transitives, as we have seen 
[170J. The subordinate connotation is one of the values inherent in the gerundive under 
special conditions of word-order and in close association with given particles. But the 
gerundiye has to be a participle, and -i is the characteristic participial marker of the 
transitive class. 

39 For the individualizing force of -mmaman see [220]. 
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respectively, with a final associative. And in both cases the normal word-order 
has been inverted. By comparing these two pairs wiih a-nzanno7,Jowf kulliman 
(above) from an independent passage we are led to the conclusion that all 
three illustrate hypotactic uses of the participle-gerundive in Hurrian. 

252. It follows that, so far as is known at present, subordinate clauses are 
not marked by a special form-class of the verb which could not be used also in 
main clauses. We have seen that the modal element -ewa is employed freely 
in main clauses [192]. The relative sentence, which is introduced by yaJe
[130] , differs in no way from the other sentence-types in the choice of the 
predicate. It is worth stressing, moreover, that Hurrian fails to mark direct 
speech by a special particle (Friedrich, BChG 14 n. 1 ) .  In short, external 
means for differentiating sentence-types are very limited. Coordination is pre
vailingly paratactic. The only known means of indicating hypotaxis aTe the 
employment of the connective -a/a.n with the second of two contiguous verbal 
forms and the use of the participle-gerundive, but even this form is more 
widely employed in the main clause. 

253. There is some evidence for the device of expressive inversion of the 
normal word-order. Some illustrations of that practice have already been 
adduced in connection with the discussion of coordinate verbal forms [250-1J. 
A significant instance is wJredalan undu zenifullaman :J.Iit. III 61 "it is these 
things, then, that my brother will find out- " l'\ ot only is the verb placed 
here ahead of its agentive, but the favorite sentence-initial undu is forced to 
take second place.40 Cf. also kebanedaman zenifuS ibid. 117 " my brother will 
be sure to send." 

With nouns we may note inversion in instances like zenifuJan asti saroZa 
Mit. III 1 " it was my brother who made the request for a wife " [245] ; 
zenifulliln pasit!!i! kozoSfiwaen :Mit. IV 40 " let it not be my broiher who is 
responsible for detaining my envoys." Of. also zenifudaman tiwe sukko kulle 
Mit. II 12, III 49 " it is t<:) my brother, furthermore, that I would address a 
word." 

254. HUITian appears to make effective use of its doublets awennaje- [115], 
yaJe- [130J, maje- [217], and -llaje- [218] for purposes of contrast. Cf. 
awenne--nin tiwe surwJ yammaman kadilewa Mit. IV 17 f. " should anyone 
communicat.e s. words, as just stated [220J : awenna-nin kuru suda yammaman 
7Jillolewa ibid. 24 " again, should someone, on the other hand, relate to me 

40 The translations in thi8 section have to be paraphrased. A literal rendering would 
not convey the added shade of meaning which the inversion in the original imparts, 
since the word-order of Rurfian differs anyway from ours. 
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the above- " This contrastive alternation is especially evident with ya1la/ e- ; 
yalle-nin . . .  ammadifus Mit. III 52 : yalla-nin kuru attaifus ibid. 55 " such 
things as my grandfather- " ; " again, such things, on the other hand, as 
my father- " ;  yaJla-nin ." yalle-nin Mit. I 96-100 " such things . . .  as my 
brother did for my brother's country, and such things . . .  on the other hand, 
as my brother did towards the present- " "  But in Mit. II 19-22 yalle-nin 
is repeated in a context which reflects coordination rather than contrast. To 
be sure, this method is not observed throughout. In inname-nin Mit. III 21 : 
innama-nin ibid. 22 the variation appears to be purely stylistic ; note also that 
we get generally either ya-me-nin or ye-mfl--m:n as against a single occurrence 
of ye-me-m:n [130J. But the above instances with kuru " again " suggest, 
nevertheless, that the alternation could be utilized to' mark juxtaposition. 

U Cf. Friedrich, BChG 30. 
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-til-la-a-an 95, 185 

a-na--u-h-es 154 
aniju 53; a-ni-il-la[-a-a]n 77 ;  an-en-am

-man, a-ni-e-na-a-am-ma-ma-an 53, 77, 
189 f.; a-nu-u-a-ma--a--an 53, 77 ;  a-n-n
-u-ta-ni-il-la- 77 

anni 76;  an-n-i-i-in 76;  annudan, an-n-u' 
-dan 76, 79, 193 f. 

-ann-eli 115 f., 155, 186, 189, 191 f. 
an-su-u-a 77 
-and- 125, 135 
an-da.-an-ni 41 
andi, an-ti 53, 76, 78, 87, 135; an-du-u-a-

53, 77, 135; wn-du-u-a-je 200; an-du
-u-a-na-a-an 53 ; an-du-u-a-at-ta-a-[an] 
53 f., 135, 181;  an-du-u-e (-e)  - 26, 53, 
79 

-an-di/u, -an-ti 153, 164, 189, 192 
an-ti-na-mu-us-sa-am 57, 179 
an-n-u-u-un 64; annunman, an-n-u-u-un

-ma-a-a-an 58, 64 
an-za-a-an-ni 51, 136 j anzannoa,-, an-za-a

-an-n-u-u-lJ- 16, 45, 51, 124, 193; an-za
�a-a.n-nu"ulJ-lJ,a 46;  an-za-a-an-nu-u
-lJu-sa-a-u 136 ; anzannolJozi 151 

-at, -a-u 26, 64, 128, 145, 161 fr. 
-a/et 161 
awari, a-wJ-ri, awr 19, 26, 42, 74; a-'i.OO

-ri-we 74; a-wa-ar-ri-wee 20, 74;  a-wi-
-i-ru 20 

�a-a-wa-ru-e-ni-e-ra see lJa!-a-wu-1'u-un!
-ni-e-ra 111  

a-pa-ar-ri 179;  a-ba-ri-im 179 
a-a-wa-ad-dulJ-lJa 46; awattudan, a-a-wa-

-ad-du-dan 185, 193 
a-pa-az-zi-ya 30 
awe see awen-, awes-
abi- 75, 108; a-wee-ya-sa 81 ;  a-a-bi-1'a-as 

108, 186; a-a-bi-ri-es 108; abida, a-a
-biota 75, 110 

awenna/e- 81, 157, 187, 213 ; a-we-en-na
-ma-an 81 ;  awenna/enin, a-we-en-na-a-
-ni-i-in, a-we-en-ni-e-ni-i-in 81, 191 

awes ( e )  - 81; a-we-es-si-il-la-ma-an 8 1 ;  
a-we-es-se-e-ni-i-in 81, 191 ; a-wi-is
-ki-pa 8 1 ;  a-wi-is-na-a-a 81 

ap-pi-es-lJi 132 
ap/um-pu-bi-in 84, 166 
ar- 34, 49, 118, 130; a-ri 107, 126, 159, 

164; a-ri-en 158, 164; a-ru-u-ma-as
-su-lfi-lJa 113, 138; a1'oza, a-ru-u-sa, 
arz 24, 34, 142, 203; a-1'u- (u-)  sa/i� 
34; arozaf, a-ru-u-sa-u 118, 142, 162, 
196, 208; arozafun, a-1'u-u-sa-u-u-un 
26, 163, 168 f. ; arozafseneu:e, a-1'u-u
-sa-us-se-ni-e-we 55, 69, 71, 98 f., l l 8, 
162, 208; arozi 143; a-ru-u-Si-ik-ki 24, 
164; a-ru-si-el-la-a-im 27, 57, 69, 153, 
155, 158, 178 ff. ; arzln 69, 155; a-ru
-u-si-im-bu-u-us-lJa 113, 146 ; a-[ru-
-si-Jin-na-a-in 27, 57, 69, 155, 158 ; 
arinnk 155, 166 ; a-ri-Iu-um-di 27 ; 
ar(i) tirm/u:c 55, 62; arnuzu 52, 204; 
ar-bu-um-bi 55; a-ru- (um- ) pa 58; 
arsam/wuska 58 ; arsaduya 55 ; ar-ta
-sc-en-ni 198 ; ar-te-e-es-su-pa-na-an 177 

-ar- 115, 135, 203 
a-a-1'a-lJi 45 
a-a-1'i-ip-pa 28 
a-ri-ir-e 156 
ar-pa-as-du-ud- 67, 145 
- ( a ) rbu 203 
arde/i 27, 74, 129 
-anH 203 
a-ru-wa-al-la-c-na-ma 178 
-az- 131, 136 f. 
a-sa-as-tc-du-u-u 23, 148 
a-a-as-lJa-as-du-um 145 
aslJu 75 
aslJozikk- 83 ; aslJozikkonne, as-lJu-si-ik

-ku-un-ni 39, 65, 100 f., 115, 144, 151 ; 
uslJozikkonnenewenasta, as-lJu-si-ku
-un-ni-ni-bi-na-as-ta 69, 101, III  

as-ki-ru-us-lJu 133 
as-ku-pa-a-te-ni-ta 133 
-aSt/a 58, 144f. 
astb, astabi 38 
as-ta-as-lJi 132 
aUi/e, as-ti 40, 50, 56, 74, 106, 170, 204; 

as-ti-i-in 169, 179 ; asti-n 118;  as-H
-in-na 114;  astena 56;  asteniwa 55; 
as-te-ni-waa-ni-id 67, 74, 112; as-ti
-ni-is 108; as-ti-iw-wu-u-un-na 1 14 ;  
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as-ti-is 108; astulJlJi/e, astg, as-t/du
- ( ulJ-) lJi 40, 47, 50, 115 f. ;  astulJMna, 
asthn, as-t/du- (ulJ-) lJi-na 46 f., 49, 
115;  astgu.zf 58, 112;  astuzzi, as-du
-uz-zi 1 1 6 ;  as-du-ka-a-1'i-iw-wa-sa 136 ; 
aUameri 52, 204; astun (n) aya 52,204 

a-su-�a-in 154 
a-t/da- 35, 41 
ad-da-, at-ta-, attny, at- 35, 41, 56, 66, 

104; nt-ta-ya-na-pa 19, 25 ; nt-ta-i-i
-tea 18, 25 ; at-tn-i-i-wa no; at-ta-i-
-ip-pa 43, 54, 63, 76, 110, 200; at-ta-
-iu;-U:J-u-a 43, 63 ; at-ta-iW-1ca-su-us 
103; atynp- 25; atynps 38, 44, 103; 
atynpd 19, 38, 44, 103; at-ta-ib-bi-na
-a __ sa 103; attaippe- 63 ; attaippenedan, 
at-ta-ip-pe-ni-e-da.n 194; at-ta-iw-wu
-u-e-en 168, at-ta-i-teu-us 25, 43; at-ta-
-iw-u:u-us 43 ; at ( t )  ayta, a-ta-i-ta 19, 
25, 36, 41, 61,. 110;  at-ta-ni-i-p-pal 
103; ad·da-ni-bi-en 66;  add/ttan
- ( n ) ib/wina 56, 66;  attannewenazus, 
at-ta-an-ni-bi-na-su-us 96, 202; a-da
-an-11U-us 35, 108; attardi, at-ta- ( a- ) -
-a·r-ti- 80, 129, 203; at-ta-a-ar-ti-iw-
-wa-dan 192 f.; attuSilJu, at-ta-as-si-lJu 
35, 56 

at-ta-mu-qa-ru-um-ma 136 
adi- 92, 177;  adimanin, a-ti-i-ma-ni-i-in 

92, 177, 187 ; a-a-ti 92; adinin, a-ti-i
-ni-i-in 92, 122, 177, 19(}f.; *at-ti-lJ,u 
501-

a-a-ad-du-u-us-ta 143 
a-du-da 165 
au 90 
-a-u see oaf 
a-u-a-ta-a-mu-lu-us-lJ,e 133 
a-u-un-ni-ma-a.-an 91 
a-za-a�·ta 153; a-za-al-ti-li 153 
a-za ( -am) -mi-na 28 
a-zU- [i-ilJ-b-eJ 175 
a-zu-uz-ik-lJi 131 
-c (postposition) 114  
-eli ( stem-vowel) 54 
-i- (class-marker ) 64, 83, 121, 125 f., 

139 f., 148, 151, 202 
-i· ( connective ) 54, 184 

-i (verbal ending) 54, 71, 121 fr., 157, 160, 
162, 170, 212 

-i/e (jussiw suffix) 153, 163 f. 
-i ( y ) a  56, 64, 103 f., 112, 161, 163, 202; 

-i ( y ) az, -i-a-as 56, 72, 103, 185 
ya/e- 54, 78, 80 f., 94 f., 108, 186 f., 190, 

208, 213 ; yallaje-, i-i-al-Ia/e- 25, 54, 
214; yal { l ) an, ya- {a-) la-an 25, 79, 
94;; i-i-al-la-a-ni-i-in 20, 78, 94, 187 f. ; 
i-i-al-li-e-ni-i-in 20, 94, 187; a-a-el-U
-e-ni-i-in 187; yammaman, i-i-a-am-ma
ma.-an 94, 190; i-i-im-ma-ma-an 25, 94, 
190; yamenin, ya-me-e-ni-i-in 20, 94, 
186, 214; yema/enin, i-i-e-ma-a-ni-i-in, 
i-i-e-me-e-ni-i-in 20, 25, 94, 187, 189, 
214; ya-a-an 80, 94; i-e-e 94; i-i-e-e-en 
94; yena- 94, 188; yenamanin, i-i-e
-na-a-ma-a-ni-i-in 94, 187 f.; i-e-ni 94 ; 
i-en-nu-u 94; ya-ra-as 94, IDS, 186; 
ya-ti-Ia-a-an 17, 94 

iva, i-va, iy 94 f., 156, 178; i-ya-ma, iym 
95, 156, 178; i-ya-ni-el- 95; i-ya-a,..ri 
156, 186 ; i-ya-at-ta-ma-an 94, 186 

-yama, _i_a_a_ma 164, 178 
-ye/tee 56 
e-a--a-sar-ri-ni-e-ti-la.-a-an 185 
e-lJal-te-e[s-su-ub] 32 
elJli- 130 
e-kam-a/me-su 20 
-ikki 126 
e-ki-en-ni-in 65; e-ki-ni-is 65 
e-gi-di 39 
-ikkonne 150 
i-ku-du-ud-ki 166 
-e1 147 
-;/e1- 1521-; -;/el ( l ) - 194 
-i1- 133, 157, 164 
-ill- 134 
ela, e-e-la 74, 107; ela1'di-, e-e-la-ar-ti-

129, 203; e-e-la-ar-ti-iw-wu-u-e-na-se
-im-ma-ma-an 189 

-ella- 153, 155; -ella (i) - 158 
inayalJ,e 45, 51 
e-la-mi 107, 132; e-Ia-mi-i1'-"f1,e-na 132 
-ili/e 55, 126, 150, 153, 163 f. 
i-li-im-du-um-ma 138 
ellJib-/elJ,lib- 68 
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elMbnuzu 62 
emCLn 82; emanamlPa, e-e-ma-na-a-am-lJa 

113;  e-e-ma-na-mu-sa-u 138 
-imbu- 146 
i-i-in 120, see ain 
-en 164, 174 
..ijen- 152 ff. 
.ilenna- 153, 155; -ijennain 155, 158 
inna- 93 ; in-na-al-Za-ma-an 93 ; innam-

·maman 94; innamalenin, in-na-ma-a
-ni-i-in, in-na-me-e-ni-i-in 20, 93, 169, 
171, 187, 214 

_{nna 189, 192; -inne 1 15 
-ijennandi 155 
ene/i, cone 17, 20, 54, 73 f., 132; enilla/an, 

e-e-ni-U-la-a-an 54, 181, 188 f.;  enif 
103, 208; e-ni-i-1Ca 18 ;  e-e-ni-iw-wa· 
-u-a 64; e-ne-[pa-] a-i, i-ni-pa-a-i 20, 54, 
132; e-e-ni-iw-ua-al-la-a-an 189 ; e-e
-ni-iw-u;a-su-us 103 ; e-e-ni-iw-wu-u-a 
200; e-ni-u:u-us 64, 103, 201; e-ni-ra 
201; e-ni-is IDS, 201 ; e-na-ra-sa-e 133 
enna, DINGIRl\IES-na 54, 181, 188; 
e-en-na-as lOS; DINGIRMEs-na-a-sa 
110;  DINGIR).IES-na-sa-a-i 133 ; ennazi, 
DINGIRMES-na-a-se 62, 1 l0 ;  e-en-na
�[as� J ta-an I l l ;  ennazus, e-e-en�na� 
�su�us 34, 96, 102, 108, 149, 165, 201 ; 
e-en-ni-iw-wa-a-se-e-en 102 i., 109, 16S, 
189; e-e-en-ni-ib-tan 192 f., 204 
eniSlztae 139 f., 204 

-enni 66, 1 1 6, 131 
inibzarri 140 
inu, i-nu, i-nu-u- 24, 88 f., 95, 165, 171, 

IS6, 191 ; inullenin, i-nu·-ul-U-e-ni-i-in 
89, 91, 194; i-nu-u-ma-a-ni-i-in 20, 89 ; 
inume, i-nu-me-e 89, 149, IS7; i-nu-u
�me-e-ni-i-in 20, 89, 186f. ; i-nu-u-un 89 ; 
i-nu-u-ru 89, 186; i-nu-ud-da 81, 171 ,  
183 ; inuttanin, i-nu-u-ut-ta-ni-i-in 89, 
181, 183, 191 

�ib 55 
-it 102 f., 161, 1 63 ;  -iflat 163 ; see -iw-w<J ; 

-itaz, -iw-wa-as 56, 66, 103 f. 
-iw-w<J ( cf. -if) 26, 43, 64, 103, 125, 172; 

-iw-wa-u-a 43 
-ewa 139, 156 f., 160, 181, 185, 211,  213 

ewri, ew-ri, e-ew-ri, iwr 14, 16, 26, 42, 74; 
I erwi 68; ewerne, e-we e -er-ne, e-wi� 
-ir-ni, e-bi-ir-ni, e-bar-ni 14, 16, 21, 42, 
53, 65 f., 98 f. ; ew-[ri-en-Jni 65 ; e-e1.O
-ri-in-ni-is 65 ; ew-ri-en-na-su-us 34; 
e1.O-ri-i1.O-wa-su-us 108; e-cw-ri-es lOS; 
e-ew-ri-is-si-lJ,i- 50, 117 

ewurumma 129 
-iler- 152, 155 f. 
i-i-ri-i-in-iw-wa-aS-sa-a-[an J 66 
i-rilu-ya 22 
ir-lJa-a-ri 156 
ir·ka-a-mu-u-sa-ma-a-an 138 
imolJ,- 193; ir-nu-u-uu-si-a-a-ma 165 
irnukko, ir-nu-uk-ku 84, 150 
erwi, see ewri; ir-wi-in 175 ; e-ir-bi-ri

-ib-bi 103; erwise, er-wi-is-s- 32, 1 17 ;  
ertt'izarri 127, 139, 204 

irzappi, irzp 37 
i-si 29, 138; i-su-di-is 29, 138, 165, 194 
·ez 153 
iza- 76; i-sa-aS 76; i-sa-as-sa-a-an 32 
i-sa-arn-ma 59 i., 178 
is-lJa-ra-an 175; see uslJ,ara 
i-i-iS-ae-e-wa 157 
eze 74; [e] -se-na-sa 112;  e-se-en-na-as

-ta-an 1 1 1 ;  eZene, e-e-se-ni 74, 91, 100; 
ezenewenes, [e-seJ -ni-bi-ni-is 98, 1 15 ;  
ezenera, e-e-se-ni-e-ra 100, I l l ; e-e-si
-iw-wa-as-tan 193 ; i-Si-pa-a-i 132 

izilJlJe-, i-i-si-ilJ,-lJ,e 47, 50 
i-slzi-ib-lJ,a-lu 30 
is-pa�an-ti 57 
-elist- 145 
iStani- 78;  is-ta-ni-a-sa 112;  is-ta-ni-iw-

-wa-sa 62, 66, 72, 105 
IST AR see sauska 
iSte-, is-te, is-U 40, 76;  [iJs-te-e-en 76 
i-su-u-lJu !-Si-ik-ku-u-un-na 151 
-ed- 142 i., 188, 203; -eda, -e-ta 21, 41 
-ett- 142 f., 203; -etta, -e-et-ta 41, 124, 203 
itt- 84; ittain 158 if., 174;  ittaizalUm, 

it-tai-sal-la-a-an 158 f., 1 65 ;  it-ti-i-wa
�an 1 63 ;  it-ti-ten 147 ; id-du-um-mi 66, 
98, 128; it-tu-u-bi-in 84; ittosta 203, 
210; id-du-u-us-ta-ma-a-an 142 

elidiJe-, e-ti, i-ti 16, 20 f., 56, 75, 92 fr., 
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133, 176, 200; e-ta-la-an 92, 177 f.; 
e-ti-i-e-e 26, 56, 109; i-ti-ib 178; e-ti
-iowa 76, 1 10, 200; e-ti-i-wa, i-tile-pa 
22, 72, 75, 110; e-ti-iw-wa 201 ; edif/e, 
e-ti-iw-wu-ike (-e) 56, 92, 99, 109, 200, 
206; i-te-ib-bu-u-ta 103, I l l ;  edi ( z ) ,  
e-ti-is 165, 194; edida, e-ti-i-i-ta, i-ti-ta 
18, 22, 54, 76, l lO, 193, 200 ; i-te-e-ta-i 
133 ; edidan, e-ti-i-dan 193 f., 200; 
edidannaman, e-ti-i-dan-na-ma-an 64, 
192 f. ; edidanillaman, e-ti-i-ta-ni-il-la
-ma·an 64 f., 192 i. 

e-di-Ia-lam 166 
-iden 147, 158 
itlJ,ibnuzu 52, 204 
id-kilu- 147 ; id-ki-ta-an-nim 147, 179, 

191 
-id ( 0 )  - 141, 144, 146 fr., 164, 185, 19 1 ;  

-idowa- 148 
i-i-duk-[ku-Jun-na-ma-a-an 84, 147 f., 150 
i-i-uk-ku-un-na-ma-an 84, 147 
i-i-um-mi-im-ma-ma-a-n 25, 190 
-iut, -i-uw-wa 44, 64, 162 
aaibzarri 141 
lJaiSlztesub 141 
lJa-i-tu-ug 147 
lJa-a-1;i-ip-pi-na-ma 103, 178 
lJaT-ba, bIb 27; lJal-pa 37 ; aalbalJeji, 

lJal-pa-a--lJ,i "lJa-al-pa-a-lJi, glbg 48 f., 51, 
114 f.;  lJa1-pa-1Caa-an 48 

llalzubl- 130 
ua-mu-ur-e 1;'36 
lJana 84; lJanakka 84 
b.a-ni-ku (-ya), "lJa-nu-qa-a-a 84 
lJa-ni-tl 22 
lJa-wa-al-hi 131 
lJa-bal-ki 166 
lJ,awur- 26, 76; lJ,a-jubur 100; 7;ablwurnile 

67, 100 f. ; b-a- !-ur-ni-ya 26, 98, 

112 f.; aa-bur-ni-wii 26; 7;awurunnile, 
b-a-wuu-ru- (u-) un-ni (-ma) 67, 99 f., 

178; lJ,awuronnera, "lJa !-a-wa-ru-un!
-ni-e-ra 53, 100 f., III 

[ta-wuu-si-bal 40, 104, 154 
7;az- 34, 59, 83 f., 130, 132, 135, 155 ; 

lJ,a-sa-ri, lJ,a-sa-ra-a-e, lJ,a-a-sa-a-ra-a-e I i, 
ljzr 45, 55, 132; lJ,a-a-sa-ri-i-in-na 135, 

192; uazaz- 130, 136 ; lJazazillainillan, 
lJa-sa-a-si-il-li-il-la-a-an 65, 137, 164; 
!J.a-zazilez, lJa-a-sa-si-li-e-es 153, 155; 
lJ,azaziwaen 84, 158; lJ,azaziwallilUm, 
lJa-sa-a-si-wa-al-li-i-il-la-a-an 84, 153 ; 
lJa·sa-as-du 145; lJ,azilile, lJa-si-i-i-li 
137, 153, 158, 184; lJa-sa-a-si-il-li�i-il
-la-a-an 184; lJ,az (i)  en 158; lJazib-, 
aa-si-ib- 34, 73, 85; lJazu 152; ha
zolez, b-a-a-su-U-e- (e-) es_ :ijzlz 34, 45, 
153 f., 158, 194 f. ; 7;a-a-su-ma-a.-as-Si 
138 ; lJ,.a-su-u-sa-u 162; ha-su-u-sa-u
- (u- ) un 168; lJa-su-u-sa-un-na-a-an 168 
lJ,.azikkemar 62; lJ,azikkowa 83, 150; 
lJ,azinnamar 62 ; lJ,azibkanzu 62; lJ.azi
bkuzulJ 34; lJ,azibtilla 62, 85; lJazu
kelde 85, 127, 139, 152, 210 

[tatti 50, 115 ;  !JattolJ,ile 45, 50, 115 
a_a_tu_di_en 41,  60, 147 
lJ,a-u-li-il-la-an-tu 153, 192 
ll-a-za-as-ta-ri 145 
lJ,azib- see baZib 
lJa-az-zi-zi 3 1 ;  lJ,a-zi-iz-zi-bal 31, 104, 154, 

187 
-7;eli 45, 50 f., 96, 98 f., 113 fr., 119, 131 fr., 

200 
-1;lJe 50 f., 1 14 f., 200 
lJiyarelli 45 
lJ,.iyarulJlJela., b-i-ya-ru-ulJ-lJa 45, 113;  

lJi-ya-ru-u1;-lJ,a-at-ta-a-an 182 
lJeliyarunmJ, lJi- (i-) ya-ru-un-na 23, 25, 

45,65,78; lJ,eJ-ya-un-na 57 ; lJeparunna, 
lJe-pa-ru-un-na 23, 25 

lJ,ill- 2S, 83 ; lJ,illi 164; lJ,i-il-li-in 28, 168;  
lJilloletta, !}i-il-lu-li-e-wa 154, 156 f., 
210; lJillozin, lJi-il-Iu-si-in 168, 195 ; 
lJi-il-Iu-si-is 194 f. ; lJ,i-li-su 28, 166 ; 
bi-li-su-ki 166;  lJ,illozikkattan, lJi-il
-lu-si-ik-kat-ta-a-an 150 f. ; lJillozik-
-konne 83, 151;  lJillozittan, !}i-il-Iu-si-
-it-ta-a-an 54, 71, 161, 182 

uenni 93 
lJi-in-zu-ri- 160; lJi-in-zu-u-ri-li-e-es 154; 

!J,i-in-zu-ru-la-a-es 154, 160 ; lJi-in-zu
-ru-us 30 

lJ,eparunna see lJeyarunna 
lJi-ba ( ! )  -su 40 
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lJ,ebat .gbt, bpt 37, 41, 45, 100; ·fj.e-pa 4 1 ;  
bbtd/t 41, 60; M-bat-teji 6 3 ;  lJ,e-bat
-te-na- 63; lJe-bat-wii ( -na) 63 ; lJe-bat-
-us, lJ,e-pa-du-us 60 

lJi-ri-nu-M 47 
lJ-i-ri-ib- 135 
MsulJ,- 29, 84; lJi-su-u-lJ,iju- 84; lJ,isulJ,i

-waen, lJi-su-u-lJi-wa-a-en 84, 136 ; lJi-
-su-u-lJul-li-e-et-ta-a-an 137 ; lJ.i-su-u-
-lJu-M-uw-wa 44, 162 

b-izim- 74;  lJ,i-si-im-du-a-u-u-un 138, 168; 
l!izma, l;li-iS-ma 74, 122, 178 ; lJi-is-ma
-as-Si 138 

lJi-i-su-sa-un-na-a-an 168 
bmrbn 43 
lJu-u-lu-li-tu 137, 148 
lJu-u-me-es-ti-du 148 
lJu-u-um-ni 129; [lJu-u-]um-nu-um-mi 129 
lJu-bi-taJe 20 
lJu-ub-lu-us-te-la-an 137, 145 
lJu-ub-ri-pa-a-al 104; lJ,u-wubu·ur-ra- 26 
lJuri- 75; lJu-u-ri-ya-sa 75; lJu-u-ri-ta 75 
-lJ,uri 130, 203 
lJ.urrjw- 2, 4; lJurr/wolJe, lJur-r/1£u-u-lJe 

2, 4, 45, 47, 50, 98, 115;  lJurrjwolJenewe, 
lJur-ru-u-lJe-ni-e-lJe-w;} 50, 55 

lJu-u-si-el-la-an-fi-in 27, 153, 192; [lJu-u]-
-si-in-na-an-ti 27, 155, 192 

lJu-u-us-ta 143; bu-su-us-ta 143 
?Jud-, b-d 49; lJu-ud-ba-bu 55 
lJ,u-u-ta-an-na-ra-sa-i 133 
lJ,udellurra, bdlr 54; b-dlrs[t] 41, 58, I I I  

lJudenna§ta, bdnst 41 ,  58, I I I  

hzlJ-z 30 
-k 155, 166 
-kk- 39, 83, 141, 148 fr., 154, 160, 164, 211 
galgamizul, gal-ga-m-i-su-ul 59, 67, 108 
ka-na-pu-it-us-su-ulJ,-lJa 46 
ka-nu-me-ni-w9 109, 129 
kab- 125; kabozineb, ka-bu-u-si-ni-ib 71, 

124; kaboZib, ka-bu-u-si-ib 40, 71, 124 
kar-kut (lJas?) -tiS-fiola-an 17, 146 
kazl- 178; ka-as-lu-Ia-am 166 
ka-su-u-ul-la-in 154 
ka-as-su-ujku-us-si 34 
kad- 39, 83 ; ka-ti-ya 20, 163 ; kadikki, 

ka-fi-ik-ki 83, 150, 164; kadikkonne 

83 ; kadilewa, ka-ti-U-e-wa 157; kadil
-leda, ka-tH-li-ta 134, 137, 142 fr_, 163 ; 
ka-til-U-e-ta-[am-am]-ma-ma-an 189; 
ka-til-U-e-et-ta 144; ka-ti-is 194 f. ; 
ka-te-e-ta-u 24, 162; ka-ti-i-u 162; ka
-tu-li-en 154; ka-tup-pa-a-ni-i-in 138, 
191;  kadoza, ka-du-u-sa 142, 163; 
kadozasena 211 

qa-fi-hu-li-es 195 
-ki 166, 195 
-kki 149 f. 
ge-e-a-Bi 21, 57; -ki-a-zi 57; ki-ya-zi-ni 57 
kig 82 
ki-ik-ki-u 22 
kel- 129; keldije, ge- ( e- ) el-ti/e 39, 128f_, 

184; ki-el-di-ni-pa-a-e 132; ge-el-ti
- ( i- ) W9 129, 135; ge-e-lu- (u-us-sa) 
2 1 ;  ge-lu-u-su-a 165 
ge-<li-)ya-a,l-la-a-an 188; keliyan, ge-li
-i-an 176 f. ; ge-li-ya-na-an 17i ; ge-li-
-i-as 108; ge-U-i-a-as-sa-a-an 176 ; 
kelulJeba, ge-lu-lJ,e-pa 41, 85, 127 ; 
kelum- 129 
kId 39 

ge- (e- )wa, ge-e-waa 21, 57 ; ge-wa-ar 57 
kibalenni 132 
ge-pa-a-ni/u- 37, 135; ge-pa-a-ni-e-ta 144, 

163; kebanedammaman, ge-pa-a-ni-e-ta
-a-am-ma-ma-an 189f.; kebanedamkn 
213; ge-pa-a-nu-en 184; kebanolle
wattltn, ge-pa-a-nu-ul [ [  -ul] ] -li-e-wa-a
-at-ta-a-an 137, 156 f., 183; ge-pa-a-
-nu-lu-u-us-ta-a-as-se-na 134, 145, 157; 
ge-pa-a-nu-u-sa 163 ; ge-pa-a-nu-lw-a
as-se-na 118;  kebanoza (f) ulEa ( -man J 
209; ge-pa-a-nu-sa-a-us-se-na l l 8 ;  ge
-pa-a-nu-u-su-u-us-se 163 

ki-par-ra-ap-lJi 55 
kibazala, (ki-ba-) sa-La 159; ki-ba-su 40, 

159 
ki-bi-du 148; ki-ib-ti-en 40, 60, 147; ki-e

-bu-la-a-es-sa 133 ; ki-i-bu-su-u-us-si 163 
kib ( i )  tesub 55; ki-ib-ge-wa-ar 57 ; 
ki-bu-gur 55 

kiblim, ki-ib-li-im 59, 179 
kirai, ki-ra-i 119 f., 160, 178 ; ki-ra-ri-in-na 

166 ; ki-ra-ri-in-ni-lam 166 ; kerase, 
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ki-e-ra-si 57, 120; ki-ra-Si-ma 178; 
ge-ra-a_s_se_n [a-sa-til-1Ja-a-an 57, 120, 
185; ge-ra-at-tu-u-li-is 138, 154; ki-ru
-li-es 138 f., 145, 160 
ki-ri-is-du-un-na 145 

gjk/lJe§lJlki 35, 39, 45 ; -kesai 39 
kizi 82 
kizzuwadnalJe 51 
-kko 149 :1f.; -kkonne 65 
ku-la-mu-du-ud-ki 166 
kulli 55, 153; kuUiman 212;  gu-U-a-a-ma 

164; gu-li-e-da 144; kuletta, gu-li-e
-et-ta 143, 210; gu-lu-u-u-sa 18, 176;  
gu-Iu-u-sa-a-at-ta-a-an 161, 183 ; gu-Iu
sa-u 161 

ku-li-ma-a-as-si 138 
kU-li-it-ta-wuu-na 14, 23 
gul-du--bi-in 84, 166 
kuma/urb/we/i, ku-ma-ar-w9, ku-mu-ur

te9, kmrb 20, 37, 39, 42 i.; ku-ma-ar
-w<J-ni-da (-a1) 41, 110; ku-mar-bi-ni-
-wii 109; kmrbns 108 

ku-ni-ya--ri 156 
kuru 71, 73, 87 i., 91, 183 t, 214; gu-ru

-U-W9 71, 75, 183 i . ;  gu-ru-u-u-[sa] 71 
ku-us-si 34; kussibarbe 39, 45; ku-us-su

-u-h-he 45 i. 
kuzu;ab--, kuzu, ku-u-su-ulJ" ku-u-sa-aa, 16, 

34, 45 
ku-zu-ub·-a-RI 34 

ku-du-uk-ku 84 
ku-zu-u-si-iw-w;}-la-an 44, 94, 162; kozosti

-waen, ku-zu!-us-ti-wa-a-en 84, 145; 
ku-zu-u-su 163 

·l·  137 if., 159, 177, 194 
-ll- 184, 191 
-la- 159, 166 f. 
-I ( l )  a/e- 54, 59, 64, 67, 78 f., 81, 120, 137, 

147, 161, 165, 171, 177, 181, 183, 185, 
187 ff., 207; -lan 68, 93;  -llan 68 

-lam 166, 195 
la-a-bi-es-ki 166 
lu-Iu-u-e 52; lu-ul-lu-e-n-e-wee 53, 99 ; cf. 

nuH l ) -
lu-pa-ki-ta 27, 60; cf. nubadig 
lubtuM, lu-ub-tu-bi, lbtg 45, 48 f. 
-m- 137, 140, 145 i. 

-m 58, 164, 178 f., 191 
-m/ma 59 f., 67, 178 f., 2 l l  
ma- 77, 87 
-ma- 92, 94, 138, 175, 177 :If., see -man, 

-man 
-ma/e- see -me-
ma-i-ta-ni 39; ci. mitanni 
ma-ka-a-a-n-ni 39 
-mmama (n)  77, 80, 87i., 92 f., 189 f., 212 
man ( n ) - 77, 84, 86 ff.; mana, ma-a-na 

78 f., 87; manna- 122; mannallaman 
87; ma-a-na-an, ma-a-an-na-a-an 17 f., 
65, 86 f. ; man ( n )  at taman, ma-a-an
na-at-ta-ma-an 86 f., 122, 182 ; ma-a
-na-at-ta-an 86 ; mannadillaman, ma-a-
-an-na-til-Ia-ma-an 87, 122; manni-

86 f., 190; mannimmaman, ma-a-an

-ni-i-im-ma-ma-an 87, 151, 189 f. ; man

ninin ma-a-an-ni-i-ni-in 87, 191 ; man

nukk- 84; mannukkalliin, ma-a-an-nu

_uk_kalla_a_an 87, 150; ma-a-an-nu-uk

ka-ti-la-an 150, 185 ; mannukko, ma-a

-an-nu-uk-ku 87, 150; mann-olewa-, 

ma-a-an __ nu_li_e_wa_a- (al-Ia-a-an) 87, 

154, 156 f. ; ma-a-nu-u-un-na- ( -a-al-Ia

-a-an) 87 ; ma-a-an-nu--pa-ta-e 87, 133 
manemmaman, ma-a-ni-e-im-ma-ma-an 87, 

100, 189 f.; ma-an-su-ra 87; manzus-
87; ma-an-su-u-til-Ia-a-an 87, 185 ; ma
-a-nu-ra 87; ma-a-nu-us 87; ma-a-nu-
-dan 87, 193 

-man, -man, -ma- { a- ) an 64, 68, 80, 165, 
169 f., 175, 177, 179 i., 184, 195, 205, 
210 

-manin 157 
ma-an-na-mi-iS-du-un 90 
ma-ni-e-el-Ia (-a-an) 54, 59 ; manennaman 

64; ma-ni-e-na-an 106, 169; ma-ni-en

-na-a-an 65, 176 ; ma-ni-e-ra-Ia-a-n I I ;  

ma-ni-es 173, 201 ; ma-ni-es-sa-a-an 59; 
ma-ni-e-ta 41, l lO 

masri { y )  anne/i, ma-a-as-ri-a-an-ni 67, 98, 
112;  masri ( y ) annen 65 

mas-ti-U-e-es 153 
ma-a-at-ta-al 67 
ma-a-tu-u-li 154, 156 
ma ( n )  zadulJI- 130 
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ma-az-za-lJa-a-at-ta-a-an 136 
-me/a- 78, 81, 170 f., 174, 177, 181, 186 f., 

191, 207, 213 
melkum- 129 
mi-Iu-la-ti-la-a-e 133, 138 ; mi-lu-la-a-du 

138 
me-e-na- 84; me-e-na.-ak-ki 84 
mitanni 2 f. 
mi-zi-mi 129 
mi-zi-ir-ri 67 ; mizirrewe, mi-zi-ir-ri-e-we 

55, 72, 98 
-mujo- 138 
mu-ur-ri-il 67 
muzo, mu-us 76, 100, 201 ; muzne 100; 

muzunne 100 
-n- 50, 139, 158 f . ;  -nn- 58, 191 
-n 70, 108, 113 f., 123, 125, 159 f., 164, 

167 fr., 183, 185, 189, 193, 199, 205, 
209, 211 

-na 94, 96, 101 f., 108, 118, 187 ff., 199, 
201 f., 207 

na-alJ-lJa-ab 135, 139, 143; na-ah-hi-li 153 · 
na-alJ-llu- (u,- ) us-a 143; na:ab,-lJ,u-as-t£ 
143; na-alJ-lJu-ud 135 

na-lJu-ul-li-im-bu-u-us-su-lJa 46, 146 
. ( n ) naya 85 
na-ak-ka-as-sa 113;  na-ak-ki-en 158, 164; 

nakkiden, na-ak-ki-te-en 146 f., 158, 
191 ; na-ak-ki-tu 147; nakkidowen, 
na-ak-ki-du-u-we-en 146, 148 f., 158 

na-na-a-i 133, 138; na-na-ti-la-a-e 133, 
138 ; na-na-a-tum 138; na-1Ul,-a-du-un
-na 138 

na-bar-bi-na-su-us 68; na-bar-bi-iS 201 
na-ra-am-zu-un 22, 30 
na-ra-ta-an 110 
-nazu§ 209 
-ne- 87 f., 168; one 50, 56, 82, 96, 98 ff., 

106, 115 f., 123, 125, 132, 151, 172, 
175, 184, 185, 191, 199 ff., 208; -nne 
65, 186 

nilJ,ari, ni-lJa-a-ri 46, 80, 1 18 ;  ni-lJa-a-ri-in 
79;  nilJariwe, ni-lJa-a-ri-i-we 98 f. ; 
nilJarrewe, ni-lJa-a-ar-ri-e-we 54, 98 f., 
208; nilJarredan, ni-lJa-a-ar-ri-e-dan 
55, 193 

ni-lJi-ni-ip-pi 103 

-nin, -ni-i-in 21, 92, 169 fl., 181, 189 if., 
205 

nije-na- (at-) ta- 21, 41 
ni-nu-wa-a-wau 112;  ni-i-nu-a-a-wa 109 
ni-i-nu-su-u-a 165 
ni-bu-u-si-in-na-a-in 26 f., 155 ; ni-wuu-u

-si-el-la-an-ti-in 26 f., 153 
nirae, ni-ra-e 93, 118, 130; ni-i-ri-se 131, 

133 ; ni-ir-sa-e 131, 133; nirozae, ni-i
--ru-sa-e 93, 118, 130 f., 133; ni-i-ru-pa-
-a-ta-e 87, 131, 133; niri 93 

ni-ra-da 74 
nirlJi j nilJ,ri 68 
nizi 82 
ni-e8-si-is 194 
nubadig, nu-pa-ti-ig nbdg 27, 37, 39 ;  

nbdgd 60 
nu-u-ya-al 22 f., 67, 77, 187 j nu-i-wau·al-M 

22 f., 67, 77, 187 
nulaae/i 45, 51 ; nu-ul-lu-e 52; see lulu
nuwejbi 77, 82; nu-bi-in 77;  nu-be-e-ni-

-na-an 77, 190 f. 
nu !ra-an-ti-lJi-in-na 55 
nu-u-ri-lJi-ni 179 ; nu-ri-im 179 
nu-du-tm-da 27, 41, 165 
nuza, nu-u-za 51 f., nuzalJ/i, nu-za-lJe, nu

za-a-lJ,i 45, 51 f. ; nu-zu-lJe 52; nu-zu-e 
52 

-b- 139 f. ; -p/b- 132, 135, 203 
-ww- 163 
-b 83 f., 127, 137 ; -bjm 62; -b/v 125 ; 

-v 103 f., 161 
w;w· 83 f., 192, see wur-; warikkonne 83 ; 

wa-ri-e-(e-)ta 14, 21 ; waredalam 213 
wa-ri-i-ta 21, 75;  wCi-ri-i-ma-in 138 (cf. 

wurida )  
wCi-sa-i-na-an 156; w{J-se-e-wa 156 f. 
-wa- 162; -waje- 83 f., 141, 146, 148 fT., 

152 
-wa 26, 43, 62, 110, 112 
pae- 178; pa-i-ze-ni 62 
-bae 132 
paaeji-, pa-a-lJi-, pa-a-lJi-i, pa-lJe 21, 37, 

46, 49, 75 ; pa-a-lJ,i-ib 75, 132, 178; 
pa-a-M-pa 75, 1 10;  pa-a-lJ,i- (i-) -ta, 
pgd- 37, 49, 75; pa-a-lJ,i-du-u 148 

palJippinim, pa-lJi-ip-pi-ni-im 59, 179 
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pjwalJr- 42, 44, 127; palJri, pa-alJ,-ri 42, 
68; pa-lJi-ri-e 42, 119 j p/waljru 26, 37 ;  
pa-a-lJ-ru-ma 127 ; wa-alj-ru-um--me 66, 
128; wa-alJ-ru-un-ni-en 155; pa-alj-ru
-pa-a-ti 1�3 ; waljroza 142; wa-alJ-rtt-
-us-til-la-a-an 145 t 
palJarraze 42 ; pa-alJ-ri-se-lJi-ir-ni 26 j 
pa-alJ,-ri-u-zu-WCi 26 

pal- 124, 130, 193, 201, 210;  pa-a-la 113, 

130; pallaen, pa�-la-a-en 158 f., pal

-la-in 130, 158; pallaizallaman, pal-
-la-i-sal-�a-ma-an 130, 158, 188, 210;  
pa-la-a-u 24;  pali 74;  pa·U-i 21 ; pa-li
-a-ma-a-as-se- 138; pa-a-li-ma-a-an 74, 
130 ; pa_U_u_mu_u_li_i_in 138; pa-a-li
�us-se-ni-wa 162 
pald- 120, 130; paldalan, pa-al-ta-a
-�a-an, pal-ta-a-Ia-an 17, 130, 187 ff. ; 
pa-al-ti-tu 147; pal-du-pa-te 120, 133 ; 
paltesub 130 

p/wand- 26; wandi, pa-an-ti- 26 ; pa-an� 
-di-ya 27 ; wandizenni / pi-en-te-si-n(J.. / 
ba-an-di-si- (in-) ni 26 
panu- 9 1 ;  pa-nu-u-ul-li-e-ni-i-in 91 
pa- (an-)  ta-ni 57 

paba-, pa- ( a-) pa-, pb 31 f., 52, 74, 100; 
pabalJlJi 51 ; pa.-ba-lJi 38, 51 ; pabanna 
5 1 ;  pabannazura Ill ; pa-pa-na.su-us 
34, 38, 165; pa-a-pa-an-na-as-su-us 34; 
pa-ap-pi-en-na 38; pa-ab-ni 52, 100 

ba-ab-ru+un-nu 115 
ua-ra-du-us-lJu 132 
tcarlJi / warlJi 68 
paz- 75; pa-sa-a-e 131 ;  pa-sa-Ia-a-e 131 ; 

pazanae, pa-a-sa-na-e 131 ; paiH- 75 ;  
pa-si-ib 135, 139; pa-a-si-pa 15 ;  pa-a
·Si-ta 75 

pas- 37, 84, 125 t, 131, 212; pasar- 131 ; 
pasaritcaen, pa-as-sa-ri-wa-a-en 84, 
135; pa-as-si-a-a-ma 164; pa-as-Si-lJi
-iW-tcCi 50 ; pa-as-si-en 158 ; pusinan, 
pa-as-si-na-an 124, 168, 170, 176 f., 
212; pasitae, pa-as-si-i-it-lJi 16, 37, 
80, 89, 103, 106, 123, 131, 210; pa-as
-si-i-it-lJi-iw-W3 103; pa-aS-si-i-it-"fyi· 
-iw-wu-ra I l l ;  pa-as-Si-i-it-lJi-wu-us 
63, 104; pa-as-si-i-it-lJ,i-(iw->wu-us 44; 

pa-as-si-i-it-lJi-wu-u-ta 110; pasedidan, 
pa-as-se-ti-i-dan 124, 143, 151, 164, 
170, 176, 193; 210; 212 ; pa-as-su-u-u
-sa. 24, 126, 142; pasozi, pa-as-su-Si 
124, 126, 143, 210 

-paz/§lJ- 134 
-fa§tan 185 
pa-ta-ni see pandani 
padi 92 
-bade 120 
we. 76, 186; we-e-wa lID, 200; we-e-wa 

72, 76; we-e-we 53, 76; ue-e--es-sa-a-an 
32, 76 

.we/bi 26, 43, 56, 62, 76, 109 f., 202 
pe-ku-us-lJi 132 
wii-na-mu 138 
pe-ni-lju-ru (m) 130 
pe-gun 96 
tcirade 80 
pis- 29, 77, 125, 131, 193, 200 ; pisand-

131 ; pisandistennan, pi_sa_an_ti_is_ten. 

-na-a-an 135, 145, 147, 184, 212;  pi

sandoz- 142; pisandoZittan, pi-sa-an· 

�du-si-i-it-ta-a-an 54, 124, 135, 151, 164, 

li6, 183, 212 ; pisu/onnen, pi-su.-un

ni-en 155, 158, 194; pi_su_u_u_ni_i_in 

152 j pi-su-us-ta 143 f . ;  piso§taiZ, pi

-su-us-ta-is 145, 165, 194; pi-su-us-te-

-tea 144 f., 157 
pSlli 29 
P jwifa (i) zaplJe, w/pi-sa- (i-) sa-ap-ai 34, 

38, 44, 132 
pi __ sa_sa_te, pi-su-su-te 130, 138 

pi-is-ra-ma-a 67; pi-si-ir-ri 67 

p-i-si-is-ti-di-en 144 f., 147 ; pi_Modi_en 145, 

147 
pitilJiJe 47, 50 
pe-ti-sa-a-dan 193; pe-te-e§-ta-is 145, 

194 f. j pe-te-es-te-el-Ia.-a-an 145, 187 ; 

pe_te_es_ti_e_na_an 65, 147; pe-te-es-te

-e-et-ta. 143, 145 j pe-te-e§-ti-ten 145, 

147 
pittu.qara, pi-id-du-ka-a-ra 136 f. 
wee-u-ta-i 133 
-wwu- 163 
pulJugari 136 ; pulJizenni 128; pulJuya 

128; pulJumen ( n ) i  128 
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wuu·ga-da 74 
pu-ug-lu-us-ti-en 145 
pu-ku-ka-ri-id-du-li-e-eS 136, 139 
pu-li-ti-pa-a-e 132 
wuri- ( see wari-) 75, 192; wtkri-a-sa 75 ; 

wuu·ri-li 153, 184; wu-ri-iw-1C::J 75 ; 
pu-u-ri-bu-ta-al 103; wuu·ri-i-ta 67, 
75;  uu-ri- [i-] fa 192, 200 ; '!Cu.-UT-Ta
-an-ni 186, 191 ;  wurdenittiin 64, 147, 
184, 212; wurdeya 84 
pu-u-ru-us-du-ga-ri-sa 136 

purant- 57 
[wu] u·us-tu-ur-e 156 
wu u·ut-ti-la-a-e 4, 23, 119  
pu-du-u-li-ma-as-Si-na-ma 137 f., 178;  pu-

-du-ma-as-Si- 138 ; pu-du-si- 138; pu-
-dozinnai, pU-du-si-in-na-a-i 155, 158 

puttukk- 84; pu-ud-du-u-uk-ki- 83 ; pu-ut-
-ti-ma-da-al 62 

-T- 132, 139 
ora 67, I I I  f. 
-raJe- 108 
RI-ip-pa 28 
sb1 29 
8ubi (y )  amast· 193 ; su-bi-a- (a- ) mas-ti-en 

138, 144 f.; su-bi-a-maS-ti-e-ni-dan 65, 
192 

-z- 132 f., 138, W5, 194 f., 204 
-z 102 fi'., 159, 199 
-s 108 f., 125 f., 182, 202, 204, 207 

-za 63, 102, 112, 120, 159, 165 
-Sa- 112 f. 
-zae 93, 133 
sa-lJa-la-su 158 j ( sa-lta-la-) sa-[la] 158 f.; 

cf. selJa/el
sa-a-lJa-pa-ti-ni-ta 133 
sa-ku-si-el-Za-an-ti-in 153 
sala, sa-a-la 74, 107 ; sa--a-la-pa-an 104, 

107 ; sa-a-U-iw-uu-u-e-en 168 
sa-la-a-ni, sa- (a- ) an-ni 28 
sa-Za-ar-di 27, 41 
sal-lJu-u-li-e8 154; sa-al-lJu-du-uk-ku 84 
sa-li-ni-w::J 109 
sa-mu-u-lti 67;  sa-mu-u-lJi-na 67 
samuska see sawuska 
-sanda / -satna 68 

sawala 54, 74, 203; sa-w::J-la-we 74; sa-
walla- 54; sa-wa-al-la-sa 74, 112 

sa-wa-ni 104;  su-w9-nu-di 104 
sa-bi-nu-wa-lJi-ni-waa 43 
sa-a-wu-ul 67 
saw/muska, sa-us-ka. ISTAR-bu-us-ga, 

swsk, suSk 15, 19, 25, 31, 36 f. ; sa-wuu-
-us-ga-an 15;  IST AR-ga-pa-a-i 132 ; 
sauskawe, sa-us-ka-a-we, 1ST AR-wee, 
lST AR-bi 15, 43, 101, 109; ISTA.R-ga
-bi-na-su-us 68, 101 ;  sa-us-kas, ISTAR-
-ga-as 15, 201 
cL sa-u-us-a-an 

sar· 124, 193; sa-a--ri-il-li-e-ta 144, 163 ; 
sa-a-ri-il-li-it-ta 142, 144; sa-a-ru-u-sa 
20 ; sa-a-ru-sa-u 18;  sa-a-ru-si-im-bu
-u--[us-su-]ulJ-lJa 146 

zarra., sar-ra 73, 113, 156 ; zarri 56, 73 ; 
za-rraSi (lJe) -, sarra-as-si (-lJi) - 32, 50, 
73, 1 17 ;  zarraselJeteenazus 96; zarrena 
56;  sar-ri-ni-bi 109; sar-ru-mu-us-sa
-an 58, 179 
zar-ru ( LUGAL) -ge-e-waa-a 21, 57 

sa-as-su-pa-a-ti 133 
sa-ta-an-ni-iS-sa-e 133 
sa-a-at-ti 41 ; sa-at-ti-la 28 ; sa-a-at-ti-

-la-an 401, 68, 185 j sa-<at-)ta-al-la-an 
28 

sadugewa (r)  57 
sa-u-us-a-an 17, 31 f., 175; cf. sauska 
-ze/i 63, 93 
-8e 50, 71, 81, 96, 113, 116 fi'., 120 f., 125, 

138, 161 f., 165 f., 168, 208 
seya 74; si-ya-a-i 119;  siyena, si-i-e-na 65, 

I l l ;  Si-i-e-na-su-us 101 ; si-we-na-su-us 
17, 34, 165; si-i-e-ni 65 ; si-i-w3-ni 1 7  

Si-un-na 65 
MlJala, se- (e-) lJu-la ( -a) ,  Bi-lJa- (a-) la ] 6, 

74, loe, 122, 149, 210; se-e-lfa-lu-la
-e8-sa- 133 ; se-lta-lu-la-am 166; se-e-lta-
-lu-um 66, 129; se-e-lJa-lu-um-ma-a-
-al-la 66;  se-e-lJa-du-li-ma-as-si-na-ma 
137;  se-lJe-el-li-wee-na-sa 57 
cf. sa-lfa-la 

se-elJ-ru-us-til-la-a-an 146 
iii-Ia-a-lJ-u-us-lta 136 ; silalJ,-ozostiwaen, St

-la-a-lJu-iiu-us-ti-wa-a-en 84, 136, 145 
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se-e-U-iS-ti-bur 67 ; se-Iu-u-li-tu 137, 148 
silulfU 9 
se-el-lu-1;u-ul-la 136 
simige, lii-mi- ( i- ) ge, smg 31, 39, 52; si

-mi-g/ka 31, 52, 204; simigenem, si-
-mi-ge-e·ni-im 59, 179 ; si-mi-i-ge-ni-e-
-wa-ni-e-im-ma-ma-an 189; si-mi-ge-
_niota_an 110;  Si-mi-i-ge-ni-e-ti-la-an 
185 
simigadal/RI 204 

zena 19, 73 f., 103; se-e-na-a-an 74; lie-e
-na-wa-sa-an 18, 66 ; lie-e-na-pa--an 63, 
74, 104; zenappe, se-e-na-a-ap-pe 63, 
109; zenni 66;  se-e-ni-iw-ua 64, 103; 
lie-e-ni-iw-we-e-en Hi9; zenifja-, se-e-ni
-iu-ua-u-a 110, 199, 201, 206; se-e-ni-
-iw-wa-u-an 54, 173 ; se-e-ni-iW-1ca-u-e 
63, 109; se-e-ni-iw-wa-u-e-en 168 f.;  
iie-e-ni-iu-ua-u-e-ni-e 56, 200; lie-e-ni
-iu;-wa-u-e-ni-e-en-na 114; se-e-ni-iw-
-ua-u-e-ni-e-u;a-a-dan 193 ; se-e-ni-i-w-
-wa-u-e-en-n-u-u1;-lta 50, 65, 114; zen-i-
-fullizn, iie-e-ni-i-w-wu-u-ul-la-a-an 24, 
59, 188, 213 ; se-e-ni-iw-wu-ra 1 1 1 ;  
zenifusa-n, se-e-ni-iu-wu-us-sa-a-an 18, 
32, 44 !,  106, 169; se-e-ni-iw-wa-sa-an 
18, 66, 94 ; se-e-ni-iw-u;u-ta 110 f.;  
zenifudaman 213;  lie-e-ni-iw-wu-u-ut� 
-ta-a-an 59, 183 ; se-e-ni-iw-wu-u-uz-zi 
30, 116;  iie-e-en-nu-ulJ,-lJ,-a 46, 52 

-sena 188 
Sin, §i-in 82; si-i-na-na-i 119;  si-ni 82; 

si-ni"a-se ( -na-a-am-ma-ma-an) 62, 72, 
82, 87, 102, 109, 117, 189; Sinam- 13S; 
liina1-b1L 203 
lii-ni-im, snrn 179 

SinniberulJlJ,e, si- (in-) n-i-be-e-ru-ult-lt·e 46 f. 
Binda 82; si-in-di 27 ; si-in-ta-ta-i 119, 133 
sira 118;  si-ra-a-an 168; lii-ra-as-se 117 ;  

si-ri-en-na-a-an 65, 158; Sirumma 174 
sr 204; se-e-er-ri-e-wi-in 204; se-e-er-ri-e

-dan 192 f., 204 
serizadal, se-1"i-sa-ta-al, se-ri-is-a-RI 139, 

204 
si-du-ri, Si-tu-u-[ri] 41 ; liidurriwa, si"du

-ur-ri-u'aa. 5il, 112 
si- (i-) itju-um-mi-ni 23, 129 

17 

-znnk 155 
-st- 58, 84, 138, 141 f., 185; -sta I I I  

su- 2 4 ;  su-u-wa 18, 24, 125; su-u-wa-an 
54, 173; su __ u _ (u_ ) we ( _e) 18, 24, 53, 
76;  suwene, 8u-u-we-ni-e 56, 92, 99, 
109, 200, 206; su-u-we-ni-e-en-na 65;  
su-u-ta 24, 164;  su-u- (u- )  ta  18, 24, 41 
su-u-ua-a-e 18 

s1l-a-na-at-lfu 133 
sue, su-e 78 fl. ; su-e-e-en 78; suene, iiu· 

-e-ni 78 f., 87, 9 1 ;  su-e-ni-e-e 79;  
8uenedan, su-e-ni-e-dan 77, 79, 193 L 
S1l. ( w )  aUaman. su-u-al-la-ma-an 27. 
79 f., 174, 180, 188 
liu ( w )  anna man, su-u-an-na-ma-an 27, 
79 f., 174, 180 
iiu-u"i 81;  su-u/u-ni 81;  iiu-u-ni-ya 81 ; 
su-ne-i-ip-pa 81 ; iiu-u-ni-ta 81 

su-ua-ni-lam 166;  su-u-wa-nu-u-lam 166 
sulJaramb/paslJa 134 
suga 94 
sukkanne, suk-kan-ni 88, 91 ;  suk-kan-ni

-e-el-/a-ma-an 91;  suk-kan-ni-ma-a-an 
79; su.k-Mn-ni-en 91, 172; su_k_kan_ 
-ni-e-wa--an 91, He, 200 
sukko, suk-ku, su-uk-ku 88, 91 f. ; 
stlkkommaman-, suk-ku-u-um-ma-ma-an 
91 L, 94, 176, 190; sukk-ujott- 139; 
,�u-uk-ku-ut-ta-at-ta-am 91,  179;  su
-uli:-ku-u-ut-ti 23, 91 ;  s1tkkuttolJa, sug-
-gu-u-ud-du- (u- ) 1;a 23, 46, 91, 210 

su-uk-ki-ni 91 
su-uk-ku-a-wa 91 ;  su-uk-ku-wu-um 91  
sn-li-li-is-du 145 
ijuuaje f':ee BU· 
su-u-wa-ri 17 
BU-1Ib-ri-ya-as 108 ; su-ub-ri-ya-na-as 108; 

.�u-ub-ri-na-sa-aii 108 
-zura I ll, 186 
sU1-amasten, liu-ra-a-maii-ti-en 138, 145, 211  
iiu-ra-am-ba-as-lfi 134 
su-ra-at-lJu 133 
iiu-11-ur-e 156 
iiurkum- 129 
sur-wa 183 f. 
surrumma 174 
liur-wu-us-ti-ik-ki-i-in 83, 145, 150 
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-2U8, - ( na-) su-us 34, 58, 65, 101, 108 
suda see BU-
su-zu?-a-ni 80 
-t/d- 129 f., 133, 135, 138 
-tt- 138 f. 
-tjda 40, 58, 67, DO f., 192 if. 
-tta- 64, 71, 124 f., 125, 161, 171, lSI fr. 

-Ua 54, 59 
ta-!Ja-1£uu·ur-e 156 
ta-lJa-a-as-lJ,i 131 
ta"[tibzenni 62; cf. telJib-
ta-ki-ma 178; ta-a- ( an-) ki-ma-a-an 57 ; 

ta-ku-la-d, ta-ku-li- (e-) iJeS 55, 57, 158 
ta-ku-lJu-u-la 136 
ta-ku-la-at-lJ-u 133 
talamenedan, ta-Ia-me-ni-e-dan 55, 193 
dam-g/qar-si 117;  dam-qar-ra-as-si 117 
dam-ki-na 19; dab-ki-in-na-as 12, 28;  dam-

-ki-na-as 28 
tambubzenni 141 
tambus/ztil 141 
-t/dan 64, 105, 1 1 1, 124, 192, 200, 212 
-tti'm 11)2 
tan- 83 ; tana!, ta-a--na-u 64, 162, 208; 

ta-a-na-as-ta-u 145; ta-a-na-as-ti-en 
145; ta-a-na-as-du-en 145, 165 ; ta-a
-ni-a 126, 163 ; ta,-a-ni-il-li-e-ta-a-al-Ia--
-a--an 137 ; ia-a-nu-up-pa-e-t[i . .  ] 138 ; 
tanoza, ta-a- ( a- ) nu-u-sa 18, 20, 126, 
142, 163, 191 ; ta-a-nu-sa-a-as-sa 32; 
ta-a-nu-u-sa-a-as-se-n-a 24 ; ta-a-nu-sa
-u-u· 18, 24; tanozikkatUtn-, ta-a-nu-si-
-ik-kat-ta-a-an 83, 151, 186 ; tanozi-
teallanni/e, ta-a-nu-si-wa-al·la-an-ni 
83, 186, 192; ta-a-nu-si-uw-wJ 44, 64, 
162 

ta-a-an-ki 57; see ta-ki ( -ma) 
da-pa-as-ti-li ] 53 
tap-pu-su-u 163 
taridenan, ta--yi-i-te-na-an 65, 147, 212 
taYSllWanne 116 ; tal·-s·u-ua-a-n-na-a-sa 110;  

tay-su-wo,-na-sa-a-e 133 ; to,r-su-wa-a·n
-niota· l ID 

tazen ( n )  i, to,-se-ni 129, 198; ta-se-e-ni
-e-wa llO;  ta-se-e-ni-e-tce 98 ; ta-su-
-um-mi 129 

tad- 83, 124, 136;  ta-a-ta-a-e 132; ta-a-

-ta-a-ri 132 j tadarazkae, ta-a-ta-ra-as-
-ka-e 131 ff. ; tadastiden, ta-a-ta-as-ti-
·ie-en 144 ff.; ta-a-ta-u 162 ; ta-a-ta
-us-se-na-su-ya I l l ;  tadya, ta-a-ti-a 
125, 1 63 ;  ta-a-ti-a-a-as-sa ll3 ; tadoa-a
likkinna-n, ta-dulJ-lJu-li-ik-ki-in-na-a-an 
83, 136 L, 150; tadugar- 136 f., 192; 
ta-a-du-ga-ra-a-e/i 136 ; ta-a-du-ka--a-ri 
124, 136 ; ta-a-du-ka-a-ar-ri-e 153, 164 ; 
tadugayretca, ta-a-du-ka-a-ar-ri-e-u:a 
153, 156 L;  ta-a-du-ka-a-ri-im-bu-u-us
-se-ni-e-ra-a-an 146; tadugariE, ta-a-
-duka-a-ri-is 37, 194 f.;  tadugaridillan, 
ta.-a-du-ka-a-ri-i-til-Ia-a-an 91, 124, 185, 
210; [ta-a-d]u-ka-a-ru-um-me 66, 128; 
tadugaroii (kki), ta-a-du-ka-a-ru-Si-ik
-ki 83, 143, 150, 164 
ta,dib- 85; ta-di-ba-bu 62 ; tadulJeba, 
ta-du-bA-pa 41, 85, 127 

ta-di-tcJ 41 
ta-a-u-ki 22 f. 
ta-az-zu 52; ta-az-zu-e 52 
-di 103 
-di-e 104, l l 4  
tea, te-a 130 i.; cf. teonae 
ii-ya-bi/e-en-ti 57 
te!J. 49; te-lJa-am-pa-as- [!]i] 134; te-!Ju

·11,-U-8a 18;  telJib- 16, 85 ; te-!Ju-um
-se-en-ni 129; te !-lJu-ub-bi 128 ; te!Jub
zenni 85, 127, 139 
tgzn 62 ; tgznnk 49 

ti-i-ba-ni-ten 17;  ti-i-lJa-ni- (i- ) ten ( -na-a
-an) 16, 147; ti-i-lJa-ni/u- 19, 46, 135 ; 
ti-i-lJa-nu-u-ul-li-e-et-ta 134, 137, 143; 
ti-i-lJa-nu-u-lu-ma-as-se-ni 138 

te-9i-8e 39 
-t/diI U ) a-- 17, 28, 59, 87, 145, 165, 171, 

177, 181, 184 f., 206 
ti-lu-u-lu-mu 138 
DIXGIR see eneli 
titce, ti-1£e-e-e 22, 54, 74, 77, 80, 185; 

ti-u·i-i-Zi-na 133; tiweman, ti-u:e-e-ma
-a-an 22, 184; tiwena, ti-we-e-na 22, 
79, 102, 188 ; ti-wii-na 14, 22; ti-we
-e-ni-en 172, 191;  ti-1£e-e-ni-e-w9 2 1 ;  
ti-wi-i-1ca-an 22, 104, 176, 200; ti-wi
iw-u"a-an 54, li3 ; t [i-w]i[-i-y]a-[an] 
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54, 173, 193; tiwalla- 185, 188; tiwa
llan, ti-ua-a-al-la-a-an 54, 59, 183 t, 
189; ti-wa-a-at-ta-a-an 183 f. 

-ti-iw-u:u-ra III  
ti-bu-sa 22;  cL tupp-
tiza 52, 74, 100, 172 ; ti-sa-a-ma-a-an 74, 

172; tizanna, ti-sa-a-an-na 65, l l 3  L, 
173 ; tizanna·man 64; ti-sa-a-an-nu-ulJ
-lJa 50, 65; ti-sa-a-dan 74, 193 ; ti-i-
-Si-ya-an 104; ti-si-a-sa-an 112 ;  ti-si-
-iw-ua-an l l2, 168, 173 ; ti-is-ni 21, 
52, 100, 107 ; tiZni/di, ti-is-nilu-di (-e) 
104, 114;  ti-si-iw-we-en-na-a-an 65 ; 
ti-si-iw-wu-u-un-nu-ulJ-ba 65 

te-sila-lJi 47, 50, 114 
tiSan, ti-is-8a- (a-) an 9, 95, 132, 182;  tisa

nit tan 64 
te- ( es-) su-!Ja-a-i 32 
tdub / tesob 3 1 ;  tesub, te-sub, te-es-su

-ub, Uub, tsb 31 ff., 37, 60 L ;  tesubam, 
te-su-ba-am 34, 59 i., 179;  tesub'adal, 
te-es-su-ub-'a-RI 19, 60 i.; te-e-es-s11,
pa-as, UUb-as, tsbs 31 i., 108, 201 ; te-e. 
-es-su-u-up-pe, te-e8-su-up-pi 63, 109; 
DUP-pi-n-a.-, DUb-wi -na, 63 ; DUb-bu-us 
60 ; t§bd 60 

teolae, te-u-u-Ia-e 27, 130 ff., 140; teanae, 
te-u-u-na-e 27, l l8, 120, 130 tT., cL tea 

du-u-i-du 148 
du-u-!Ju-na-as-ta III 
tugrisl?e, du-ug-ri-iS-lJi 99 i. 
tulbiya 128; tulbizenni 128; tulbunnaya-

128 
tumni, du-um-ni 74, 82; du-um-ni-en 82 ; 

tumnarbu 203 
du-un-du-uk-ku 84 
tupp- 84, 120; tu-bu-e 22, 119  ( ci. ti-bu

-sa ) ; tuppukko 84, 92, 150, 210 ; 
tuppolain, tup-pu-la-in 154, 160;  
tuppoletca, tup-pu-li-e-wa 154, 156 i., 
160; tllppubada- 120; tup-pu-pa-a-ta
-a-al-la-ma-an 120, 135 
tllp-ki-iz-za 30 

tU-WJ-la-an-e-en 17 
d'ube- 80, 118; du-be-na-a-ma-a-an 79 i., 

179 
tuppe, tup-pc 38, 87, 99; tuppi ( y) az, 

tup-pi-as 87, 105, 150; tup-pi-ma-a-an 
99, 180 
tup-sar-ri-iw-wu-u-un-ni 192 
tuppagoslJe- 80 

turi 74 
iUr-ma-ar-di 27 
t11,ru!JlJe/i, du-ru- (ulJ-) !Ji-, trg- 40, 47, 

l l 5 ;  tllru!Ja-ina, t/du- (u-)r11,- {u1;- ) !Ji
-na, trgn 46, 49, 115 ;  trhnir 58, l l 2 ;  
du-ru-lJa-a-e, tu-u-ru-u!J-!Ja-a-i 46 

turubi 71, 115 ;  turubinnukko, du-ru-bi
-i-in-nu-uk-ku 71, 84, 86, 1I5;  du-ru-
-bi-iw-wa! 193 

ddmz 40 
-u- 108, 135, 151 
-11,10- 83 fi., 121, 125 f., 148, , 152, 202 
-0 149 ff., 211 
-ufo 161, 163 � 
-u 121 if., 127 f., 157, 160; -u ( b )  85 
-u-a 1 -wa 53 ; -u-e 1 -we 52 L 
u-a-du-ra-an-ni- 26, 93 
uya- 94, u-ya-ma-a-an 94 
-u/o1;- 136, 157 
-ulJlJa 185; -ulJlJe 116 ;  -o!Je 3 
-ulJZi 130, 203 
-ukk- 134; -ukko 151 
-ugar, -u-ka- ( a-)  r- 39, 83, 124, 136 L 
-11,/01- 152 if., -ol- 134, 137, 194 
-olain 158 ; _olaez 158 
oli, u-u-li 24, 53 f., 78, 173 ; u-u-li-e-en 

78;  u-u-li-ma-a-an 78;  olla, u-u-ul-la 
24, 54, 80 ; oW,J,n, u-u-ul-la-a-an 79 f. ; 
u-u-ul-la-a-sa 72; ullui 92 

ul-li-wa-a-en 83, 136, li3 ; u-u-[-ulJ-lu
-!Ji-duk-ku-u-un 84, 147 f . ;  ul-lu-lJu-
11,g-gu-u-un 84, 136, 147, 150, 173,200; 
ul-Iu-1;u-si-el-1a-a-in 153 ; 11,-u1-[lu'l-]
-lJu-si-i11k-na-a-in 155; ul-Iu-lJu-si-pa-a-e 
132 

ololJ-, u-u-Iu-u-lJ- 136, 185, 193; ololJa
d-ilan, u-u-lu-u-!Ja-a-ti-la-an 23, 157, 
185 ; ololJewadilan, u-u-lu-u-lJe-tca-a· 
-ti-la-an· 23, 156 i., 185 ; ololJetta, u-u-
-lu-u-1;e-e-et-to, 143 i., 2ll  

uli1£JYU 75 
-um 66, 116,  129;  -umma 66, 116, 129; 

-ummeli l l 6, 128 i_ 
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omini, u-u-mi-i-ni 3, 21, 23 f., 53 f., 74, 
79 f., 9 8 ;  uju-mi-ni- 23 ; u-u-mi-i-ni
-iw-wa-as-sa-a-an 66 ; ominewwe, '!l-tt-
-mi-i-in-ni-e-we 72, 98 ; u-me-in-ni-bi-na 
21 ; u-u-mi-i-in-ni-iw-wu-u-a- 200; u-u� 
-mi-i-in-ni-iw-wu-u-e-ni-e 56; ominna, 
u-u-mi-i-in-na 79;  u-u-mi-in-na-a-sa 72 

umbu 58 
uno, u-u·-n- 24, 84 f . ;  una, u-u-na 85, 122 f., 

125 ; un.an, u-na-a-an 85, 168 ; u-na-a
-11,i-i-in 191 ; unalliin, -u-u-na-a-al-Ia-a-
-an 85, 122, 150, 160; u-na-as-se-na 
l lS, 1 6 1 ;  unetta, u-ni-e-ef-fa 16, 122, 
143, 210;  unukk- 84; unukkalan, u-u
-nu-uk-ka-la-an 122, 150; unolukk-, 
u-nu-u-Iu-uk-ka-ma-an 84, 134 ; unoza, 
u-nu-u-u-su 18, 142 f. ; unosta-, u-u-nn
·u-uS-ta- 142 f. 
unab- 8 5 ;  unabtesub 127 

11-jon- ' 152 ff. 
-ujonne 115, 151;  -unni 189, 192 
undu, un-du 88 ff_, 2 1 3 ;  un-du-ma-a-an 

89 f., 169 ; undun, un-du-un 89 f_, 169 
u-nu-u-me-e-ni-i-in 89, 186 f. ; cf. inu
u-wa-a� 67 
. ( u ) ppa 138 
·owe- 149 
ubukko, u-bu-uk-ku 84, 149 f_ 
u-wu ( '!) -mi-ni-wa 129 
-ujor- 152, 156 
u-r- 26; urukko, u-ru-uk-ku 24, 39, 79, 

84, 150 f . ;  u-ru-ukk [u-u-u] n 168; u-ru
-uk-ku-un-na-ma-an 168; urolewa-, 
u-ru-li-e-wa-ma-a-ni-i-in 154, 156 f., 
210 ; urom- 193 ; U-rtl-U-mu 138; uro
mostewadan 138, 145, 156 f., 193; 
urowen, u-ru-u-we-en 83 f., 127 ; u-ri
-im-bu-u-us-su-ulJ.-lJ-a-ma-a-an 46, 146 

u-ru-mu-um-ni-bi 58 
u-u-r- 26; u-u-ra-u-sa-as-se-na-ma-a-an 

118, 165, 188; u-u-ri-a-as-se-na 117 ; 
u-u-ri-iu:-u:u-un-na-a-an 44, 162, 168 

u-ra-an-ti-lJi-ni-na 55; cf_ nu-ra-an-ti-lJi-
-in-na 

urlJe 73 f., 1 1 6 ;  ur-lJA-e-en 73 f. ; urlJa, 
ur-lJa 73, 1 1 3 ;  urlJalliin, l1r-lJal (lJa-al). 

-la-a-an 17, 54, 187 ff.; ur-lJu-ub-ti-in 
135 ; ur!J,obtozilewa, l1r-lJu-ub-du-si-li
-U'a 55, 135, 137, 153 f., 157 ; ur-ulJ-zi 
116;  u-ru-ulJ-lJi-iS-til-la-a-an 46, 146 
urlJal- 137;  urlJ,alenni 132, 139 f. 

urbumma, ur-pu-um-ma 115, 135;  urba-
rinni, ur-pa-ri-in-ni 115, 135 

ur-du-li-e-wa 154, 157 
usgr 29 

-oz.-, -u-u-sa 18, 24, 34, 83, 118, 123, 125, 
137 f., 142 f., 151, 159, 202; -oza 124, 
203; -oii 125, 151, 203; ozikkonne 151 

u-sa-e 119;  cf. us-ta-e 
uslJara, usb-r 45; cf. iSlJara 
uslJune, us-lJu-ni 106 
-ost- 142 f., 145, 157, 203; osta 142 f_ 
us-ta-e 119, 156 ; us-ta-a-an 1 1 9 ;  u[s1-t-

[a-a-Jnu-u-[-uH-ta 143 
u-su-ul 67;  us-su-li-e 154; u-us-su-li-e-es 

154 
u8um, u-su-um 59, 179 
u-su-um-mi-ni-id 67 
udalJije 45 
uttastiden, ut-ta-M-ti-te-en 145 ff. 
utlf,ab- 7 3 ;  cf. te!J,-
utlJuru 75 ; ut-lJu-ri-ya-sa 1 1 2 ;  ut-lJu-ri-di 

104 
za-lam-Si 117 
za-li-ik-ku-li 149, 154, 156 
za-ar-wa-an 175 
-zi- 116, 119; -zzi 93 
zi-ya--ru-un-na 75 
zigi 30 
zili- 30; zilik ( k )  ulJlu 30, 83, 130 

zi-li-pa-dal 62; zi�ibtilla 127 
zi-lu-um-pa 58 
-ze-ni/zenni 1 2  
zi-ir-ra-ma-an-nu 115 
zi-ri-bur 67 
zu-gan 30, 91, 95 
zu-gi 30; zu-ge-et-ta-al-la-a-an 139;  zu

-ge-et-ta-ar-ti-as 203 
zu-bal-gi 39 
zu-ur-ki 76, 133, 166 ; zu-ru-un-ki 76, 133, 

166 ; zu-ru-us-ki 76, 133, 166 
zu-zi-la-ma-an 107, 126, 159, 164 

r 
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